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rare ca 1930 banjo clock. This clock uses Waltham’s famous 8-day
timepiece weight driven movement. The original internal parts are
the movement, pendulum, pendulum stick, weight
chute metal cover, and pendulum tie down. It is missing the tie down. The weight is correct, the throat glass
has a few inconsequential paint chips around the edges; the bottom Mt. Vernon glass appears to have been
professionally restored without removing the glass
from the frame. By that I mean the yellow paint was
rebacked. The dial is original, signature is good, hands
are original, and the two door latches are in good
working order. Mahogany case has the original finish,
stands near 41” high, and retains the original top piece
and side rails with special carved objects at the top and
bottom. This style Waltham banjo clock regularly sells
in the $3000-$3500 range, if you could find one. LyAmerican, Volume 1, page 246. $1500-$2500.

1.
$1250
George A. Jones, New York, N.Y. He made wall regulator clocks in New York from 1864-1873 and shelf clocks
in Bristol, Conn. 1870-1874. His wall regulators generally
were made in a Vienna style with 8-day weight driven
movements and sweep seconds. Some he made with
pinwheel escapements. This walnut case is 53 inches
tall, has two-part porcelain dial with sweep seconds,
gridiron pendulum and brass weight, all appear to be
original stock. The movement is attached to an iron
backplate. The Vienna style case has three glasses and
finials top and bottom. George Jones clocks are very
rare and very collectable. We have rarely sold any of his
fine clocks. $1250-$1500.
2.

$250
George A. Jones, New York, N.Y. This clockmaker
had an interesting history and his clocks are very
collectable today. This shelf clock is known as the
“Turret” model, very different styling as were all
his clocks. The case appears to be original, perhaps
a little dull, needing polish, and some minor adjustments here and there. The pendulum looks to be
original, but then we never see his pendulums so
cannot be sure. The paper dial is a replacement.
The 8-day time and strike movement is running.
$250-$350.

6.
$1200
“Wayne Cline, Bowling Green, Ky.” Lyre banjo, ca 1998. The carved
mahogany case stands 42 inches high, is like new and
all original. A good-looking lady is painted on the tablet. The dial is signed, “Wayne R. Cline / Bowling Green,
KY”, and the case is stamped “3” in many places. Cline
also stamps his code on all his clocks. This one is:
“0/3/454/98”. The case is in overall excellent condition,
the movement is properly signed, “Wayne Cline”. The
8-day weight, pendulum, and 8-day weight movement
are original stock and the movement is clean and in
running condition.
I have my reasons for thinking
why he did it, because I have done the same thing.
Note that this lyre banjo is identical to the Campos
banjo in the January 2018 auction, No. 202, and the
Campos Lyre banjo in the July 2018 auction, No. 20.
$2000-$3000.

3.
$700
Wayne Cline, Bowling Green, Ky. Reproduction of a Howard No. 10,
ca 2002. These very popular figure 8 clocks have always been very
collectable models. This one is about 34 inches tall,
made of excellent walnut wood and finished every bit as
nice as the original Howard made clocks. It has an 8-day,
time only movement and is weight driven. It is signed
and numbered everywhere in Cline’s own lingo;
“0/85/549/02”. It has a proper door latch, glasses, dial,
and hands, all identical to an original ca 1880 Howard
figure 8. Reproductions made by Howard have sold at
several auctions, always bringing from $2500 to $3500.
We have seen the original No. 10’s sell at auctions for up
to $15,000. No wonder these Cline reproductions are so
popular. They don’t come any nicer than this one. $1000$1500.
4.

7.
$700
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass. “Bicentennial Banjo, ca
1976. Designed like the Banjo clocks 1 thru 5, then they
added a finial on the top and bottom. The mahogany
case is 42 inches tall and in perfect condition. The reverse painted throat and lower tablets have a thirteen
colonies motif. Perfect painted dial is signed, “E. Howard & Co/ Boston”. A label inside indicates the serial
number of the clock is #149 and it was made in 1978. If
you can find one of this model for sale you will more
than likely pay upwards of $1500. $900-$1200.

$250

Reproduction miniature “Laterndluhr”, signed by the
maker in 3 different places, on the dial, “C. E. Beacham
III / in Sisters, on the beat scale, “Beacham’s Clock Co.”,
and on the back, “No. 329, C. E. Beacham III, 1988”. It is
a magnificent 26-inch-high case with wood I cannot
describe unless it is a very light walnut. Note the inlay
around the 4 clock sections from top to base. It has 9
beveled glasses, three on each side and the front.
Signed porcelain dial and apparently a pair of special
made hands. Two hinged doors on the front, brass pendulum bob and wood stick, brass weight, and a clean as
a pin 8-day time only brass movement. Gosh, what a
clock, a definite keeper. This clock was purchased at an
east coast auction by the previous owner, for over
$800. $300-$500.

8.
$500
Ansonia Clock Company, Ansonia, Conn., hanging
clock, “Commerce”, ca 1883. This early wall clock is 36
inches tall, made with walnut wood and is nice and
clean and polished. It surely spent the last 135 years in
a nice smoke free home. The nice carved top and base
are all original as are the full columns, excellent door
glass, brass pendulum with wood stick, and the dial
and hands. The 8-day movement is time only and running. There is not a lot to talk about when the clock is
this nice and clean. Ly-Ansonia #609. $500-$750.
9.
$1000
George A. Jones & Co., New York, Regulator No. 1, ca 1873. This unusual and rare clock has an 8-day weight driven time only movement

5.
$1400
“Waltham Watch Co. / U.S.A.”, signed on the movement of this very
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weight bank clock, ca 1875. This contemporary clock was possibly
made by Joel Warren, who lives near Ithaca, New York, and who
owns the remaining stock of the Ithaca factory
parts. He supplies the clock collecting public with
precision Ithaca Calendar clock parts. This clock
was no doubt duplicated exactly from an original
model, and if you would drag it behind your car for
a while, hang it in a shed to accumulate some dust
and spiders, it might pass for an 1883 model. In a
hundred years some member of your family would
own an antique No. 0. First and foremost, this is a
beautiful clock, made of walnut, 50 inches high,
and has carvings top and bottom. Any or all of
those things make it a desirable clock. What you
may not see in the picture are the case sides, and
the fine looking dials. The movement is 8-day, and
appears to be an older one. There are two iron
weights that descend the case sides. When this one is sold there will
be no more unless someone in the future accepts the challenge.
Joel indicates if he ever made them again he would have to charge a
great deal more because of the time involved in making them. We
have had one in our collection for some time and can vouch for the
beauty, workmanship, and dependability of the clock. Ly-Calendar
Clocks, page 271. $1,000-$1,500.

with pinwheel escapement and maintaining power. It
has 8-inch Roman numeral white porcelain dial and
center second hand. The gridiron pendulum with
brass ball and the brass weight are original. The sleek
walnut case is around 52 inches tall with fancy carvings, attached ornaments and finials all around. The
case was in process of some light restoration when
the collector had to let his collection go to others. 3
parts are not permanently attached to the case at
this time but I put them in place for the picture. I
believe the bottom finial is original but not the small
block it is attached to. It needs to be drilled to attach
to the case. The two small pieces attached to the top
finial are not original and not now attached. In my
research I found they were applied on the top in two
different positions. All the other attachments appear
to be original. This clock is more original and has
fewer new parts than any I found that have sold in live auctions for
$1000 to $1500. Other Jones clocks in this auction have details about
the history of the Jones clock company.
10.
$700
“G. A. Jones & Co. / New York”, label on the back of this “Hanging
Monogram” model made possibly made in 1870 or
earlier. Henry J. Davies was plant manager for
Jones and in 1873 he acquired control of the company and sold the old stock of Jones clocks and
continued to produce the same models Jones had
made. The Ansonia Brass & Copper Company also
offered some of his models and supplied movements to Davies. This clock has a new Ansonia dial.
Perhaps it was as close as they could find to fit the
winding arbors. On the other hand Ansonia did sell
many of Davies/Jones clocks even before Ansonia
bought out Davies. The 8-day movement is time
only, unsigned and held to the case by 2 wood
strips, and it is running. The fancy pendulum was probably a Jones
or Davies product. The walnut case is 29 inches tall, complete and
original and has all 6 of the original finials. This clock is pictured in Ly
-Ansonia #547, with the same pendulum. It shows ca 1874, and as
being a product of Ansonia Brass & Copper Co. Ly-Ansonia, page
169. $750-$1000.

13.
$950
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No. 1”, ca 1872. I have one
almost identical to this one and came within an ace of having two.
This clock is 150 years old and shows its age. The door has evidently
never been cleaned. The box behind the door is
showing a very nice rosewood so one would surmise
the door could look the same. A collector probably
won’t mind the old original finish but if you want it
pretty you will have to take off the accumulated
grime. The rosewood veneered case is very nice, and
stands 40” high, and has a plain rosewood panel in
the center. As with any large heavy clock you could
probably find some edge chips if you looked hard
enough. Excellent painted zinc dials are original,
lettering is only slightly faded. Good hands, calendar
rollers, and a near perfect black and gold label on
the back of the door. Key lock on the side and a
wood latch to hold the door. The movements are original and appear to be in good working order. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 89-90; LyCalendar, pages 244-247. $1000-$1500.

11.
$350
“Manufactured expressly for the owner FRANCIS E. MORSE By The
E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co. / Forestville, Conn. All Orders Must
Be Sent To Morse, Mitchell, and Williams / Chicago, Ill.”, copied from the complete label on the
back of the case. This calendar clock is ca 1883,
has an 8-day time, strike, and simple calendar
movement by Franklin-Morse. A complete page
(208) in the Ly-Welch, Second Edition, is dedicated to this clock. Our clock is identical including
the labels. Judging by the small hole and small
tear I believe it is the same clock. Even the calendar hand is in the same place on the dial. The
walnut case stands 22 ½ inches tall, is in excellent condition, and all original with the possible exception of the
dial. You won’t find a finer example of this model. It has the original
pendulum, hands, coil gong, and door glass. Ly-Welch, page 208.
$450-$750.

14.
$850
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 6”, ca 1975. We have sold a
few of this model over the years and it remains one of my favorite
Seth Thomas clocks. It is big at 49” tall, very simple, yet very stylish,
and will look great in any room in your home. Easy to
decorate around and will blend in with any other
style of furniture. We have sold them as high as
$10,000 when we were flying high with derivatives
and other spooky investments. They do not bring five
figures any more but they are still better than Wells
Fargo stock. This one is a Seth Thomas “Reissue”,
made by the Seth Thomas Clock Company identical
to their ca 1880’s originals. Case is walnut, extremely
nice, clean, and has all the trimmings that an original
would have. The painted metal dial is excellent. It has
original hands, weight, pulley, pendulum, wood stick,
beat scale, and good label inside. The movement of
course is 8-day, time only, and running briskly. Com-

12.
$750
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 0 Regulator”, or 8-day hanging
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1859 is 8-day time and strike and is functioning properly. The original
dial is dark but complete and very legible. The hands, brass bezels,
glasses, and pendulum bob are all original to the clock as best we
can tell. Clocks of this type made entirely by Ansonia Brass & Copper
Co. (successor to Ansonia Brass & Battery Co.) did not appear on
the market until 15 years later. $500-$800.

pare this clock with any of those I have sold in auctions over the
many years. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 284. $90-$1200.
15.
$300
G. A. Jones & Co. New York, decorated parlor clock, ca 1870. Jones
produced a very elaborately decorated clock OR
an artist once owned it. The painting of the flowers and other decorations were not done by an
amateur and also they were done a mighty long
time ago. Just before it came to me it was obviously was in the process of being restored for a
new piece of molding on the left side was recently attached and ready for painting. The case is 25
inches tall, has all of its pieces and parts, has evidently been rode hard and put up wet for it is not
a mint clock and needs some restoration. The
innards, pendulum, bell, and 8-day movement are typical Jones
items, as are the metal attachments to the very ornate parts of the
case. I believe the hands post is bent for the hands are hard to
move. I did not try to run the movement. $300-$500.

19.
$1200
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. a top of the line mantel
clock, the “Psyche”, ca 1885. I have owned and
sold only two of this model previously. July
2010, sold for $1755, and July 2017 sold for
$1600. This one is superb, a clean 24.5” high
walnut case, clean and rubbed, (polished). This
one is more than a mantel clock, it is a parlor
clock, a cut above most all mantel clocks, one
you will be proud to display. And, it is very rare
because it also has a calendar movement. It has
several carvings, six turned finials, grooved designs, and some very
special applied wood ornaments. There is a wonderful old glass in
the door, a George B. Owen style barrel pendulum, and I would suspect that Owen designed the case. It has the original dial, a few tiny
chipped places and a little wear, but overall very nice to be 135 years
old. Good nickeled bell, nickel dial rings, and an 8-day signed movement that is running and striking the bell. Ly-Gilbert #1022. $1500$2000.

16.
$300
G. A. Jones & Co. New York, parlor clock, ca 1870. Note the comparison with #15. Almost identical but with slight differences, such as,
the finials and the top crest. That would be
typical with a production line like Jones had. I
can certainly understand how finials would
vary in identical models. He used a Welch
movement and pendulum in this clock. They
are pictured in the back of Ly-Welch. The walnut case is almost 25 inches tall, complete and
original the best I can tell with the exception
of one tiny finial on top that was recently
made and not yet stained. The glass is perfect,
dial is original but dark and aged, and the 8-day
movement appears to be in running condition. $300-$500.

20.
$1500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 3”, ca 1879. Eight-day wall
timepiece in walnut, standing 44” high, overall in
clean and polished condition but not without a wart
or two. The wood has been cleaned and polished,
any black remaining is in the cracks. One bump on
the outer edge of the top bezel, and a few small
chips around the inner part of the round next to the
glass. All are very discreet problems, none call you
attention to any chips. There are some tiny chips/
flaking of veneer around the lower glass. Apparently the gold around the lower glass has been enhanced. The original dial has been repainted, shows
the ST emblem. Dial pan is original to the case for
the holes match up. The 8-day trapezoid movement
is signed and running. The bob is brass, has a brass
weight with knurled caps, brass pulley, nickeled beat scale, side
door lock, and part of a black label inside. The label has been
chipped away by the weight and pendulum probably when moving
and hauling the clock, but there is some of the label present. LySeth Thomas, pages 279-281. $1500-$2000.

17.
$450
Ansonia Clock Co. Royal Bonn cased, “La Manche”, ca 1904. This
case is primarily covered with off baby blue and cream-colored
shades, and the usual flowers and gold highlighting on the front and
sides. I would call the case perfect but it is 112 years old. Two-piece
porcelain dial is signed, has no hairlines or other problems, has the
correct hands, open escapement mechanism,
beveled glass and French sash. On the back is
the German Royal Bonn logo. The brass back is
correct as are the pendulum, Cathedral gong,
and the 8-day movement. It is running and
striking half hours on a standing gong. We
don’t get Ansonia Royal Bonn clocks any nicer
than this. Ly-Ansonia, page 615. $500-$750.

21.
$1850
“Atkins Clock Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, “Parlor No. 1” case, with their
“Type III”, 30-day wagon spring movement, ca 1852. The rosewood
case is 17.5” high, 13” wide, and 5” deep. The case style was very
unusual for its day with very detailed beveled front, top and base.
The two doors have brass knobs and the bottom
door has an original painted glass. The top glass
has gold leaf with over painting. The painted
metal dial has no flaking to speak of, except
some small key chipping around the winding
arbors. It has hands and an old brass pendulum
bob but cannot be sure if they are original. The
wagon spring frame is cast iron and has a decorative scroll design. On the backboard is a complete
legible label. The screws holding the dial and the

18.
$400
“Ansonia Brass & Battery Co. / Manufacturers of / Sheet Brass / Copper Rivets / Brass, Kettles, Tubing / Lamp Burners / Brass Clocks & C
& C / 19 & 21 Cliff St. New York”, copied from an
oval copper plaque on the back of this extremely
rare iron front clock. They sold their brass movements to “the trade”, in this example it was, “N.
Muller, N.Y.” who made cases and sold the clocks
thru a New York outlet, American Clock Co. Underneath the lower brass bezel is stamped, “N. Muller,
N.Y No. 84”. The case is 20 inches tall, complete
and all original. The movement made by Ansonia in
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is a replacement, and the clock deserves a nice painted dial. The 8day movement is running and striking a bell on the hours. On the
back is a complete paper label. $400-$600.

tablet, need some attention. Atkins was always experimenting and
changed cases and movements on a whim. Reference: “The Clocks
of Irenus Atkins”, by Gregory and King. Cases, movements, glasses,
etc. are pictured and described. $1850-$2500.

26.
$1200
E. O. Stennes, Weymouth, Mass. 8-day weight driven
banjo, ca about 1964. The 8-day movement is signed,
“E. O. Stennis, Weymouth, Mass. #5”. Many of the
movements used by Mr. Stennes were from a large
group of Howard No. 5 banjo clocks purchase from a
school system. The “5” was already stamped; Mr.
Stennes added his name and address. The pendulum
is also signed, “5”. The mahogany cross banded case
is 33” high, numbered, “7-64” on the case. The pendulum is the type used by Stennes in his banjo clocks,
there is his trademark “bee” on the dial, hidden behind the bezel. That was a trademark he customarily
used on his dials. The dial and hands appear to be
original to the case, good bright gold bezel with
bowed glass, gold side rails, unusual finial on top, and
the original painted glasses. This clock normally sells for near $5000
at the auctions where people fly in from everywhere, rent hotel
rooms, and pay big fees to the internet companies that post the
auctions on line. $1500-$2500.

22.
$225
Gilbert Clock Company, hanging clock, Brighton”, ca
1901. This clock is almost mint perfect, and one would
swear it had never hung on a wall but was in a box
under the bed for 120 years. As you can see the label is
complete, the dial, gong, and pendulum are correct
and perfect and the oak case looks like it just came
from the factory. It is38 inches tall, has and 8-day time
and strike movement that is operating perfectly, and I
quit, what else can I say. Ly-Gilbert #392. $300-$500.

23.
$275
Waterbury Clock Company hanging clock, “Alton”, ca
1906. Walnut case is clean but covered with an old
crazed finish and the appearance of a coat of shellac
on the wood that has never been touched. The case is
almost 40” tall, has ripple molding all around the door
frame, applied carvings or pressed trim pieces on the
top and base, grooved decorations around the sides.
Two partial labels on the back, a complete black label
inside, and a correct brass pendulum bob. It is a Waterbury trademark bob with circle in the center, also
has a signed beat scale, signed original dial, winding
key, correct gong and gong base, and a good old glass in the door.
The 8-day movement is signed and is running and striking correctly.
There are no extra holes around the movement or dial pan. This is a
good original, straight clock. Ly-Waterbury #602. $300-$500.

27.
$800
E. Howard, Boston, “Regulator No. 70”, ca 1880. Beautiful oak case,
clean, polished, and completely original. It is 32” high, has the original eight-day, time only movement that is signed and running briskly. 12” painted dial is nearly perfect, maybe some slight fading of the
Howard name on the dial. Good painted lower glass
has some minute paint chips. Both glasses are original and the doors have proper latches. There are a
few small chips on the painted glass and no attempt
has been made to cover them. At some point you
may want to reback the glass to hold the original
paint. Correct damascened pendulum bob and stick,
pendulum tie down, weight baffle board, pulley, and
a correct iron weight, all near perfect and original to
this case. The weight is marked and movement are
marked “70”. Ly-American, page 123. $1000-$1500.

24.
$250
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging clock, “Queen Elizabeth”,
ca 1901. The oak case is 37” high, has been restored by
cleaning and polishing the original finish, not stripped.
It has the original paper dial on the old pan, all the
brass was polished, movement cleaned and serviced,
so that now it is ready to hang and enjoy. I cannot find
and flaws on the wood case but surely there is a small
nick somewhere. We believe all the finials and other
wood parts are original to the case although after
cleaning some of the wood parts are different shades.
They are still original, all wood parts are not the same
shade on any clock. The door glass, pendulum bob,
pendulum stick, and the hands, are probably original to the clock.
On the back is a paper label, about 95% still intact. Ly-Ansonia #620.
$250-$500.

28.
$450
“Welch, Spring & Co. No. 4 Round Head Calendar”,
ca 1878. The 8-day movement was made by the E. N.
Welch Manufacturing Company and has a recoil escapement. It is spring driven, strikes hours on a coil
gong. The calendar mechanism on the back of the
lower door has a complete label indicating it was
made by B. B. Lewis. Normally these cases would
have one or two labels inside on the lower backboard. Because it was going to the Spanish market
the labels were left off and a black paper was installed to cover the backboard. The dials are original
and are designed for the Spanish market. The hands and pendulum
are original to the clock. The 30-inch-high rosewood case is very nice
to be 140 years old. This is a fine example of this rare calendar model. Ly-Welch, page 74; Ly-Calendar #734. This clock has consistently
booked and sold for over $1500. Well it did until Washington declared that every American should own their own home. $500-$750.

25.
$350
“G. A. Jones & Co. New York”, 8-day mantel clock, “Egyptian”, in a
large and attractive case, ca 1870-1874. This clock
reminds me of several Ansonia clocks produced after
1877 when Ansonia was reorganized and Henry J.
Davies became General Manager. Davies had bought
out George Jones in 1874. In other words, Davies
continued making the Jones models when he was in
business for himself and also when he ran Ansonia. I
am surprised Ansonia did not name a clock Egyptian.
This walnut case is 24 ½ inches tall, the four clock
sides are identical, it has 3 glasses, finials, and ornate
top and a fancy pendulum that Jones was noted for. The paper dial

29.
$450
Chelsea Clock Co. “No. 1 Pendulum”, office regulator in cherry, ca
1911. We have a good looking 34” high quarter sawn oak case that
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34.
$1800
Ansonia Clock Co. “General”, ca 1914. We do not
get very many General’s, thankfully, because we
do not have places to hang clocks this large. The
walnut case is 68” high and 28” wide across the
top. This case has all the carved ornaments and
they are original. The top ornament has been (hit)
broken and glued back in place. The clock has two
good glasses, three original hands, and the 18” dial
pan with the very good original painted dial. The
dial is very nice and clean, and has no scratches
but does have some small chips on the outside
edge, around the screws, and the arbors. The
brass weights are original, same with the brass
pendulum bob and wood stick, and the beat scale.
The 8-day double weight, time only movement is signed and running. The Generals we have seen and sold in the past are usually oak
and have dings and bruises around the edges because they are too
large for one person to carry and hang, but the same folks who do
not stop and ask directions, do not stop and ask for help hanging
these huge clocks, therefore the dings. This one may have been
owned by a female for it does not have those problems. My picture
leaves a little to be desired, but again, I could not move it by myself
to a good place to photograph. Ly-Ansonia, pages 180-181. $2500$3500.

looks to be all original and is complete. Correct door
latches, glasses are original, so is the brass pendulum,
wood stick, and pendulum tie down. The 8-day time
only movement is original to the case and is signed.
The iron weight is the correct type for this model
clock. The dial pan is original and the dial was repainted by The Dial House. If not for the repainted dial, this
clock could sell in the $3000 range. Well, maybe a few
years ago. It can sure be improved but maybe not to
the $3000 value. Ly-American, Volume 1, page 78. $500
-$750.
30.
$750
Junghans, Germany, R A wall clock with unusually
large bell on the tail of the clock. I thought I had seen
every imaginable creation of a clock until now. The
nickel bell is about 6 inches in diameter. A long wire
from the movement pulls the bell strike each hour. The
mahogany case is no slouch itself for it is 42 inches tall
and covered with finials, columns, and many applied
ornaments. It has three glasses, removable top piece,
and a very nice, typical, RA pendulum. The 8-day movement is signed, running and striking the bell the number of hours as it should. $750-$1000.
32.
$800
New Haven Clock Co. extremely rare calendar clock, “Cabinet No. 4
With Perpetual Calendar”, ca 1885. Researchers have
been unable to come up with any information on this
unusual calendar mechanism. The calendar dial is
original but shows some age even though it is behind
glass that is never removed. I think it is because it is
paper where the time dial is metal. The perpetual
calendar shows the month, and the day of the
month. The time dial is also near perfect. I cannot say
for sure it has been repainted at some time. The
movements are clean and in good operating condition. The time movement runs 8-days and strikes
hours on a bell positioned in the base of the case. Access to the
pendulum is thru the base. The 19” high case is made of quarter
sawn oak and is exceptionally clean and beautifully polished. It is
complete and all original. The only other one I have sold was in 2012,
went for over $2000. Ly-Calendar, page 198. $1000-$1500.

35.
$1750
George A. Jones & Co. Bristol, Conn. and New York City. This rare
wall clock is the “Fritz” model, ca 1865-1870. Jones is not as well
known as many clockmakers but he for sure made some very unusual, very nice, and now very rare clocks. This mahogany case is 46 inches high and appears to be all original with the possible exception of the three finials on
the bottom. The pendulum is hung thru the small
glass door. I could not hang the pendulum for the
picture but believe me the time only eight-day movement is running. You can only get one hand thru the
door to hang the pendulum and after a while I gave
up. The brass bezel is hinged at the top, dial is excellent, appears old, but on the other hand too nice to
be original. No label, but there is evidence on the
back it probably had a label. $2000-$2500.
36.
$1200
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass. “Bicentennial” reissued
banjo, ca 1978. Howard reissued this banjo model to
commemorate 200 years of the US government, 17761976. The glasses are inscribed and there is a factory label inside indicating this is No. 115 of their model “95B-1”.
It is almost a Howard No. 5 banjo except for the addition
of the tail and the special finial on top. The case is 42
inches high, rosewood stained, near new, cannot find
any reason not to call it new. It may have never been
hung on the wall. The case is also stamped “115”. I did
not remove the dial but the previous owner says the
movement is signed, the weight is correct and it is in
running condition. $1200-$1500.

33.
$1000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a rare model, “Office Calendar No. 5”. The clock is a reproduction and is very
nice, clean, polished, and complete. Obviously
some restoration has been done to the clock. This
reproduction No. 5 was transformed into a railroad
clock with two time dials, new trim around to the
outer rims of both glasses, and of course the calendar movement was removed. The ornate trim top
and bottom are identical to the original clocks so
we assume all are correct on our case. A special
key opens the little door on the base. That door
has a glass for viewing the pendulum ball. The 8-day movement is
running and operating both time dials. There are two large iron
weights and a brass pendulum with wood stick. We probably have
sold fewer than a half dozen No. 5 double dials over the years, of
course none like this one, the last two originals brought over
$10,000 plus the premium. Ly-Calendar #606; Ly-Seth Thomas, page
94. $7500-$9000.

37.
$950
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “No. 11 Regulator”, ca 1891. We have sold
several of this model over the years always with great success for it
has always been a popular clock. In many ways this clock may be the
finest of the lot. The 50” high case is made of solid cherry and has
been rubbed and rubbed, until it looks like a pricey piece of antique
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40.
$1000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 1”, ca 1860-1865. Complete
black and gold label covering the weight chute panel, says in part, “Manufactured by Seth Thomas
Clock Co. Thomaston, Conn.”. Rosewood veneered
case is 34” high, has good veneer all over but undoubtedly has a nick or two somewhere. I see no
real problems with the clock. The hands, glasses,
weight, pendulum ball and stick, all appear to be
original. Someone has polished the brass pendulum
ball until it is mostly a copper color. You can have
brass put back on them if you choose. The paper
beat scale in the base, separate from the label, if
there was one it is pretty well wiped out. Both
doors lock with a hook on the side. The movement
is the early type, rectangular, and the weight drops down the center
of the case behind the sliding label board, like the later No. 2 regulators. This nice very early clock is running, and is very good looking.
Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 269-271. $1000-$1500.

furniture. All the brass has been polished, movement gone thru and serviced and overall is in tip
top condition. Of course it is almost 120 years old
so you can surely find an age spot, bump, or
bruise, somewhere and I know some of you collectors won’t like it because it is so clean and
polished. The three glasses are held with original
putty or some genius has put new putty around
them. The original paper dial is signed, aged and
darkened, but all there and certainly acceptable.
All the wood parts look to be original, no repairs
or new parts visible. Some of the wood work is
very detailed and most unusual. Door lock on the
side, old winding crank, pair of correct and original brass weights and brass pendulum with the
original wood stick. I did not hang the weights for the picture. The
movement is 8-day, time and strike, mounted to a large iron back
plate, and is powered by two brass weights that descend each side
of the case. The weight cords are wound around one spool on the
bottom of the movement, then the cords go up to the top, each
side of the case, over spools, and then come down the sides. The
strike is spring operated, not weight. Ly-Gilbert, page 135. $1000$1500.

41.
$3000
German Black Forest cuckoo clock, ca 1890.
The linden wood heavily carved case is 48 inches tall, including the antlers, 45 inches with
antlers removed, 24 inches wide and 10 inches
deep. The moose deer head on top is quality
carved with good detail as are the other carvings. The 8 ½ inch dial has good numbers and
fancy original bone hands. It has old pine cone
weights and old 21-inch-long pendulum with
two carved leaves for the pendulum bob.
There is also a good hand carved bird. The
nicely hand carved wood antlers are not old but were made correctly. There are a few small cracks repaired with some leaf tips repaired. The overall condition is very good for a clock this old and this
size. It has a one-day time and strike movement that is running. It is
not often we get an old quality Black Forest clock of this size offered
for sale. I looked back thru old auction catalogs and saw that we
used to sell one or two dozen nice cuckoo clocks every auction, but
these days we are lucky to have one for sale. A good reference book
is “Black Forest Clocks” by Rick Ortenburger. I sold this same clock
for over $5000 several years ago. $3000-$4000.

38.
$800
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No. 2”, ca
1875. A very large rosewood veneered case standing 42 ½ inches tall, in very good condition. The
case has very little veneer damage, mainly a chip
or two on the top and base which is very common
on these large clocks that are hard to move about
by one person. The glasses are good and there is
an excellent large black label on the back of the
door. The movements, dials, weight, and pendulum bob, are correct or original for this type clock.
The painted dials are 14.5” in diameter, top dial
with very little flaking. The label is signed, “Seth
Thomas Clock Company, Thomaston, Conn.”. The time only movement is 8-day, powered by one wafer weight that descends a
weight chute on the right side of the case. The calendar movement
is perpetual. The door lock on the case side requires a male ended
key to operate the lock. None came with the clock and I don’t have
one. They can be easily made on a lathe or with a file. A beautiful
and large clock.. Ly-Calendar, page 247. $1000-$1500.

42.
$200
Kienzle/German Vienna two weight regulator, ca 1929.
The company was founded in 1787 and passed down
thru the family and still in operation today. The 39-inchhigh oak case is exceptionally nice, clean, and polished.
It has beveled glass in the lower part of the door, a flat
glass over the dial, and small round glasses on the
sides. The dial, pendulum bob, beat scale and weights
are all nickeled while the dial surround and pulleys are
brass. The 8-day movement is running and it strikes
three chime rods. The wall levelers on this clock are
inside the case and easily turned to level the clock.
Excellent clock for this minimum. $250-$400.

39.
$450
New Haven Clock Co. “Columbia”, ca 1911. A rare
cherry cased 30 day hanging clock that was seldom
made and a model we have not seen before. It is a
long, thin clock, 48 ½ inches tall, and only 14” wide.
At first glance it appears to be very plain, but actually
there is a lot of fine wood work top to bottom. There
are three long glasses, some carvings on the door
framing around the dial and on the tail, and the top is
removable. The clock appears to be complete and all
original. The case has been polished/rubbed, making
it suitable for any home. Signed dial, three hands,
brass bob, wood stick, brass beat scale, are all correct
and most surely original to the case. The movement
runs 30 days on one winding. It is surely a better looking, more regal clock, than the books make it out to
be. Ly-New Haven #521. $500-$750.

43.
$500
“Welch, Spring & Co.” Italian No. 2, calendar clock, ca 1872. In 45
years I have not had any of this model and cannot find any sales at
any of the live auction companies. The rosewood shelf clock is 16”
high and in original condition. The case for its age is excellent. There
are no breaks or repairs, it has an old good original finish, and perhaps an edge nick. The dial, hands, and glasses, are all original. The
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has some small paint chips, all are around the screws and winding
arbors. The 8-day brass movement is running and signed by the
maker. We see this style clock, without fusees, sell for $3000 and
more at eastern auctions. The last one I saw was last fall and it went
for $2300 plus some fees charged by the company that monitored
the auction on line. This clock is all original and a very nice example
of this model. $1000-$1500.

calendar dials are original and for their age in remarkably good condition. Complete paper label
inside and about half of a label on the back. The coil
gong, old brass bob, and the eight-day movement
that is signed, all appear to be original. The movement is complete and operational, striking hours on
the coil gong. The clock was originally sold by
Welch, Spring & Co, but was actually manufactured
by the B. B. Lewis Clock Co. between 1868 and 1870.
This is noted by the peep hole in the lower calendar dial and the
straight mitered base. When Lewis went to work for Welch, Spring
he sold them his surplus No. 2 mantel clocks. There is more information about this clock in Ly-Welch, page 77. $1500-$750.

47.

$1100

Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 4”, ca
1880. The Culver brothers started this company
in 1875 and the best marketing decision they
made was to contract with the Seth Thomas
Clock Co. for the running and calendar movements for the Fashions. Most experts agree that
the movements used in the Fashion clocks were
the finest Seth Thomas ever made. The clock is
running and keeping time as designed. The four
hands, upper and lower dial, nickeled bezels,
calendar rollers, and Fashion glass, are all original
and correct. The pendulum rod has had a piece of
reinforcement metal added but you cannot see
that in the clock. It is very unusual that these original dials have only
some minor paint chips. Usually by now both dials would have been
so bad they had to be repainted. The walnut case is 32” high, complete and original. All three finials have good tips and we cannot
verify if there are factory lathe marks on the ends because they are
glued into the case. There is a complete black label inside; the movements are clean, signed, and running. Overall a good example of the
No. 4. Ly-Calendar, page 286. $1200-$1500.

44.
$500
Welch, Spring & Co. “Italian No. 3” calendar clock, ca 1868. The label
inside the case is all in place and designates Welch, Spring as the
manufacturer and seller, however it was actually made by the B.B.
Lewis Clock Co. between 1868 and 1870. When B. B. Lewis went to
work for Welch, Spring, his clocks were added to the Welch line.
The complete black and gold label over the calendar movement
(back side of the door) indicates the calendar was patented by B.B.
Lewis but manufactured by Welch, Spring. The just under 19-inchhigh rosewood veneered case is near perfect, but
as usual has some tiny chips along the base. Door
latches, glasses, gong, brass bob, hands, and both
dials are original to the case. There are some small
insignificant paint bubbles on the upper dial. The
movement is 8-day, running, and striking the coil
gong on the hours. As far as I can tell from my prior
sales of this model and sales at distant auction
houses, the style and height of the model varies,
not all are the same. Ly-Welch, page 78. $500-$750.

48.
$1000
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 2 Regulator, Or
Hanging Bank Clock”, ca 1874. The early regulators
“O”, “1”, and “2”, were very similar in case design
but the movements were different. The No. 2 case
is made of walnut and is 48” high, glass port on the
bottom, large finial on top. This clock is not perfect
by any means but for its age it is still ticking. The
paper dials certainly appear to be original but new
ones are so readily available you can never tell for
sure. The bottom paper dial has a tear repair and
slightly darkened. The time dial is not as nice as the
calendar dial, lots of repairs but the consignor
chose to have original dials rather than new white dials. The upper
movement is 8-day and powered by two long wafer type weights.
The perpetual calendar movement was invented by Henry Horton,
the founder of the Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. There is one door lock
operated with the winding key. Present are all the accessory parts,
the two original weights, brass pendulum bob, three hands, calendar rollers, ands both paper dials. Ly-Calendar #294. $1000-$1500.

45.
$500
Ansonia Clock Co. uncommon hanging black walnut cased clock,
“Forrest”, ca 1904. It is not a small clock for it is 41” high, has a good
look with lots of applied ornaments, many that are carved, grooved,
and etched with various designs. It has the original
crazed finish, slightly dark but not smoke covered
and was lightly cleaned with polish. All the wood
parts on the clock are original as is the glass, dial,
and hands. Inside, the brass bob, wood stick, brass
dial rings, cathedral gong, and 8-day brass movement, are all original to the case. The label inside
the case is perfect. We have very seldom seen this
model, and never with all the original wood ornaments. For some reason this model has always had
a high book value, over $800. Ly-Ansonia #615.
$500-$750.
46.
$800
“Forestville Manufacturing Company, / J. C. Brown, Bristol, Conn.”,
4 column onion top or sharp gothic clock, ca 1848. Rosewood veneered case is 20 inches tall and has all its original
wood and internal parts. The clock has not had any
veneer restorations or repairs. You would have to
look long and hard to find any case problems. Even
the finial tips are perfect and it has Brown’s patent
bone door knob. The glasses are good and I believe
the bottom glass is original. It has a complete label
and an original painted dial, and old pendulum bob
and coil gong. You can never be sure about the
hands. The dial is not bad considering its age, and

50.
$500
“Waltham Watch & Clock Co.” ca 1930 banjo clock. This
clock uses Waltham’s famous 8-day timepiece weight
driven movement that is signed and numbered. The original internal parts are the movement, pendulum, pendulum stick, weight chute metal cover, lead weight, and
winding key. It is missing the original tie down bar but our
collector made his own. The throat glass and bottom Mt.
Vernon glass have a few minor paint chips that have been
spot covered. There is a gilt rope around both painted
glasses and gilt covered balls on the base. The dial is original, signature is good, hands are original, and the two
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54.
$800
Waterbury Clock Co. banjo, “Willard No. 4”, ca 1906. The Willard
series of banjo’s are all weight driven and very large, 42” to 43” tall.
This one has a large amount of the original paper label on the back
stating it is a Willard No. 4. The case is dark like most
old mahogany cases but this one is made of Flemish
Oak. It is all original, has not been refinished or polished a whole lot in 100 years. The gold finial looks to
be perfect. The gold around the original painted glasses
is also very nice and I believe it is original. Very little
paint loss on the glasses and overall the paint is holding
nicely. The brass rails and bezel are clean and polished.
The best thing about this banjo is the porcelain dial and
it is signed. The porcelain is perfect. Under the dial is a
Waterbury 8-day movement that runs robustly. The
brass bob is damascened, has been polished. It has the
original wood stick, original pendulum tie down, and
original metal cover over the weight chute. The weight
is original or period and one would assume it came with
the clock. Ly-Waterbury #124. $950-$1250.

door latches are in good working order. Mahogany case has the
original finish, stands near 41” high, and retains the original brass
eagle, brass side rails, and brass sash holding the bowed glass. This
style Waltham banjo clock regularly sells everywhere, in the $1000$2000 range. Ly-American, page 248. $600-$900.
51.
$500
Waltham Clock Co., Waltham, Mass. 8-day time only
weight driven movement, ca 1930. In a mahogany case
42 inches high, 10.5 inches wide and with reverse painted tablets that have slight paint flaking. The mahogany
case is very nice as is the painted metal dial. The hands,
eagle on top, brass side rails, brass pendulum bob and
wood stick, the iron weight and pulley are all correct.
The weight chute at the bottom has the typical metal
covering and pendulum tie down arrangement. The individual case parts are stamped, “7”. The dial is signed
“Waltham”. The 8-day movement is signed, running and
original to the case. The stylish case is plain in that there
is no gold paint, etc. but does have the balls around the
base. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 1, pages 246-247. This
clock has always booked around $2500 but in recent years retails for
a little less. $600-$900.

55.
$1500
Waterbury Clock Company “Regulator No. 53”, ca 1906. This large
walnut case is 53 inches high, and has led a privileged life. Unlike most clocks this old it appears to
have never been exposed to smoke or other elements that penetrate the wood. Let’s say I could be
wrong and someone long ago cleaned it to look
original. At any rate it is beautiful. Also, it is the only
No. 53 I have noticed selling that was not made of
oak. The consignor of this clock will only part with it
because of downsizing to smaller quarters. The
glass is old, original, no way to be sure. The old dial
pan has been expertly repainted. Beyond that, everything else appears to be original and in excellent
condition. It has a correct/original brass bob, wood
stick, signed porcelain beat scale, original hands,
and compounded pulleys in the case top, iron movement mounting
brackets, and the two brass weighs. In the case is the small door key
and the winding crank. The 8-day movement is time only with retaining power, dead-beat escapement, and was recently serviced, so it
is running and keeping time. In the base of the case is a perfect label. We have sold very few No. 53’s, and the ones we have sold have
sold have gone as high as $4000. We have seen sales on the east
coast for large amounts even with top or bottom decorative trim
pieces missing. Ly-Waterbury #564. $1750-$2500.

52.
$500
Waterbury Clock Company, “Regulator No. 67”, ca 1906. Dark oak
case is 50” tall, retaining the original finish, dark
with smoke accumulation, but is clean. There are
pressed designs on the top rail, ripple molding
below that, and several layers of other molding.
The large door has ripple molding all around.
There are two door hooks and a large glass. We
cannot say for sure the glass is original. The base
has applied wood ornaments. The signed dial is
holding its original paint with light touchup
around the three screw holes. The brass bob,
wood stick, signed porcelain beat scale, and
brass pulleys, are all original. It has a complete
label on the inside bottom of the case. The 8-day
time only movement is running. The iron weights
are coated with varnish making it impossible to tell if they have
imitation graining underneath the varnish. The only demerit is scuff
marks on the backboard where the pendulum banged around during hauling. Ly-Waterbury #573. $650-$900.
53.
$550
“Welch, Spring & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, No. 2 Calendar, ca 1878. There
is a two-weight time only movement in the top part of this double
dial calendar clock. In the bottom is a B. B. Lewis mechanism regulating the month and date. In the center of the upper dial there is a hand that gives the days of the
week. The rosewood veneered case is 36 inches
tall, has door latches on both doors, original glasses, good veneer that is clean and polished, but
there will be some small veneer nicks on the rounded bezels. The imperfections are hard to see unless
you inspect closely. Top dial has been repainted,
bottom appears to be original but with some discoloration. I believe all 5 hands are original, same with
the pendulum bob and other parts of the clock. The
two labels are pretty good considering they are 150
years old. The 8-day time only movement is powered by two round
iron weights which we also believe are original to the clock, and it is
running as intended. Ly-Welch, page 72. $600-$900.

56.
$1000
Large oval shaped cuckoo clock, ca 1865-1880. The
age of the clock was determined by examining the
nice detail of the early carved wood bird sitting on
a wood platform, the wire linkage, and the exceptional carvings. Large deer head with carved wood
antlers, carved dogs head and horn on the bottom,
fox and bird on the sides. All carvings are highly
detailed and very intricately carved. Replaced backboard with an old gong. The movement has been
cleaned and is running great. The case is about 43
inches high including the antlers. There are some
professional repairs to broken antlers and a few other carvings.
Overall the cuckoo is in excellent condition. You can enlarge the
picture on the internet site to examine the movement and bird
more closely. This cuckoo was previously sold in the $2000 range.
$1250-$1500.
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57.
$550
“Waltham Watch & Clock Co.”, ca 1930 banjo clock.
This clock uses Waltham’s famous 8-day timepiece
weight driven movement that is signed and numbered.
The original internal parts are the movement, pendulum, pendulum stick, weight chute metal cover, pendulum tie down bar, and the lead weight. The throat
glass and the bottom Mt. Vernon glass, were professionally restored by Tom Moberg. The dial pan is original but repainted by the Dial House. The signature is
good, hands are original, and the two door latches are
in good working order. Mahogany case has the original
finish, stands near 41” high, and retains the original
mahogany finial and brass side rails. This style Waltham banjo clock regularly sells everywhere, in the
$2000-$3000 range. Well it used to and will again in a
few years. Like the stock market, Buy Low, Sell High. Ly-American
Clocks, page 248.
$600-$800.
58.

60.
$1500
“Foster S. Campos, Pembroke, Mass.” Lyre banjo, ca
1982. The carved mahogany case stands 42 inches high,
is like new and all original. His trademark pine tree is
painted on the tablet and the dial. The dial is signed, and
the case is stamped “3” and “82”. The case is in overall
excellent condition, the movement is properly marked.
The 8-day weight is also signed “Foster Campos”. The 8day time only weight movement is clean and in running
condition. $1750-$2000.
62.
$3850
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 17”, ca 1884. The oak case is
68 inches tall, stained very dark to more resemble mahogany and
nothing has been cleaned. The door has three key
locks on the side, all operational. The dial I believe
to have original paint, hands are correct, brass dial
ring, brass beat scale, wood pendulum stick painted black, large pendulum bob appears to have originally been a nickel color but someone painted gold
over it to make it look brass to match the other
brass accessories. I would remove the rest of the
paint then go from there. The 8-day timepiece
movement is their No. 62 movement, properly
signed, has cut pinions, maintaining power, and
beats seconds. The case is 68” high, beautifully
polished and well-maintained oak that is all original
including the seven small finials and the bottom
decorations, wood door knob, the wood dial board,
and the two glasses. There has been repairs made
to the top and base but it looks to be identical to
the originals. The brass weight, brass beat scale,
and brass pulley all seem to be original to the clock.
The case and movement are pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 298299. In nice original condition we have seen this model sell for over
$10,000. The only two we have ever sold went for over $5000.
$4000-$6000.

$500

Waltham Watch Company, Waltham, Mass. banjo,
“No. 1543”, ca 1930, a reproduction of Simon
Willard’s 1825 banjo clocks. Mahogany case is 40 ½
inches high, 10 ½ inches wide, and 4 inches deep. This
model has balls on the base, brass side rails, brass
sash, and a brass eagle. The buyer had a choice of
hand painted glasses depicting historical scenes; this
clock has George Washington and Mount Vernon
glasses. The Mount Vernon glass has been rebacked
around the edge where the paint is prone to chipping, and the George Washington glass has chipping
in various places. Tom Moberg said he could restore
the glass for $100, or a little less if he could remove
the chipped paint in a reasonable time. The dial is
ivory enamel, signed “Waltham”, and with original
hands. In 1930 this clock sold for $85. The clock has
an eight-day weight driven movement and pendulum
with heavy brass plates. The pendulum tie down is in place, it has
the metal weight chute baffle, and an old winding crank. The weight
is correct; the 8-day movement is signed, running, and original to
the case. The only small flaw is the throat glass. This clock is pictured in Waltham’s trade catalogs, and Ehrhardt’s Book 2, page 165.
$600-$800.

63.
$3500
George A. Jones & Co. pinwheel Regulator No. 4, wall
clock, ca 1864-1873. Jones made clocks in Bristol, Conn.
and New York, all of which are extremely rare and
valuable today. This clock is an original Jones pinwheel
regulator and in a similar style to many other models
he made over the years. The beautiful mahogany case
is 7 feet tall with a large finial on top and 3 finials on
the bottom. It is practically impossible to carry and
hang the clock with the bottom finial intact. It is not
broken but apparently everyone removes it before
hanging the clock. The porcelain dial, hands, 8-day
movement, brass weight, and large lyre pendulum are
all original to the case. Jones workmanship on the
movement and case are extremely high grade and this
clock is typical of Jones’ quality workmanship. The
movement is running properly but I suggest inspecting
the weight cord and movement before long term use. George Jones
clocks do not come up often and this is an excellent example of one.
$3500-$5000.
64.
$3500
Welch, Spring & Company shelf calendar clock, “Auber, B.W.”, ca
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*********************************************************
All of these near perfect Welch/Patti movement clocks we are offering are pictured in the book, “E. N. Welch –Tribute to the Opera-1868 – 1893”. Welch enthusiasts worldwide have acquired one of
the thousands of books printed and now the supply is about exhausted, in fact about half a dozen are left. If you are interested in
buying a copy for $45, contact us quickly. The first 6 people that
order will exhaust the supply.

1870. This is a very imposing clock that stands 42” high and made of
either walnut or mahogany. It has all the wood parts and they appear to be original, but I would rarely guarantee finials to be original. The case is sound and has no problems
other than a nick or scratch that you must look
hard to find. Upper round bezel has only a latch,
the bottom door has a key lock with a key. Both
dials are original, the bottom nicer than the top,
which is always the case for you cannot touch
the bottom dial unless you take the door apart.
The top dial always has rub marks and will get
dirty because it is exposed. We believe the five
hands to be original, same with the pendulum,
the pair of heavy iron weights, and the signed
Welch key. The only label is the complete black
label over the lower V calendar movement. The
label is signed by both B. B. Lewis and Welch,
Spring & Co. The lower half of the backboard has a black paper covering. Welch, Spring used a strap brass movement from the S. C.
Spring Clock Company stock, which was formerly the Birge, Peck &
Company. The movement runs 8-days and strikes on a coil gong.
This is a very rare clock. We searched several years auction records,
mostly the large east coast auction houses and could not find one
sale of this model. The previous owner bought it over 10 years ago
for $7,000. Ly-Calendar, page 338. Also in Ly-Welch, and “Millers
Calendar Clocks”, page 69. $3500-$5000.

*********************************************************
67.
$500
Welch, Spring & Co., “Eight-day Cary”, ca 1880. A
mantel clock with a Patti movement, two thirds of
the black label on the back, 20-inch-high rosewood
case, slick cabinet finish that is polished and looks
pristine. It has the correct Welch curved-side pendulum, excellent gold trim on the front glass, original side glasses, and overall just a beautiful and
very rare case. The movement is the famous
“Patti” 8-day time and strike, recognized by the X
on the front and back plates. The movement is
running nicely and strikes on a cup bell. This is one of the bestlooking cases of the Patti group. Ly-Welch, page 148-150. $600-$900.
68.
$400
Welch, Spring & Co. “Patti No. 1”, ca 1880. The complete black and
gold label on the back identifies this clock as the
“Patti V.P.”, or visible pendulum. The polished
walnut case is 18.5” high, complete with all the
correct finials and the ornate turned columns on
all four corners, it has the original finish that looks
extremely nice and near perfect. Great glass in
the door with the gold designs around the edge,
original side glasses, correct curved-side pendulum bob, black flocking on the backboard, and the
original dial and hands. Three good glasses, nickel bell, and the famous “Patti” 8-day movement
that strikes hours on the bell. I would not call it mint or perfect for
some may say it is not, but it is very nice. Ly-Welch, pages 154-155
and 284-285. $500-$750.

65.
$500
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn. U.S.A. / Eight-day Gerster
V.P.”, ca1879. Near mint rosewood case is 18 ½
inches high, rubbed to a smooth cabinet finish,
and is complete and all original. There is a complete black label on the back, perfect front glass
with a gold band, and original side glasses. Inside is a perfect Welch curved-side glass pendulum bob, original hands, original dial with brass
rings, and an original Patti key that I had never
seen in a Patti clock before. It has the famous
Patti 8-day movement that is running perfectly
and strikes a bell below the movement each
hour. This is one of a series of perfect Welch clocks that we will be
selling in this auction. Ly-Welch, page 149. $600-$900.

69.
$300
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn., walnut
mantel clock, “Hatton”, ca 1885. The 23-inch-high
case is very nice, has the original finish, slightly
darkened as all woods tend to do, has carved flowers top and bottom, and etched designs front and
sides. The glass is original as are the dial, hands,
Cathedral gong, and fancy Welch pendulum. The 8day movement is running and striking the gong
each hour. This is only the second of this model I
have ever sold and they were identical and had only one flower just
above the dial. Ly-Welch #434 and the “E. N. Welch” book mentioned above, both picture the clock with 3 flowers just above the
dial. Either the two models I have had, or their picture models, is a
variant. In any case this clock is very rare. $300-$500.

66.
$750
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn. U.S.A.”,
Gerster V.P. “Extremely Rare Variant”, ca 1879.
Another of the near perfect Welch clocks from
a collection we have been selling in recent auctions. This is an un-catalogued model having a
number of common visual characteristics with
the standard GERSTER V.P. It is possible this
clock was designed as a stand-alone version…
perhaps archetype or prototype model that
never achieved production status. My records
over 45 years reveal I have never sold this model before nor have I ever seen one in another
auction. The mahogany case is 17 ½ inches tall, polished, all original,
no repairs or problems except the label on the back is near gone.
Like the previous Gerster the front glass with the gold band is perfect. The side panels on this model are polished mahogany, unlike
the standard Gerster which have glass sides. It has the nice Welch
curved side pendulum, original Patti key, dial and hands, brass dial
rings, and alarm built in the Patti 8-day movement. Alarm and hours
sound on the same nickel bell. $850-$1100.

70.
$300
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn. walnut mantel
clock, “Nevada”, ca 1885. There are stories surrounding all the Welch clock names. The book mentioned
above has those stories and pictures. This 23-inchhigh case is very nice, all original, and has had no
repairs or replaced parts. The glass is original as is the
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inches wide. It has a porcelain dial and a fine
solid steel cut pinion noiseless Baby Patti
movement. The porcelain dial, hands, flat
beveled glass, back metal cover with label,
and the pendulum are all original to the case.
The Patti movement is running and striking an
iron bell. The marbleized sides were signed
inside the case by the artist, “F. G. Burrows”.
Ly-Welch, Second Edition, page348. $1250-$1500.

Welch pendulum, gong base (coil missing), alarm movement and
bell, and the 8-day time and strike movement. This clock, recently
found because it is extremely rare, has not been cleaned and restored although the case is very nice. The original paper dial is
signed. The brass rings are oxidized and need to be polished. The
movement is running. Ly-Welch #444. $300-$500.
71.
$650
“H. J. Davies, New York, Patented Oct. 10, 1876, 6
½”, signed on the back of the movement in this
extremely rare single post crystal palace. The dial
ring is signed, “Pat. Mar 01, 70”, the two-barrel
pendulum is signed, “Davies Pat’d”, and there is a
selling dealers 1865 label on the back. The walnut
case is outstanding, clean and polished to perfection and all original. The clock is only 16 inches high
without the original glass dome, 16 ½ inches with
the dome in place. The movement runs 8-days perfectly, striking a nickel bell each hour. The pendulum, dome, nickel bell, all the case parts and the
movement parts, are original and have had no replaced parts or
repairs made to anything. The dial paper on the old zinc dial pan,
and the hands, are original. Reference: Ly-Ansonia, pages 98-101.
$750-$1000.

75.
$350
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.”, mantel
clock, “Gilmore”, ca 1885. This is another very rare
model, not that it is all that unusual, but one has
never come my way and I cannot find where one
has sold anywhere. The walnut case is 25 inches,
has a complete label on the back, a real nice and
original painted door glass, fancy Welch pendulum, original dial, Cathedral gong, alarm movement with brass bell, and the typical Welch 8-day
time and strike movement that is running and
striking. The case has some very unusual designed cutouts and attachments on the top and grooved designs top to bottom. Ly-Welch
#428. $350-$500.

72.
$975
H. J. Davies, New York, glass enclosed extremely rare crystal palace,
ca 1870. I have never seen this model before and
cannot find record of a sale of this model at any
auction. The walnut case is 17 inches high and 12
inches wide without the dome in place. The special pendulum is signed, “Davies Pat’d”. The pendulum enclosure is glass enclosed on four sides.
The front glass is hinged with a latch. The pendulum, nickel bell, dial, hands, and the movement
are all original to this case. There have been no
repairs or replacements to the wood case and it
is clean and polished. The glass dome fits in the
circular wood enclosure as was intended. An old label on the back
reads, “Father bought this clock at auction at Balto (Baltimore) Md.
in 1873. It has never been repaired. Sarah S-oc--, 1947”. $1000-$1500.

76.
$975
“US Clock Co. New York”, copied from the dial
and the brass movement of this very rare parlor
clock, ca 1872. They made fine floor and wall regulators, and various styles of shelf clocks. It is not
known where the clocks were made. You will have
to admit that the style of the case is a few notches
above the normal parlor clocks of that period.
Note the cast pewter objects on the sides and the
top, the outstanding carvings top and sides,
etched designs all over the case and the 4 metal feet underneath.
The glass is original, so is the signed dial, brass dial rings, nickel bell
and the pendulum that looks like those in Welch clocks. That might
make one think that the clock was made by Welch as Welch made
more unusual cases like this one than any other maker. The rosewood case is 24 inches tall. $1000-$1500.

73.
$2400
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn., Thirty Day, Titiens”, ca
1877. This is another extremely rare mantel clock
that I have never sold or personally seen in any
collection except the one we are selling here. The
porcelain dial is signed in script, “Welch, Spring &
Co. Forestville, Conn.”. A pretty good black and
gold label on the back states the same makers
and model information as shown above. The polished rosewood case is 23 inches tall with finials
on the top and sides of the case, all are original
and very nice. There is glass on the sides with
gold trim on the edges. The nickel-plated time only 30-day movement is the product of B. B. Lewis who also invented the Patti
movement and the perpetual calendar movement used by Welch,
Spring & Co. in their calendar clocks. Ly-Welch, Second Edition, page
476. $2500-$3000.

77.
$1750
Atkins Clock Co. “Parlor No. 1” case, with a 30-day wagon spring
movement, ca 1852. The rosewood case is 17.5” high, 13” wide, and
5” deep. The case style was very unusual for its day with a very detailed beveled front, top and base. The two doors have knobs but
not ivory (bone) knobs that were used often. They look original to
me. The bottom door has a replacement painted glass. The top glass
has original gold leaf with over painting. The painted metal dial has
no flaking but I suspect it was repainted at some time. It has old
hands and an old brass pendulum bob. The wagon spring frame is
cast iron and has a decorative scroll design. The plates are brass,
spokes with no bushings. Typically this model had no label and this
one is no exception. I have sold at least 2, probably a few more, of
this exact model, and in each case I called the
clock a Welch, Whiting & Co.” production. In the
book, “The Clocks of Irenus Atkins”, by Philip C.
Gregory & Robert M. King, this case is shown
with different movements but never with a wagon spring movement. Credit is given to Atkins
alone for the wagon spring clocks. This clock is
complete and original except where noted, and is
in running condition. $1750-$2500.

74.
$1250
“E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co. Forestville, Conn.”, No. 8 Iron with
Baby Patti 8-day movement, ca 1889. The black enameled metal
case has marbleized sides and stands 7 ½ inches high and is 7 ½
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green shade. $3000-$5000.

78.
$450
Ansonia Clock Company, handing clock, the “Capitol”,
ca 1901. Ansonia made this clock many ways, with several different looks, movements, etc. Our clock has a
double weight driven time only movement, with seconds dial. The 8-day movement is nickel plated and
signed by Ansonia. The old dial is original, the three
hands are correct, it has brass dial rings, brass bob and
wood stick, the beat scale, and Lady Minerva on the
top, all look correct. The 54” cherry case, YES CHERRY,
is clean and polished; there are three good glasses, and
a door latch on the side. The consignor thinks the bottom side finials may be replacements of the early style
design. This is a lot of clock for this minimum. Depending on condition and accessories, we have seen these sell from
$1500-$2000. Ly-Ansonia, page 184. $500-$750.

82.
$850
French Empire, ormolu figural bronze mantel
clock, ca 1830. It has good gilding with minor
loss. I cannot decide what she is but her
official name is, “Reminisce”. She is admiring
or pondering about a jewel in her hand.
Whatever she is, she is beautifully outfitted,
hair is perfect, and she has all her fingers and
toes. On top of the clock there is a book. It
has a perfect metal dial, tinted brown, with
gold numerals and pair of French hands. The
clock is 21 inches tall and has all its original pieces and parts. The 8day movement is typical of most French movements, round, outside
count, and bell strike. It has a correct pendulum. Nothing is signed
but it is typical of French clocks from this era. They had some screwy
laws that prohibited them from using makers names and other information. The only provenance I have is that the clock came from
an aristocratic family estate in Chicago and had been in the family
for generations and believed to have been brought to the US by the
emigrating family. $1000-$2000.

79.
$1300
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging, “Prompt”, ca 1901. One
hundred percent original walnut or mahogany case, 50”
high, has the original finish and no repairs or new
wood. As you can see the large glass is fantastic and
has only slight wear. Note the original humming bird
glass with the flowers and butterflies. There are glasses
on the sides. All the clock parts are unquestionably
original including the 8-day weight driven movement,
good eight-inch dial, hands, brass pendulum bob, wood
stick, and a signed beat scale. The movement is signed
and is running very strong. If you want an original and
hard to find Prompt model, this one is certainly all original and you should give it consideration as it is as nice as we have
ever seen. Ly-Ansonia #599. $2500-$3000.

83.
$2900
Welch, Spring & Co. “No. 7 Regulator”, ca 1882.
This clock is also called the hanging “Patti Regulator No. 7”. They made this model using three
different movements, double spring, one weight,
and two weights. Our clock is the one weight
model that is rarer than the two-weight model.
The one weight model has a sweep second hand
while the two weight does not. This case is made
of Black Walnut with what Welch called, “Extra
Fine Finish”. It is 47 inches high, has five finials on
top and five on the base. On first glance they all
look alike; however, the top finials are slightly
different than those on the bottom. All the finials
look like those pictured in the catalogs. It has a
large brass beat scale signed, “Welch, Spring &
Co.”, a large door glass, two glasses on each side,
five glasses in all, and they appear to be original. It has a brass
weight and pulley but we do not know if they are original. The eightday sweep second hand movement is time only, running, and original to the case. It mounts to an iron back plate. Included is the correct size hour and minute hands, pendulum hanger bracket, and an
original Patti No. 7 Regulator winding crank. It is missing the dial
and pendulum. If we had those items we would be talking five figures for this rare clock. Ly-Welch, page 104. $3000-$4000.

80.
$2400
Ansonia Clock Co. wall clock, “Medina”, ca 1886.
Perhaps the most rare and hard to find clock of any
in this auction. In 45 years this is only the second
one I have offered for sale. The near mint mahogany case is 52 inches tall, original finish with no more
done to it than occasionally polished. There is no
damage or replaced parts. All finials and attached
parts are original and the carvings are unusual and
were expertly done. The 8-day double spring movement is running and striking hours on a gong. It has
an 8-inch porcelain dial that is also perfect. Other
than our sale some 30 years ago I cannot find another Medina that has sold anywhere. Ly-Ansonia
#553. $2500-$3000.

84.
$1200
Waltham Clock Co. signed on the movement of this ca
1930 banjo clock. This clock uses Waltham’s famous 8day timepiece weight driven movement. The original
internal parts are the movement, pendulum, pendulum
stick, weight chute metal cover, and pendulum tie
down block. The lead weight is correct, the glasses are
original and have a few minor paint chips that are hardly noticeable. The bottom glass is signed, “Willard’s
Patent”. The dial is original, signature is good, hands
are original, and the two door latches are in good
working order. Mahogany case has the original finish,
gold leaf over the front, stands near 42 inches high,
and retains the original top finial, bowed glass over the
dial, brass side rails and balls over the base. This style

81.
$2500
French Mystery double statue clock with
swinging pendulum, ca 1867. Most observers think the pendulum is a torsion, or rotates like a conical pendulum. In fact, it is
neither, but is a true mystery movement.
The movement is 8-day and it is running.
This clock has a ball top on which the brass
dial numerals and gold hands are attached.
It stands almost 22 inches high. Holding the
movement aloft are two bronzed cast white
metal figures that are called “Harvest
Queen”. All are on a metal base with metal
designs and attached ornaments. It has the
original finish that is near perfect. Note the balls and base have a
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movement has a large coil gong behind the movement, large iron weights, brass bob, and iron pendulum rod. The tapered pillars in this movement are
typical of those found in Scottish movements. The
bonnet does not slide off as is the case in some Scottish clocks, but the hinged bezel raises to allow the
dial and movement to be removed thru the Drum
top. The books indicate it is possible that this round
dial movement could be as early as 1770, for these
clocks were made in Scotland from the mid 1700’s
thru the mid 1800’s. $1000-$2000.

Waltham banjo clock regularly sells everywhere, in the $2000-$3000
range. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 1, #906. That is the exact model
we are listing for sale. It was their most expensive model in 1930
except for the Lyre models. $1500-$2000.
85.
$500
Early Boston area banjo, ca 1830. 8-day, timepiece,
weight driven movement is not signed. Mahogany
case is in good condition but you can see where sections have been glued/strengthened, after all it is
nearly 200 years old. It is 32 inches tall, has two original hook door latches typical of early Boston banjo
cases. There are wood side rails and a wood finial.
Both glasses have been rebacked leaving the original
subjects but as usual the outer paint flaked. It has the
correct old iron dial and hands, pendulum and pendulum rod, weight chute baffle, pendulum tie down, and
an old weight. Typical brass movement seems to be in
good operating condition. A good-looking early clock
that should serve you well. The starting bid is certainly
low for early 1800’s banjos. $600-$850.
86.

89.
$1500
Pinwheel regulator, ca 1890-1900. A typical pinwheel
movement, porcelain dial, 3 hands, lyre pendulum,
and brass weight. It has been called a Victorian style
walnut case, standing 81 inches high
including the 14-inch base and is 28
½ inches wide. There are carved and grooved trim
pieces on top, base, all down the sides, and all
around the large full-length door. It has a key locking door with a key. The case is also very old, appears to be as old as the late 1800’s. The base appears to be a later addition, meaning it may have
originally been a wall hanger, possibly with some
nice top ornament. Large porcelain dial is near
perfect, heavy brass dial ring, three original hands,
large lyre pendulum, and a brass weight. The 8-day
movement is in an iron box, has no side doors and
not sure it ever did, and mounted to iron brackets
attached to the case. The clock was running when
it was removed from the collectors’ home, along
with many other large floor and wall regulator clocks listed in this
catalog. As you collectors know, I could list the movement, weight,
and pendulum alone and obtain at least the minimum we are asking
for the whole clock. $1500-$2000.

$350

“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.”, shelf
calendar clock, “Arditi”, ca 1864. One of the first
calendar clocks this company made using the
Gale patented calendar movement. Inside is a
nice Gale label with operating instructions. On
the back is a complete Welch label. The Welch
running movement is signed by Welch and is
running nicely. There are no extra holes around
the movements or dial pans. Walnut case is 27”
high, polished/cleaned bringing it close to its
original condition. There is no case damage or
repairs evident. The case design is very nice but void of any applied
or carved pieces, just some good jigsaw work and grooved designs
over the top, base, and side ornaments. The glass and everything
else is old and original. The dials, hands, and pendulum bob are all
original. Ly-Welch, page 62. $500-$750.

90.
$300
Dutch Hood hanging clock, ca 1750-1790. We don’t
see many of this style these days, possibly because
collectors paid $2500 and up a few years ago and
these days they sell a little over 1/10 of that so they
are holding onto them. This style clock was made in
Holland and back then was a very popular style. The
wood case is 51 inches tall and appears to be all original. There are painted side glasses on the bonnet,
good painted metal dial, original hands, metal pendulum (not pictured as it is behind the bottom partition), and the original chains and weight. The weight
is not pictured as it was difficult to hang in the location I had to photograph the clock case. The bonnet slides forward
to remove, the pendulum is then easily hung on the back of the
movement. The 30-hour movement is running, striking a bell, and
has an alarm. Note the nice painted scene on top of the dial and the
gilt figures on the four dial corners. $500-$1000.

87.
$350
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No. 4”, ca
1863. Rosewood case is 28” high and in fair condition for its age. The dials are original but have some
paint chips. Painting them would make the clock a
whole lot nicer. I tell everyone I do not collect anymore but every time a ST calendar comes in I try to
rationalize how I can keep it. Hands and door latch
are correct, 8-day time only movement and calendar
movement are original, upper movement is signed
and both are operating properly. There is a near
perfect black label on the door between the two original glasses. A
pendulum and key are included. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 93; LyCalendar, page 249. $400-$600.
88.
$1000
Scottish Drum Top, Round Dial, flame mahogany floor clock, probably made about 1810-1820. It stands 80 inches high and is 20 inches
wide at the very bottom. Wood bezel with flat glass over the dial.
Key lock on the big door, but no key. Wonderful mahogany veneer
over the entire case, some like flame mahogany. Painted iron dial is
13” in diameter, numerals strengthened, two good early Scottish
hands, two smaller hands are not a match. The dial is too nice to be
200 years old, surely was repainted at some time. The 8-day brass

91.
$5000
Charles Jacques hall clock, ca late 1800’s. Jacque had his own company at times and was involved with other New York companies as
part owner or contractor. In most all cases the movements were
reported to be “Jacque” movements made overseas. This clock has
a very rare movement that has 8 bells plus a large coil gong. We
cannot find another Jacque clock with 8 bells. The large gong was
so loud that I never wound the weight that powered the gong
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ment that is running and striking hourly. The
movement is signed “E. N. Welch”. That is typical of this maker as he bought movements
from various factories and also made some in
his factory. We have seen other similar clocks
by this maker that were also named “Egyptian”
but were of different design. Clocks by this
maker are rarely found for sale and are all of
unusual and ornate design. $400-$600.

strike. It has 3 large weights, one weight is 27 pounds, the other two
weigh 16 pounds each. The bells play musical chimes. The mahogany case is about 9 feet 3 inches tall, 30 inches wide, and 21 inches
deep. It has 4 large claw feet, 3 large carved
wood finials, and carved and applied decorations top to bottom The bonnet slides off as is
typical of almost all early floor clocks. There
are full fluted and carved columns on the front,
beveled door glass, beveled side glasses, and
plain glass in the bonnet door. The brass dial
has applied brass numerals, spandrels in the
corners and carved designs on the inner dial
and moon dial. The moon dial is operational.
There is a seconds dial, two secondary dials for
Chimes/Silent and another to set the chimes,
and original hands on all of them. The clock ran
perfectly while I had in my SC home but I have
not assembled it since bringing it back to Kentucky. Adjustments may need to be made due
to transporting the clock. This is one fine clock
that I bought years ago and enjoyed it in my
home at Hilton Head, SC, for it was the only
place I could use it because of the height. I
recently sold my home in SC, brought it back to
Kentucky but cannot use it in my Kentucky
home. It will require a space with at least 10foot ceilings or 9 foot if you remove the center
finial. Jacque movement clocks are pictured in Ly-Longcase Clocks,
and in many other clock books but I cannot find any that have bells
and gong. They either have tubular chimes or just a gong strike. I
have sold a half dozen Jacque clocks in the past and have checked
years of auctions at all the major auction houses and none have sold
a Jacque clock that is this tall or have musical bells. $7500-$10,000.

101.
$250
“R. Booth Clock Co. /Pat’d 1882”, signed on the 8-day movement in
this parlor clock. The gong base is signed, “Booth Clock Co.”, and
the beat scale is signed, “R. Booth Clock Co. U.S.”. A lot of identification in the clock but I cannot find anything about
him in my vast library. The 25-inch-high walnut
case has the original finish, now dark and covered with years of polish or whatever. The backboard inside is paper covered, the dial is new
paper, and the pendulum is a fancy one signed
“Ansonia”. The clock came with a collection of
excellent and rare clocks. The previous owner
must have known something about this rare
maker that I cannot find. I went on the NAWCC
Library site, but wouldn’t you know they are
closed for two weeks. $300-$500.
102.
$350
“James Wood / New York”, succeeded Geo. A.
Jones & Co. in 1872, making and selling his own
clocks at 6 Cortland St. This parlor clock stands
25 inches tall, is double sided, that is the back
edges of the case are the same as the front edges, much like many of the better Ansonia clocks.
The movement runs 8-days and it strikes on a
bell. Note the elaborate pendulum. The top is
pegged to the case. It was a tight fit so I did not
push it down all the way. The dial is old, original I
don’t know. The door glass is a replacement and
the door hooks on the side. Most of a paper
label remains on the back. An unusual and very attractive clock. A
little polish would help it immensely. $350-$500.

92.
$1000
Welch, Spring & Company, “Regulator No. 5”, ca 1873-1884. The No.
5 Regulator uses an eight-day nickel plated movement with double
springs. The front plate is stamped, “E. N. Welch,
Forestville, CT. U.S.A.”. This is the same movement
that was sold to the Ithaca Calendar Clock Company for use in some of their clocks. This is another
fine clock from the northeast doctor’s collection.
He acquired his clocks many years ago, buying
only the best of the rare models. It has the original
finish, very dark with some crazing, needs to be
polished and some small details attended to. The
walnut case stands 52 inches tall. Complete with
all the correct fragile finials, two original glasses
on each side, inside gold frames, original glasses in
the two front doors, and overall the case is nice
except the top was broken off and glued back in
place. It has an original painted dial that is near
perfect, correct hands, pendulum bob, gold wood
stick, and key. The bottom door is key lock, with
key, escutcheon is missing. We have not seen this model previously,
and if they are out there in collections, we do not see how they
could be very many of them. Ly-Welch, page 98-99. $1250-$1500.

103.
$150
Ingraham Clock Co. store regulator with a new advertising glass. The 8-day movement is time only and
running well. My wife wanted this clock in the kitchen in place of a cherry Seth Thomas #2 Regulator, but
I balked. If one had to go it had to be the Ingraham. It
has the correct pendulum, door latch, hands, and top
glass. The dial is also a replacement.
$200-$350.

Visit Hortonclocks.com for updates and corrections, and additional photos!

100.
$350
George A. Jones & Co. New York, walnut parlor clock, “Egyptian”,
ca 1870. The elaborate walnut case is 23 ½ inches tall with applied
trimmings on the sides, removable pegged top and finials. There are
etched designs on the base and door. It has three original glasses,
decorative pendulum, nickel bell, and 8-day time and strike move-
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signed beat scale, and an old glass in the door. The 8day time only movement is signed and is running.
There are no extra holes around the movement or dial
pan. The original dial is signed and very clean for its
age. This is a good original, straight clock. LyWaterbury #602. $350-$600.

104.
$250
“Jeromes & Darrow, Bristol, Conn.”, eight-day
wood works weight clock, ca 1835. Rare design,
full length sharp columns, modified cornice top,
portion of case with glass separating the doors.
The sharp edges of the columns are pointing
toward the front. There is a good label, two iron
weights; top glass has original putty, not sure
about the picture in the lower glass. It has some
new putty so will call it a replaced glass. The
mahogany veneered case is just less than 38” tall
and has good veneer all over and if any veneer is
chipped it would be nebulous. The wood dial is
very nice, hands and bob are period, larger brass bell, and compounded weight pulleys on the sides. The escape wheel has 36
teeth. With the weight compounded should it would run 8-days.
The doors have locks and ivory escutcheons, and a key. This is a very
nice early wood movement clock. Several books show an identical
clock and movement made by Jeromes & Darrow. $250-$500.
105.

108.
$150
Waterbury Clock co. hanging clock, “Study No. 3, ca
1893. The Waterbury catalogs show four No. 3 models,
the only difference I see is are the finials on the bottom. The finials and other parts all appear to be original No. 3 parts and are identical to some pictured on
the No. 3 Study’s. There are differences in weights,
some models like ours have plain weights, some
models have twisted weights. Also some cases have
glass sides some have plain sides, ours has glass
sides. Our dial is too nice to be original so we will call
it a replacement. The dial pan has extra holes so it is
possible it once had a porcelain dial that got broken.
The pendulum bob and wood stick are original as are
the chains and weights. As you notice in the picture
there is a good label on the back. The 8-day movement is running and striking on a gong/bell on the
half hours and hours. Our case is clean and polished. We see very
few of the Study models any more as collectors are holding on to
them. Ly-Waterbury, page 226-227. The only other one we have sold
went for $900. $200-$400.

$200
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging, “Queen Elizabeth”, ca
1901. The walnut case is 37” high, the original finish
has been cleaned and polished, not stripped. A new
paper dial with the Ansonia logo was installed on the
old pan, all the brass was polished, movement cleaned
and serviced, so that now it is ready to hang and enjoy. I cannot find any flaws, or replaced parts on the
wood case. We believe all the finials and other wood
parts are original to the case. The door glass, pendulum bob, pendulum stick, and the hands, are probably
original to the clock. On the back is a paper label,
about 95% still intact. Ly-Ansonia #620. Books for
$1050. $300-$500.

109.
$200
Welch, Spring & Co., round top short drop Regulator,
ca 1878. This is a very clean attractive clock. The rosewood case looks like those you like to hang in your
home, polished or rubbed, with no apologies. Fine
glasses, old dial pan with the original dial showing
very little age, and good label. Eight-day movement
is time and strike, running great, period pendulum
bob in the case. All knobs, latches, hinges, hands,
etc. are original to the case. Ly-Welch, page 130. The
clock and movement are pictured. $200-$400.

106.
$175
E. Ingraham Clock Co. “Western Union”, ca 1905. This early calendar
clock is special because of the nice condition of the case. It has been
cleaned of all smoke and goop and appears to have
just come from the factory. Both glasses appear to
be original and show a little bit of paint loss from the
back, but hardly noticeable from the front. The near
perfect oak case is 36” high, clean and polished.
There are two door latches on the side. This excellent clock came to us from a retired zealous collector. The replaced paper dial is signed, it has correct
hands, and original brass bob on a wood stick. The
movement is 8-day, time and calendar, and it is running. There is no wear to the pivots or pivot holes, it
was cleaned, oiled, and adjusted and is in excellent
running condition. In fact it runs 10 days on a winding. When the case was cleaned the label was salvaged but not reattached to the back of the case. You can do that or keep it safely
inside the case. The movement is marked, “E. Ingraham, Bristol, Ct.
USA”. It is also marked “3 05”, meaning it was made March 1905.LyIngraham, page 122. $200-$400.

110.
$200
English round top Post Office clock with large time only fusee movement, ca 1890. Solid oak case is 19 inches high,
and in excellent condition. The wood bezel has
an OG roll, heavy brass bezel holding the flat
glass. Case top is pegged to the box and has
hinged doors on each side as well as a latching
hinged door on the bottom. Glass is in a brass
frame. Original painted iron dial is flat, has no
paint problems. The letters and numerals on the
dial designate the Post Office and its location in
the city. Correct pendulum bob and old English
winding key. 8-day chain fusee movement is
complete and in operating condition. $250-$350.
111.
$250
Seth Thomas Clock Co. hanging, “Queen Anne”, ca 1883. The 36”
wood case has an ebony finish, case is complete and original, and
the ebony finish is all there, has no paint loss and is clean and polished. You may see some edge nicks. Most of the ST ebony cases
had cherry wood as the base, and then ebonized. We see a great
many cases where the black has been removed, because cherry
clocks are worth considerably more these days than ebony clocks.

107.
$300
Waterbury Clock Company hanging “Alton”, ca 1906. Walnut case
has been cleaned of the old smoky crazed finish. The case is almost
40” tall, has ripple molding all around the door frame, applied carvings or pressed trim pieces on the top and base, grooved decorations around the sides. There are two good labels on the back and a
large black label inside. Also it has a polished correct brass bob, a
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Look close and you can always find some black. Nice
label inside and a very good damascened brass pendulum bob. Original paint on the dial but is slightly soiled
but all there, correct hands, brass ring, and brass gong
base. There are no extra holes around the dial or
movement. Signed 8-day movement with outside fly
on the strike and Geneva locks still in place, and it is
running and striking the Cathedral gong properly. LySeth Thomas, page 326. Nice ones used to bring $2000
or more. $300-$500.
112.

$175

116.
$125
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn.”, rare hanging parlor clock, “The Belle”, ca 1901. Supposedly a
Welch clock with this exact label was made in 1890
but I believe that was only a guess. My research
tells me Welch copied the Seth Thomas “Eclipse” or
Balltop model made in 1900. Markings on the back
indicate this clock was made in 1901. The Belle model pictured in Ly-Welch is different from our clock.
Did they put the Belle label on more than one case
style? Our oak case is about 28 inches tall, has the
original glass and all wood case parts. The case has been cleaned of
most smoke, still dark in the grooves. The 8-day running movement
is time and strike, and sounds hours on a Cathedral gong. It has the
alarm feature with alarm ring in the dial, separate alarm movement
and brass bell. It has one of Welch’s nice pendulums and two very
good labels on the back. I have never seen or sold this model before. It is a very nice and surely very rare clock. Ly-Welch, page 279.
$150-$250.

New Haven Clock Co. hanging clock, “Harvard”, ca
1911. Excellent walnut case is 32 inches tall, has a black
painted ring around the octagon bezel, and two good
glasses. The dial is original, has no paint loss, just
slightly soiled, rubbed by too many fingers. The
hands, brass pendulum, wood stick, brass bezel, and
other clock parts are all original. In addition to the 8day time and striking movement it has a special Cathedral gong. Note also the very nice label on the case
back. Ly-New Haven #614. $200-$350.
113.
$375
“Forestville Manufacturing Co. / J. C. Brown, / Bristol, Connecticut”, round gothic or beehive case with
ripple molding, ca 1845. It appears to be completely
original, the case, glasses, Brown’s door latch, painted dial, hands, pendulum bob, alarm set ring, alarm
movement, alarm brass bell, and the striking coil
gong. The label is tattered, missing some in the bottom part, and the 8-day brass movement is original
and complete. The 19” case has mahogany veneer,
near perfect but for some back edge scrapes and
the usual small chink out of the top back edge where they stretched
the wood to form the beehive. Nine of ten beehives I have seen
have a small fissure on the top back. The ripple is very complex and
a style we seldom see. This J. C. Brown model used to fetch from
$1000 to $2000 at east coast auctions and EBay if in good condition.
Lately they are bringing a little less. Sorry, I failed to put a couple of
screws in the movement and gong bases so both slipped down a
tad in the picture. $400-$600.

117.
$150
Welch, Spring & Co. mantel clock, “Lucca V.P.”,
ca 1885. Polished rosewood case is 24 inches
high, dark but clean. All the finials look to be original. I just noticed I did not center them very well
for the picture. It has a great original finial that
only shows on one clock in the books. The three
glasses are all original, a complete black label
inside on the bottom, and a nickel bell. The twopiece dial is original as are the brass dial rings and
the two piece painted dial. It also has the unique 8-day time and
strike movement. Ly-Welch, pages 417-419. $150-$250.
118.
$275
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Chime Clock No. 7”, ca 1914. The 14-inch
case has a mahogany finish, gold plated sash, mat, and feet. The one
-piece silver dial is coated with black. I thought
at first it was badly worn but I believe the black
will clean off. The dial is signed by Seth Thomas, has painted numerals, original hands, and a
bowed glass. The chime winding arbor is in the
edge of the mat, the slow-fast adjuster is just
below the hand arbor. The 8-day movement is
signed by Seth Thomas and is numbered,
“89A”, while the Sonora Chime movement is
numbered, “90D”. It has the correct wooden
back cover, 4 Sonora Bells, a chime-silent lever on the side, and all
other original clock parts. The wood back has three Jeweler labels
indicating the sale date of Dec. 24, 1918, and repairs in 1924 and
1928. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 153. $300-$450.
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open escapement, and beveled glass in the sash. The case is metal
except for the two brass side ornaments. The movement runs 8days, is signed and running with a correct pendulum and strikes a
standing gong on hours and half hours. Ly-Ansonia #466. $250-$500.

119.
$200
Ansonia Clock Co. “Crystal Palace No. 3”, ca 1875.
Eight-day movement is signed, “Ansonia Clock Co.,
Ansonia, Conn. U.S.A.”, and is running strong and
striking hours on the bright and shining nickel bell.
The walnut case is 17 ½” high including the glass
dome. The walnut wood is excellent, has a factory
engraving on the top of the base that says, “Davies
pat’n”. It has very good mirrors, original inner dial,
replaced dial ring, and some attached brass decorations. This is a fine example of the No. 3, and about
as good as one could hope to find. Unfortunately the glass dome is
cracked, in the back of course, and was glued nicely, and frankly
does not show from the front, BUT it is broken. Ly-Ansonia, pages
96-99. $250-$350.

123.
$250
Welch, Spring & Co. shelf calendar clock,
“Arditi”, ca 1885. One of the first calendar clocks
this company made using the Gale patented
calendar movement. Inside is a nice Gale label
with operating instructions. That is the pendulum hanging on the calendar movement in the
picture. I forgot to remove it, sorry. The Welch,
Spring 8-day upper movement is signed by
Welch, is running nicely and striking hours on a
coil gong. There are no extra holes around the
movements or dial pans. Walnut case is 27” high,
there has been no attempt to clean it and it is very dark and crusty,
but looks good. There is no case damage or repairs evident. The
case design is very nice but void of any applied or carved pieces, just
some good jigsaw work and grooved designs over the top and side
ornaments. The glass is original, so are both dials and hands. Everything else is old and original. Ly-Welch, page 62. $300-$500.

120.
$250
Ansonia Clock Co. “Crystal Palace No. 1 Extra”, ca
1880. An excellent example and near perfect excepting for slight wear to the paper dial. The dial
is signed as is the 8-day time and bell striking
movement. The movement is running, as were all
the clocks in this fine collection. The pendulum is
original of course, as are the two statues, mirror,
base, and the extraordinary dial surround which
Ansonia only used on a handful of clocks. Most importantly, the old
glass dome is original to the clock, however it has a repaired crack
on the back. If you turn it around you will have a repair on the front.
I have never seen one repaired any better, never the less, it is
cracked. The clock, with dome, is 19.5” high, without the dome
about 17” high. This one would be in the top 10% of all the Crystal
Palaces we have sold if not for the glass. Ly-Ansonia, page 95. $300$450.

124.
$250
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Parlor Calendar No. 5”, ca 1886. It is extremely clean and polished walnut case, standing
20” high. There is a key lock on the side, two original glasses, pendulum, and winding key. Two correct hands over the repainted original zinc time
dial, but I do not believe the calendar hand is original. The calendar dial is also repainted and is a
slightly darker shade than the time dial. You can
read the ST logo, patent dates, and other inscriptions on the dials, they are not dirty. Large 8-day
brass movement is signed, clean, and running. It
strikes hours on a shining brass bell. On the door,
inside, is a paper label, the same place I have always seen the labels
on the No. 5 double dials and there is a complete label behind the
calendar movement with instructions, not to oil. Ly-Calendar #632.
$300-$500.

121.
$225
“Edison Home Phonograph” ca 1898 or into early 1900’s. There are
many rare and valuable models of the Edison phonographs but it
will be up to you to decide the value of this model. The serial No.
259430 shows on the makers label with tons of other info. Millions
of Edison phonographs were sold but the public soon discovered
that the flat discs made by Victor and Columbia
had better sound. Cylinder phonographs peaked
about 1903 and then the disc machines began to
outsell the Edison machines. The black and brass
horn is very nice but I am not willing to say it is
original to this phonograph. I found these early
Edison phonographs were selling or trying to be
sold on EBay anywhere from $500 to over $3000.
$250-$500/

125.
$275
“F. Kroeber, New York”, mantel clock, “Angel
Swing No. 1-1876”, copied from the complete
label on the back of this rare clock. The 17-inchhigh case is made of walnut, has three glasses,
door latch, brass dial rings, probably an original
dial – not real sure, and replaced hands. The
swinging figure does not look like those pictured
in Ly-Kroeber, page 127, so I must assume ours is
not original. The signed movement runs 8-days
and is time only. The case is clean and polished
and the general appearance is excellence. $300$500.

122.
$200
Ansonia Clock Co. statue clock, “Don Juan”, ca 1894. This metal
figure clock was the only statue clock in this huge collection of early
American clocks. These old Ansonia statues did
not retain their original finish very well but some
enterprising person had a new finish put on this
statue. It really looks very nice. The case is 22
inches high and 20 inches wide, complete and
original as best we can tell. The black enameled
iron base is clean and shining, retains good gold
in the etched designs, and has very few imperfections. The two-piece porcelain dial is perfect however it does not have the Ansonia insignia we normally see on their
dials. So, is it a new dial? I don’t know. It has the original hands,

127.
$25
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature 9-inch cottage clock, ca 1880. They made a
hundred or more variations of the miniature 9-inch
clocks, lots of case styles and many different movements, so mixed around you have hundreds of variations. I believe this case is their “Cottage E” with a
“C-Type” movement. It is exceptionally nice includ-
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ning. Ly-Welch, page 245. $150-$300.

ing the rosewood case, label, iron bell, glasses, door latch, and the
30-hour time and alarm movement that is running. Ly-Seth Thomas,
page 217. $50-$100.

133.
$200
“Thomas Edison Gem, Cylinder Phonograph &
Horn”, ca early 1900’s. It is complete with a
“Witches Hat” horn that is 14 inches, the standard
size horn for this model machine. This unit is nice
because the top is in very nice condition. The serial
number of this machine is, “229502”. $200-$300.

128.
$200
“Webb C. Ball”, American banjo clock, ca 1916. The
Webb C. Ball company was a railroad inspection service
and a retail jeweler in the Cleveland area for many
years. They sold clocks and watches. He sold clocks
made by Howard, Seth Thomas, Chelsea, and others.
We believe this banjo clock was made by Chelsea.
“Webb C. Ball” is imprinted on the dial as were a great
many of his watches and clocks he sold. The 40-inch
mahogany case was made to accommodate a weight
driven pendulum movement. It has the tin cover over
the weight chute from top to bottom. It would appear
Ball bought the empty case and installed a lever movement and dial to his liking. The 8-day time only movement is running. The case has a brass eagle, brass side
rails, and a brass sash with a bowed glass that is
cracked. The dial and hands are good but not of Chelsea quality. Note the expensive “Hull” painted glasses. Ly-American
Clocks, Volume 3, has a dozen pages dealing with the Ball companies. $300-$500.

134.
$150
Edison “Amberola”, Model 30 cylinder phonograph, ca 1915. It is in very good condition, the medium oak case has not been abused and in fact is
so nice it looks new, and should not need any attention other than dusting. It comes with the original crank, the motor is running but I did not try to
make it play a cylinder. These model 30 machines
are all over EBay with Buy it Now and starting bids
in the $400-$800 range, none as nice as this one.
$20-$350.
135.

$200

Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 11 Octagon”, ca 1880.
Walnut case is 21” high, clean and all original including the back board. The dials are on one board, papered all over. Some wear and slightly dirty, but
have been there a long time and very serviceable.
Hands are the correct type, nickel bob, and old key.
The running movement is 8-day, clean and running
and striking on an iron bell. The calendar movement
and connecting parts are clean and original. Calendar roller papers are dark but original. Time dial is 7
inches, and the calendar dial is 8 inches. Ly-Calendar
#349. $250-$400.

129.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., (General Time Corporation) Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature pillar & scroll
clock, ca 1963. Solid mahogany case in perfect condition, 15 inches tall, has a colorful New England
scene on the tablet, perfect dial, hands, brass finials, and 8-day Hermle movement that is running and
striking half hours and hours. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
666. $50-$100.
131.
$250
“W. L. Gilbert Clock Company, Winsted, Conn.”,
Octagon Drop Calendar, ca 1866. This early calendar clock has the Galusha Maranville patented
calendar mechanism that has to be hand adjusted
once each month. There are studs at the top and
bottom of the dial for changing the month and
day, then it is good for another month. The 8-day
movement is running and striking a coil gong
each hour. There is part of a label on the back and
the inside of the case was wallpapered, now with
a few chips. Inside are an old pendulum bob and key and the tiny
round reverse painted glass in the bottom door. The dial(s) have
been repainted. The rosewood veneered case is 23 ½ inches tall,
very dark, probably never had the smoke removed but is polished
and in excellent condition. All the various case parts appear to be
original but I cannot vouch for the hands. Ly-Calendar, pages 80-81;
Ly-Gilbert, page 72. $300-$500.

136.
$100
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. parlor clock, “Occidental”, ca 1891.The walnut case is in original condition and only lightly
cleaned and polished leaving some dark places in
the grooves and corners. The gold statues are replacements, mirrors are original and losing some
silver making them have spots. The two top finials
are not a match but very few would notice as they
are very close to the same. The door has the original and very nice original glass. The pendulum is a
special one Gilbert only used on better clocks. A
needle in the center adjusts for slow-fast. I believe
the dial is original as it has darkened considerably.
Inside is the 8-day movement that is running and striking a Cathedral gong. Ly-Gilbert#1040. $150-$300.
137.
$200
English fusee shelf clock. No signature on the dial or movement, at
least on the back plate of the 8-day wire fusee movement. The nice
substantial wood case is 14 ½ inches tall and 12 inches wide, and
appears to be all original. It has some age, I would
guess 100-150 years old. The large brass pendulum
is correct and the movement is 8-day, time only.
The brass bezel and bowed glass are covering the 6
-inch brass dial with recessed numerals and original
hands. A large hinged, key locking back door has an
original glass so you can view the movement. $250$350.

132.
$125
Briggs Rotary novelty timepiece, unsigned but made by either
George W. Brown or Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville,
Conn., ca 1878. With the original glass dome in
place it is almost 7 inches tall. The clock was probably cleaned a little but to me it looks like a 140-yearold clock should look. The dial is slightly worn/
faded, brass is not real shiny but is not dirty either.
The wood base is clean. It has all original parts, the
30-hour movement winds underneath, and is run-
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hands, pendulum bob, and all other internal parts. The label is almost perfect. $250-$400.

138.
$250
French hanging clock with 8-day time and strike
movement, ca 1880. It strikes on a coil gong attached to a metal cover over the movement. The
solid plate movement is signed with a logo. Initials
inside the logo are “C F” or “F C”, which I would
guess is one of the Freres clock makers of that era.
The back of the case is covered with a metal plate
which I removed for the picture. The minute hand is
broken and will need to be soldered or better to get
a pair of French hands from Timesavers. The wood case is 28 inches
tall, has numerous brass decorations top to bottom, some sections
with carved designs, and a removable top. It was running when I
hung for the picture. $300-$500.

143.
$150
“Clocks / Made And Sold By / Seth Thomas / Plymouth, Conn.”, copied from the complete label in
this early pillar and scroll, ca 1823. Eli Terry invented this movement and ST began making the same
movement without Terry’s authorization and a
lawsuit ensued and later dropped. Since they were
good friends it is suspected the suit was merely a
ploy to stop others from infringing on Terry’s patent. This mahogany veneered case is 31 inches tall
to the finial tips. The brass finials are the hollow
three-piece type with some of the seams visible,
and perhaps original. Scroll tips are repaired with matching old veneer. It has the original base, feet and glue blocks. The door has a
lock and escutcheon but no key. The bottom glass is original with
original pagoda and original gold and a good bit of flaking. The upper glass is old but re-puttied. Very good label, period brass bob,
iron weights, iron bell, very good wood dial, and hands. The movement is correct and complete. It ticks but I do not hang weights in
wood movement clocks. It was recently restrung. The veneer is very
good and if repairs were made they were well done. The top and
base are original, one scroll tip reglued. $250-$500.

139.
$275
German Oswald Genie, an extremely rare carved wood clock, not
composition as so many of the later ones are. The Oswald sticker is underneath. This model original had a
wood tray held in the Genie’s outstretched hands. The
collector who sells Genie clocks thru our auctions says
the wood trays are available on EBay, and unfortunately you cannot tell if they are original or not. The excellent carved case is 8 inches high, clean and complete.
The Oswald clocks have 30-hour movements that wind
and set on the back. The movement is running and the
eyes are rotating properly. The rotation of the left eye shows the
hour, the right eye the minutes. $300-$450.

144.

$100

“Made and Sold by Marsh, Williams, & Co. Dayton,
Ohio”, copied from the near complete label in this
column and splat shelf clock, ca 1835. The column
and splat case is 33 inches tall, mahogany veneered,
columns and splat lost their stenciling and are
painted black, perhaps in later years. The door has
original wavy upper glass and putty, lower glass is a
mirror with original black wood frame around the
mirror. It has an escutcheon and lock but no key, no
returns, and original label, weights and pendulum.
The dial is original, has old hands and gong. No
record of him having a clock factory. He evidently bought clocks
from makers in Conn. such as Birge, Case, Gilbert and others. He was
married to the sister of Wm. Gilbert. $100-$200.

141.
$300
“Jonathan Frost / Reading, Mass.”, twin steeple shelf clock, ca 1838.
Mahogany veneered case is 19 inches tall, veneer
is good all over but there is one chip at least on
the base side. Two of the four finials are good,
two have tiny tips missing. Both glasses are replaced, bottom etched glass has the harp design.
For its age the painted dial is pretty good and
has only one chip apparent, at 3 o’clock. The
hands, pendulum, gong, and brass lock escutcheon, all appear to be correct. The label is very
nice, and complete. The 8-day movement is running and striking. The special feature of this
clock is the very large original brass springs.
When I first picked the clock up I thought it was a wagon spring
movement, a very heavy clock which I assume is because of the
large springs. $300-$500.

145.
$100
“Terry Clock Co. / Pittsfield, Mass. U.S.A.”, wall
clock, ca 1880. There is no way to tell exactly who
made this clock because Silas B. Terry and his sons
declared bankruptcy in 1880 and the Terry Clock
Co. was acquired by a group of investors who continued under the Terry Clock Co. name. So, it could
have been made by either group. This 21-inch mahogany case is unlike any clock case I have ever
seen, particularly the style. It appears to be 100
percent original in every respect. The 8-day time and striking movement is or was in operating condition until a spring broke. Easy fix
for a repair person. As you can tell the case looks like a shelf clock
on the base but it does not function that way, it needs to be hanging. I cannot find this model in any clock reference
book. $150-$300.

142.
$200
“Putnam Bailey / Goshen, Conn.”, 30-hour unusual
carved column and splat clock, ca 1830’s. He had a
clock factory and exchanged clock parts for movements. He sold complete clocks with his label in the
1830’s. He died in Ohio at age 43 peddling wooded
clocks. The 30-hour wood movement is complete,
ticks with hand pulling of weight cords, but I did
not hang the weights to check for running. Mahogany case is 35” high, has a crazed finish, has not
been cleaned, has good veneer but has a chip or so
on the bottom. There are capitals but no returns on top. The mirror
is very old, has a lot of fading but cannot tell if it is a replacement,
top glass is a newer replacement. Brass escutcheon in the door,
working lock and no key. Bailey was known for his unusual carvings,
the top and columns are definitely different on this clock. Original
wood dial is clean and colorful and slightly soiled. Old iron weights,

146.
$50
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn. U.S.A.”, a
rare mantel clock, ca 1872. Welch made hundreds of
case styles but I cannot find this model in Ly-Welch
or any other book. It closely resembles Welch’s
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151.
$200
“E. & G. W. Bartholomew / Bristol, Conn.” early wood
movement, column and splat clock, ca 1833. George
was in business with his cousin Eli in 1832-1833. He
bought his cousins interest and continued in business
by himself. In 1833 he was making column and splat
cases and wood movements, and in later years making only cases which he sold to others. He entered
into bankruptcy in 1846. This is a fine mahogany veneered case, standing 34 inches high, nice and unusual painted columns and a typical splat, original chimneys, one return is missing, tin can roller covers, and door glasses.
The top glass has a crack at the top and the mirror is a replacement.
Because the putty holding the upper glass is intact the glass has not
separated, therefore the crack is difficult to see. Excellent, near
perfect wood dial, perfect label, old iron weights, and a period pendulum. It has a metal escutcheon, working door lock, with a key. The
30-hour movement has weight strings but we did not test the movement with weights in place. Reference – “Eli Terry & The Connecticut Shelf Clock”, Second Edition Revised, by Kenneth D. Roberts
and Snowden Taylor, page 223-224. $250-$400.

“Tural” model, Ly-Welch, page 478, but the Tural is on 15 ½ inches
tall and our clock is 18 ½ inches tall. Made of rosewood veneer it is
clean and nice except the base is showing wear and tear. It has a
great painted tablet, original upper glass, original painted dial with a
few small chips, original hands, pendulum, complete label and a
key. It has a one-day movement that is running and striking on a coil
gong. $100-$200
147.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, mantel clock,
“Column Shell”, ca 1874. The 25-inch-high case is finished with rosewood veneer and the excellent columns are shell with gilt capitals and bases. The glasses are original, so is the door latch. Missing are small
trim pieces on the top sides and there are a couple of
tiny veneer chips. The signed 30-hour movement is in
running condition but the iron weights did not make it
to me with the case. The original painted dial has the usual paint
chipping around the winding arbors but otherwise is very nice considering it is over 140 years old. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 522. $100$200.

152.
$50
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. wood mantel clock, “Jet”, ca
1885. They made a series of ebonized cases, the Jet
being one. It is 19 inches tall with one of their good
original glasses, that I forgot to remove a sticker that
shows. The dial is original as is the pendulum, coil
gong, and the 8-day time and strike movement that is
running and striking the hours. Very little of the label
remains on the back, only the word “Jet”. Ly-Gilbert
#1109. $75-$150.

148.
$100
“Southern Clock Co.”, OG cased clock made in Andersonville, S.C., ca 1880’s-1890’s.
Little to nothing is known about this maker. I have
sold a couple of identical clocks in the past. The 8day movements are spring driven, yes, in an OG case
that normally has a 30-hour weight movement in it. I
would suspect they bought cases in Conn. and perhaps brass movements also. The 26-inch-high rosewood veneered case is very nice but close inspection may find a
small chip, as is usual. The glasses are original, dial is a replacement,
a decent label with a few small pieces missing, proper pendulum,
wire gong, and correct hands. A rare clock that seldom comes on
the market. $100-$200.

153.
$50
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, wood mantel
clock, ca 1870. A lot of writing on the back of the
door, the earliest notation was 1874. The label on the
door is complete. It has the original dial, coil gong,
pendulum, and 8-day time and strike movement that
is running. The mahogany veneered case is 16 inches
tall, has the usual nicks aro7und the base, original
painted glasses, note the unusual 6-sided top glass.
On the door should be two metal buttons, the one on the right side
is missing. $50-$100.

149.
$100
“David Dutton, / Mont Vernon, N.H.”, unusual case
with a wood movement, ca 1830’s. Probably bought
movements in Conn. and cases locally. This is a very
plain 26-inch-high mahogany veneered case. The mirror is a replacement, the old top glass could be original but with new putty all around it was probably replaced. The case is complete and instead of being
rolled from the outer edge to the door it is flat. It is a
very different case style. There is an excellent paper label, coil
gong, brass pendulum bob, excellent wood dial, old hands, and a
pair of iron weights. The 30-hour movement is in running condition
and strikes hours on the coil gong. I do not know what maker gets
credit for the unusual movement. $100-$200.
150.

154.
$50
New Haven Clock Co. wood cased mantel clock,
“Diadem-Zebra”, ca 1900. In 1900 we still did not have
TV’s or cell phones to tinker with, so we wound our
little shelf clocks with alarms built in them, and went
to bed. This clock was one of their top of the line back
then, the wood was unusually grained, gold around
the door, butterfly painted on the glass, original dial,
brass bell, alarm movement, fancy pendulum and the
one day movement. Oh, and it is a little scuffed
around the edges. If you had a clock with an 8-day movement you
had nothing to do before going to bed. This little 18-inch-high clock
is running, alarming, and ringing the bell on the hours. Ly-New Haven #1187. $50-$100.

$50

New Haven Clock Co. mantel clock, “Column”, ca
1878. The rosewood veneered case is 24 ½ inches
tall, dark and probably never cleaned of smoke, and
is in excellent condition except for some rather large
veneer chips on the door. The glasses are original as
are the dial and excellent label. The 30-hour movement is weight driven, running and striking hours. It
has the original weights, pendulum, and other accessories. Ly-New Haven does not show this model,
shows only a 16-inch-high Column model, page 305. $75-$150.

155.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. mantel clock, “Metals No. 5”, ca 1900. Many
collectors have strived to collect all 6 clocks in the Metals Series. I
had them all at one time but moved on to more difficult clocks to
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Some Conn. companies black-balled him and would not sell him
movements because he was undercutting prices. Some things never
change. The very nice 15-inch-high rosewood veneered case is in the
mantel clock family of clocks. It is a plain case with mostly flat wood
pieces; the base has one angle piece. The glasses are old, and we
feel for sure they are original to the case. The 8-day brass movement is running and striking a coil gong, the dial appears to be original, label is excellent and there is a brass pendulum. $75-$150.

collect. They are all made of oak, stand 23 inches
tall, have metal ornaments on the top and base,
have 6-inch signed paper dials, and wire or bell
strike. They have 8-day movements, decorative
brass pendulums and in this clock an alarm movement and brass bell in the base of the case. On the
back of the case is a partial label. The clock is in
good original condition, aged and not cleaned,
running and striking a coil gong on the half hours.
Ly-Seth Thomas #2288. $75-$150.

160.
$50
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn. U. S. A.”, early cottage clock with all the bells and whistles, ca 1875. This
was a perfect clock for those days of working people
living in small homes, had no TV to keep them up at
night, wound the one-day movement, set the alarm,
and went to bed. The 13 inch rosewood veneered case
is very nice, clean, polished, has original glasses, original painted dial with leaves ? painted in the 4 corners,
alarm movement, iron bell, brass pendulum, and the one day time
and striking movement that is running properly. $75-$150.

156.
$300
James Cary (Carey) New Hampshire Mirror Clock, ca 1820. Very ornate gold gilt case stands 34 inches high and is 21 ½ inches wide at
the top. The case has evidently been restored at some time. Most of
the gold appears original while some of the black has been enhanced. The mirror is surely a replacement for it
is far too nice to be 200 years old. I might say
the same for the dial as it has no chips or major
wear, just slightly soiled. The makers name and
address are on the dial. The 8-day weight movement is running, the weight, pendulum, and
pulley assembly look to be original or at least
period. The New Hampshire Mirror Clocks were
first developed in 1820 and improved or slightly
changed over the succeeding years. Most all
New Hampshire mirror clocks have several common characteristics. The pin door lock is still in place but a hook was
added later. The upper glass is apparently original and still in decent
condition. We seldom see these early weighted mirror clocks for
sale. $500-$1000.

161.
$25
European cottage clock (German, Swiss ?) in a simple
11 ½ inch case with painted glass, original dial and
hands, one day unsigned movement, and pendulum.
The label is typical for some of these early European
clocks, it says only, “Diligens vincitomnia”, a Latin
term with a multitude of meanings. Clock runs. $25$50.
162.
$25
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn. U. S. A.”, cottage
clock with an 8-day time and strike movement. Not
in the best of condition the mahogany veneered case
is 13 inches tall, has some ragged veneer on the base
and door, original glasses, dial, coil gong, and pendulum. The movement is complete but like the case
may need some attention. There is a good label inside as well as a door latch and original hands. $25-$50.

157.
$75
OG mantel clock with 30-hour wood movement. The
makers name is garbled on the label and I spent far
too much time trying to figure it out. It appears to
be, “W. S---------T, 172 Pearl Street, New York”. The
rosewood veneered case is 28 inches tall, overall in
decent condition, no major problems or repairs. It
has a good wood dial, pair of iron weights, old pendulum, coil gong, good old glasses, and a complete
and running wood movement. The label is practically
all there except the name is garbled. $75-$150.

163.
$100
“T.D.B. & Co. Bristol, Ct. U.S.A.”, iron clock, ca
1851. The company was comprised of Ralph Terry, Franklin Downs, Elias Burwell and George
Downs. I have sold hundreds of the miniature
Terry iron clocks, but this is a first. I have never
run across a little iron clock with the movement
signed as stated above. The iron case is 9 inches
tall with mother of pearl decorations, brass sash,
original painted dial, hour hand only, cylinder
movement I assume is one day and is running sluggishly. A very rare
clock. $100-$200.

158.
$50
“New Haven Clock Company, New Haven, Conn.”,
wood case mantel clock, “OG”, ca 1881. The case is
made with what they called Zebra wood, stands 26
inches high, and is complete and original with minimal wear and tear. The painted glass is original but
has been poorly rebacked to prevent further paint
loss. The painted dial is original and the paint is holding pretty well to this point, it has a good paper label, coil gong, pair of iron weights, old pendulum,
and a signed 30-hour brass movement that is in operating condition.
Ly-New Haven #1220. $75-$150.

164.
$25
Two clocks. 1. A European cottage clock,
same label as #161, different case style, old
glass and dial, one day time, strike, and
alarm movement. Nice early cottage
clock. 2. Maker unknown, 9 ¼ inch cottage clock, 30-hour time only movement,
replaced dial, no label. $25-$50.

159.
$50
“William S. Johnson’s Clock Establishment, New York”,
on the paper label inside the case. Most of his clock
labels also say, “Manufactured By”. That is using the
term loosely. I think he bought cases and movements
from others and assembled them, or he bought complete clocks from others and put his label in them.

165.
$100
“Manross, Prichard & Co. Bristol, Conn.”, OG shelf clock, ca 1841-
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1843. This is the first OG I have sold by this maker,
previous were made by Elisha Manross alone. The
mahogany veneered case is 26 ½ inches tall, has the
original but dark finish, has a few tiny veneer chips, a
replaced “Wild West” picture in the bottom, original
dial, most of the paper label, old iron weights, pendulum, coil gong, and a brass 30-hour time and striking movement. The clock is in operating condition.
$100-$200.

there are old hands, pendulum, iron bell, iron
weights, and door lock with escutcheon and key.
The tips of the scrolls have been repaired, chimneys, and returns, are all original. The bottom looks
to be all original but there is a piece of the right
rear foot missing. With a little effort this could be a
much better clock. Have the foot repaired and
make the scroll tips look better. $300-$500.

169.
$300
“Lawyer Byington, Newark Valley Tioga County,
N.Y.”, carved column and splat, mantel clock, ca
1826-1845. He made cases and used Terry and Groaner type wood movements from Connecticut. $300
Our clock is a groaner 30-hour wood movement
with iron bell on top of the case. The wood dial and
label are excellent, pendulum, hands, iron weights
are typical and period for this style clock. The 37-inch
-high rosewood veneered case has been restored,
thoroughly cleaned and polished, has replaced glasses but otherwise appears to be original. Certainly a
very nice example of an early wood movement carved clock. $300$500.

166.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, “Column Rosewood”,
ca 1863. Thirty-hour time and strike, weight clock. The rosewood
case is 25” high and typically has some veneer repairs and small chips around the top and base but
very minimal on this case. Note the very light color
of the wood. I find no evidence that it is anything
but original. I would say it was never exposed to
smoke like 99% of clocks. The glasses are original,
some very minor flaking on the bottom glass, almost perfect dial, correct hands, pendulum bob and
iron weights. Two movements in this clock, brass 30
-hour, 2 weight movement, striking a coil gong, and an alarm movement, striking a brass bell. The movement is seat board mounted,
has good weight cords, and a near perfect, complete, backboard
paper label. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 521. $150-$300.

170.
$300
“JEROMEs’ & DARROW, / Bristol, Conn.”, eight-day wood movement in a rosewood veneered case with stenciled
half columns and a carved top, ca 1828-1833,
probably 1832. The large case is 37 inches tall,
retaining all the original finish that has darkened
over time as you would expect. From the exceptional carved top to the base it is all original including the splat. Damaged or missing veneer has
been repaired, only one small chip on the door
and it is probably original veneer, just glued back.
All the glasses are probably original. There has
been some patching of lost putty but I do not
believe the glasses have been out of the door.
There is a door lock and escutcheon but no key. I
had to rent a forklift to move the huge pair of old
iron weights. The brass bob, excellent wood dial and period hands
are period and probably original. Inside are the complete label and
the 8-day wood movement. The movement is clean, it is complete, it
has ivory bushings per the label, and is in operating condition. The
large iron weights are compounded using two sets of pulleys. This
carved case wood movement clock is very nice. The case, movement, label, etc. are pictured and described in “The Story of
Chauncey Jerome”, by Chris Bailey, pages 19-42. $300-$500.

167.
$500
“E. & G.W. Bartholomew, Bristol, Conn.”, hollow
column shelf clock, ca 1828-1832. George was in
business with his cousin Eli in 1832-1833.Their most
unique product was the hollow column clock. A
number of other clockmakers also manufactured
them but the Bartholomew’s are credited with
originating them. The mahogany case with carved
and gilded eagle splat, two freestanding ebonized
and gilded columns, wooden dial with Roman
numerals, and painted glass flanked by freestanding gilded columns, the lower door with
reverse painted tablet with two stately homes
within a gilded border. There is a near perfect
maker’s label inside on the backboard with maker’s name as above, thirty-hour time and strike wooden movement
with pressed brass pendulum bob and two cast iron weights with
old gold paint. The case stands 36 inches high. An identical clock
belonging to Dr. Martin Baker sold at auction in 2011 for several
thousand dollars. It had paw feet, no finials, ours has finials, no feet.
Wood dial has old holes filled and new holes drilled. The top door is
hinged on the left, latches on the right. Bottom door is hinged on
the right and has ivory escutcheon and lock and key. There are
many references for this maker, one is:”Eli Terry & The Connecticut
Shelf Clock”, Second Edition Revised, by Kenneth D. Roberts and
Snowden Taylor, page 223-224. We found several examples that
sold at auctions in recent years, some with brass finials, some with
wood finials, some with carved feet, and some without. $750-$1000.

171.
$250
JEROMEs’ & DARROW, Bristol, Conn.”, carved splat and stenciled
column 8-day wood movement clock, ca 1828-1833. The label further
says, “Improved Clocks, Made And Sold By Jeromes & Darrow”. Partners were Chauncey and
Noble Jerome, and Elijah Darrow. This type clock
displaced the popular pillar & scroll clocks and it
encouraged other makers to experiment with
new case styles, including the use of stenciled
columns and splats, carved columns and splats,
looking glasses (mirrors) and other innovations.
This clock has the Noble Jerome 8-day movement, and they also experimented with groaners
and Terry type wood movements. The stenciling

168.
$250
“Eli & Samuel Terry / Made and Sold at Plymouth, Connecticut”,
pillar and scroll clock, ca 1824-1827. They were partners for three
years making pillar & scroll clocks. The labels for most pillar and
scroll clocks sold during this period said the clocks were invented by
Eli Terry and sold by Samuel Terry, Seth Thomas, or whomever. This
clock is typical of most all P&S cases. The glasses are old but are
good replacements. Excellent paper label, the dial is wonderful,
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They were case makers, not sure where they got
their movements. This is a rosewood veneered case,
26 inches tall, and in very nice condition. Not sure if
the tablet is original, looks like it is, but I have never
seen a glass like this one. On the other hand I have
never seen another clock by this maker. The dial has
a couple of scratch marks, movement is unsigned,
good paper label, old hands, coil gong, and old pendulum. $100-$200.

is dark but very good. The carved splat is also very nice but dark and
probably never cleaned. Some gluing has been done on the capitals
and returns. The mahogany ? veneered case is very dark, stands 36
inches tall and probably has replaced glasses although the bottom
glass has a lot of paint missing from the back. The wood dial is excellent, has a proper pair of large iron weights, old pendulum bob,
iron bell, hands, ivory escutcheon, key lock, but no key. $300-$500.
172.
$150
“Riley Whiting / Winchester, Connecticut.”. column
and splat shelf clock with wood movement, ca 18281835. The label is large and complete, covering 2/3rds.
of the backboard. The mahogany veneered case is
very nice, has some veneer chips on the bottom
board, stenciled half columns and splat that have
good strong stenciling. The chimneys, caps and returns are all good. Door latch on the right side, hinges
on the left. The case is 35” tall, mirror is old, may be
original, top glass may be a replacement. Beautiful
dial, period hands, no pendulum, period iron weights, gong is original, and the 30-hour wood movement is clean and complete. $200$300.

176.
$100
“C. & N. Jerome / Bristol, Conn.”, on the complete
card label inside this ca 1837-38 shelf clock. The
unusual designed case is 22.25” high, has rounded
sides, beveled door frame with key lock. There is
no escutcheon or lock. Originally there was blue
paper on the backboard and a card label. Most of
the blue paper is gone but the card is intact. The
base is flat, and the top trim is inverted. The zinc
painted dial has the numerals painted directly on
the raw dial plate. The movements for this model came two ways,
both were the OG type, one with solid wheels and one with open
wheels, and there is an enlarged center opening of the dial. It is
thought that was done so people could see that it was not a wood
movement. Brass movements were a new invention. The movement
in this clock is made with the same early features except the wheel
plates are not solid. The lower glass is a replacement. There are 30hour iron weights, pendulum, and crank. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 3, page 134. $150-$250.

173.
$100
“Eli Terry, Jr., Terryville, Connecticut”, short pendulum column and
splat with turned feet, ca 1831. For what it’s worth department, the
post office in Terryville was established in
1831.There is some notes about movement types in
the clock, they may tell which movement is in this
clock. I cannot remove the dial without breaking it.
I don’t know if the back comes off with the movement attached, or what the deal is. The dial is certainly different, extremely dark as is the entire
case. Glasses are probably replacements but everything else appears to be original including, dial,
hands, pendulum, bell, stenciling, and turned feet. I
could not inspect the 30-hour wood movement.
There are no weights with this clock. $100-$200.

177.
$75
“American Clocks / Favorite / Eight-day With Alarm / Sold Only By /
The Geneva Clock Company”, copied from the complete label in this
OG cased clock sold by The American Clock Company, ca 1874. The
label also has a large picture of the old Jerome
Clock Factory that was then owned by the New
Haven Clock Co. that was the maker of this clock.
The American Clock Company sold clocks for New
Haven, Seth Thomas, Welch, Terry, Ansonia, and
others. The 30-hour brass movement in this case is
signed by New Haven and it is in operating condition. The 26-inch veneered case is very nice, and
unusual looking wood graining that they called,
Zebra. The glasses, dial, movement, etc. are all original to this case. Ly-New Haven #1220. $100-$200.

174.
$300
“C & N Jerome, Bristol, Conn.”, extremely nice cornice top, full column, 8-day shelf clock in excellent condition with little change since
made about 1828-1830. The reverse painted tablet is a replacement
and the top glass may also be a replacement. The rosewood veneered case is 38” high, and is clean and polished. There are two
ivory escutcheons on the two doors, working
locks, and no key. There are full turned columns
with unusual capitals. The center section that is
normally glass in most clocks of this style is a
rosewood panel. It has an 8-day brass movement
that is clean and operational, excellent wood
dial, pair of period hands, pair of old iron 8-day
weights, coil gong, and an old pendulum bob.
Paper label is about half there, enough to read
the important parts. An almost identical clock is
pictured and the making of these clocks is discussed, in the book, “From Rags to Riches to
Rags: The Story of Chauncey Jerome”, by Chris H. Bailey; NAWCC
Bulletin Supplement #15, Spring, 1986. $350-$500.

178.
$100
“H. Sperry & Co. / Clock / Manufacturers / 338 Broadway / New York / H. Sperry / Tho’s. McFarland”, copied from the complete green label in the short drop
hanging clock, ca 1859-1860. I cannot find any information on McFarland. The rosewood veneered case
is 25 inches high, has original glasses, hinged lower
door, pendulum, and iron bell. The 8-day movement
rings the bell each hour. The painted dial is pretty
nice considering it is 160 years old. $100-$200.
179.
$50
“Henry Sperry & Co. New York”, on the repainted
dial; “Henry Sperry / Clock / Manufacturer / No. 18
Maiden Lane / New York”, on the complete paper
label of this 12-inch-high cottage clock, ca 1852. The
painted glass is original as is the unusual brass pendulum. It has a one-day time only movement that is

175.
$100
“Ray & Ingraham, Bristol, Conn.”, 30-hour OG mantel clock, ca 18411843. I bet you have never heard of this clockmaker, I sure had not.
It was a partnership between Benjamin Ray and Andrew Ingraham.
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185.
$75
Ansonia Clock Company mantel clock, “Japan”, ca
1883. The 19-inch-high wood case, (mahogany?) is
completely covered with black paint, inside, outside
including the back. There is some brown looking
highlight paint on the door trim. The glass, dial,
signed beat scale, upscale pendulum, nickel bell and
8-day movement are all original and the clock is running. There is a complete label on the back but is so
dark you can hardly read it. Ly-Ansonia #1725. $100$200.

running. The case is probably made of mahogany and is probably all
original. $75-$150.
180.
$75
Ansonia Clock Company mantel clock, “Sonia
No. 1”, ca 1926. This is a full Westminster quarter hour chiming clock, with a six-inch silverplated dial, beveled convex glass, chime silencer, spirit level on the dial which indicates when
the clock is in beat. The mahogany case is 23 inches wide and 10
inches high, needs light cleaning and polishing. Hinged door in the
back, original pendulum bob, 5 true-toned chime rods, and the
signed eight-day movement. Ly-Ansonia #1690. $100-$200.

186.
$25
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. mantel clock, wood case, one of the clocks
in their Capitol Sets, this one #44. Sold in sets of six
with varying accessories, but all were in oak. This one
is 8-day, time and strike, standard pendulum, coil
gong, dial, hands, and signed brass movement. The
oak case is 22 inches tall. I love the way Gilbert described these clocks; “most striking, unique and
showy carved effects ever made, only possible by our
new process of carving”. Where is the carving? LyGilbert #1230. $50-$100.

181.
$75
“Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Conn.”, copied from
the large and complete label inside this cottage clock
he named, “Union”. It was made in several styles
using pearl inlaid, mahogany, or rosewood. It is 14
inches tall, made with rosewood veneer, has minor
scrapes on the base, latching door that has gold
molding around the outside. The glass has new putty,
assume a replacement. The metal dial is original,
discolored, looks like varnish or something has been applied to hold
the paint. The movement is 8-day time and striking on a coil gong.
Clock pictured in, “Clock Identification and Price Guide”, by Roy
Ehrhardt, pages 6 & 7. $100-$200.

187.
$25
E. Ingraham Clock Co., Oak mantel clock, “Dragon”,
one of the three clocks in their “Tablet Line”, ca
1907. It has been thoroughly cleaned, replaced dial,
but otherwise looks to be original. There is a label on
the back but I cannot make out the makers name. I
did not pull the dial to check the 8-day movement for
a name. The case has black wood ornaments over
the front, replaced dial, original glass, pendulum, coil gong, and the
time and strike movement. Ly-Ingraham #1071. $50-$100.

182.
$75
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Victoria”,
ca 1880. Mahogany veneered case is 18” high, the
sides and front are clean and evidently completely
restored including the gold around the door and
glasses. Inside is a complete label, wire gong, correct
pendulum, and the signed 8-day time and striking
movement. It has a very nice repainted dial and correct but replaced hands. The 8-day movement is running and striking the gong on the hours. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 211. $100-$150.

188.
$25
E. Ingraham Clock Co. oak mantel clock, “Pacific”,
one of the models in their “Ocean” line, ca 1915. Oak
case is 23 inches tall, clean and all original. The glass,
dial, pendulum, and gong all look to be original to the
case. The 8-day movement is time and strike, and
running. The dial is signed. Ly-Ingraham #1069. $50$100

183.
$50
Seth Thomas, “Cottage”, ca 1879. An early shelf
clock, mahogany veneered and standing 14 ½ inches tall. The clock does not look bad on the shelf but
has some veneer chipping on the top. Original
glasses, door knob, pendulum, coil gong, and a
complete paper label. The 30-hour movement is
signed and running. The original signed dial is
showing wear and has some chips around the
screws. Ly-Seth Thomas page 219. $75-$150.

189.

$25
Sessions Clock Company mantel clock, wood case,
“Grand No. 3”, ca 1915. This clock is one of three
models in their “Grand” line of clocks. They are made
with oak, standing 23 inches tall, have 8-day movement with hour and half hour strike on a coil gong.
The dial is original but a little dirty, glass is original as
is the pendulum and coil gong. The 8-day movement
is running and striking. Ly-Sessions #548. $50-$100.

184.
$50
“The E. Ingraham Co., Bristol, Conn.”, on the dial and on the complete label on the back of this mantel clock, ca 1860-1880. The label
indicates it was made for someone besides Ingraham to sell. It is not in their catalogs or LyIngraham. The oak case is 19 inches tall, stained
and aged to a dark color. A very plain clock in that
there are no carvings, etchings, etc. The glasses,
dial, pendulum, coil gong, alarm bell, alarm movement, and running movement are original and
operating. $75-$150.

190.
$25
Sessions Clock Company mantel clock, wood case,
“Victor No. 41”, ca 1906. Oak case is 23 inches high,
has the original painted glass, original dial, pendulum, coil gong, alarm movement, alarm bell, and an
8-day time and striking movement that is running
and striking half hours. The case is clean and all
original. Ly-Sessions #540. $50-$100.
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three moon hands, and original movement and iron bell. The backboard is completely covered with wallpaper.
Mostly solid rosewood case is 39 ½” high,
complete, no visible repairs or additions. Half
columns are mostly carved, some turnings and
bulls eye decorations. The weights would be
compounded in this case with large iron pulleys in the case top and two more pulleys attached to the weights. All the pulleys are with
the clock. The best article, with pictures of this
clock and others, is in the NAWCC Bulletin,
December 1966, Whole Number 125, “Asa
Munger’s Shelf Clocks”, Pages 571-587. We see
restored Munger clocks selling from $2500 to
$5000. Our estimate $500-$750.

191.
$25
2 black mantel clocks. The small one is a
Waterbury Clock Co. wood cased black,
11 inches wide, has a bowed glass, original signed dial, an 8-day time and gong
strike on the hours and bell strike on the
half hours. No back cover. The larger
one is a Sessions Clock Company wood cased black with full columns on the ends and half columns on front. Glass over the original
signed dial, case is complete and original and has an 8-day time and
striking movement. $50-$100.
192.
$25
2 black mantel clocks. Sessions Clock Company black with columns
on the front, ornaments on the ends,
and four metal feet. Original bowed
glass over the signed dial. The case is 16
inches wide, complete and original. 8day movement is time and strike. Waterbury Clock Co. black with metal end
ornaments and unusual decorations on the front. Flat glass over the
signed dial. The case is 18 inches wide, has an 8-day time and strike
movement. $50-$100.

197.
$350
French marble clock, ca 1880. What you see in the picture is wonderful, and a shot of the back would be the same.
Over the front are some outstanding bronze
ornaments, especially the bronze ornament just
below the dial showing several cherubs. There
are ornaments around the glass, two bronze
columns on each end, and different colored
marble on the base and around the dial. Perfect
marble dial ring around the sash, porcelain dial
ring and brass inner dial with Brocot escapement, and a super pair of French hands. Beveled
glass in the brass sash rounds out the front. Hinged metal door over
the movement in back and at the bottom behind the glass is a large
piece of hinged marble held with a latch. Typical round French
movement, signed, “A. D. Mougin” who was one of France’s best
clockmakers in the second half of the 17th century. It strikes half
hours on a large nickel bell. One of the finest French marble clocks
we have had in a while. $400-$750.

193.
$50
“The Clock Peddler”, has been made in Germany since
1880 or before. Ours is a more modern German version,
post WWII, made of cast iron and painted in many colors. The small pendulum movement clock has the key,
weights, pendulum, good dial and hands, and is running. This one is 16 inches tall. We have seen them sell
for $4400 in east coast auctions, probably a little different than ours. $100-$200.
194.
$50
“The Clock Peddler”, a carved version, similar to those
made in the Black Forest for blinking eye clocks. This
one is carrying a 30-hour time only clock, with others on
his back over a music box. It comes with a small pendulum and winding key and the music box is complete and
signed “Made in Germany”. The base has signatures,
“K.G. Germany” and “KEN.L”. The backplate has the
number “7” written on it. $100-$200.

198.
$250
Ansonia Clock Co. novelty clock. I will call it an Ansonia clock until one of my perceptive customers calls
me out. I would have bet the farm it was a Black
Forest clock when it arrived with a load of clocks. It
definitely has the Alps look, pine tree columns on the
four corners that are carved Black Forest style,
carved flowers all over the front, brass dial, original
hands, windows on the sides, and a full removable
back. That said, the 8-day movement is signed Ansonia Clock Co., the 3-rod chime assembly goes with
the 3-hammer strike movement. The chime assembly goes with the
slanted (original) section of the case. The clock is not shown in LyAnsonia. It is not a dinky little clock as it stands 32 inches tall and is
16 inches wide. It comes with the correct pendulum, and it runs.
Now prove me wrong. $300-$500.

195.
$75
Ansonia Clock Co. “12-Inch Round Drop”, ca 1920. It
is 24” high, has the original door and bezel latches,
brass pendulum and dial ring polished, original glasses, and any nicks or bruises under the dark and uncleaned smoke you cannot detect them. It has the
original finish, evidently never cleaned. Original
signed dial, hands, and brass bob. Movement is time
only, 8-day, and running. No extra holes anywhere.
Ly-Ansonia #716. $100-$150.

199.
$150
Benzing oak time clock for timing workers. In researching this maker I found a Benzing company in
Italy and one in Germany. There are some German
words on a front plate so I will go with Germany although I suspect the same company makes time clocks
in those two places and perhaps others. Our time
clock closely resembles those made in England and in
the USA. I have no way to know if it is functioning
although it appears to me all the parts are there. The
oak case is 42 inches high, not a bad case, has not

196.
$300
“A. Munger’s Patent Brass Eight-day Clocks and Time Pieces ---Auburn”, copied from the complete paper label. Munger was making clocks without a partner, ca 1820. This is an eight-day time and
strike empire shelf clock called and Ironing Board shelf clock. It is a
fine example of the Munger clocks when comparing this clock to
others pictured in research papers. The only things missing are a
mirror lower glass, a glass around the dial, and a pair of weights. It
has the original label, the original eagle pendulum, original dial and
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203.
$200
French table clock in a brass case standing 17
inches high. Several pieces of cast brass are attached to the main brass case and adorn the
clock on all four sides, top to bottom, including
the four large feet. The large pieces of cast brass
on the sides and front, depict some mean looking
mythical Gods, I would assume. On the bezel are
cast images and a cast figure on the base. There
is a nice beveled glass in the sash covering the
dial that is composed of cartouche numerals and
in the center are two cartouche pieces bearing
the signature of the selling dealer, “Alex M. Hays & Co. / New York”.
On the case back is a large brass hinged door with cutouts and cloth
covering. The round French 8-day movement is not signed is running
and striking half hours on a nickel bell. Everything appears to be
original and in fine condition. $750-$1000.

been cleaned in a good while and a cleaning would improve it immensely. $200-$300.
200.
$600
Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn. fusee steeple on
steeple, ca 1845-1863. The mahogany veneered
case is 26.5” high, has 4 steeples and 2 doors,
both doors retaining good glass tablets painted
by Tom Moberg, and all steeple points are near
where they should be. Behind the lower door is
the complete label, and a surprise to me, a small
label that reads in part, “J. Jones / Lexington,
Ky.” I can only assume he must have serviced the
clock at some time. His full name was James
Jones and the label also says he was
“manufacturing jeweler and silversmith.” The
brass movement is on a seat board, detached fusees are just above
the label, coil gong between the fusees and movement. Rare 8-day
brass time and strike movement is signed, “Birge & Fuller / Bristol,
Conn / USA”. The case is clean and polished, has some very small
nicks as would be expected on a clock 160 years old. Good original
painted metal dial, period hands, pendulum bob and other accessories are all original or period. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 3, page
173, an identical clock and particulars. $1000-$1500.

204.
$150
“Atkins Clock Comp’y, / Bristol, Conn.”, London model shelf clock,
ca 1863. Near perfect 17” rosewood veneered case
with very good original gold columns. All wood
parts are original and in excellent condition. Glass
is a reverse painting of a dog, original painted dial
is showing age but retains the paint, and hands
are correct. Complete paper label inside and an
old brass pendulum bob. It is not a rare case with
a 30-day movement but it has an excellent 8-day
movement that is running and striking a coil gong.
Reference, “The Clocks of Irenus Atkins”, by King and Gregory, page
83. $200-$300.

201.
$750
English skeleton clock, an ordinary London made
clock with single fusee, scrolled design and fretted dial, ca 1860. It is a striking clock, one at the
hour, or “passing strike” as they are commonly
called. The clock is 16” high including the original
wood base. With the original glass shade in place
it is 19” high. The movement is in perfect running
condition and strikes the hours one time each
hour. All parts of the clock are original with exception of the winding key, of that we cannot be
sure. There is some minor paint loss on the fretted dial. It is off white, and the pair of hands are
black. We could not find a name or mark anywhere on the clock.
This clock, or one very nearly like it, is pictured in the book,
“Skeleton Clocks”, by F. B. Royer-Collard. $750-$1000.

205.
$150
William L. Gilbert Clock Company, Winsted, Conn.
parlor clock, “Harmony”, ca 1881. Geo. B. Owens
who was General Manager of the Gilbert factory
designed this clock in the 1870’s, selling some himself and others thru the Gilbert company. Clocks up
to this period were mostly rosewood and mahogany veneer. Owens introduced the solid walnut cases with oak trim that were the beginnings of
“kitchen” clocks. This case is 22 inches tall, has a
drawer in the base, ornate side trim, painted glass, and carved attachments all over. It has the special Owens pendulum, nickel bell,
and separate alarm movement. The time and alarm movements
strike the same nickel bell. The dial, alarm ring, and hands are all
original. The 8-day movement is running properly. Ly-Gilbert #1042.
$200-$350.

202.
$750
English 8-day fusee, wall timepiece, ca 1860. Iron painted dial is
signed, “G. Lowek? / Chester”. Octagon top mahogany and figured
mahogany veneered case is 29” high, very nice veneer grain treatment, and covered with inlaid Mother of Pearl, and minus the usual
age cracks we almost always see on the English cases. There are
doors on the sides to view the movement, and a door on the base
to access the pendulum. The bottom door has a
key lock, with key. Superb carved wings on the
sides featuring grapes and grape vines. As is typical of this style English clocks the top is held to
the case back with wood pegs. Very large brass
pendulum certainly looks proper and no doubt
original. There is a brass bezel with original glass
over the 12” dial, and the hands are proper for
the clock. Large brass cable fusee movement is
in good operating condition. I have some a great
many English fusee wall clocks of this type, but
none as ornate and original as this clock. If you
like this style English clock, this one is a keeper. $750-$1000.

206.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock,
“Newark”, ca 1888, and so stamped on the back of
this 22” high walnut case. I have probably had two
dozen or more of this model over the years, but I
have had none as nice. The walnut case is clean
and has a cabinet finish – furniture slick. There are
no repairs or new wood, or breaks. The glass is
unusual and very nice, almost a complete black
label inside, and that is also unusual, they are usually about destroyed. There is an original brass basket weave design
pendulum bob, an old key, and a correct pair of hands. The signed
dial paper is not original, but it is signed. 8-day brass movement is
signed, running, and striking hours and half hours on a Cathedral
gong. A keeper, but I would have the dial painted. Ly-Seth Thomas
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merals to be seen. It has nice and original hands. Neither the dial or
the movement is signed. On the back is a bronze hinged sash with
cloth over the backside. Typical French round 8-day movement with
bell strike. This is an extremely nice clock that should fetch considerably more than our minimum. $250-$500.

#561. $200-$300.
207.
$850
Southern Calendar Clock Co. St. Louis, Mo.,
“Fashion No. 4”, ca 1880. Walnut case is 32” high,
retains the original finish that has been cleaned of
smoke and other pollutants. It has been restored,
in that the dials have been repainted, paper calendar rolls replaced, and probably has replaced finials.
The left finial is definitely a replacement so must
assume the other two are as they are glued in
place. The walnut finials are exact copies of originals and have been stained to match the case finish. The running and calendar movements are operating properly, and inside is the original black and
gold label of instructions. The damascened brass pendulum and
wood stick are correct. Large brass bell is clean and bright, correct
hands, and it has nice nickeled dial rings. Etched designs on the dial
board retains all of the gilt, the tablet is excellent, and as usual I was
disappointed when I looked in the secret compartment. Overall a
very good example of this model and as nice as most No. 4’s we
have sold. Ly-Calendar, page 286; also in Ly-Seth Thomas book.
$1000-$1500.

211.
$400
“Wadsworths, Lownsbury and Turners, Litchfield, Conn. pillar and
scroll clock, ca 1825-1827. The partnership was formed by at least six
persons to make pillar and scroll clocks with distinctive wood movements. It was probably made at Bigelow Bros. Saw Mill, Litchfield,
Conn. as Wadsworth had a clock shop near there. See page 300,
“The Book of American Clocks” by Brooks Palmer. One collector
said this pillar and scroll is noteworthy as it
contains a rather rare Leavenworth style
movement. He marked this 30-hour wood
movement as, “2A13L 42 teeth esc.”. The
mahogany veneered case is about 31 inches
tall, including the solid brass screw on replacement finials. Typical of this collector’s
restored clocks the veneer, label, and dial,
are near perfect. He also insisted on those
things above all else. The painted glass is a
replacement by Tom Moberg. It has a wood
door knob that was added many years ago
over an old lock that looks to be complete.
The escutcheon is also still in place. The old
wood dial is very nice as are the hands, pendulum, iron bell, and iron weights that are all of the period and no
doubt original to this clock. As is so typical of scrolls, the top is all
original but one scroll tip was broken and glued. The skirt and feet
are also original to the case. Overall it is beautifully cleaned and
polished. A similar clock is in the Museum of Conn. History and
shown on page 9 of “American Shelf and Wall Clock” by Robert W.
D. Ball. $500-$750.

208.
$500
Samuel Estell, inventor of the “Estell Program Regulator Clock”, ca
1870. Our research has found a handful of his program clocks but
always in very small cases, under 20 inches tall.
Most were produced by the “US Clock and Brass
Co.”. Our clock has a signed Chauncey Jerome 8day movement. Jerome was connected to the
US Clock and Brass Co. at some time, so was
probably connected to Samuel Estell. See articles in the NAWCC Bulletins for more information. Nowhere have I found that they made a
clock of this size (31 inches high) or of this type.
All I found were small shelf clocks. The labels on
the back of this clock indicate it was made by,
“Jerome & Company”, for use in schools. It can
be programed to ring bells at set to strike at any
time, every five or ten minutes, or half hour as
may be required. The running movement strikes on a bell each
hour. We could find no prior sales of this large school clock but the
small shelf clocks were selling from $500 up. $750-$1000.

212.
$300
“C. & L. C. Ives, / Bristol, Conn.” copied from the
near complete paper label. The triple deck case, ca
1832-1835, is mahogany veneered and is 38” high,
with a very nice carved eagle splat, complete chimneys and returns, full turned columns in the center,
and four ball feet on the bottom. Top door has
original door lock, but no key or escutcheon. Bottom door has the lock and the escutcheon. Overall
the veneer is pretty good, a chip or two and frayed
edges around the doors and base. The top glass is
held in place with original putty, but the two lower
glasses are replacement paintings by Tom Moberg.
The old wood dial is very good and has a replaced mirror. It has an 8day, unsigned, strap brass movement and strikes on an iron bell.
There is a correct pair of old iron weights and an old pendulum bob.
The case has some loose parts that need attention – gluing should
do the trick. $350-$550.

209.
$150
“American Clock Co. / Depot, No. 3 / New York,
N.Y.” iron front shelf clock, , ca 1856. They were
sales agents for Connecticut clocks make by several clock companies. They were agents for many
clock companies and did not use their own labels
until 1956. I can find no information indicating
they made clocks. This case is almost 14” high, it
has a flat glass in the sash. New paper dial, correct
hands, and pendulum bob. Complete paper label inside. Note the
painting of the “Gleaners” at the base. The movement is eight-day,
time and strike. $150-$250.

213.
$50
“Davies Patent Lever Clock Manufactured in Plymouth, Con. And sold by R. Blakeslee, Jr.”, 30-hour
OG clock, ca 1848. Researchers reported there was
no evidence the 30-hour brass movements were
“lever” although they were advertised as such. The
OG mahogany veneered case is nice, very little to
criticize. Tablet is a replacement, dial slightly soiled
but no paint loss, coil gong and one of the iron

210.
$150
French onyx and brass shelf clock, overall in very good
original condition. It is 18” tall, has several cast objects
attached to the case body. It has a flat beveled glass,
bronze beaded sash, one-piece porcelain dial overlaid
with cast brass decorations leaving room for the nu-
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nal. Nice glass but not old. The knobs, small finials, and all the spindles and other case pieces appear to be original. Inside is a near
perfect black label and a beat indicator. It has a very nice original
painted dial that is signed in two places, and has correct hands. The
8-day time only movement is signed and is running. In the days
when you could finance 125% of your home’s value with Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac, we would sell this model for around $2500. LySeth Thomas, page 36. $500-$750.

weights are replacements. Hands, pendulum and door latch are
probably original. $50-$100.
214.
$500
Waterbury Clock Company “Calendar No. 43”, ca
1912. The oak case is 28” high, has the original
finish, all original wood parts, and appears to have
been partially cleaned yet is not smoky. Both dials
are paper replacements. Running movement is 8day with strike and it is running properly and calendar functioning correctly. Glass paint is original,
very minor flaking or thin when viewed from the
back side. In addition to being a calendar clock, it
is a striking model. Two labels on the back, mostly
there, old pendulum bob, a winding key. This is a
nice example of this model. Ly-Waterbury #238. $650-$900.

218.
$750
“Atkins Clock Co. / Bristol, Conn. / Equalizing Spring / Thirty Day
Clock”, a very rare Octagon Drop XX, with 30day double fusee movement, ca 1859. The 26inch-high case is rosewood veneer with ripple
molding around the octagon top, painted tablet,
and ivory knobs. The 12-inch dial has been repainted. This model case, movement, and label,
are pictured and discussed in the book, “The
Clocks of Irenus Atkins”, by Gregory & King,
pages 66-69. This clock is possibly some of the
remaining inventory of the 1858 bankrupt firm,
“Atkins Clock Manuf. Co.” The label is near perfect, the hands are old, the movement is clean
and operational, and there is a brass bob. The movement is one of
the more interesting I have seen. There are some bumps along the
base back edge and a couple on the back edge of the octagon top,
but overall exceptionally nice. After all it is 170 years old. $1000$1500.

215.
$600
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging clock, “Reflector”, ca 1883. This one is
the earlier of two models pictured in the Ansonia catalogs. The Reflector is a super looking clock, but being black with mirrors on both
sides, seems impossible to take a good picture, at least for a nonprofessional photographer. Some very talented
person completely repainted the 35-inch case black,
like it was originally. Only an astute clock collector
can tell it does not have the original paint. The 8day movement is running and striking on a gong.
Four of the five glasses are perfect but the bottom
right mirror is cracked. It has a very nice pendulum
and beat scale. I have seen them sell in the gone by
days for $1800 with the paint even stripped off, and
have heard of them bring a lot more at east coast
auctions. This one is as nice as any we have sold,
even considering the repaint. Ly-Ansonia #574. $750
-$1000.

219.
$250
“Birge, Peck & Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, ca 1838-1843,
triple decker, 8-day clock, has two doors, and a
middle stationary glass. The mahogany veneered
case has full columns; a carved splat, turned feet,
and has been restored, i.e. cleaned and polished,
and gold parts professionally painted. Top is complete with chimneys and returns. They used bright
gold paint on the capitals and bases and the
carved piece on the splat. We believe the three
glasses are replacements, or repainted on the old
glass. The veneer and finish on the 36-inch-high
mahogany veneered case is good, if any repairs or
patching was done you do not notice the repairs. Excellent metal
dial, period hands, pair of old iron 8-day weights, old bob, and door
latches. A paper label inside covers most of the backboard. Strap
brass 8-day movement is clean, the weight cords are good, pulleys
intact; movement mounted to slide in wood seat board, and is in
running order and striking a coil gong. This is a very attractive clock
and a good example of the early triple decker clocks. $300-$500.

216.
$750
“William E. Hadlock & Co., Boston, MA”, high grade
spring driven wall regulator, ca 1874. This is a very
rare model clock with some unusual design features.
Note the oversized wood bezel that extends outside
the case body. The walnut case is 38 inches tall, has a
pegged topo ornament, original painted glass, pendulum and stick, and an 8-day time only brass movement. It is of the highest quality and powered by a
large main spring. The pendulum is mounted in front
of the movement therefore is close to the front of
the case and can be more visibly viewed. The dial is
near perfect and I cannot swear it was repainted or
original. Hadlock made two very similar style of this
clock, this one being slight small of the two. The larger one has finial type ornaments on the top each side of the removable top piece. We have found only two other examples of his regulators, both the larger styles. In addition to being a clockmakerwatchmaker, he was probably best known as a chronometer maker. $1000-$1500.

220.

$750
“Spencer, Hotchkiss, & Co. / Salem Bridge,
(Naugatuck) Con.”, shelf clock in Empire case
and 8-day “Salem Bridge” brass movement, ca
1830. This is a mahogany veneered triple decker case with a carved splat and paw feet, and
half columns and full columns on the sides. It
retains the original finish and all the carvings
and other case parts are excellent with a very
good patina. Some restoration and cleaning
was apparently done. This case style was not
the company’s more common case design and
therefore rarer. The case is 33 ½ inches tall,
has three glasses all of which appear original,

217.
$350
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Queen Anne”, ca 1883. The
walnut case is 36” tall, clean and polished, and should
please many Seth Thomas collectors. It is not a perfect
clock, but then we do not sell many perfect clocks, but
it is very nice. The door lock is correct, the pendulum
bob, wood stick, and the nickeled dial ring are all origi-
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Connecticut Clock Technology 1810-1862”, page 234, by Kenneth
Roberts. As you know this type clock has sold $5000 and up for
years. They are still sought after for we get calls quite often from
collectors seeking them. $1500-$2000.

two key locking doors but no key, with ivory escutcheons, and the
usual edge nicks but the veneer as a whole is excellent with little if
any repairs. I cannot find another sale of this model but some of
their smaller model sold for $5000 or more. One with replaced
glasses and no label sold for $2000. The label is complete, it has a
very nice original wood dial, period hands, seconds dial and original
hand, brass pendulum, iron bell, and of course the “Salem Bridge” 8
-day brass movement. There are two large iron weights with this
clock. The backboard is in three pieces, two hinged together, not an
added feature, but original. Undoubtedly it is to access the movement from the back. $1000-$1500

224.
$250
French black marble clock with elaborate bronze ornaments, ca
1880. The case is 16 inches tall, has several pieces of bronze from the finials on top to the
round feet on the base. This case has four marble columns with bronze capitals and bases
which give the case a special appearance. It has
a French sash, beveled glass, bronze dial ring
with incised numerals, a mottled brass inner
dial, and a great pair of French hands. Round
French movement, typical pendulum, and is
running and striking a gong on the half hours
and hours. The movement is signed, “L. F.
Japy / 1873”, and the dial is signed, “Tiffany & Co. / New York”. Metal
back door is hinged and bronze like all the other metal objects on
the case. $300-$500.

221.
$400
Early American banjo clock made in the Attleboro,
Mass. style, possibly by Horace Tifft, or G. Hatch, ca
1835-1850. Both painted glasses are replacements by
Tom Moberg. The The mahogany case, including the
brass finial, is 34” high. The finish is clean and polished.
Original dial with good paint, hands are old and we
assume are original. The bezel glass is held with soldered metal clips, painted glasses held with wood
strips. The pendulum ball and stick, pulley, eagle finial,
and all case hardware, we believe to be original. The
movement and other case parts are indicative of the
Attleboro and Tifft clocks. $750-$1000.
222.

225.
$500
“Ansonia Brass & Copper Company / Ansonia Conn. / Terry’s Patent
Improved Calendar”, ca 1874. Named in the trade catalogs, “Drop
Extra Calendar”. The stunning rosewood veneered case is 33 inches
high, very clean, polished, and near perfect. As
usual you may find veneer chips on the top or
bottom corners. I challenge you to find a nicer
one. The bottom glass paint is also excellent. If
there is one flaw it might be a replaced top glass.
The label is perfect as is the original painted dial.
For its age it is outstanding. It has an 8-day movement that is running and striking on a coil gong.
The calendar part, as previously stated, is also
functioning properly. It has two very large iron
weights, fancy brass pendulum bob. I have never
seen more than 2-3 of this model and this one is
certainly the best of the best. Ly-Ansonia, page 70. $600-$900.

$450

New Haven Clock Co. double dial mantel clock,
“Leader”, ca 1880’s. Just when I thought I had
seen about every clock ever made here comes a
surprise. It is not a big expensive double dial,
but it is a big clock, standing about 35 inches
tall. The walnut case is clean and polished, complete and original, no glaring problems anywhere. It has a good painted glass, door latch,
two original dials and brass pendulum. The
hands may be replacements. The upper dial is
signed, “New Haven C Co”, and the bottom dial,
“Jerome & Co.”. The upper movement is 8-day
and strikes hourly, and the bottom movement is
a simple calendar mechanism, both are running properly. Ly-New
Haven, page 72. $500-$750.

226.
$200
“Maranville Calendar Clock / Manufactured For / N. C. Hyde & Co. /
By Gilbert Manufacturing Company, Winsted, Conn.”, copied from
the complete label in this short drop rosewood case, ca 1881. This
model is not shown in the Gilbert’s trade catalogs,
because it was made special for Hyde and is slightly different from similar clocks Gilbert made to sell
themselves. The case is 22 ½ inches tall, nice overall condition, clean and polished. You will no doubt
find rough veneer in places on the octagon top.
The dial was completely restored, has the correct
hands and brass bezel. As you probably know the
calendar dial must be changed monthly by a key at
the top of the dial. Inside is a complete label, coil
gong, brass pendulum, hinged door at the bottom with original
painted glass. The Gilbert 8-day movement is running, striking the
coil gong and operating the calendar dials. Ly-Gilbert, pages 72-73.
$300-$500.

223.
$1500
“Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn.”, wagon spring in
a steeple on frame case, “double candlestick”
ca 1845. The brass movement is an 8-day
“wagon spring”, time and gong strike. Mahogany veneered case is 26 inches tall and in almost
perfect condition. It has no doubt been
cleaned/polished for there is no crust or smoke
anywhere. There is no damage visible on the
four candles and there are no veneer repairs or
any needed. The worst thing you will find if an
edge nice no bigger than a pin head. The bottom glass is possibly a replacement and the top
certainly appears original and has some minor
paint loss. Old pendulum bob and wind key, original dial has good
original paint, old hands but who knows for sure if original, and two
original door latches. There is a really nice paper label. The movement is signed, “C Boardman / Bristol, Conn. / USA”. The J. Ives lever spring movement is original and complete with the old chain. I
will not wind a wagon spring, sorry. I just guarantee it is complete
and operational. Reference: “The Contributions of Joseph Ives to
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painted glass are both original to the clock. There is some paint loss
but it is difficult to tell from the front. The clock came from a longtime collector who is beginning to downsize his very large collection
of fine wall clocks. This model has always sold in the $2000-$3000
range when in good original condition. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 274.
$900-$1200.

227.
$750
“Spencer, Hotchkiss & Co. / Salem Bridge,
Conn.”, ca 1840. Mahogany veneered column
and cornice case is 33.5” high, in very nice original condition with very few veneer repairs or
corner nicks. I see one small piece missing on
top that was stained so it doesn’t show. It has
four full turned columns, nice carved capitals,
and a door lock, and escutcheon. The original
painted wood dial is very nice and identical to
dials shown with this model case in the reference books. The hands are correct, there is a
complete paper label inside, an old pendulum bob, brass pulleys, a
pair of very large iron weights, and a coil gong. The top and bottom
glasses are original, and a replaced middle glass painted by Tom
Moberg. The bottom glass/door was sold with this case three different ways, hinged, loose, or permanently fixed. This door is hinged.
The movement is 8-day time and gong strike, a good Salem Bridge
movement. Reference: NAWCC Bulletin Supplement #13, “Heman
Clark And The Salem Bridge Shelf Clocks”. $900-$1200.

231.
$300
Jerome & Co. / New Haven Clock Co. wall clock
made for the English market, ca 1857. In this time
period many of their clocks were being made in
England and some in the USA. Like other English
clocks the top is held to the case body by pegs. It is
apparent there never was a label on this case. The
signed New Haven movement has always been in
this case. At first I thought this must be a made up
case. It took me a while to get over how European
the clock looked yet was made by American manufacturers. The hole in the clock hanger was too
small to hang on my nails so I had to photograph it
on its side, sorry. The case is near perfect to be 170 years old. The
glass paint is excellent as is the inlay on the base, and all the finials,
and other ornaments are original. The NH 8-day movement is running and striking hours on the coil gong. This is an excellent 39-inch
mahogany cased clock. $500-$750.

228.
$500
Swiss brass mantel clock that is not an antique (100
years old) but the age is unknown. It would be described on EBay as “Vintage”, or old. Actually it is like
new which describes most all of the clocks owned by
this consignor. Everything is extremely nice or very
unusual. This clock is almost 100 percent brass, the
only exception being the glass in the windows on
each side. The 8-day cylinder movement is running
and it strikes on a nickel bell half hours and hours.
There is a ½ inch beveled glass over the dial. $500$1000.

232.
$500
“Jeromes & Darrow, Bristol, Conn.”, reeded column, scroll top case,
ca 1828. This case is identical to the ones produced
by the firm of “Jerome, Thompson & Co.” two
years previously. As far as anyone knows the
Boardman groaner movement was the only movement Jerome used in the reeded column scroll top
cases. The 30-hour wood groaner movement is
running very strong and overall in excellent condition, strikes an iron bell on top of the case. Considering this clock is over 190 years old we will call the
dial good for its age, movement, weights, pendulum and hands very nice. The label identifies the
maker but otherwise is very sparse. The top glass is
a replacement, middle glass was painted or
touched up in 1980, the bottom is an obverse
painted tin panel with small glass insert in the center so you can see
the pendulum. The three finials are replacements. The mahogany
veneered case is 37 inches high and considering its age and other
problems previously mentioned it is a pretty nice case. Note the
carved capitals on top of the pilasters. The scroll top is a well-made
replacement. A very expensive clock if in very nice original condition. Reference: “Eli Terry and the Connecticut Shelf Clock”, Second
Edition, Revised; by Kenneth D. Roberts and Snowden Taylor, pages
180-184; and NAWCC Bulletin #15: “Rags to Riches to Rags”, the
story of Chauncey Jerome by Chris H. Bailey. $500-$1000.

229.
$200
“F. Kroeber Clock Co., New York”, enameled iron mantel clock,
“Saxonia with Figure”, ca 1888. This one is not your ordinary enameled iron clock, look at all the cast brass ornaments, gilt dial, and seated statue (Lady with
Hope) on top. Also this model has catches protruding from the case top that the statue attaches to and keeps it upright. The clock, with statue, is 20 inches high, has excellent finish on all
parts, and is clean. There is a typical metal cover
over the movement opening on the back. The
movement runs 8-days and has a gong strike. LyKroeber #599. $250-$400.
230.
$750
Seth Thomas Clock Co. Thomaston, Conn. early model of the
“Regulator No. 2”, ca 1863. This model has a seconds
ring and the weight descends down the middle of the
case behind the weight baffle board. There is a complete paper label and beat scale on the baffle board. It
is unusual to find them both in such good condition.
The large iron weight, pendulum bob, and wood stick,
are all original for this model but the pendulum bob
was over cleaned and is now copper. The 8-day brass
movement is correct and original to the case. Another
big plus for this 150-year-old clock, is the original paint
on the dial pan. The only chips are around the screws
and the hand arbor. There is some veneer jaggedness on the bezel,
and a chip on the base but otherwise the 34” high rosewood veneered case is original and very nice. The large iron weight and the

233.
$350
“Silas B. Terry, Plymouth, Conn.”, triple decker
case with his unusual design round brass movement, ca 1831-1852. This mahogany veneered case
is 38 inches high, basically in nice condition but
needs a few little things, i.e. configure the dial a
little better, tighten the splat to the case, and
make some veneer repairs on the door. Actually
the veneer is excellent as is all other parts of the
case. There are returns on top, chimneys, caps and
splat are good otherwise. The escutcheons on the
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237.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1928.
Near perfect 36 ½ inch high quarter oak case,
clean, polished, ready to hang and enjoy. All wood
case parts and internal parts appear to be original
to each other. The original painted metal dial is
only slightly soiled/aged, the slightest hint that
the paint may be fragile, but that is normal for ST
dials for they usually have lost a lot of paint by this
time. It is signed in two places, and has three correct hands. Signed 8-day movements is running,
pendulum, pendulum stick, brass weight, and
beat scale, are all correct. There is an excellent
label on the base. For whatever reason a thin layer of wood on the back of the clock was scraped off. No damage to
the case or the look when hanging. America’s most collected clock.
There must be one in every home. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 277. $650$1000.

doors are good, as are both locks, but no key. The top two glasses
are replacements and the wood bottom is probably a replacement.
The 8-day brass movement was a product of this company. It has a
good wood dial, period hands, iron weights, pendulum and crank.
The carved splat is very nice but no way to know if it is original to
this case. The label is perfect, on the very bottom of the case is a
label of instruction, some of it is missing. This is a nice clock and it is
in running condition. $500-$1000.
234.
$300
Hamburg American dwarf Grandmother floor clock, ca
early 1900’s. The stained pine case is 48 inches high, top
ornament with finial is removable. It appears like it would
have two doors but is actually one door with two glasses.
Nice large cast brass pendulum, brass dial with recessed
numerals, dial is very decorative with cast and applied
ornaments. The 8-day movement is running and striking.
$400-$600.

238.
$200
French crystal regulator, signed, “Samuel Marti”, ca
1900. The clock was a special order by “Tiffany &
Co.” and so signed on the movement. The attractive porcelain dial is signed, “France”. The brass
case is 13 inches tall, has five columns on each side,
four beveled glasses, two hinged doors with door
knobs, and many cast and applied figures. The dial,
hands, and two jar mercury pendulum are all original to the clock. The eight-day movement is running
and striking a hanging Cathedral gong. $250-$400.

235.
$350
“Hills, Goodrich & Co. Plainville, Conn.”, 8-day ogee clock with gold
columns, ca 1840. This clock was originally made by Joseph Ives and
his son Porteous. In 1841 they were bought out
by Hills & Goodrich and they continued to make
the Ives clock. The history of this company was a
little fuzzy. In one research article it said Porteous was a partner of the firm and in another it
said Joseph Ives was one of the partners. The
mahogany veneered case is 31 inches tall and in
excellent condition. Both upper glass and mirror
are long ago replacements. The label is near
perfect, dial may also be an old repaint, now
with some edge nicks. The 8-day movement is
one I cannot find information about. It was no doubt an Ives invention and is certainly very different. It is powered by two large iron
weights. The prominent attraction to this clock is of course the gold
covered columns and gold ornament at the top. The clock is different and rare, no doubt being the reason so many collectors are attracted to it. $500-$1000.

239.

$100

French porcelain clock made by, “S. Marti”, ca 1889.
The dial is signed, “Julius C. Walk & Son / Indianapolis”. The porcelain dial has one hairline at 10 o’clock.
The case is 9 ¾ inches tall, decorated with small
flowers and a water scene on the base. The hinged
sash is holding a beveled glass. Covering the movement opening on the back is a hinged brass door
with cloth covering the inside. The round French eight-day movement is running and striking half hours and hours on a Cathedral
gong. $150-$300.

236.
$250
“Birge & Fuller / Bristol Conn / U S A”, large column and cornice, or
Empire style clock, ca 1843. These two men were in business until
the death of Mr. Fuller in 1848. This clock has their revised 8-day
strap brass movement without the side extension. The large mahogany veneered case is 34” high. Generally, the veneer is very
good, however, there are a few veneer repairs
and a few chips on the bottom board, and the
usual edge tics. Considering the age of the clock
the veneer is very nice, but if I did not mention
the tiny chips some kind person would call it to
my attention. The bottom painted tablet is a
good replacement; the top glass is a replacement, and the middle glass is an old painted
glass but I would not bet the farm on it being
original to this case. There is practically a complete paper label on the backboard, the wood
dial is original and has some small speckled
paint chips, there are old hands, two original
door latches, a pair of large iron weights, and a period pendulum
bob. $300-$500.

240.
$100
French Art Nouveau 3-piece clock set made by “L P Japy & Cie”, ca
1879. The clock with the lady statue stands
15 inches tall while the 2 side pieces stand 11
inches high. It has the typical French round 8
-day movement that strikes a brass bell attached to the movement. The metal clock
and statue are attached to a marble base.
There are cast metal feet supporting it all. It
has a beveled glass over the very nice porcelain dial and French hands. On the back is a hinged cover over the
movement opening. $150-$300.
241.
$300
Ansonia Clock Company porcelain clock, “La
Manche”, ca 1904. Ansonia imported their line
of porcelain clocks from a factory in Bonn, Germany. They had their name, in most cases a
clock name, and an insignia for “Royal Bonn”
imprinted on the back of the clock cases. We
tend to call all Ansonia porcelain clocks, “Royal
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ous sections of the front. There are several original
finials and other special wooden attachments making
is a very attractive, but very small wall clock. On the
back is a label indicating it was factory made. The
movement is 8-day, strikes a coil gong on the back of
the movement, and it is running. The dial is also elaborate, porcelain dial ring, brass inner dial, and original
hands. The pendulum is original to the clock. Small,
but makes a powerful impression. $100-$200.

Bonn” clocks. This clock is one of the larger cases standing 14 inches
wide and tall. It is very colorfully decorated with flowers and gold
striping accents. The two-piece porcelain dial is signed two places, is
excellent, and has an open escapement mechanism as well as original Ansonia hands, bezel, and beveled glass. The 8-day movement is
running and striking half hours on a gong. One of Ansonia’s more
attractive Royal Bonn clocks. Ly-Ansonia, page 615. $400-$600.
242.
$150
Chelsea Clock Co. “Round Auto Clock”, confused many times as
marine models, bought by a Chinese company and installed in a
museum quality carved case. The wood case is 18 inches long and 11
inches tall. The carvings are very intricate,
and have various sea and land creatures
depicted. The 8-day time only movement is
running, has three original hands, seconds
dial, and is signed, “G.A. Efron / Shanghai”.
The front bezel screws on and off. The backplate of the movement is signed, “Chelsea Clock Co. / 116784”. A
very unusual clock. $250-$500.

248.
$150
French metal clock with a restored gold finish, with
statue and other attachments. It has an 8-day movement with silk thread suspension. It is a typical
French round movement with nickel bell attached, is
running and striking properly. The porcelain dial and
French hands are original and in good operating condition. The metal clock stands 16 ½ inches high. $200$400.
249.
$150
Ansonia Clock Co. porcelain cased clock covered with Dutch scenes.
As is typical of this type clock it is white with blue pictures and designs. The case stands 11 ½ inches tall, has no chips,
cracks, or repairs. The movement and dial are signed
by Ansonia. It has a beveled glass in the sash, onepiece porcelain dial that is excellent, and correct
hands. On the back is their characteristic metal door
over the movement opening. The 8-day movement is
running and striking a Cathedral gong on the half
hours. $200-$350.

243.
$25
English porcelain clock, 9-inch case in good condition.
The movement indicates patents were applied for in
England and the USA. Beveled glass in the brass sash,
porcelain dial with hairlines between winding arbors,
original hands, brass hinged door over the back opening. The 8-day movement is running and striking a nickel bell. $25-$50.
244.
$100
French swinging doll mantel clock, ca 1850. Movement
is signed but I cannot make out all the letters. The 8day time only movement appears to run but could
need oil or service before long. Porcelain dial is pretty
good, has tiny chips around the winding arbor and
hands are correct. The onyx case is 14 inches tall,
adorned with all types of cast ornaments, chains, columns, finials, etc. An unusual clock to say the least.
$100-$200.

250.
$100
“Poppo” Japanese cuckoo clock, 2 weight, 30-hour
with blinking eye owls each side of the dial and
one cuckoo bird above the dial. It is large, 28 inches high, 23 ½ inches wide, all there, original, and in
working condition. The movement is signed made
in Japan and there is a trademark but I have no
way to research the trademark. The consignor said
it was ca 1930, and I can tell it has some age but
not sure when it was made. $150-$300.

245.
$100
French porcelain clock on a long chain. The porcelain case
body is very ornate and colorfully decorated. The clock
case is 14 inches tall, that does not include the long chain.
Note the case figures on the case side and top. The dial,
hands, case parts, chain, back hinged door, are all original
to the clock. The movement is a cylinder, time only, and
running. $100-$250.
246.
$100
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. miniature “shop clock” or
“store regulator” with Coca Cola advertising on the
dial and the glass. Probably ca1930’s the 20-inch oak
case is like new, clean and polished. It is all original
inside and out, has a door latch, coil gong, fancy pendulum but missing a tiny button on the bottom. Excellent advertising paper dial, correct hands and a signed
8-day time and striking movement that is running. $150
-$250.

251.
$750
Ansonia Clock Company rare metal cased
clock, “Lydia”, ca 1894. Normally by this time
the Ansonia metal clocks have been restored
as the finish on the metal seemed to just go
away over the years. This one appears to have
been refinished at some time and retains a
nice finish although faded some. It stands 19
½ inches high and is complete. You may not
be able to tell but each of the statues still has
the bow over the shoulder. Usually these are
broken and lost and collectors fail to realize
they were supposed to be on the statues. It
has a two-piece porcelain dial that is not signed which tells me it is a
replacement. The outside escapement however is original. It has the
standard Ansonia 8-day time and striking movement and is operating properly. Ly-Ansonia #1582. $1000-$1500.

247.
$75
German spring driven wall clock in a very elaborate miniature case.
It is 24 inches tall, has a lion’s head on top and wood inlay over vari-

252.
$1000
French Empire marble and bronze clock standing 23 inches tall. This
is surely the finest clock of this type we have ever sold. It had to be
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stick, nickel bell, and a signed Gilbert winding key, all
we expect are original. The two-piece signed paper
dial is almost too nice to be original but it does have
considerable age so I cannot call it. The three hands I
believe are original. There is a partial label on the
back. Books over $1000. Ly-Gilbert #361; Ly-American
#367. $500-$750.

a major attraction in the consignor’s home. It is a
clock you want to display in a prominent place, not in
the garage or basement where most of mine seem to
reside. The consignor indicated there was so very
minor damage on top of two of the columns. I could
not find it, did not see any damage, but eventually by
rubbing my fingers on the columns I found a couple
of scales that you cannot even see. All of the metal
pieces are top flight, two- or three-piece dial, French
hands, capitals and bases on the four columns, applied bronze ornaments on the top and base, the four feet, and the
extra nice large pendulum. The back cover is hinged and perforated
to allow the nice sound of the bell ringing. The 8-day French movement is running and striking the nickel bell. The movement is signed
only, “Made in France”. There are no other identification markings
evident. $1000-$1500.

256.
$400
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. double dial calendar clock,
“Arditi”, ca1885. The paper label on the back of the
case says in part, “D. J. Gale’s Patent / Manufactured By / E. N. Welch Mfg. Co.”. About 25% of the
labels are missing. The Gale label inside is complete. The calendar is perpetual and like the Italian #3 and some others, is attached to the back of
the lower door, and not inside on the backboard
as most calendar movements are. There is one
large door over both dials, and a door in the lower
section that opens to the calendar movement,
pendulum, inside label, etc. This black walnut case
has been thoroughly cleaned and polished, now in
excellent condition. It stands 27” high, is complete, all original wood parts and has had no evident repairs. The
calendar movement is signed by Gale, and there is a complete label
of operation inside the case, also signed by Gale. The large glass is
held with a good putty job. Not sure if it is original. All five hands are
correct, both dials are original and show some wear and finger rubs.
8-day movement, signed, running, striking hours on a coil gong, and
there is a correct old brass bob. Ly-Welch, page 62. Booked for
$1700 several years ago but we never seem to reach that limit. $500$750.

253.
$250
Ansonia Clock Co. figure clock, “Cincinnatus”, ca 1894. This case has
not been refinished, but should be. It has the original finish, now
very dark and dirty, doubtful any of the original Japanese Bronze
finish could be salvaged. The black enameled base is fine, still black.
The case is 16 ½ inches high and 19
inches wide, complete and correct in
all respects except for the metal finish.
From the front beveled glass to the
metal back door, everything is near
original, signed, running, and striking a
cathedral gong. The movement runs 8days. The pendulum is correct, twopiece porcelain dial is not signed leading me to believe it was replaced but
the open escape mechanism was not bothered. Ly-Ansonia #497.
$300-$500.

257.
$150
“Eli Terry, Jun’r / Plymouth, Conn.”, column and splat shelf clock, ca
1831-1835. Backboard label is near complete and reads, “Patent /
Eight-Day Clocks, / Invented By / Eli Terry / Made and Sold/ At / Plymouth, Connecticut, / By / Eli Terry, Jun’r”. This is a
30-hour weight clock, wood movement, in a small
24-inch-high mahogany veneered case. It is in
operating condition and has the original wood
movement. A large brass bell is below the movement. The rosewood veneered case is near perfect, top glass is old, bottom is a replaced painting by Tom Moberg. The case has half columns
and a splat, all with very good stenciling. Excellent wood dial with good paint, no chips or
cracks. There is a working door lock with escutcheon and a key. Identical clocks are pictured and
described in the book, “Eli Terry and the Connecticut Shelf Clock”,
Second Edition Revised, by Kenneth D. Roberts and Snowden Taylor. $200-$350.

254.
$1500
Large French brass table clock made by “S Marti / 1874”. The large
case stands 26 inches tall, has Lions heads
on each side, and other cast brass pieces
attached. The top, dial, base and everything
else is very large, and heavy. The clock was
taken to an “Antiques Road Show” for appraisal and identification and they appraised it for $25,000. I would not have
appraised it for near that amount, so maybe that is why I am never asked to be on
the Antiques Road Show. As you probably
know, everything on that show is overly
appraised because they want everyone to
have a feel-good experience and be able to
brag about their brilliant buy at a garage
sale. The back door is also large, hinged,
and glass in a bezel, not all metal like you normally see. Note the
large cartouche numerals on the dial plate and the cast designs in
the center. Covering the dial is the large bezel and beveled glass.
$1500-$2500.

258.
$1000
Scottish round head tall clock, “T Middlemass / Edinburgh”, ca 1820. Mahogany veneered case is stunning
with a carved crest, two full doors both, door over dial is
hinged at the top, no lock, the large door has a key lock
with key. The case stands 82 inches tall and is 18 ½ inches
wide. There are no wood splits as is so typical of Scottish
and English clocks. It has nice turned feet on the bottom.
The 8-day two weight movement is removed from the
case by removing the bonnet. The iron dial is 12 inches,
has good paint that is still holding and with no wear. We

255.
$350
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. hanging calendar model, “Columbia”, ca
1901. Loaded with everything, an 8-day movement, running strong
and striking a cathedral gong, and it has a simple calendar. In addition, it has a special tablet that is original and perfect. Walnut case is
37 ½” tall, cleaned and polished. There are decorations on top,
sides, bottom, and some are carved. There is a brass bob, wood
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263.
$300
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Chime Clock No. 64”, ca
1914. Housed in a mahogany cabinet case with
shaded marquetery, it has 5 bells and plays Westminster Chimes every fifteen minutes. The chime
can be silenced leaving the hour only striking.
The full case back door has a mesh covering that
allows the chime sounds to escape the case body
unimpeded. The case is 14 inches high, clean and
polished, with less than normal wear for a metal
case of this type. The dial is silvered with etched
numerals and cut serpentine hands and is signed two places. The
dial has average wear and better than most silvered dials on the
Sonora Chime clocks we have handled. The clock is identical to the
one pictured on page 156 in the Seth Thomas Clock Co. book by Tran
Duy Ly. The chime movement is numbered “90B”, and the running
movement “90/0”. It is running and striking properly on the five
bells. $400-$600.

are not sure the four hands are original. The clock strikes hourly on
a bell. We are not sure that the calendar function is operable, they
so seldom are and we did not verify. It appears the second hand is
not operating. The two large iron weights are about 15 pounds each
and compounded inside the case. The iron pendulum bob, brass
pulleys, and other case hardware all seem to be original to the case.
We note on the internet that a clock like this used to sell in the United Kingdom up to $12,000 and more. We have sold several over the
years and notice they are more popular with collectors than the
normal English tall clocks. This clock has to be the nicest Scottish
clock we have ever sold. $1000-$2000.
259.
$1500
Swiss pinwheel regulator movement in a 77”
high walnut case, ca around 1890. The 8-day
Swiss movement is typical of many others we
have sold over the last 45 years. The large lyre
pendulum and weight are like most others we
have sold. We have routinely sold the Swiss pinwheel movements with pendulum, and without
a case, for at least our minimum on this clock. In
addition you get a very nice and clean case, 77”
high, and 24” wide, and it is plain as most pinwheel cases are. I cannot vouch for the origin of
the case, as it was probably made by an American factory or good American cabinetmaker.
Rarely did a Swiss pinwheel come from Europe
in a case. The dial board and several places
around the case have grooved designs and the
door edge is beveled. There are two door latches, no lock, the top is pegged. The porcelain dial has a tiny repair on
the edge of the dial at 5 o’clock. The dial board is held to the case
with four screws. The hands, weight, and large brass pendulum are
all original to the movement. The 8-day movement is clean and running. $2000-$3000.

264.
$250
Waterbury Clock Co. hanging walnut cased clock,
“Eton”, ca 1906. Clean walnut case is 39” high, has
the original finish that has been only lightly cleaned
to remove any smoke. It is nice so I would assume it
has been polished and has always been in a situation
where folks enjoyed the clock and took good care of
it. It has an excellent label inside and a factory etched
number “20”. There are parts of two labels on the
back. The movement is spring driven, signed by Waterbury, running, and striking a gong on the half
hours and hours. The original painted dial is signed
two places, hands and brass rings are original, so are
the gong, brass bob, and wood stick. In the bottom is
a signed porcelain beat scale. This clock is about as original as we
ever have come into our place. If you like original this is a good one.
Ly-Waterbury #581. $300-$500.

261.
$450
Watchmans Clock. “Burk’s Original Drum Clock”, a 19th Century German Portable Watchclock, ca 1861. It comes with
a printout about this type clock which I assume is
available on line. Some were made with porcelain
dials, and the printout says they were reproductions. This clock is all metal, very small for a
Watchman’s clock as the diameter is only 3 inches. The outside case is brass, has a hinged top, a
winding key, and a large ring on top I assume to
hook it on your belt or something. These Watchman’s clocks were made for many years with lots
of alterations and different recording mechanisms. We found some
sales of the Drum Clock but they were made post 1900. Pre-1900
models are hard to come by. $500-$1000.

265.
$200
Seth Thomas Clock Co. wall clock, “Globe”, ca 19211928. This case is made with what ST called “quarter
oak” and it stands 32” high. It has the original finish
with moderate crazing. It has not been overly cleaned
or polished, and in my opinion does not need to be
cleaned. The clock is all original with one exception,
and I am not sure that Seth Thomas did not make the
dial for “Dingwall’s”. Note the hour time ring and the
inner ring that is numbered 1 thru 10?? I cannot find a
reason to say that Dingwall’s is an American company
but I can find hundreds of reasons to say it was an
English company. The dial, brass dial ring, and hands, are all original.
The dial has very good paint. A complete paper label is inside on the
backboard. The movement is 8-day time only, signed, and running.
Great brass bob and wood stick. Nice clock that generally sells
around $750. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 322. $300-$500.

262.
$150
Lenzkirsch wall clock that is different than anything
you have ever seen. When I think of Lenzkirsch I sure
don’t think of them making tiny clocks like this one. It
has all the trappings of their big clocks, i.e. key locking door, beveled oval glass, recessed dial glass, extra
nice pendulum bob, large coil gong, porcelain dial,
seatboard for movement, signed movement, signed
gong base, wall levelers, and signed case. The mahogany case is only 16 inches tall, and in excellent
condition. The 8-day movement is running and striking. $200-$350.

266.
$200
Waterbury Clock Co. banjo, “Willard No. 2”, ca 1906. Mahogany case is 42” high, has all the balls and finials, good
original painted glasses but the throat glass is flaking on
the outer edges. It has cast gilt trimmings that include the
sash and rails. A good part of the Willard No. 2 paper label
is on the back. It has a correct Waterbury brass pendulum
bob and wood stick. Bowed glass over the porcelain dial,
and has the original hands. The dial is near perfect, and
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clock, ca 1864. I say rare because this clock is not
pictured in any of the Welch books. It appears to
be a “Grecian” model made by E. Ingraham, but it
is not pictured in the Ingraham books either. It
has a complete label on the back, is 14 ½ inches
tall like the Ingraham models, but does not have
the round designs below the dial like Ingrahams.
Our case is oak and rosewood, not sure of the
carved sections. The dial has been repainted by
the Dial House. The 30-hour movement is running and striking a coil
gong. After writing this much I had to pull the dial. It is marked, “E.
N. Welch / Forestville, Ct /Pat’s Aug 30, 1870”. $100-$300.

the clock overall is excellent with one exception, the metal baffle
board is missing, which means also no pendulum tie down. It no
doubt has the normal nicks and wear after 100 plus years of use.
The 8-day weight driven movement is a timepiece only, running, and
signed. It has the proper original iron weight and porcelain beat
scale that came with the clock. Clock books today over $1500. I am
not a repair guy but it seems to me with little effort this could be a
valuable clock. Ly-Waterbury #122. $300-$500.
267.
$200
Waltham Clock Co. miniature Willard style banjo, ca 1930.
The case is only 21” high, has a nice finish all over the
mahogany case. Mahogany stained wood balls around
the base, three perfect glasses, brass sash with flat beveled glass over the ivory painted metal dial. The dial is
signed and is in excellent condition and has the correct
hands. It has good brass side rails and a brass eagle. The
8-day time only movement winds and sets by turning a
long brass rod behind the door on the base. It is time
only and running. We sold this clock in the July2018 auction but it was returned because of a split on the top.
Splits on round top clocks are very common and many
banjo clocks, calendar clocks, and some shelf clocks have
those splits. Ly-American Clocks #912. $300-$500.

271.
$100
Junghans, Germany, RA wall clock Excellent 21-inch
mahogany case, complete, original, clean, polished,
and ready to hang and enjoy. The movement is
signed, running, striking, and also clean. The pendulum is typical, signed “R-A”. It has three good glasses
and good dial and hands. It is not a large clock, but it
is very attractive and will fit almost any wall space.
$100-$200.
272.

$350

German Berliner, ca 1885, made by a German company
using wings as their trademark and inscribed on the
back of the movement. 8-day movement is also
stamped with serial numbers. It is running and striking
a large coil gong on hours and half hours. The pendulum is very unusual featuring a large face in the sun.
Porcelain dial ring with brass inner dial is excellent.
Both glasses are perfect. When you open the door
over the dial a hinged side door on the left drops
down to allow access to the pendulum and movement. Hands, movement, and gong are original to the
clock. Top ornament looks to be correct, but how can
you ever be positive. The bottom glass has a small chip in the upper
left corner but is hidden by the case trim. The near perfect case is
very attractive with a slight art deco look and stands 42 inches tall.
The top piece is removable and the eagle is removable from the top
piece. $450-$600.

268.
$175
New Haven Clock Co. hanging clock, “Winnipec”, ca
1881. This clock has an 8-day time and strike movement that is signed, running, and striking hours on a
coil gong. The walnut case is 35 inches tall, thin and
sleek, very attractively designed with three finials on
the top and the bottom. The glass is old, dial is original
and in good condition considering the age. On the
back is almost a complete paper label. The pendulum
ball, wood stick and hands all appear to be original.
This clock was named for a metal warship built in Massachusetts in 1861 and served the north during the
Civil War. Ly-New Haven, page 155. $200-$350.
269.
$300
“Samuel Terry, Plymouth, Conn.” pillar and scroll clock, ca 18281835. He previously was in a partnership with his
brother Eli to make pillar & scroll clocks, Eli provided the facility and Samuel actually manufactured the clocks. This is a nice-looking restored
clock and considering it is nearing 200 years old
it is a good collectable display item. It has a very
fine paper label, original iron bell, pair of iron 30hour weights, and what I believe to be the original 30-hour wood movement. It was running
when we removed it from the collector’s home
but I recommend you check the cords and
wheels before hanging the weights. Large and
excellent wood dial, old hands, pendulum and
key. The mahogany veneered case is 31” high to the top of the brass
finial. The case is not without repairs. We almost never see a wood
clock this old that has not had repairs. There have been repairs to
the broken scrolls, the brass finials are replacements, as are both
glasses. Good door lock with key, and ivory escutcheon. A betterlooking clock than I have portrayed and Samuel Terry is a fairly low
key clockmaker. We don’t get many with his label in the. $350-$500.

273.
$250
“Chelsea Clock Co. Boston, U.S.A.”, imprinted on the
silver dial of this top-notch shelf clock, ca 1937 per
the serial number on the case. The brass bezel is
holding a bowed glass, dial and hands are original
and nice for its age. The mahogany case stands only
12 inches high, has inlaid designed on the front, fluted columns on the sides, ripple like trim and other
nice applied trim. There is a hinged brass door on the back with
cloth covering the cutouts in the brass. The 8-day movement is running and striking a heavy coil gong on the hours and half hours. Serial number (237767) and clock number (37) stamped underneath.
$300-$500.
274.
$300
Lenzkirsch RA wall clock, ca 1880. Walnut veneered
case is 28 inches tall, carved top and tapered tail, finial
on the bottom, door latch and three glasses. The top
ornament is not attached for it was removed when
the case was polished and not reattached. Two-piece
porcelain dial and porcelain RA bob insert. Small chips
around one winding arbor. The hands are fancy, bob is

270.
$100
“E. N. Welch Manufacturing Company, Forestville, Conn.”, rare shelf
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and a female with long flowing hair on the base with other flowers
and vines flowing all over the case front. The sides and back also
have an excellent gold finish over flower like designs. There is a metal back door signed, “ST”. The original dial is also excellent and is
signed. The hands and pendulum are the correct type. The 8-day
time and alarm movement is signed, clean, running, and striking an
alarm bell. Ly-Seth Thomas, #24. $500-$750.

brass and nickel, and an old key is included. The brass 8-day movement is mounted to a brass backboard mounting bracket. A coil
gong is mounted to the same bracket. The movement is unsigned.
This clock is similar to many others pictured and written about in
the book, “Lenzkirsch Clocks / The Unsigned Story”, by George A.
Everett. $300-$500.
275.
$300
“Eli Terry & Sons, / Plymouth, Conn.”, copied from
the complete label in this early pillar and scroll, ca
1823. Eli Terry invented this movement and ST and
other clock makers used the movement. This mahogany veneered case is 31 inches tall to the finial
tips. As is most often the case the brass finials are
replacements. The door has a lock and key and an
ivory escutcheon. Glasses have very good putty but
the bottom tablet is a good replacement. Very
good complete label, period brass bob, iron
weights, iron bell, excellent wood dial, and hands.
The movement is correct and complete. I do not hang weights in
wood movement clocks but the previous owner was running it just
before it came to me. The veneer is very good and if repairs were
made they were well done. The top and base are original, scroll tips
reglued where broken and a tip of the base trim is chipped. All in all
a very nice pillar and scroll, at a price you would normally pay just
for the movement. $400-$600.

279.
$350
Lenzkirsch RA wall clock, ca 1880. Walnut veneered
case is 33” tall, carved top and tail, finials top and bottom, three glasses, and ebony trim on the top, base,
finials, and case edges. Two-piece porcelain dial, porcelain RA bob insert, and porcelain beat scale. The hands
are fancy, bob is brass and nickel, and an old key is
included. The brass 8-day movement is mounted to a
brass backboard mounting bracket. The bracket is
signed, “D.R.P. / 9 Feb 1878”. A coil gong is mounted to
the same bracket. The movement is signed,
“Lenzkirsch / A.U.G. / 304682”. This clock is similar to many others
pictured and written about in the book, “Lenzkirsch Clocks / The
Unsigned Story”, by George A. Everett. $400-$600.
280.
$125
German RA wall clock. A lot of good things, very few negatives. The walnut case is 30 inches high, nice woodwork
from top to bottom, it has some applied crossed arrows
trademark, ornaments top and bottom, otherwise is a
pretty plain clock. Two-piece porcelain dial, good pair of
hands, nice brass pendulum bob, porcelain beat scale in
the bottom, and an old key. It has three good glasses, and
a door hook. 8-day movement is time only and running.
$150-$300.

276.
$100
Ansonia Clock Co. parlor clock, “King”, ca 1901. This
24” high oak case is their later model King. There are
trivial slight differences, mainly the base configuration. The case is 100% original, has a wonderful clean
and polished finish, and all the applied and turned
ornaments. There are three metal figures, one on the
top and one each on the columns. The old original
glass is perfect, and the paper dial is a replacement. It
is too nice not to have a nice painted dial. The hands, pendulum
bob, and coil gong, are all correct. There is an original paper covering on the backboard, inside. Movement is 8-day, clean, running,
and strikes the gong. A very nice-looking clock. Ly-Ansonia, page
448. $150-$300.

281.
$300
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. porcelain mantel clock, ca 1898. This is a
very rare model for it is both a German made case with a “Royal
Bonn Germany” case marking, but was also decorated with Majolica bright color glazes. Several
years ago the Majolica decorated cases where
extremely hard to find. This is the first one I have
had in over 20 years. It was fired with the various
colored glazes on the Royal Bonn case, giving it a
slightly bright sheen. I can find no chips, cracks or
repairs to the case. Appears to be perfect. It is 14
inches tall, has the typical brass sash with beveled glass over the one-piece porcelain dial. The
hands are original and the dial has painted flowers below the 12. The
8-day movement is signed by Gilbert, is running and striking a coil
gong. A brass hinged door covers the movement opening. This one
is a keeper. $400-$600.

277.
$50
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn. wood cased mantel clock,
“Dandelion”, ca 1889. There are flowers on the original glass but they don’t look like dandelions. This is a
nice walnut case standing 17 ½ inches tall, has one
applied ornament but a lot of good jigsaw work and
etched designs. The nice dial is a replacement but
otherwise the inside of the case is filled with a lot of
Welch material. The one-day movement is running and
striking a coil gong. The pendulum is one of their special signed pendulums and there is a separate alarm
movement and bell in the bottom of the case. Ly-Welch #1149. $75$150.

282.
$300
Colonial Mfg. Co. / Zeeland, Mich. U.S.A.”, ca 1920’s. The 70
-inch case is made of solid Honduras Mahogany, as are
most all Colonial cases. It is in very nice original condition
top to bottom. It has a good original glass, door knobs,
door hooks, and the bonnet slides off to access the 8-day,
time and Westminster striking movement. It strikes several long iron rods, and a wind-up movement that is running
and striking quarter hours and hours. It has original wooden pendulum, and a colorful dial that is 12 ½” square. The
dial has engraved designs on the four corners, raised numerals on the nickel dial ring and covered with black paint.

278.
$450
“Seth Thomas Clock Co. Thomaston, Conn.”,
metal case alarm clock, “Vigil”, ca 1909. This is a
new one to me, don’t believe I have ever sold or
seen this model before. Described as having artistic design the 12 ½ inch high case has the best
rich gold finish I have ever seen on a clock this
old. I believe it is a basket of flowers at the top
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side. Door latch does not appear to be correct, glasses are original
and has the gold around them which is original. Good dial has minor
chipping, excellent paper label and pendulum. The 30-hour time
only movement is running. $50-$100.

The dial is signed as we show on the first line. A perfect sized clock
for modern homes with 8-foot ceilings. $300-$500.
300.
$75
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.”, miniature
cottage clock, octagon top, OG base, time only 30hour movement. The mahogany veneered case is 9 3/8
inches tall, has a correct door latch, two original glasses and the veneer is in near perfect condition. The dial
has been repainted, perfect backboard label, and has
the correct hands and pendulum. Reference-Ly Welch,
Second Edition. $100-$150.

306.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow”, miniature cottage
clock, ca 1860. This 9-inch-high rosewood veneered
case has a few veneer chips on the base-sides but
otherwise is very nice. Not only is it an octagon top
model it is octagon veneered around the dial. The
dial has been repainted, has new ST hands, good
label inside, good glasses, door latch, and brass pendulum. The movement in this case is their “B-Type”, 30-hour time
only, and is running. Ly-Seth Thomas #625 and #628. $100-$200.

301.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”, miniature
cottage clock, octagon top, OG base, with correct
door latch, and excellent rosewood veneer. The case
is only 9-inches tall, has a new bottom glass, repainted dial, correct hands and pendulum, and a perfect
backboard label. This case has their “C movement”,
and the movement is signed Plymouth Hollow. It is 30
-hour time and alarm. Ly-Seth Thomas #628. $100$200.
302.

307.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock
with octagon top, ca 1860. The special thing about this case is the
octagon rosewood trim around the dial. The glasses, door knob,
pendulum bob and complete paper label are all original to the case. The dial also appears to be original
with a little touch up around the screw holes. This
clock movement is their “C-Type”, 30-hour time and
alarm. The alarm rings on a large iron bell. Both the
movement and label say, “Plymouth Hollow”, which
means it is earlier than if it said, “Thomaston”. LySeth Thomas #624 and #629. $100-$200.

$75

“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock with a round top, ca 1886. The rosewood veneered case stands 9-inches tall and is near perfect.
Correct door latch, repainted dial, correct hands and
pendulum, and perfect backboard label. The bezel
now has a copper tint as the gold was cleaned off. The
30-hour time and striking model “J” movement runs
30-hours and strikes on an iron bell and has a Plymouth Hollow signature. Super little clocks from this collector. $100$200.

308.
$100
New Haven Clock Co. wood cased mantel clock,
“Guide”, ca 1880. The extra nice rosewood veneered case is 17 inches tall, has original door latch
on the bottom glass frame and it opens the entire
front although it appears it would only open the
bottom glass section. Around the front of the case
are half columns. There has been some rebacking
around the original tablet. The grapes did not flake,
only the off-white surround. There is no label and
never was. The backboard is paper covered, but is not a label. The
dial is original with a few tiny touch-up places. I cannot vouch for
the pendulum bob or hands, but the wire gong, dial pan and 8-day
time and strike movement are original. Ly-New Haven #1217. $100$200.

303.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature 9-inch
cottage clock with round top, ca 1886. This case contains their “M” movement which is a 30-day time and
striking movement. The nice backboard label and the
movement are signed “Thomaston, Conn.” The dial
has been repainted, hands, pendulum, and door latch
are correct. Like all of this collector’s clocks, it is in
running condition. Case is the same as #302 above, but the movement is shown in Ly-Seth Thomas #679. $100-$200.

“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature 9-inch
rosewood veneered case, ca 1886. Same style case as
the two previous clocks but this case has a “P-Type”
30-hour time and alarm movement. The backboard
label and the movement are signed “Thomaston,
Conn”. The door latch, brass bezel, brass alarm bell,
brass pendulum, repainted dial, are all correct and no
doubt original stock. The hands are probably replacements. See the movement at Ly-Seth Thomas #684. $100-$200.

309.
$100
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn.”, mantel
clock, ca 1870. I do not see this clock pictured in LyWelch. The only clock close to it are some ripple
clocks. This excellent rosewood veneered case is 18
½ inches tall and like #308 the whole front opens by
turning the latch on the lower glass frame. The unusual glass tablet is original, the label inside is complete and the paper dial is new. This clock has two
movements, eight-day time, strike, and an alarm movement. The
alarm rings on the coil gong as does the hourly strike. This case is
really attractive. $100-$200.

305.
$50
“E. N. Welch, Forestville, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock. This Welch case is only 9-inches tall, probably
made with mahogany veneer, has not been cleaned as
most of this large group of clocks were, but is dark
especially on the sides and has a small hole on one

310.
$75
Junghans, Germany, mantel clock, very similar to the
American clocks #308 and #309. The case appears to
be made of walnut veneer over some of their native
woods. It is even veneered inside to cover their native wood. The glasses are original, so is the painted

304.

$75
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hand shaft. The label is very good, it has a coil gong and 8-day time
and strike movement that is running. The hands are probably replacements and the door latch is typical of Ingraham shelf clocks,
you have to use a key to turn the latch. Ly-Ingraham #871. $75-$150.

metal dial, door latch, coil gong and the signed 8-day time and striking movement. Most German clocks usually have a serial number or
at least a clock number inside the case or on the back. This one is
inside on the base and says, “7400 F8”. It has an interesting painted
tablet and has very little veneer troubles. $100-$200.

316.
$50
“E. Ingraham & Co. Bristol, Conn.”, another “Small
Venetian” or miniature shelf clock, ca 1875. The mahogany veneered case is 12 and 7/8 inches tall, has
two good original glasses, gilted columns and the
typical door latch. Inside is a good complete label, coil
gong, 30-hour time and strike movement that is running. The dial paper is new and the hands are replacements. Ly-Ingraham #831. $75-$150.

311.
$100
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn. cottage clock, “Tudor No. 2”, an
extremely rare model, ca 1879. Seth made several variations of the
Tudor models, this being the rarest. It is not pictured
in Ly-Seth Thomas books. The super rosewood veneered case is 15 inches tall, has the original door
latch and two original glasses. The gold trim around
the glasses has been redone. The dial was repainted,
has ST hands, coil gong, perfect label, and an 8-day
time and strike movement that is running. Only one
small glitch, a nick on the back edge of the case top.
$150-$300.

317.
$50
“Welch, Spring & Co. Forestville, Conn.”, mantel clock, “Italian No.
3”, ca 1868. The 13-inch rosewood veneered case is
very nice, with gold gilt columns, painted tablet and
the door latch like used on the Ingraham clocks
above. This small clock has a large alarm movement
in the bottom along with an iron bell on which it
rings. The running movement is 30-hour time and
strike and it rings hours on a coil gong. The label is
excellent, dial paper is new and the clock overall is
very nice. $75-$150.

312.
$75
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn., “Tudor No. 1” cottage clock, ca
1879. Note the similarities between #311, #312, #313, and many other
Seth Thomas cottage clocks. This excellent rosewood veneered
case is 15 inches tall (ST called it 16 inches tall) and like the other
models has the round top and rounded base. This
model has a key lock on the side, with key, and an old
original glass. The dial pan has been repainted (90% of
the dials in this 350-clock collection were repainted),
it has replaced ST hands, iron bell, coil gong and independent alarm movement. The paper label is complete and the brass pendulum bob is correct. The 8day movement is running, striking the coil gong each
hour and the alarm rings on the iron bell. Ly-Seth Thomas #665.
$100-$200.

318.
$75
“Ansonia Brass Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, label in this case they called
“Roman Round Top”, ca 1854-1869. The clock was actually made by
the Ansonia Brass & Battery Co. but used an Ansonia
Brass Co. label. This miniature model is not pictured
in any of the Ansonia or Tran Duy Ly books so we can
only assume it is very rare. There is a similar but 17 ½
inch version in Ly-Ansonia #1731. The rosewood veneered case is 12 ¼ inches tall, clean and polished and
appears to have original glasses and the usual door
latch of that period. The label is perfect, coil gong
and brass bob are correct, new paper dial on the old
pan, and replaced hands. The one-day movement is running and
striking hours. $100-$200.

313.
$75
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn., “Tudor No. 3” cottage clock, ca 1879. This rosewood veneered case is
12 inches tall, and like the others, near perfect. Door
latch in front, rounded veneered bezel, and unlike the
other Tudor models, the label is on the back of the
door. It has a repainted dial, ST hands, coil gong, and
an 8-day time and strike movement that is running.
Folks, they don’t come any nicer. Ly-Seth Thomas #662. $100-$200.

319.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, Conn.” label in this
9-inch mahogany veneered miniature cottage clock,
ca 1860. The octagon pattern around the dial, octagon top, chamfer base is all original, clean and polished. The consignor used the word chamfer to describe the base, which means beveled or slanted. I
never heard that before. Not sure about the tablet
being original, dial was repainted, label is excellent,
and ST used their C-type 30-hour time and alarm
movement. The movement is also signed Plymouth Hollow. This
case design is not pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas. $100-$200.j

314.
$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol. Conn.”, one of the Venetian family of shelf clock, this one is the “Small Venetian” or miniature as it is only 11 and 7/8 inches tall.
There is one smaller yet, at 11 and 9/16 inches high.
The two small models have gilted columns. It appears
the gold on the lower glass held good but the black
chipped off, so it has been rebacked with black paint.
The dial is new paper, hands replaced, good label
inside, brass pendulum, coil gong, and a 30-hour time
and strike movement that is running. Ly-Ingraham #831. $100-$200.

320.
$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, wood cased mantel clock, “Arch
Column”, ca 1865. We were only able to find one similar clock by Ingraham, it was named, “Arch Column,
No. 1”. In 1857 he made a similar clock with a square
lower glass. I cannot find another example anywhere
of this clock. The labels and movements of the examples I listed are identical to our clock. Note the main
differences are the columns, capitals, and bases, and

315.
$50
E. Ingraham & Co. Bristol, Conn.”, one of the mantel
clocks in the family of Doric models, this one is
“Octagon Doric”, ca 1880. This 16-inch-high case is
mahogany veneered, with gold columns. The gold is
splotchy or rough looking. The glasses are original and
there is a new paper dial with oil stain around the
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glasses are original, so is the door latch, and original
dial that was not repainted as most of this collection
were. It is a little dirty but has no paint loss. The hands,
pendulum bob, complete label, alarm movement and
iron bell, and coil gong, are all original to the case. The
8-day movement is running and striking hours on the
coil gong. The alarm rings on the iron bell. Ly-New
Haven #1156. $100-$200.

the height of the clocks. Ours is 16 inches, rosewood probably, and
is clean and original. Both glasses are possibly replacements, the
dial paper is a replacement, has a decent label, coil gong, pendulum
and key. The 8-day movement is running and striking the hours. LyIngraham, pages 79 thru 83, and 257. $100-$150.
321.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow”, miniature 9-inch
cottage clock, ca 1860. Same case style as #319 with the
“chamfer” base, glasses are original, and here is a rarity
with this 350-clock collection, the dial has not been
repainted. It is not bad but has some flaked places
touched up. It has ST hands, a good paper label, and
their B-Type 30-hour time only movement. Not sure of
the wood but I will call it mahogany veneer. Ly-Seth Thomas. $100$200.

327.
$100
“Ansonia Brass and Copper Company, Ansonia,
Conn.”, mantel clock “Gothic Gem Large”, ca 1874.
The rosewood veneered case is 18 ½ inches tall and is
in relatively very good condition. The glasses and
door latch are original, and as usual the label is excellent. Another excellent dial that has not been repainted and does not need to be. The hands are replacements and the pendulum bob and coil gong are correct. This clock has an 8-day time and striking movement and it is running. Ly-Ansonia #1710. $100-$200.

322.
$50
“E. N. Welch, Forestville, Conn.”, miniature steeple
clock he named, “Small Gothic”, ca 1864. He absorbed
over a half dozen other clock makers in the decade
preceding 1864. This mahogany veneered case is 14 ½
inches tall, is all original including the glasses, door
knob/latch, and tiny finials. The label is mostly there,
dial was repainted, hands not sure, and brass pendulum bob. The 30-hour movement is time only and running. Ly-Welch #400. $50-$100.

328.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Victoria
V.P.”, ca 1880. Rosewood veneered case is 18” high,
the sides and top are beautiful, the door and base are
slightly darker and the door actually is painted black
and gold, both redone at some time. Old black label
inside is mostly there. The brass bell, nickel star pendulum, nickel dial rings and old dial are all original. It
has a very nice original dial and hands. The brass bob
like most ST bobs is special with the star in the center. 8-day movement is running and striking the bell on the hours. Ly-Seth Thomas,
page 211. $150-$250.

323.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, steeple
clock, “Small Gothic”, ca 1900. The 14 ½ inch high case
looks to have mahogany veneer on the sides and rosewood veneer on the front. Probably all mahogany but
the front is sure prettier graining. Case is original, very
nice including finials, original glasses, door latch, and
complete paper label inside. The dial was repainted,
hands and brass pendulum cannot say, and their 30hour time only movement that is running. Ly-New Haven #1185. $50$100.

329.
$50
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, mantel clock, ca
1850’s. So typical of Jerome to put his label on the
back of the door, in this case on the back of the very
special tablet which I believe to be gutta percha. The
rosewood veneered case is 14 ¾ inches tall, looks
very nice but has lived a hard life. The dial paper and
hands are replacements. Inside is a coil gong and his 8-day time and
strike movement that is running. A good-looking clock to just sit on
the mantel and admire but don’t look at the deficiencies up close.
$50-$100.

324.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, Small
Gothic steeple clock, ca 1900. This case has mahogany
veneer all over and it is in good condition including the
finials and original glasses. The dial was repainted, the
label is complete, hands and pendulum are always unknown if original, and the 30-hour time only movement
is running. Ly-New Haven #1185. $50-$100.
325.

330.
$50
“The E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co., Forestville,
Conn.”, mantel clock, “Small Gothic”, or what we call
a steeple clock, ca 1864. Good 14 ½ inch mahogany
veneered case, in fact very good, has original glasses
and door latch, and good finials on top. Inside is the
usual good label, pendulum, iron bell, and the original
dial that is very nice to be 175 years old, just some
chips around the screw holes. The 30-hour movement
is running and the alarm rings on the iron bell. LyWelch #400. $75-$150.

$50
“Jerome & Co. New Haven, Conn.”, miniature steeple,
probably made in the 1850’s. The 14 ½ inch mahogany
veneered case is identical to the two New Haven clocks
just listed. It is not as nice, but it is at least 50 years
older. The glasses, door latch, pendulum, and complete
label, all look to be original to the case. The original
dial, now 175 years old has not been repainted but it
looks pretty good, and is original, how unusual. The 30hour time only movement is running. $50-$100.

331.
$50
“The E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co., Forestville,
Conn.”, another “Small Gothic” steeple clock, ca 1864.
Identical clock to #330 except the finials are different
wood although shaped the same, the dial has been
repainted, and the movement is 30-hour time only, no

326.
$75
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, rosewood veneered 17inch-high parlor clock, “Gothic Gem”, ca 1880. The case is very nice,
and to me the rosewood is all the difference in the appearance. The
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show the address of Plymouth Hollow. This clock has their R-type
movement. Ly-Seth Thomas #620. $100-$200.

alarm feature. Original label, glasses, etc. Ly-Welch #400. $50-$100.
332.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, 9-inch cottage
clock with octagon top and rounded base, ca 1860.
The 30-hour time and alarm movement is their Ctype, it is running and the alarm rings on a large iron
bell. The glasses, door latch, perfect label, large
alarm iron bell, pendulum bob, and dial are all original. The dial has been repainted. The label is signed
Thomaston and the movement is signed Plymouth. Ly-Seth Thomas
#626. $100-$200.

338.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock with a
round top and round base, ca 1880. The 9-inch rosewood veneered
case is near perfect, and is clean and polished. The gilt bezel has
been regilted, the dial has been repainted, but otherwise it is like it came from the factory. The door latch,
hands, pendulum bob, and excellent paper label are
all original to the case. The 30-hour time only movement is their T-type, and it is running. The label and
the movement are showing the Thomaston address.
Ly-Seth Thomas #656 for the case, and #693 for the
movement. $100-$200.

333.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, 9-inch cottage
clock, same style as #332, ca 1860. This case as you
can tell is made of oak. I have had a jillion of these
miniature Seth Thomas clocks but don’t believe I
have ever had an oak one. This clock has a 30-hour
time only movement, their D-type movement, and
signed Plymouth. The glasses are original, dial is
original but repainted, correct pendulum bob, and the label is perfect. Ly-Seth Thomas #626. $100-$200.

339.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, same
case as #338 except this one has a wood bezel. The 9-inch rosewood
veneered case is a little darker than most in this
collection, not as bright and clean looking. The
bezel is almost dark, I thought at first it was painted, but no, it is original rosewood veneer. The door
latch, glass, label, iron bell, hands, and original dial,
are all original to the case. The dial does not need
to be repainted, just showing its 125-year age a
little. The label shows a Thomaston address while
the movement is signed Plymouth. The 30-hour Ktype time and striking movement is running and striking hourly on
the iron bell. There is a separate alarm movement and it sounds off
on the same iron bell. Ly-Seth Thomas #663. $100-$200.

334.
$50
E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co. miniature steeple
named, “Small Gothic”, ca 1878. The mahogany veneered case is 14 ¼ inches tall, has their typical door
latch, original glasses, brass pendulum, and original
dial, not repainted as most in this collection have been.
The dial is slightly faded and a little dirty but is good
enough to keep as is. The 30-hour movement is time
and strike plus a separate alarm movement that rings
on the same iron bell as the hourly strike. The label is
not 100% but has some loss in the very bottom. Ly-Welch #400. $50$100.

340.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, cottage clock “Tudor No. 3”, ca
1879. This rosewood veneered case is 12 ¼ inches tall,
and is in excellent condition. The case is near perfect.
The latch and glass are original. On the back of the
door is a complete black label. The metal dial was
repainted, has ST hands, coil gong, and brass pendulum bob. The 8-day movement is running and strikes
half hours on the coil gong. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
222. $100-$200.

335.
$50
“PH&S”, Germany, miniature steeple clock, ca 1895.
The company is “Philipp Haas & Soehne” in the Black
Forest. The walnut/mahogany ? case is 15 inches tall
and in good original condition. The full door glass is
original as is the dial and perhaps the hands. The label
is sparse but enough there to verify the maker. The 30
-hour movement is time only and running. $50-$100.

341.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, cottage clock,
Tudor No. 3”, ca 1879. This clock is identical to #340
except it has spade hands and the case is mahogany.
Like #340 it is clean as a pin, has a perfect label, repainted dial, and the same movement and coil gong.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 222. $100-$200.

336.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock with
octagon top and round base, ca 1865. The movement and label
show the Thomaston, Conn. address. The 9-inch rosewood veneered case is excellent, has original glasses,
door latch, hands, and dial. The dial is signed and has a
few chips but I sure would not repaint it. Inside also is
a near perfect label and a 30-hour time only movement which is their A-type movement. Ly-Seth Thomas #620. $100-$200.

342.
$50
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn.”, mantel
clock, “Italian No. 3”, ca 1878. They made this model
in several sizes and styles. This rosewood veneered
case is 13 ¾ inches tall, with full columns extending all
around the front. Originally had gilt capitals and bases, now darkened. Glasses are original, typical Welch
door latch, coil spring, good label, paper dial on old
dial pan, and their 30-hour movement that strikes the coil gong on
the hours. Ly-Welch, page169. $75-$150.

337.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, Connecticut”, 9-inch
miniature cottage clock, ca 1860. This may be the
most perfect one I have photographed yet. The rosewood case, glasses, dial and label, are all like new. In
fact the mirror possibly is new and the dial repainted.
Both the 30-hour time only movement and the label

343.
$50
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn.”, mantel clock, “Italian No.
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movement runs 8-days and strikes hourly on the brass bell. $100$200.

3”, ca 1878. Note this clock is like #342, well almost. It
is only 13 ¼ inches tall and the base is different, otherwise the clocks are identical. The glasses are original,
good gold gilt on the columns, old paper dial but
probably not original, coil gong, good label, and the
same 39-hour time and strike movement that is running. Ly-Welch, page 169. $75-$150.

349.
$75
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.”, mantel
clock, “Round Gothic, V.P.”, ca 1880.The rosewood
veneered case is 18 ¼ inches tall, retaining a natural
darkened color, evidently never cleaned, but does
not need to be. The original glass is identical to
those in the books, typical door latch, original dial
with minor chipping around the winding arbors, and
possibly replaced hands. The inside of the case is
covered with black paper, the pendulum is the Welch Patti type,
there is a nickel bell and dial ring and the 8-day time and striking
movement that is running. There is a complete label on the back. LyWelch #395. $100-$200.

344.
$50
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.”, mantel
clock, “Welch’s Round Top, No. 2”, ca 1869. The rosewood veneered case is almost 9 ¾ inches tall, excellent case and finish, brass bezel, original paper dial
ring, and old hands. Note the alarm ring is sitting cockeyed in the dial, there are screws loose holding the
movement in place. I don’t have time to tend to those
minor details. There is a complete label on the back, and iron bell
for the alarm to sound on, and a big surprise, an 8-day time only
movement. This is a rare little clock. Ly-Welch, #397. $75-$150.

350.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, Connecticut”, miniature cottage clock with cornice top and slant base,
ca 1880. 9-inch high case appears to be mahogany
veneered and is all original except for a repainted
dial. The latch, glasses, hands, dial pan, complete
label, and the 30-hour D-type time only movement,
are all original. The label and movement show the
Plymouth address. They made this model in a wide
or narrow waist. This one is the narrow at 5 inches, #351 is the wide
at 6 inches. Ly-Seth Thomas #637. $100-$200.

345.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, octagon top,
round base, cottage clock, ca 1865. This 9-inch high
model has a brass bezel, typical door latch, repainted
dial, replaced ST hands, complete label, and their Dtype 30-hour time only movement. The movement is
signed Plymouth and the label signed Thomaston. The
clock is running. Ly-Seth Thomas #633 and #634. $100$200.

351.

“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature 9-inch
cottage clock with cornice top and slant base, ca
1880. This clock has the wide waist, 6 inches, some
were only 5 inches. The rosewood veneered case is
excellent, has original glasses and door latch, repainted dial, excellent label, and their 30-hour Dtype time only movement. The label is signed
Thomaston and the movement is signed Plymouth.
Ly-Seth Thomas #637. $100-$200.

346.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock with round top and round base they
named, “Cabinet No. 1 Extra”, ca 1883. It is only 9 ¾
inches tall and the rosewood veneer is excellent.
This model has a round wood bezel, correct door
latch, repainted dial, and complete label. The 30hour movement is their T-type, 30-hour, time only,
and is running. Both the label and the movement are signed
Thomaston. Ly-Seth Thomas #659. $100-$200.
347.

$75

352.
$50
“Atkins Clock Co., Bristol, Conn.”, miniature octagon
top cottage clock, ca 1875. The rosewood veneered
case is 10 inches tall, has original glasses, door latch,
complete paper label, brass pendulum bob, and a
repainted dial. The 30-hour time only round movement they got from Ansonia. It is running. The case is
dark, evidently never cleaned. The clock and movement are pictured and described on pages 90 and 92 in the reference book, “The Clocks of Irenus Atkins”, by Philip C. Gregory &
Robert M. King. $75-$150.

$50

“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Connecticut”, miniature
cottage clock they named, “Cabinet No. 1”, ca 1868.
It is only 9 ¼ inches tall, covered with rosewood
veneer that is very nice, has a brass bezel, replaced
paper dial, ST hands, and brass pendulum bob. The
time only movement appears to be a 30-hour runner. A label in on the case back along with some
provenance that was put there in the 1800’s. LySeth Thomas #658. $75-$150.

353.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock with round top and round base, ca 1886.
Touted as “Cottage J” because of the J-type thirtyhour time and strike movement, it had a gold leaf
bezel, now gold painted bezel. The dial has been
repainted, it has an excellent label, iron bell and correct hands although replaced. The movement is
signed Plymouth and the label signed Thomaston. Ly
-Seth Thomas #671. $100-$200.

348.
$75
“Jerome & Co. New Haven, Conn. / Eclipse”, parlor clock that is just
a little special for those times. The trim around the front of the case
has good gold gilt that is original, not touched up.
The inside of the case is covered with red velvet, it
too is original. The glass is different than anything I
have seen on a clock, featuring a quarter moon
among the clouds. The pendulum is also very special.
Inside is a shining brass bell, brass dial rings, and a
black label on the base, “Manufactured / At / New
Haven, CT. U.S.A.”. On the back is another label
identifying the maker and the clock model. The
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time and alarm, and it is running. The movement is signed Plymouth.
Ly-Seth Thomas #633 and #639. $100-$200.

354.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”, miniature
cottage clock with cornice top and slanted base, ca
1865.The 9-inch rosewood veneered case is very nice,
not sure if mirror is original, dial was repainted, hands
replaced, and it has a period brass pendulum bob.
The 30-hour time and alarm movement is their E-type.
It is running and the alarm rings on the large iron bell.
The label and movement are signed Plymouth. This model has the
narrow waist, 5 inches. Ly-Seth Thomas #351. $100-$200.
355.

360.
$50
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn.”, mantel clock, “Italian No.
3”, ca 1868. The rosewood veneered case is 13 inches
tall, has the typical Welch door latch which is very
unhandy, original glasses, painted columns, not gilt
but more ivory shade, and complete label inside. The
paper dial and the hands are replacements, pendulum
bob is correct. And it has a 30-hour time and alarm
movement. The alarm sounds on an iron bell. It is running. $75-$150.

$75

“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock with a flat top and slanted base. It is the
model with a wide waist, 6 inches. The 9-inch rosewood veneered case is very clean and polished, has
original glasses, door knob, complete label, repainted dial, and ST hands. The movement is their D-type,
thirty-hour time only, and it is running. The label and
movement are signed Thomaston. Ly-Seth Thomas
#634 and 637. $100-$200.

361.
$40
Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn.”, mantel clock,
“Italian No. 3”, ca 1868. Note the base is a little different than #360 and is about ¼ inch taller. The glasses
are original, columns were gold gilt probably originally, now dirty and mottled. The door latch, dial, and
pendulum are correct. The movement is 30-hour, time
only, and running. The label is spotty, not absolutely
sure “Spring & Co, Forestville, Conn.” are on the label.
Case and dial not nearly as nice as #361. Also, the case is thicker than
#360. Perhaps it is just a Welch, not Welch, Spring. $50-$100.

356.
$75
“Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn.”, mantel
clock called, “Column Spring”, ca 1867. The rosewood
veneered case is 16 inches tall, has original glasses,
door latch, complete paper label inside, coil gong,
pendulum bob, repainted dial and replaced hands.
The movement is 8-day time and hourly strike, and is
running. Ly-Waterbury #1440.

362.
$75
“Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co.”, mantel clock, “Star
Round Top”, ca 1875. There are at least 3 variations
of this model. The rosewood veneered case is 16 ¾
inches tall, glasses may be replacements, door latch,
coil gong, pendulum bob, and original metal dial
now showing normal but light wear. This case and
dial were not restored as most all of the clocks in
this collection were. The 8-day movement is running
and striking hours on the coil gong. Ly-Gilbert Clocks Supplement
#1801. $100-$200.

$100-$200.
357.
$200
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, a City Series
parlor clock, “Albert”, ca 1886. This is the most
perfect of the 350 clocks that came from a Colorado collector. It looks new inside and out. OK,
he may have had the dial repainted, maybe, I am
not sure after examining the other parts of the
clock. The rosewood case is 16 ½ inches high,
original glasses, perfect label, signed gong, iron
bell for alarm to ring on, and the 8-day time and
strike movement that is running. I hope no one
bids. Ly-Seth Thomas #504. $250-$400.

363.
$75
“Ansonia Brass and Copper Company, Ansonia,
Conn.”, mantel clock, “Roman Round Top”, ca 1874.
The rosewood veneered case is 18 inches tall, dark
but clean and polished, has original glasses, door
latch, excellent label, coil gong, bras pendulum bob,
and original painted dial that is clean and only slightly worn. The 8-day time and striking movement is
running. Ly-Ansonia #1731. $100-$200.

358.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock with a
peak top, ca 1868. This rosewood veneer case is also 9-inches tall
like most of the cottage clocks, they called this model, “Cabinet No. 2” with a Q-type movement. It has a
brass bezel, repainted dial ring, good label on the
back, and correct pendulum. You access the pendulum from underneath. This movement runs 30-hours
and rings the alarm on an iron bell. Ly-Seth Thomas,
page 229. $100-$200.

364.

$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, wood cased mantel clock, “Venetian No. 2”, ca 1875. The 18-inch-high
case is covered with either mahogany or rosewood
veneer, cannot decide. The bottom glass was either
rebacked or replaced, again cannot decide. Inside is a
good complete label, replaced paper dial, coil gong,
pendulum bob, and brass bezel. The movement is an
8-day time and strike, and running. Ly-Ingraham #829.
$100-$200.

359.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature 9-inch
cottage clock with octagon top and round base, ca
1870. The rosewood veneered case is excellent,
original glasses with octagon shaped veneer around
the upper glass. It has the correct door latch, iron
bell, good label, repainted dial, correct hands and
pendulum. The movement is their E-type, 30-hour

365.
$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, another
“Venetian No. 2”, ca 1875 but slightly different than
#364. There are a great many variations of the Venetian No. 2. this one has plain columns and a much
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pendulum bob, new paper dial, and their eight-day, time only movement, that is running and striking properly. Ly-Welch, pages 168-169.
$100-$200.

different base than #364. It is 18 inches tall, made of rosewood veneer that is very clean and polished. The bottom glass was rebacked, top original, has a very good label, brass dial rings, and original dial that has darkened some and appears to be scratched by
finger nails while turning the hands. It has a coil gong, pendulum
bob, door latch, and their 8-day time and strike movement that is
running. Ly-Ingraham has several pages of the Venetian models.
$100-$200.

371.
$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, mantel clock
they named, “Venetian No. 2”, ca 1875. Like 95% of
this collection it was made with rosewood veneer
that is clean. The half column that circles the front
was gold gilt originally, now a little dull. Perhaps the
proper cleaning would help it. The glasses are original, it has the typical door latch, good label, coil
gong, brass pendulum bob, separate alarm movement and iron bell, and a replaced paper dial. The 8day movement is running and striking the hours on the coil gong. LyIngraham #829. $100-$200.

366.
$75
“Atkins Clock Company, Bristol, Conn.”, mantel clock,
“Round Top #2”, ca 1870. Like the other clock makers
Atkins made many variations of the same model. This
rosewood veneered case is 16 5/8 inches tall, typical
door latch of that period, rebacked lower glass, original upper glass, coil gong, good label, pendulum bob,
replaced paper dial, and a very clean and polished
case. The 8-day time and striking movement is running. They say in their catalogs that the bottom glass
is gold foil. Reference – “The Clocks of Irenus Atkins”, by Philip C.
Gregory & Robert M. King, page 87. $100-$200.

372
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Victoria”, ca 1874. Walnut veneered case is 15 ½” high, the sides and top are clean and
polished, the door and base are also very nice and we have some
gold gilt around the door and around the glasses. Inside is a very
nice label, coil gong, brass pendulum, and an old
painted dial, all are original. It has a very
8-day
movement is running and striking the gong on the
hours. ST made two versions of the Victoria. Go
back to #328 the V.P. model, it stands 18 inches
high, has a different dial, dial rings, and dial board.
Also the base is different. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
211. $150-$250.

367.
$75
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, mantel
clock, “Round Gothic, Extra”, ca 1880. This rosewood veneered case is 17 inches tall, has original
glasses, door latch, complete label on the back, pendulum bob, coil gong, alarm movement and iron bell
in the bottom of the case and an original painted
dial. The dial has minor chips on the bottom edge
that you don’t see when the door is closed. The
running movement is 8-day time and strike. Ly-New Haven #1219.
$100-$200.

373.
$75
“Seth Thomas” 9-inch tall cottage clock ST called,
“Cabinet No. 2-J”. It is the same height as all the
small cottage clocks but they have differing case
styles and movements. This very nice rosewood
veneered case has their J-type movement which is
30-hour time and strike. It has a brass bezel, repainted white dial pan, ST hands, and replaced paper dial.
You access the pendulum thru an opening underneath the case. LySeth Thomas, page 229. $100-$200.

368.
$75
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “New Orleans V.P.”, ca 1880.
This is one of the earlier models in their large assortment of City Series clocks. The walnut case is 16” tall
and retains all its original parts including the glass,
complete black label, nickeled dial rings, nickeled
bell, and the door knob/latch. The pendulum is not a
ST pendulum. The dial paper is a replacement. ST
dials were always painted. The movement runs 8days and strikes the nickel bell hourly. The case is exceptionally nice,
clean and polished, and the black trim around the base was enhanced. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 200. $125-$200.

374.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, 9-inch cottage
clock with octagon top and round base, ca 1880.
The rosewood veneered case is immaculate, clean
and polished just like all the clocks in this large collection. It has a brass bezel, repainted dial, correct
hands, gold leaf around the mirror in the door, original door knob, brass pendulum bob, brass bell and
perfect label. The movement is one day, signed
Thomaston, time and alarm, and of course is running. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 216-217. $100-$200.

369.
$75
“Atkins Clock Company, Bristol, Conn.”, mantel clock/
parlor clock, “Round Top #2”, ca 1873. The rosewood
veneered case is 17 ¼ inches tall, beautifully clean and
polished, with original glasses, door latch, perfect
label inside, coil gong, and original painted dial that is
still very nice. The 8-day movement is running and
striking the coil gong hourly. About as good as we
get. See #366 for reference details. $100-$200.

375.
$75
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, 9-inch cottage
clock with round top and round base, ca 1886. The
good label is signed Thomaston and the movement
is signed Plymouth. This clock has their J-type 30hour time and strike movement that is running. The
rosewood case is very very nice as are all of them,
has a repainted metal dial, ST hands, iron bell, very
good label, and a brass pendulum bob. Ly-Seth
Thomas page 225. $100-$200.

370.
$75
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn.”, mantel/
parlor clock, “Italian No. 1”, ca 1878. Their catalogs
lists the tallest one at 18 1/2, this clock measurers 19inches tall. It is rosewood veneered, very attractive as
all these rosewood cases are, it has two original glasses, the unhandy door latch, good label, coil gong,
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The bronze is clean and bright. Bowed and beveled
glass in the machined bronze sash, bowed porcelain
dial is signed, “Bagues & Fils / Fab ts de Bronzes / Paris”. Painted numerals for hours, pair of delicate and
expertly pierce French gold hands. The original balance is running. I thought at first this was a common
cartel but after going thru it I was wrong. It is an expensive French bronze clock with an 8-day spring
driven movement that is running. A definite clock you
will want to keep. $550-$750.

376.
$50
“Atkins Clock Co., Bristol, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock with octagon top and beveled base, ca 1875. I
believe the 10 ¼ inch case is mahogany, or rosewood,
and it is clean and has no damage or repairs. The door
latch, glasses, complete label, brass pendulum, and
repainted dial are all original stock. The one-day time
only movement is running. $50-$100.
377.

$75

“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Connecticut”, miniature
9-inch cottage clock with a peak top and beveled
base. The rosewood veneered case is super nice,
has a brass bezel, ST hands, replaced paper dial,
and a complete label on the back. The pendulum is
accessed thru an opening in the case thru the bottom. This case has their L-type 30-hour time only
movement, and it is running. $100-$200.

381.
$150
Seth Thomas & Sons, mantel clock with Art Nouveau finish, ca 1872.
They made this clock for over 30 years with very slight variations,
usually in the tree trunk or the clock base. Seth
Thomas named it, “No. 8002 / Rebecca At The
Well”. I may have seen only a half dozen of this
model over 50 years and have never seen one
with the top tree branch intact. It stuck
straight up and always got broken off, same
with this one. The one-piece porcelain dial is
signed, “Mitchell Vance & Co. / N.Y.”. The case
is 16 inches high and 15 inches wide. There is a
metal cover over the back-movement opening, round 8-day movement that is running and striking a nickel bell. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
1046. $200-$350.

378.
$100
Ansonia Clock Co. enameled iron case, “Monterey”, ca 1904. This
one is very rare, only the second I have seen. The character on the
corners may be Sampson holding up the columns. Iron case is 17 ¼”
long and 9 ½” high, finished in black
with Barbedienne Bronze cherub ornaments. They depict the harvesting of
grapes on the left side and drinking the
fruits of their labor on the right side.
The finish on the case and ornaments is
near perfect. It appears the clock has
been restored inside and outside and is
certainly ready to sit on your mantel and enjoy. Brass sash with beveled glass, one-piece porcelain dial is perfect, clean and has no hairlines and has the original hands. Original back metal door and pendulum. 8-day movement is signed, running and striking hours and
half hours on a gong. A very nice, and unusual clock. Ly-Ansonia
#1057 $200-$300.

382.
$75
Seth Thomas Clock Co. one of six clocks in their College Series, the
“New York”, ca 1900. Oak case is clean, complete
and original. It stands 23 ½” high, has a good glass
that came with the clock, a correct gong base and
wire bell, correct brass pendulum hanger and pendulum, a polished brass dial rings. The hands are
correct and most of a paper label remains inside
but it is worn and difficult to read. The 8-day movement is clean, signed by Seth Thomas, it has been
serviced so is running briskly. It strikes the gong on
half hours and hours. The two-piece dial is original
and both parts are signed. A very nice clean clock.
Ly-Seth Thomas #2263. $100-$200.

379.
$100
Ansonia Clock Co. enameled iron case,
“Pompeii”, ca 1904. A popular and unusual case
style, what with the gooney birds on the ends,
and the three castings of unhappy women’s
images, on the base. The black enamel case is
very nice, has some ragged edges that were left
as is, no attempt to cover up the spots, and has
some gold-filled incised designs around the
front, and is 15” wide, and about 11” high. All the
metal is original, I would suspect that someone did us a favor and
regilted the ornaments, leaving them all alike, and very nice looking.
The sash and rings are brass, heavy beveled glass in the sash. The
signed two-piece porcelain dial has some spider webs and small
chips around two arbors. The hands are correct and original. A correct metal back cover is in place, pendulum and key inside. The
movement is 8-day, signed, running, and striking a Cathedral gong
on the hours and half hours. The bird on top was there when the
clock came to us, no doubt not a factory addition. A very nice clock.
Ly-Ansonia #968. $500-$750.

383.
$75
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. walnut parlor clock,
“Shark”, ca 1891. An eye-catching case and one in a
series of clocks they named for fish. It has some
applied pieces, and sections with grooved designs.
A very nice finish on the 22” high case and it has an
original Gilbert glass. It has a very nice pendulum
with leaves and slow-fast adjuster, also signed by
the Wm L. Gilbert Clock Co. Original dial paper,
hands are the type it should have, but there is complete label on the backboard. The entire case and the finish, is original. The dial rings, gong and gong base, and the alarm set ring, are
all nickel plated. The movement is 8-day, signed, running, and striking the Cathedral gong, and the alarm rings on the nickel gong base.
Ly-Gilbert #1210. $100-$200.

380.
$450
Bronze French Cartel clock, ca 1895. The 8-day, time only movement, is signed, “Marti et Cie”, and “L.F.”, and “324” is signed on
the movement, the pendulum and other parts of the bronze case.
The cast bronze case is 18 inches high and in excellent condition.
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signed, and correct hands. The back has the typical ST metal cover
over the movement opening, label below is mostly in place, 8-day
time and strike movement is running and striking a coil gong. LySeth Thomas #1406. $50-$100.

384.
$75
“Howard Miller, Model 625-284 wall clock with dual
chime. Wood case is 33 inches tall, clean and in good
overall condition. This model is not showing in their
new clock inventory at this time. I paid $150 for it several years ago. It runs perfectly with 2 C batteries. $75$150.

390.
$35
Seth Thomas Clock Co. shelf clock, “Outlook No. 2”, ca
1921. Mahogany veneered case is 10 inches high, has a
full hinged back door, gilt sash and silvered mat, convex 5-inch dial and convex glass. The movement runs 8
-days and strikes half hours and hours on a Cathedral
chime. It is running properly. Ly-Seth Thomas #1643.
$50-$100.

385.
$300
Mystery swinger. Solid 22-inch-high brass cupid on a metal base and
holding a 22-inch swing arm. The large ball is 4 inches
and contains an 8-day time only movement. These reproduction swing arms are the finest we have ever
sold. We have sold many ca 1800’s swingers for several
thousands of dollars, but none look better and certainly do not run better than these newer ones. The detail
of the brass castings is superb. With the swing arm in
place the total height is 28 inches. All the ornaments on
the swing arm are brass. We have had some that ran
two weeks but have not tested this one for length of
running. It has been our experience that the springs are
tight the first few years but they gradually extend the
running time to double in some cases. You would expect a solid brass clock like this to sell for thousands of
dollars. We have had one running in our home for years
and average selling at least one each auction. $350$500.

391.

Brewster & Ingrahams, Bristol, Conn. eight-day beehive clock, ca 1845. The brass movement used in this
clock has brass springs. The movement is signed and
mounted with wood blocks. It has the original painted
zinc dial although now worn and dirty, original hands
and pendulum bob. It is running and strikes a coil gong
on the hours. Top glass is original, bottom is a replacement. Mahogany veneered case is 19-inches tall, and a
door latch. The veneer on the case is good all over,
even the base which is usually ragged. The movement is 8-day time
and strike, and running. Label inside is complete, but a little dark.
$50-$100.
392.
$75
E. Ingraham Clock Co. mantel clock, “Doric”, ca 1880. Figure 8 door
style, two glasses making up the door, latches from the front. Both
glasses and putty are original, case is clean and polished making for a very interesting clock. Dial paper is
a replacement, paper label inside is complete and very
adequate for identification purposes. The movement
is eight-day, running and striking hours on a coil gong.
It also has an alarm movement and iron bell that is
functioning. The 16” high mahogany/rosewood case
has varying shades of wood grain on the sides and
base. A very interesting and beautiful case. LyIngraham #856. $100-$200.

387.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock, “Albert”,
ca 1886. Walnut veneered case is 16 ½ inches tall,
complete and original. The glasses are original,
some flaking on the bottom glass. Dial is original,
but paint is fading. It appears someone cleaned it
and used something besides water. It is streaked.
It has a door latch and gold paint around the outside of the door and inside, around the glasses. It
has a complete label, coil gong, old pendulum, and a 30-hour time
and strike movement that is running. I have collected City Series
clocks for 45 years, bought and sold hundreds, and still have a
bunch. This is only the second “Albert” I have had. They must be
rare. Ly-Seth Thomas #504. $100-$200.
388.

$40

393.
$60
F. Kroeber, New York, mantel clock, “Warbler”, ca 1888. Plain Jane
walnut case, 22 ½ inches high, designs engraved top
to bottom and a couple of applied walnut trim pieces. Case is original, complete, clean but not polished.
Glass is perfect, dial is old and dark, fancy pendulum
is worth more than the minimum. No Kroeber label,
only an old selling dealers label on the back. The 8day movement is running and striking a Cathedral
gong. Ly-Kroeber, page 353. $100-$200.

$50

Seth Thomas Clock Co. mantel clock, “Cabinet Unlisted”, ca 1894. Seth made a series of these clocks
he called “Drummers”, A,B,&C. This clock got by
without being named Drummer D. All four clocks
are very much alike. The case is Old Oak, stands 14
inches tall, and is crusty from the original finish. It
has never been cleaned. It appears to be all original
and complete including the metal back cover over the movement
opening, coil gong, and 8-day time and strike movement that is
running. The brass sash has a flat glass, two piece signed paper dial
and original hands. Ly-Seth Thomas #1622. $50-$100.

394.
$25
Waterbury Clock Company mantel clock, tambour, “Kent”, ca 1913. Very nice tambour clock
except for a damaged porcelain dial. The Circassian walnut case is very nice all over, has
gilt feet, sash and bezel, convex beveled
glass, correct hands, but does have the repaired porcelain dial. Underneath is a complete label, hinged back
door, and inside is the 8-day movement that is running and striking
half hours and hours. Ly-Waterbury, #1374. $25-$50.

389.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. mantel clock, “Arno”, ca
1904. This is an Adamantine case with onyx columns, lions’ heads on each side and four metal
feet underneath. The Adamantine is basic black
with green trim on top and top and bottom of the
onyx columns. The case is 12 inches tall and a tad
wider. Brass sash with flat glass, good two-piece paper dial that is
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hogany case measuring 35 inches tall and in outstanding condition. There are no elaborate carvings or even
a finish on the case like you would see on clocks made
50 years earlier, but it is a very attractive and a wellmade clock. The only changes I see from original is
some work done on the removable top piece. The 8day German time and strike movement has been completely8 serviced and is in excellent running order. It
strikes on a large coil gong mounted on the case behind the movement. Ornate brass inner dial and pendulum bob. Porcelain dial ring is very nice and hands are correct for
the clock. The case has a multiplicity of turned, grooved, and angled
wood parts including applied wood ornaments. Again, very nice
clock for the low minimum. $300-$500.

395.
$35
“The E. Ingraham Co”. imprinted on the dial, “ST”
imprinted on the back metal cover, “Gem” on the
label on the back, and the movement is unsigned.
The label does not show a maker’s name because of
how it was placed around the movement opening.
It does say, “Conn”, and “N.Y.”. I cannot find it in
Tran Duy Ly’s books. It is enameled wood, standing 11 inches tall,
metal ornaments on the front, flat glass, good dial and hands. The
movement is 8-day time and strike, and running. $50-$100.
396.
$25
Sessions Clock Co. mantel clock, “Standish”, ca 1930. Heart of the
big depression and clocks were still being made and
sold. This beehive type case is 13 inches tall, mahogany case is very nice, flat glass in the brass sash, original signed dial and hands. There is a label on the back,
legible but not in the best condition. The movement is
running 8-days and striking half hours and hours on a
Cathedral gong. Ly-Sessions #605. $25-$50.
397.

401.
$150
New Haven Clock Co. banjo, “Waring”, ca 1923. This is a
good size (37 inches high) spring driven banjo with good
glass panels and wood decorations. It had a finial on top
originally and would then have been 40 inches high. If it
were weight driven and had brass decorations we would
be talking over $1000. Other than some light wear on the
8” dial, replaced eagle for a finial, and a little tip added to
the bottom, this piece is nice. It has a complete paper
label on the back, correct brass bob and key, and original
hands. The 8-day movement strikes a long rod on the half
hours, and it is running great. The glass panels are original, all the paint in place but you can see some slight bubbling of
paint.
The 37-inch-high case has a nice mahogany finish. Ly-New
Haven #219. $200-$350.

$50

E. Ingraham Clock Co. mantel clock, “Cabinet No.
17”, ca 1896. The oak case is 15 ½ inches high, designs pressed into the wood and some applied
ornaments that have also been pressed, not
carved. There is a flat glass in the brass sash, white,
signed, paper dial, and visible pendulum glass below the dial. There is a label on the back, and an 8day movement that is running and striking half hours and hours on a
Cathedral gong. Ly-Ingraham #444. $50-$100.

402.
$1000
Joseph Ives Lyre wall clock designed and produced in the 1830’s. He
made the clocks for customer order only. There are only three fancy
ones like this one, and one plain model known to still exist. See page
92 and 93 of “Horology Americana” by Lester Dworestky and Robert Dickstein. Note that the clocks pictured have 7 wires. It is reported that these clocks were used in hotel ballrooms. Allegedly this
clock came from the Willard Hotel in Washington,
DC and lay inside/outside the coal bin for years before it was salvaged. Because of that that the box
part of the clock had to be restored and it had a
plywood back when our consignor replaced the
plywood with old backboards from wood cases of
the same period. He purchased the clock at a Regional in Washington, DC during the early 1990’s
after which he redid the gold leaf on the case as it
had been destroyed during its life by the coal bin.
The clock has the correct Joseph Ives 8-day time and
strike strap brass movement with pewter winding
drum. The movement and dial are correct, see page
93 or “Horology Americana”. The pulley system has
been replaced, and the movement has been cleaned, bushed, oiled,
and restrung. Yes, it is gaudy, yet beautiful, and it adds a bit of history to a person’s collection. $1000-?

398.
$60
“The E. Ingraham Co., Bristol, Conn. made expressly
for Charles F. Adams Company”, on the label of this
walnut parlor clock. The label says it is the “St.
Clair” model. We have had other clocks made by
different makers that made clocks for Charles Adams. He made and sold washing machines and sold
parlor clocks. This clock is above average for Ingraham with the thermometer and level, many nice
applied ornaments and etchings. The glass is outstanding, paper dial is a replacement, 8-day time and strike movement, and a separate alarm movement with bell. The clock strikes
half hours and hours on a Cathedral gong and it is running. $75-$150.
399.
$25
Two clocks – 1. Ansonia Clock Co. enameled iron clock, “Boston”, ca
1904. The 8-day time and striking movement is
signed, running, and striking properly. It strikes
half hours and hours on a gong. Ly-Ansonia #1271.
2. French clock. The brass/bronze clock tower and
side statue are mounted to a marble base. The
base is resting on large round brass feet. This
piece is 14 inches wide and 14 ½ inches tall. The
pendulum is correct, the 8-day movement is
signed, “Japy Freres” and “Blot aLRouard”, and it
is running and striking the nickel bell attached to
the back of the movement. $25-$50.

403.
$150
“Forestville Manufacturing Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, triple
decker case with two doors, full columns and carved
splat, 8-day brass movement, ca 1835-1839. This one
has been restored and all I see left to do is restore the
lock escutcheons. The locks and a key are present.
The mahogany veneered case is 37 ½ inches high, has
a few chips, very few that I can see, on some flat sur-

400.
$200
Kienzle trademark on the 8-day movement in this German open
swinger. Going by the date the trademark was registered it would
appear the clock is ca 1929-30. It is a very large and very heavy ma-
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not qualified to answer that question but I do know it is an outstanding glass. The 8-day time only movement is running, the paper
dial is a replacement, the hands are correct as are the brass pendulum and wood stick. The mahogany case is 42 inches tall, complete
and original. Ly-New Haven #598. $200-$350.

faces and some edge nicks, as veneered clocks go it is pretty nice.
Retains the original dark finish, and has good gold on the splat and
columns. Four ball feet underneath, has returns and chimneys.
Chimneys and caps are original as is the carved eagle splat. Doors
have key locks. All three glasses have been replaced. Tablets are
nice reverse paintings of the type you may see in these clocks. The
wood dial is broken straight across from 10 to 2 but was professionally repaired. There is a complete paper label inside, pendulum bob,
hands, coil gong and old iron weights. The 8-day movement has
been overhauled, cleaned, oiled, and bushed and is in excellent
running condition. This is a nice early clock. $250-$500.

407.
$150
New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn. banjo clock,
“Waring”, ca 1923. This clock has an 8-day movement
and half hour strike on a Cathedral gong, and is in excellent running order. The mahogany case is 37 inches high
with eagle on the top. The wood finish is original and the
reverse paintings are also original. A perfect label remains on the back. The very bottom piece of wood appears to be replaced. Ly-New Haven #219. $200-$350.

404.
$500
“Birge & Ives, / Bristol, Conn.”, ca 1832. A
carved one-half column triple deck clock with
carved eagle splat, carved top and bottom columns, gold leaf center columns, and carved
paw feet. The mahogany veneered case is 36”
high, very good veneer but has had some repairs to veneer and case cleaned and polished.
The clock is basically all original but the finish
has been restored, cleaned and polished. It is
very possible that our collector restored the
chimneys, caps, and returns. At least he cleaned
and reglued the old pieces. A piece of backboard has been replaced behind the movement. The top and bottom glasses are replacements, I am not sure
about the mirror but it sure looks new. The doors have escutcheons
and locks but no key. Inside is a very good label, and the complete
Ives 8-day strap brass movement. The movement has been cleaned,
bushed and restrung and is in excellent running order. The old
wood dial is near perfect, hands, large iron bell, and a pair of old
iron weights came with the clock and are of the correct period. The
dial has a lot of gold, still very bright, and very nice. Overall a beautiful clock restored to its original condition. The only two “Birge &
Ives” triple decker clocks we have seen sell at auction in recent
years went for over $3000, one almost $4000. There is great potential here for the right collector. $750-$1000.

408.

$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. hanging “World”, ca 1900. 31inch-high mahogany veneered case is original except
for some veneer repairs on the top of the octagon
bezel, a replaced glass in the brass bezel, and a replaced paper dial. On the inside some finagling has
been done with the 8-day movement. It is resting in
the case on a slab like a grandfather movement. It is
in running condition and should give years of service.
$150-$300.

409.
$1000
An example of an early (ca 1816) “Box Clock” patented by Eli Terry.
The wood movement has a brass escape
wheel and a brass rack and snail count. The
weights are compounded using wood pulleys at the top and bottom. Old iron bell,
one glass, the bottom section painted by
Tom Moberg, and a wonderful painted dial
and hands. The dial, movement, and case
were made by John P. Wikswo. The dial is
an excellent copy of an original box clock
dial. Original Terry box clocks did not have a
label, but this case has a new label copied
from an old Terry label, and is signed,
“Made & Sold By / John P. Wikswo / Amherst, Va.” The walnut case is 20” tall, well constructed, and an excellent copy of the early box clock. It was part of a doctor’s collection before he began to downsize his collection to us. We then sold
it to a Virginia collector for $2001, and now he is downsizing. There
are less than 15 early “box clocks” known to exist, in six different
variations. A collector of early American clocks is simply not able to
buy an original, consequently a few good reproductions have been
made over the years. The making of this movement and dial was an
accomplishment in itself. Reference: “Eli Terry And The Connecticut
Shelf Clock”, Second Edition Revised, Roberts and Taylor, Chapter 3.
$1000-$2000.

405.
$150
German free swinger wall clock made by the
Furtwangler Soehne (sons) Company in the early
1900’s. This was a Black Forest clockmaker that
was forced out of the business of making fine
clocks because the German clock industry switched
to mass produced clocks with less expensive movements and cases after World War I. The 8-day
movement in this case is 8-day time and strike, and
the movement is signed “LFS”. It has been cleaned
and bushed and is in excellent running order. It has
a very nice silver and brass dial, pretty embossed brass pendulum
bob, and a porcelain beat scale. The clock strikes on a large coil
gong. The walnut case stands 34 inches high, is complete and original. The top is only glued to the case. It was off when it came to us
and we left it for the next owner to put some glue on
it. $200-$400.

410.
$100
German “Wag on Wall”, made in the Black Forest
ca 1850. There is a 30-hour weight driven time and
striking movement that is running. Brass weights,
brass pendulum, and brass inlay around the front
of the clock. Good glass over the brass dial center,
good porcelain dial and hands. Porcelain dial is 4
inches, case is 8 by 10 inches, and wood box holding the movement. It has wood movement plates
and doors on each side of the box are missing. Bezel is held in place

406.
$150
New Haven Clock Co. wall clock with advertising, ca
1917. This is the same case used in Virginia Sauer’s advertising clocks. The advertising on the lower glass is,
“Stauver For Good Jewelry Since 1867 / 1512 Market
St.”. Someone questioned if the glass was original
because it was gold leaf backed with black paint. I am
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serviced and is in excellent running condition. It is
signed “B&M and Co.”. The columns are round
and slender, and the sleigh rails at the bottom are
more slender. 37-inch-high mahogany veneered
case is very nice with feet underneath. The bottom glass is original while the mirror may be a
replacement, not real sure. There are two good
door latches, not locks. To complete the case
there is a label, replaced hands, repainted wood
dial, and a pair of period iron weights, old bob
and wind crank. The wood dial is very unusual
because the center hole is extra-large so you
could better view the then very unusual strap brass movement in
operation. Reference: NAWCC Bulletin August 1997, Article by Lee
H. Davis, “An Eight-Day Weight Clock Made Near the Transition from
Birge, Mallory & Co. to Birge & Fuller”. $300-$500.

with a latch. There are two old original weights, chains are old and
probably original. Nice early clock. $200-$350.
411.
$50
“Chauncey Jerome / Bristol, Conn.”, 30-hour OG, ca
1840-1845. You will not find a nicer case than this 26inch mahogany veneered one, it is almost mint perfect. The professionally repainted metal dial is excellent, has painted flowers in all four corners like it
was originally. The label is excellent except for some
stains. The 30-hour brass movement is unsigned,
strikes on a coil gong, has been cleaned, bushed,
and oiled and is in excellent running order. It also
has nice original glasses, pair of old iron weights, old brass pendulum and correct hands. $75-$150.
412.
$200
New Haven Clock Co. banjo clock, “Wilson”, ca 1920. This is a rare
model, a 30-day movement in a 42 inch high mahogany case, with good reverse painted throat and bottom
glasses. Unfortunately, some paint on the throat glass
flaked off during the ride from Virginia to Kentucky.
There is an excellent silver 7-inch dial, original hands,
and a bowed glass over the dial. What makes it so rare
is the 30-day spring driven time only movement. It has
been cleaned, oiled, bushed, and put in good running
condition. The pendulum has a nice brass colored
finish but you cannot see it behind the nice painted
lower glass. There is a signed beat scale inside. 30-day
banjo clocks are rare and seldom come along for sale.
Ly-New Haven #213. $300-$500.

415.

$300

“Forestville Manufact. Co., / Bristol, Conn.”,
rare upside-down movement in an OG case, ca
1842. We cannot locate another label with this
name, “Manufact”, or even mention of an upside-down movement. Tom Spittler’s book that
contains over 36,000 entries of American clockmakers does not have this name. The beautifully figured mahogany veneer case is 26 ½ inches
tall. It has a door latch in front, bottom glass is
a picture of the residence of J. C. Brown – the
clockmaker. The label is dark but legible. The
metal dial is in good original condition. The 30hour brass “upside down” movement has been
serviced and restrung, and is in excellent running condition. The
hands, weights, coil gong, and pendulum bob are original. The clock
was once in the collection of Irving Cooperman of N.Y. An extremely
rare clock. $500-$750.

413.
$300
“C. & N. Jerome / Bristol, Conn.”, ca 1837. This is a far better than
average mahogany veneered case standing 37 ½ inches high, with
little if any veneer loss but there are a couple of scuff marks, probably from packing and hauling. You will need to put some light stain
on them. Both glasses were repainted by Tom
Moberg like the original ones. It has an excellent
wood dial with a black chapter ring, and large
center hole which shows the action of the rack
during rack and snail striking, which is very unusual. There are a few marks across the center,
pair of old hands, coil gong, old brass bob, and
the pair of large iron weights. It has an Empire
top, full turned upper columns, two door locks
with ivory escutcheons and a key. Chris Bailey in
the NAWCC Bulletin Supplement 15, Spring 1986,
writes in “From Rags To Riches To Rags The
Story of Chauncey Jerome”, page 50, figure 92
and 93, shows an identical case. He states in Figure 91, page 49 that
the patent referred to is Joseph Ives-granted April 12, 1833. Figure
90, page 49, states that a frame movement must have been in case
concurrently with repeating movement so this movement is original
to this case. The movement has been completely restored and is in
excellent running order. This is a hard to find very collectable clock.
$300-$500.

416.
$400
“David Dutton / Mont Vernon, N. H.”, 30-hour wood movement
weight driven alarm clock, ca 1830. Maple case is
32 inches tall, has unusual triangular shaped columns, the only ones I have ever seen and surely
something David Dutton invented. The mirror is
too nice to be original, the dial is very nice, and I
can only assume it is original. An all original clock
but was restored years ago and made to run. At
that time it was cleaned and restrung. The wood
movement operated with three weights, one for
time, one for strike and a third for the alarm. The
alarm strikes on a bell on top of the case while
the regular strike is on a coiled string inside the
case. The complete label is covered with plastic
making a good picture difficult so I darkened the picture so you
could read the label. Wood movement alarm clocks that are original
and running are extremely rare. $500-$1000.
417.
$100
“Daniel Pratt, Jr. / Reading, Mass. / 1843”, 30-hour
column and splat clock. The 30-hour wood movement has been serviced and put in good operating
condition. Mahogany veneered case is 28 inches
tall, very dark, complete and original. I cannot
vouch for the mirror but it is backed by a typical
wood cover. On that wood cover are service notations dating back to 1890. The label is excellent,

414.
$300
“Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn.”, copied from the near complete label
in this Empire style clock, ca 1843. It has a large strap brass movement first used in the Birge & Mallory cases and used for a short
time by Birge & Fuller before they converted their movements to a
smaller 8-day movement without the side arm. The movement was
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beveled glass, and a super nickel/silver dial with hands, all appear to
be original. The clock has been serviced and is in good running order. The mahogany case is 18 inches tall, and in excellent original
condition. $150-$300.

dial is probably a replacement, weights, pendulum, coil gong, and
the door latch all appear to be original. $100-$250.
418.
$500
Extremely rare New Hampshire style mirror wall
clock made by Chauncey Boardman and Joseph A.
Wells, his son-in-law, at Bristol, Conn., ca 1828-1832.
The mahogany case is 34 inches tall, four corners of
the case have gold leaf decorative blocks (2 inches
by 2 inches). One-half columns with gold leaf designs and black between the gold pieces. The clock
strikes on a bell on top of the case. Similar case designs but with brass movement are shown on page
100-101 of “Horology Americana” by Dworetsky and
Dickstein. The groaner movement and life of
Chauncey Boardman are shown on pages 183-185 of
“Eli Terry and the Conn. Shelf Clock” by Kenneth Roberts. The 30hour weight driven movement has been restored where appropriate, and restrung. The clock is in good running order. The hands and
dial are outstanding, and the mirror is 20 inches by 12 inches. I believe the mirror is a replacement. $500-$1000.

422.
$25
E. Ingraham Clock Co., Bristol, Conn., a favorite American clock back
in the 1880’s. It has been called, “Blacks” and “American Courthouse Clock”. Now that last one I had never heard
until the consignor used that phrase. The black
enameled wood case is 11 ½ inches high and 9 ½
inches wide, and sometimes called a miniature
courthouse clock. The 8-day signed time and strike
movement is in running condition and strikes the
hour and half hour. $50-$100.
423.
$25
E. Ingraham Clock Co., Bristol, Conn., black enameled wood case, ca 1800. The case is 11 inches tall
and 16 inches wide, with an unusual arched top
with gold leaf decoration. Most all “blacks” were
more plain. The 8-day brass movement is signed,
has been serviced and is in excellent running condition. It strikes
hours on a coil gong and half hours on a bell. $50-$100.

419.
$400
“Jonathan Frost / Reading, Mass.”, 30-hour wooden works alarm clock, ca 1841, date printed on the
label. The movement has three weights one for
the time, one for the strike and one for the alarm.
The movement has been completely overhauled
and the cords restrung. It is running, striking the
hours, and alarms properly. The mahogany veneered case is 29 ½ inches tall, has the Empire
style top and very unusual columns, but you cannot call them columns, they are more like double OG on the corners.
The mirror is probably a replacement, label is complete and nice,
has a good wood dial, old hands, pendulum, alarm ring, and iron bell
on top of the case. As reported on a previous alarm wood movement clock, if they are running and in excellent condition they will
fetch good money. $500-$1000.

424.
$300
“Birge & Peck / Bristol Conn / U S A”, large column
and cornice, or Empire style clock, ca 1849. These
two men were in business until Mr. Birge resigned
in 1855 to farm. This clock has their revised 8-day
strap brass movement without the side extension.
The large mahogany veneered case is 32 ½ inches
high. Generally, the veneer is very good; however,
there are a few veneer chips on the bottom and
top boards, and the usual edge tics. Considering
the age of the clock the veneer is very nice, but if I
did not mention the tiny chips some kind person would call it to my
attention. The tablets are original but have been touched up. There
is practically a complete paper label on the backboard, featuring the
“Puffin Betsy Train”.. The metal dial was repainted; there are old
hands, two original door latches, a pair of large iron weights, and a
period pendulum bob. Typical of the Birge companies dial the center
hole is large. It has been reported in the past that it was done that
way to better observe the new innovation of strap brass movements. The 8-day weight driven movement has been cleaned and
restrung a few years ago. $300-$500.

420.
$150
“Seth Thomas / Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”, early
four-column clock called, “Column No. 1”, ca 1863.
The mahogany veneered case has two solid turned
columns each side. The case is near perfect. The
clock is sometimes called the “New York Model”
for it is believed the cases were made by another
company in the New York area. We have seen at
least a half dozen of this exact clock with various
makers labels in them. We believe Seth Thomas
bought the case, and then put their movement, dial and label in the
case. The repainted dial is super nice, label is nearly all present, wafer weights are correct, painted glass is original, and pendulum bob
and hands appear original. We have sold this model in the past upwards of $600. Ly-Seth Thomas #1737. $200-$350.

425.
$250
Large mystery swing arm clock on a brass statue. At this price you
know it is not old and for whatever reason only brings a fraction of
what an original would cost you. The total height is almost 39”,
which includes the statue with arm in place. The brass statue was
finished with a dark gray, almost black, finish. The statue is attached
to a wood base. The balls are finished in blue with
brass numerals, hands, and other ornaments. Some of
the numerals are missing but they are available from
Timesavers. The ball holding the movement is 6” in
diameter, and has one winding hole in front, French
style. Ansonia swingers wind in the back. It has been
our experience that these movements are good runners and need little attention except to adjust for good
running. Sometimes they will get out of beat when
transported and you will need to remove the back half
of the ball to adjust the pendulum. The ball halves are

421.
$100
“Miller Clock Company / Zeeland, Mich.”, Westminster
Chime bracket clock, ca 1926-1936. The 8-day movement and dial are signed Made in Germany but also
has the Miller name inscribed. Actually the cases were
made in Zeeland, Mich. and they imported the movements from Germany. It is a Westminster chime 8-day
movement, with 5 rods striking 5 chime bars. The pendulum, key, hinged wood back door, brass bezel with
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old wood dial is good, but the mirror is missing. It has an 8-day
strap brass movement with side arm extension which was one of
Ives earlier brass movements. The movement has been serviced and
in running order. It strikes hours on a large iron bell. There is a correct pair of old iron weights and an old pendulum bob. This is a very
nice restored early triple decker clock. Similar clocks can be seen on
page 58 and 67 in the book by R. W. D. Ball., “American Shelf and
Wall Clocks”. $350-$550.

not together properly, now held with tape, and will need some attention. The consignor says the movement is in excellent running
order. These movements are above my pay grade so I did not test it.
$300-$500.
426.
$400
Large Cupid Mystery Swinger. Head and shoulders
above any swinger we have ever sold, and tops anything we have ever seen for the money. The brass
cherub statue stands on a solid black marble base,
and is 26” high. The detail of the casting is superb,
one of the best castings I have seen. The cherub has
an 11” wingspan and the marble base is 10” in diameter. With the clock arm in place on the statue the
total height is 38” high. The arm alone is 33” high.
The balls are painted blue, numerals, hands, and
other attached ornaments are all brass. I unpacked
the clock, hung the swing arm on the statue, and it
will hardly stop running. It ran 14 days the first time I
wound it. You would expect a swinger, made of solid
brass, to sell for several times our minimum. It is the best buy of all
reproduction clocks we have sold. $500-$750.

429.
$500
Massachusetts Shelf clock, a reproduction of those
popular clocks made in the 1800’s. Styles varied
slightly among the several companies’ making
those clocks. This one is more in the style of Silas
Parson of New Hampshire, making them in 1815.
The base or at least part of it appears to be very old
and could have been part of an original shelf clock.
As you know originals have sold as high as $50,000
which encouraged modern clock makers to reproduce them and try to reap some of the profits. The
burl walnut case is 41 inches tall and 17 inches wide
at the base. It has had repairs, especially on the
backboard and there is a chip on one of the feet,
not visible from the front. It has a nice brass eagle on top, scrolls
that were popular in the 1800’s, and an excellent dial with a 5 ½ inch
time track. The reverse painting was copied from an original. Inside
is a Kilbourn and Proctor 8-day, weight driven, time only movement
that is in fine running condition. $500-$1000.

427.
$1000
Joseph Ives mirror wall clock, ca 1819-1823. During this period of
making wood movements for tall clocks he also
invented and made long mirror cases that required
long pendulums. There are examples of wood
movements in the long mirror cases as well as brass
movements. The case is constructed of mahogany
with scrolled top, a painted tablet, and a mirror.
The case is painted inside and the mirror is backed
with long pieces of wood that are also painted. The
case is 55 ½ inches tall and 19 ½ inches wide. Being
200 years old you should excuse the fact that both
scrolls have been broken and repaired for most all
clock scrolls have been broken and repaired. The 8day movement, invented by Ives, has an iron back
plate, pieced brass front plate, brass gears with
roller pinions, a long pendulum, and is in excellent
running condition. It also has an exceptional painted iron dial with decorations, 3 brass finials and 2 iron weights. We
cannot say emphatically that the weights, pendulum bob, and those
type accessories are original to the clock. For reference see
“American Shelf and Wall Clocks” by Robert W. D. Ball, page 227;
and Horology Americana” by L. Dworetsky and Robert Dickstein,
page 95; and “The Connecticut Clock Technology 1810-1862”, page
46 thru 59, by Kenneth Roberts. An identical clock was sold at Cottone Auctions, October 2014. $1000-$2000.

430.
$250
“Birge & Fuller / Bristol, Conn.”, ca 1844. One of the
early clocks made using a brass movement, much
less a strap brass movement. The movement was
invented and patented by Joseph Ives, and subsequently licensed to other clockmakers in the Bristol
area. As you may have noticed there are some
clocks in this auction with an arm extended on the
left side of the movement. They were Ives first
brass movements. Mahogany veneered case is 35
inches tall, good veneer all over, but you will find a
few small chips on the back edges, and some light
hauling scratches on the edges. The fruit basket splat has good gilt,
columns have gilt except the part of the columns that are grained.
Two door latches, Birge style replacement glass in the bottom door,
and new mirror. The two iron weights are correct for that period
and of course we cannot be sure about the pendulum bob or hands
as to originality. The painted wood dial has some stretch marks and
has darkened over time. It has the large center opening which
“experts” claim was done so we curious folks could watch the gears
move. The 8-day brass movement is clean, complete, and operational, but we do not hang heavy weights on clocks this old, especially if
I do not own it. Why should I take a chance with a clock 175 years
old? The movement is signed, “Birge & Fuller / Bristol, Conn. U.S.A.”.
$350-$500.

428.
$300
“C. & L. C. Ives, / Bristol, Conn.” copied from the near complete
paper label. Mahogany veneered case is 38” high,
with a very nice carved splat, complete chimneys
and returns, full turned and carved columns in the
center, and four ball feet on the bottom. It never
had top or bottom half columns as many triple
decker clocks had in that time period. Top door has
original ivory escutcheon with door lock and key.
Bottom door also has the ivory escutcheon and
lock. Overall the veneer is pretty good, a chip or
two and frayed edges around the doors and base.
The top glass is held in place with replaced putty,
but the two lower glasses are probably original. The

431.
$100
Gustav Becker box clock, they called it a Vienna, ca 1890.
Case retains the early look and some art deco design.
Large glass in the door, unknown if original for it could
have been removed during case cleaning. Two-piece
porcelain dial with black numerals, and correct hands,
weight and pendulum bob. Walnut case is 32 inches tall,
and basically a plain case but in excellent condition. 8-day
weight driven time only movement is running and the
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permanently fixed. This door is loose. The Salem Bridge movement
is 8-day time, and gong strike, a good movement that is in good
running condition. Reference: NAWCC Bulletin Supplement #13,
“Heman Clark and the Salem Bridge Shelf Clocks”. Salem Bridge
clocks have always been sought after by American collectors. $1000$1500.

movement is signed by Becker who as you know was one of Germany’s great clock makers. The movement has been serviced and is in
great running condition. $150-$300.
432.
$500
“C. & L. C. Ives, Bristol, Conn.”, triple decker clock,
ca 1832. This rare old clock is almost 185 years old
and has somehow managed to stay in a nice collectable condition. The mahogany veneered case is
37, inches tall, has a very unusual splat, a complete
label, and original glasses. It is almost unheard of
to find all that in a clock that old. Now true the
glasses had some chips and were touched up by
Tom Moberg, but who wouldn’t do that? It has an
excellent wood dial with gold corners and gold
chapter ring with black Arabic numbers. The stenciled gold leaf splat is signed, “Brass Clocks Made
by C. & L. C. Ives”. The center columns are stenciled and there are
no top or bottom half columns and it never had any. The two doors
have ivory escutcheons and locks, but no key. There is one of this
case-style in the Connecticut State Library. Also one shown in the
book, “Two Hundred Years of American Clocks and Watches”, by
Chris Bailey. The same clock is on page 99, Fig.23A of KI. D. Rogers
book, “The Contribution of Joseph Ives to Connecticut Clock Technology”. Our clock has four black bun feet and a large 4 ½ inch
round bell. This 8-day brass (cheese hole) movement was one of the
first brass movements designed by Ives and has the side arm extension which he abandoned in a few years. This is a very nice early
collectable triple decker in excellent restored condition. $500-$750.

435.
$150
“Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Conn.”, eight-day
brass movement in a two-door ogee case, ca 1843.
Mahogany veneered case is 30” tall, and the veneer
is good all over. I see one small chip no doubt from
hauling the clock to us. Both glasses are original,
bottom had some flaking that was touched up. Tablet has painting of Westminster Abbey. Both doors
have brass catches. Old painted zinc dial has held
the paint well and has had paint chips painted over.
It has the used look but should after 170 years. It
has a pair of old hands, and old pendulum bob, a large pair of iron
weights, 7 ½ # each, and a coil gong. The 8-day movement is running
strong and striking the coil gong on the hours. The large label is
mostly intact, a few gaps no doubt from the huge weights rolling
around. “The Story of Chauncey Jerome”, by Chris Bailey has pictures of the movement and case styles. Similar clock can be seen on
page 83 of “American Shelf and Wall Clocks”, by Robert W. D. Ball.
This is a very collect able clock. $150-$300.
436.
$300
“Birge, Mallory & Co., Bristol, Conn.” on the label of this triple decker clock, ca 1838. The clock was restored several years ago when in
the collections of some of the country’s best-known collectors of
fine early clocks. The restoration conforms to exact original specimens held in other collections. Some of the gold was most surely
redone for it is bright and clean as if it just came
from the factory, other parts look to be original.
There are grained half columns on the top and bottom of the case with gold leaf on each end. Full gold
leaf center columns, gold eagle splat, and gold leaf
ball feet. The two painted tablets are either professionally painted replacements or old tablets rebacked and touched up. Both are very nice and if
redone were done by a professional like the originals. Inside is a complete paper label, pendulum
bob, a pair of iron weights, a coil gong, excellent
wood dial, pair of period hands, and an 8-day strap
brass movement signed, “BM&Co.”. Note this is the
earliest of Ives strap movements for it has the side arm on the left
that was later left off of his movements. The mahogany veneered
case is 38 inches tall, all veneer in place and if any repairs made
when the restoration was done, is was very professional. Two door
locks with key, top door has metal escutcheon, bottom one is missing. There are several references for this rare model. One is Brooks
Palmers book, “A Treasury of American Clocks”, page 9; and “The
American Clock” by W. H. Distin and Robert Bishop, page 147. A hard
to find clock today in good condition. $300-$500.

433.
$300
Elisha Hotchkiss, Jr., Burlington, Conn., carved column and splat
case, 30-hour wood movement, ca 1831. No label
on the backboard but the movement is identified
in the Spring 1993 NAWCC Bulletin Supplement
No. 19, page 53, figure 131. The case, movement,
and maker, are identified in that article by Bryan
Rogers and Snowden Taylor. The mahogany case
with carved eagle top is 38 inches tall, 18 inches
wide, with carved front feet. One foot has had a
chip glued in place. There is a nice professional
replacement glass of a ship with gold leaf border
around the glass. The iron weights may be replacements. The movement has been serviced and is in
excellent running order. $300-$500.
434.
$800
“Spencer & Wooster & Co. / Salem Bridge, Conn.”, ca 1840. Mahogany veneered Empire style column and cornice
case is 33 ½ inches high, in very nice original
condition with very few veneer edge or corner nicks. It has full turned columns, nice
acanthus scrolls at tops of the capitals, and a
metal turning door latch. The original painted
wood dial is excellent and identical to dials
shown with this model case in the reference
books. The hands are correct, there is a complete paper label inside, an old pendulum
bob, brass pulleys, a pair of old iron weights,
and coil gong. The top glass was replaced,
the middle tablet is original with some slight
paint loss, and the bottom glass is a replacement painted by Tom Moberg. The company sold this model clock
with the bottom glass/door three different ways; hinged, loose, or

437.
$150
“Jerome and Darrow, Bristol, Conn.”, bronze looking
glass clock, ca 1824-1833. This clock has a 30-hour
wood time and striking movement that has been completely restored and in good running condition. The 35
-inch-tall mahogany case is in original condition including the bronze looking glass mirror. There is a thin
crack on the upper glass that I did not notice during
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columns with carved capitals and carved capriccio
crest. The columns are beside the two top glasses.
There are four ball feet on the bottom. Excellent
dial with figure 8 mirror opening for viewing and
adjusting the verge. Reverse paintings are exact
copies of the originals, done on period glass by
Tom Moberg. The collector had the originals but
they were broken. The doors have original ivory
escutcheons and door locks, but no key. Overall
the veneer is very good, a chip or two and bubbling and a few repairs. The top glass is held in
place with original putty. It has an 8-day strap
brass movement with side arm, which was Ives
first go at strap brass movements. It has been cleaned, oiled, and
restrung and is in excellent running condition. It strikes the hours on
a coil gong. There is a correct pair of old iron weights and an old
pendulum bob. Reference; “A Treasury of American Clocks”, by
Brooks Palmer, page 85. $350-$550.

the time I set the clock up for the picture and all the time I was trying to unlock the door. The door lock is on the right side and the key
was lost in transporting to me. I tried my extra keys but no luck. I
did not want to force it open so decided to go with the consignor’s
comments about the inside of the clock. You can remove the back
to access the lock or door hinges. There is gold stenciling on the
columns and splat. The dial is mint with gold leaf painting and red
and yellow flowers. The label reads, “Improved clocks made and
sold by Jerome & Darrow, Bristol, Conn.”. A fine original clock. $200$400.
438.
$300
“Extra Bushed Clocks / Manufactured By / Henry C. Smith, / Plymouth, Conn. / For / H. Hunt, Bangor, Me.”, ca 1833-1845. There are
numerous references about both of these gentlemen but nowhere
does it connect the two as making or selling clocks, together. Smith
evidently manufactured this clock and Hunt was
a retailer of clocks. This is a carved column and
splat wood works shelf clock that is exceptionally clean and typical of the clocks we have been
receiving from an eastern collector. Not to say
he was above putting in a replaced glass if it
needed one, but practically all of his clocks are
“collector” ready. The painted glass is a picture
of the colonial home of Henry C. Smith. Super
nice wood dial, period hands and three iron
weights, near perfect paper label, and original
glasses. Clean and excellent carved half columns and splat. It has good chimneys and returns. Original top glass has the largest bubbles
I have seen in old glass. 30-hour time, strike, and alarm wood movement is complete and operable, striking on an iron bell. Period brass
bob and wind crank inside. This is one of the nicer clocks in this collection of early weight clocks. $400-$750.

441.
$300
“L. & L. Ward / Naugatuck, CT”, (Salem Bridge)
OG clock, ca 1855. Lauren and Lewis Ward were
apparently only in the clock business one year,
1855. (Info from Tom Spittler’s book,
“Clockmakers & Watchmakers of America By
Name & By Place”. The name of Salem Bridge was
changed to Naugatuck in 1844. Salem Bridge was
exactly that, a bridge, it was never a town, it was
a bridge crossing the Naugatuck River. A Supplement to the Bulletin of the NAWCC, No. 13, 1980,
states that the father of L & L Ward, Richard Ward, was making
clocks in Salem Bridge and Lauren and Lewis were assisting him.
They took over the business in 1844 and made this clock and others
up to about 1847. This outstanding mahogany case is 26 inches high
and 15 inches wide, with 30-hour brass time and strike weight driven
movement. This movement was their design but similar to those
made by Chauncey Jerome. It has an excellent wood dial, label, coil
gong, weights, and pendulum. It is in good running condition. The
tablet is original and on the back is a plethora of notes by previous
owners and repairmen. $300-$500.

439.
$150
“F. C. Andrews, / 3 Courtlandt St., N. Y.”, thirty-hour time, strike,
alarm brass, weight movement, in beautiful striped rosewood OG
case, ca 1846. Franklin Andrews produced clock parts, trading parts
for completed movements, and then marketing clocks under his
own label. We have seen his labels in clocks with his brother as a
partner and in clocks with other partners. He had his roots in the
Bristol, Conn. area. Note in the side picture the unusual brass movement and the complete paper label. Many clock makers made identical or very similar alarm movements, evidently indented by
Chauncey Jerome. The striped rosewood case is in almost mint condition and stands almost 25 inches high. It has a good and original
wood dial. The three weights, hands, pendulum bob, and mirror
also appear to be original. The 30-hour movement
has been put in excellent running order and the
weight cords restrung. What struck me most about
the clock was all the history of the clock written on
the back cover of the mirror, mostly dating in the
1800’s. This one is definitely not an ordinary OG.
Because it has a weight alarm, condition of the
clock, and the fact he only sold in New York for one
year, makes it very rare and collectable.
$200$500.

442.
$75
“Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn.”, Empire
style clock named simply, “Column”, ca 1875. They
made a similar model, spring driven, in 1867, and a
fancier model later, 1881. The fine rosewood case is
24 inches tall, has grained columns with gold leaf
tops and bottoms. Replaced lower glass shows a
lion and unicorn with black background, just like
the original. The movement in this case is brass,
weight driven, time, strike, and alarm. The time
and strike are weight driven, alarm is spring driven. It has an excellent label, dial, hands, pendulum, and coil gong. The alarm movement in the bottom of the case rings on a bell. It has been serviced
and is in excellent running condition. Ly-Waterbury #1439. $100$200.
443.
$250
“Birge, Mallory and Co. Bristol, Conn.”, 8-day, weight driven movement in an extra-large OG case, ca 1838-1843. We have never offered
this rare model before. Most of this collection, items No.400-499,
has been restored to as near as possible to the original condition.
The 32-inch mahogany veneered case has a few minor repairs, the
painted and gilded wood dial has a large center cut out so the buyer

440.
$300
“C. & L. C. Ives, / Bristol, Conn.” copied from the near complete
paper label of their triple decker clock, ca 1830. Beautiful crotch
mahogany veneered case is 38” high and 17 inches wide., with a
very nice carved splat, complete chimneys and returns, full turned
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extended side arm, seat board mounted, strikes an iron bell. The
movement has been serviced and restrung, and in
excellent running condition. Almost a complete
paper label inside. There is a good wood dial with
mirror for viewing escape wheel, period hands,
pendulum bob, and a pair of period 8-day iron
weights. All three glasses are replacements, the
paintings copied from originals, and escutcheons,
locks, and a key in each door. Full turned columns,
turned ball feet, and a very nice carved fruit basket crown on top. The returns and caps are good
and it has the original covers for the top. The mahogany veneered case is 38” high, clean, and overall in very nice condition. There are some small
repairs that need to be made in a couple of places
on case edges. A great early clock for this minimum. $350-$500.

could see he was getting a high quality brass movement. The strap brass movement is signed,
“BM&Co”, most of the label is intact, and the painted tablet was replaced with a reverse painting by
Tom Moberg on old glass, just like the original. The
movement was restored also and is in excellent running condition. A similar clock is shown on page 74 of
“American Shelf and Wall Clocks”, by Robert W. D.
Ball, and it is only 29 ½ inches tall. The dial, large iron
weights, and pendulum bob, appear to be original. Around 1859 the
back of the clock was papered with a newspaper front page dated
January 1859. The paper was published by the, “Sunday Missouri
Republican”, a daily newspaper in business in Saint Louis from 18541869. $300-$500.
444.
$300
“Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn.”, triple decker weight
driven shelf clock, ca 1844. Excellent large size mahogany veneered case is 38 ½ inches tall, their standard
size was 35 ½ inches. It has good veneer all over with
minimal repairs or edge nicks. The two lower glasses
are replacements the artist copied from originals. The
gold objects, eagle, center columns, front feet, and
other columns on the top and base. The two doors
have metal escutcheons, locks, and a key. The dial is
not as old as the case, how old I don’t know. The paint
is relatively new as is the back of the dial. There is an excellent label
with picture of eagle. 8-day brass weight driven time and strike
movement is signed, “Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn. U.S.A.”. The
movement has been recently serviced, restrung and is in excellent
running order. It has original weights and pendulum bob. $300$500.
445.

448.
$300
“C. & L. C. Ives, Bristol, Conn.”, ca 1830-1836. Lawson Cheney Ives
was in partners with his uncle, Chauncey Ives. I can find no references indicating they were related to Joseph Ives,
but in the small town of Bristol they surely were.
One of the first clocks they made used a strap
brass movement invented and patented by Joseph
Ives, and subsequently licensed to other clockmakers in the Bristol area. Reference: Ives book by
Roberts, page 99. Movement has been restored,
bushed, and in great running condition. Mahogany
veneered case is 38 inches tall, good veneer all
over, but you will find a few small nicks on the back
edges, and some light hauling scratches on the
edges. The fruit bowl splat has good gilt, columns
and ball feet have new gilt but well done. Two door
locks with ivory escutcheons, and a key. The middle and bottom glasses are extremely fine paintings by Tom
Moberg. The two iron weights are correct, and of course we cannot
be sure about the pendulum bob and key as to originality. Excellent
painted wood dial with mirror inserted, and a pair of period hands.
There is no label but the clock was identified by the movement.
There is very little research that I can find about this maker. The best
is Bulletin Supplement #6, 1970, “Some Observations Concerning
Connecticut Clockmaking, 1790-1850”. $400-$600.

$150
German RA wall clock made by the Hamburg American Clock Co., Germany, ca 1880-1890. The large walnut case is 54 inches tall, has nice Corinthian columns
on the case sides, nice removable top featuring an
eagle, two door latches on the side, finials top and
bottom, and three glasses. It has a 7-inch multicolored porcelain dial that is also very nice. The 8-day
movement is spring driven, running strong and striking the half hours and hours on a coil gong. The pendulum is very elaborately decorated and inside is also
a porcelain beat scale. $150-$300.

449.
$150
“Forestville M.F.G Co. / Bristol, Ct. / U.S.A.”, signed on the movement of this Giant Empire style column and cornice clock, ca 1846.
They made the same clock in various sized cases and called them
simply, “column and cornice”. This mahogany veneered case is 31 ½
inches high and a reasonably nice-looking case all
around. The bottom glasses are old, original to this
case, cannot say, but doubtful. The case has two
doors, both with turn latches, large half columns,
sleigh front base, and of course the nice cornice
top. The signed acorn 8-day movement has been
restrung but I would replace the cords to be safe.
Large 8-day iron weights, coil gong, old pendulum
and hands complete the clock. The wood dial has
been repainted at some point and the added the
name, “Forestvill, Manufacturing Co. Bristol,
CT.U.S.A.” to the dial. Note the spelling of Forestville. As you can tell
there is no label. I hand tested the movement and it is operable. I
did not hang the weights. $200-$400.

446.
$500
Waterbury Clock Co, Waterbury, Conn., cleaned/
refinished, now aged to a medium or golden oak color.
If you like oak, you will like this clock. It is original top to
bottom except for the replaced paper dial. The pendulum bob is correct, looks great, and runs the clock
properly. The 8-day time only movement has been serviced and is in great running order. The hands, and all
the finials are correct. It has a signed beat scale inside, a
complete paper label on the back, and all finials and
case parts are original. You will not find one much nicer.
True, it would be nicer if it had the original finish, otherwise this one is a very good example. Ly-Waterbury
#583. $750-$1000.
447.
$300
“Birge, Case & Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, column and splat, Empire style
triple deck clock, ca 1833-1835. Eight-day strap brass movement with
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They are flat rather than the usual square type we normally see. It
has a good wood dial and old hands. The 8-day brass movement is in
good running condition. Reference: “Jonathan Clark Brown and the
Forestville Manufacturing Company”, by Kenneth Roberts and
Snowden Taylor. $200-$400.

450.
$250
“Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn.”, double decker Empire style shelf clock sometimes called a modified
triple decker, ca 1844-1848. Note this case still has
the large strap brass movement. They changed to
the smaller strap movement about the time of the
changeover from Birge, Mallory & Co. to Birge &
Fuller. This strap movement is the one designed by
Joseph Ives a few years earlier. The 8-day, two
weight movement is complete and operational. The
mahogany veneered case with full turned columns
and a great original carved eagle top, round feet
underneath and has replaced glasses that are copies of originals. It
also has a very good repainted dial by The Dial House. The hands are
period as is the pendulum bob and one weight and a second weight
is a replacement. It has a nice paper label inside and a coil gong. The
case is 38 inches tall and appearance wise is a really nice-looking
clock on the mantel. Upon very close examination you will probably
see where a piece of veneer has been chipped and glued back in
place, and probably an edge nick or two on the edges. There are
many articles and books about these early American clocks. Lee H.
Davis has a contribution in the NAWCC Bulletin, August 1997 that
examines these clocks by Birge and Mallory, Birge & Fuller, Birge
and Peck, and others. $300-$500.

453.
$300
“C. & N. Jerome, Bristol, Conn.”, triple deck case, ca 1834-1839.
Brothers Chauncey and Noble began making strap brass movements about 1836 so that would date this clock 1836-1839. This 38inch-high mahogany veneered case is decorated with gold gilt on
the capitals and bases of the full columns, the round ball feet, and
the eagle splat. There are ivory escutcheons and locks on the two
doors, but no key. Most of the label remains on the
backboard, there is a coil gong, and heavy iron
weights. The 8-day strap brass movement with
extended side arm seems to be a variation of the
Ives movements we have been writing about in
many of the clocks in this auction. The wood dial is
almost too perfect on the front but has had additions or rearranging of slats on the back, and some
extra holes. The two painted tablets by Tom
Moberg are copies of originals. Reference: “From
Rags To Riches To Rags / The Story of Chauncey
Jerome”, found in the NAWCC Bulletin Supplement
#15. $300-$500.

451.
$300
“Birge & Gilbert, Bristol, Conn.”, triple decker shelf clock, ca 1837.
This company was in business only one year. Restored triple decker
8-day clock, has two doors, and a middle stationary glass. The mahogany veneered case has full columns; a carved eagle splat, turned
feet, and has been restored, i.e. cleaned and polished. Top is complete with chimneys and returns. They used bright gold paint on the
capitals and bases, the middle columns, gold leaf
ball feet, and the carved piece on the splat. The two
old glasses are replacements, or repainted on the
old glass. The veneer and finish on the 38” high
mahogany veneered case is good, if any repairs or
patching was done you do not notice the repairs.
Excellent wood dial with mirror insert, and black
chapter ring, period hands, and pair of old iron 8day weights, old bob, and keys for door locks. This
is the only maker that used a black dial. Doors have
ivory escutcheons, and working locks and key. A
paper label inside covers the backboard and is near
perfect. Strap brass 8-day movement has a side arm
extension, and is not signed. The weight cords are good, pulleys
intact; movement mounted to slide in wood seat board, and is in
running order and striking a coil gong. This is a very attractive clock,
in very nice overall condition, running as it should, and a good example of the early triple decker clocks. $500-$750.

454.
$250
German 2 weight Vienna Regulator made by the
Kienzle Clock Factory in Germany. The 8-day movement is signed with their “wings” trademark. The case
style is indicative of those made in the late 1800’s and
early 1900’s. The beautiful walnut case is 48 inches tall
with the original top that is removable, and the elegantly turned columns on the sides. Look closely at the
round piece on the very top. It is a carved piece of a
man who looks a little like Sir. Walter Raleigh? The case
has glass sides, two correct brass weights, brass pendulum on a wood stick, brass pulleys, porcelain beat
indicator, and the two-piece porcelain dial with original hands. The
movement has been serviced and is in excellent running condition.
$300-$500.
455.
$50
“Ansonia Clock Company, Ansonia, Conn.”, enameled iron case
mantel clock, ca 1904. This clock was their “Vienna” model and originally had metal feet and metal end ornaments. The case has been
refinished covering the bright incised decorations
over the front. It has a signed two-piece porcelain
dial with a visible escapement mechanism and
correct hands. The dial and movement are worth
twice this minimum of $50. The iron case is 14
inches wide and 11 inches high. It has a proper
medal door on the back, allowing access to the movement. It is running and striking hours and half hours on a gong. Ly-Ansonia #1011.
$100-$200.

452.
$150
“Forestville Manufactg. Co., Bristol, Conn.”, eight-day Empire style
column and cornice shelf clock, ca 1841. The mahogany veneered case is 37 inches tall, overall in good
condition, a few expected nicks and bangs, no significant repairs of consequence. The top glass is a
replacement, the two painted tablets by Tom
Moberg on the bottom were copied from original
tablets. Full turned columns, sleigh front and turned
round feet underneath. Top door has key lock, no
escutcheon; bottom door has ivory escutcheon, lock
and key. Inside is a very good label, coil gong, original pendulum, and pair of large/heavy iron weights.

457.
$300
Dutch hood wall clock, ca late 1700’s. This clock was
made in Holland and was a popular clock in its day and
also with many clock collectors today. The wood case is
49-inches tall and 16 inches wide and from all indications
is completely original and surprisingly in good condition.
The finials, hood, columns, glasses, (3 in the hood, 1 on
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the base) door with side latch, removable slide out cover over the
pendulum, weight, and chain, are all original and operable. The
movement has been serviced and in running order. The 30-hour
brass movement is time, strike, and alarm. The beautiful hand painted arched dial has a country scene and the four brass corners represent the four seasons of the year. There is also a nice painting on
the silver chapter ring. We don’t see very many of these clocks, but
this is surely the nicest I have seen. $500-$1000.

rubbed mahogany finish”. The case is39-inches tall with
latching bezel and bottom door. It has a paper dial now
stained with oil caused by over oiling the movement and
the oil dripped onto the dial. The 8-day movement is time
only and running. On the back is a complete paper label.
There is no back cover over the middle section of the case,
and may have never been, just not sure. Ly-Ingraham #242.
$150-$300.

458.
$100
French black slate and bronze mantel clock, ca 1890. The 8-day time
and striking movement is signed, “A. D. Mougin / Deux Medailles”.
The movement has been serviced and is in excellent running condition. It strikes half hours on a large coil gong and has
a typical hinged metal back door like most all French
clocks of this type. It is a very large and heavy case,
19 ½ inches wide and tall, and weighs over 70
pounds. It has a fancy brass/bronze emblem in the
arch and on each side of the nice black and gold dial.
The case needs to be cleaned to bring out the engraved designs and the graining of the marble. Some repairs have
been made, such as bonding the end ornaments in place. There are
the usual nicks in the marble around the base. I would recommend
local pickup of this clock due to its size and weight. $150-$300.

462.
$300
New Haven Clock Co. banjo, “Willard”, ca 1911. The various parts of
the case are identical to the “Willard” pictured in the
banjo books. The eagle, bowed glass, signed dial, hands,
pendulum, Westminster Chime gongs, brass side rails,
and both glasses are original to the case. The 43-inchlong mahogany case is clean, polished, and all original.
The movement is not pictured in the New Haven and
Tran Duy Ly clock books as they do not show the
“Willard” model with Westminster Chimes. The movement is running and the chimes are in good order. One
thing I have not figured out. When you open the bottom
door the throat glass and frame will fall out. It is above
my pay grade to figure out how the throat glass should
be held in the case. Ly-New Haven #188. $300-$500.

459.
$500
“George Woltz, Hagerstown, Maryland”, tall clock 8-day
brass movement, ca 1775. There is evidence he made tall
clocks from the 1770’s until his death in 1811. Some of his
movements undoubtedly ended up hanging on the wall
like this one while most ended up in tall clock cases. His
sons and cousins made tall clock cases. This beautiful
engraved brass dial is 17 by 12 inches, signed, has moving
moon phase and calendar movements. It has been
cleaned, bushed, and restrung, now in excellent running
condition. The Wag on Wall stand is not original. The long
pendulum, hands, pulleys, and weights are the type you
might find with clocks of this type. You can find Woltz
clocks in “Maryland Clockmakers”, by Steve Petrucelli, but no wags
or brass dials by Woltz. $500-$1000.

463.
$300
“Thos. Russel & Son / Liverpool”, clock makers to the Queen, table
clock ca 1877. This is a very unusual clock in some respects and common in others. The 8-day movement and gong are pretty standard
and seen in many English clocks. The gong is signed, “Salisbury” but
the movement is not signed. The mahogany case is 15 ½ inches tall,
has nice designs below the glass, and a full back door. The front and
large back door are both locked with a male key. I
have never seen a male key lock on a clock other
than some early Seth Thomas clocks. Thos. Russel
& Son were better known for being watch manufacturers and other horological instruments, not
clocks. The movement is performing properly, and
it has a large and heavy pendulum which is typical
in many English clocks. $300-$500.

460.
$300
Waterbury Clock Company, shelf model double dial clock, “Calendar
No. 44”, ca 1881. Original 24” high oak case has been cleaned and
polished but the wood is still slightly dark but I do
not think you would like the wood any lighter.
Etched designs on top and the door. Winged side
ornaments are also grooved and have applied
round buttons. Button ornaments on the door and
top. Door latches on the side, both glasses are old.
The glasses are original to case but strips have
been renailed, rearranged, or maybe just tightened. The glasses were removed to reback the
black paint. On the back are remnants of two large
labels. The movement is 8-day time and strike,
signed, in good condition, and strikes half hours
and hours on a Cathedral gong. The calendar dial is original and the
top dial may be a replacement. This is a good clean original clock. Ly
-Calendar #709; Ly-Waterbury #284. $400-$600.

464.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. hanging gallery, “Principal”, ca 1935. Excellent 15” round oak case, no frills or ruffles, just plain
Jane but nice. Brass bezel with a flat glass, 12” painted
dial is signed, and the hands are original. The dial has
some small flaking but basically it is a nice dial. Single
wind, time only spring movement should run 8-days. Ly
-Seth Thomas #1146. $200-$300.
465.

$50
“Mr. Christmas”, electric record player, plays
Christmas music on 10 different discs. Inside the
glass enclosed mahogany case several couples
dance away to the music. It is what it is; very nice,
nearly new, drawer pulls out to load discs, on off
and electric plug in are on the back. $50-$100.

466.
$10
“Jingle Bell Rock Santa”. Santa rocks and rolls to the
tune of Jingle Bell Rock. No batteries but electric
wired. Santa is about 16 inches tall and sure can move
his hips. Works perfectly.

461.
$125
E. Ingraham Clock Co. banjo clock, “Nile”, ca 1915. I have sold one or
two of this model in years gone by, but they are not commonly
available. The company described the cases as “natural grain with
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The clock movement is 8-day and strikes a brass bell. The movement
is signed and running. The glass in the back hinged door is cracked.
$100-$200.

467.
$150
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”, shelf clock simply named,
“Steeple Weight”, ca 1858. Very few of this model were made. We
have probably sold a couple over 50 years. Pictures in
Tran Duy Ly’s Seth Thomas book show slight differences and neither of the two pictured are as original
as ours. The two models pictured were reported as
selling at auction for $781 and price estimated at
$1000 if original. Ours appears to be pretty original
but shows it age. There is some deterioration to the
tablet and label, but otherwise is in pretty good condition. The veneered case is 29-inches tall. The dial,
weights, pendulum, finials, and glasses all appear to
be original. Not attempt has been made to restore the 160-year-old
clock. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 680-681. $300-$500.

471.
$100
French marble clock made by “L P Japy & Cie”, ca
1878. The case is 16 ¼ high and 11 inches wide at
the base, a little wider in the middle because of
the brass ornaments. Like the two previous French
marble clocks this on also has light colored marble
inserts and etched designs that are gold filled. This
one has 4 metal feet and a metal top piece and
side ornaments. The one-piece porcelain dial is
perfect, hands are original, and there is a flat beveled glass in the
sash. The back opening is covered with a perforated metal hinged
door. The 8-day movement is signed, pendulum is correct, and it is
running. $100-$200.

468.
$875
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “Office Drop Calendar”, ca 1881. This clock
has every indication of being near original,
with some exceptions. The 34” high walnut
case has all the carved curly cues and top ornament intact. The finish is dark yet polished and
looks great. Both glasses are replacements,
bottom with a new mirror replacing the original painted glass. Behind the lower door on
the backboard is a complete paper label. The
movement is 8-day, running and striking on a
coil gong. The gong, movement, brass bob and
wood stick, hands, and all the metal calendar
discs, are original. However, the month calendar that is viewed at the very top of the dial
and change by hand each month, is missing.
There is no nail like pin for forwarding the calendar dials. The paper on the three discs shows wear and some
grunge, but the paper dials are definitely all original. This is the second Office Drop Calendar I have had with Spanish dials. That could
be why the month rolling dial at the top is missing. That would be a
dead giveaway that it was Spanish. Ly-Calendar, page 94; Ly-Gilbert,
page 85. Many collectors have had the dial painted by the Dial
House, on metal discs, making the clock extremely attractive. This
model booked for $2800 ten years ago. I believe the last one we
sold was for nearly $2800, but it was near perfect. $900-$1200.

472.

$100

French marble clock made by, “Japy “Freres &
Cie”, ca 1878. This flat top marble case is all one
color but the marble is speckled with some dark
and light shades of marble. There are several
brass or metal ornaments from top to bottom
and the sides. The sash has a thick beveled glass
over the marble dial. The hands are correct but two of the numerals
on the dial are missing, 11 and 1. The back hinged door has a glass in
the sash to enable viewing of the movement. It has an eight-day
time and striking movement, and a key but no pendulum. $100-$200.
473.
$25
Miniature Vienna Regulator, 15 inches high, 3 glasses, 4
finials, rope twist each side of the door, dial signed “1981”,
hands, pendulum and key are all original. Label on the
back says, “1981 / Limited Edition / Miniature Vienna/ R.K. –
W.M. / No. 47”. The initials are those of a couple of northeast collectors, Rudy Kempler and William (Bill) Mather.
Clock has one flaw. Part of the bottom finial’s base is missing. $25-$50.
474.

$25

“Imperial Clock Corp. Highland, IL”, electric gallery
clock, ca 1936-1960. The only others we have sold
were in the January 2007 auction and they were
made in Effingham, IL. Those two clocks and this
clock are almost identical except one of the 2007
clocks had a seconds dial. The dark wood case has
maple inlaid decorations and is 16 inches square. The
first two had bowed glass over the dial, this one has flat glass.
Movements in all 3 are identical, solid plate with balance wheel platform escapement. It is reported that the clock will continue to run
24 hours during a current interruption. $50-$100.

469.
$100
French marble clock made by, “S. Marti”, ca 1879. The two-color
marble case is 17 ½ inches wide and 9 ¾ inches high. The lighter
shade marble is imbedded in the black marble creating various designs that make for a very attractive clock. The brass bezel is holding a bevel glass that covers and protects the very nice two-piece
porcelain dial, French hands, and Brocot escapement. The dial is signed by an American
retailer, “J. J. Burns / Gloucester / Mass.”. The
8-day French movement is signed by the maker, has a pendulum with the same serial number as the movement. $100-$200.

475.
$25
Miniature reproduction by the same gentlemen that
made #473. The label on the back of this case states,
“1982 / Limited Edition / Miniature Freeswinger / R.K. –
W.M. / No.36”. The dial also is signed “1982”. The two
men who made several miniature reproductions back in
the 1980’s were Rudy Kempler and William (Bill)
Mather, a couple of east coast collector entrepreneurs.
$25-$50.

470.
$100
French marble clock made by “S. Marti et Cie (and
Co.)”, ca 1867. The two-color marble clock is 15 ¼
inches tall and wide, some marble of other color imbedded in the black marble and various designs are
etched in the marble and those etchings are gold
filled. The two-piece porcelain dial is very nice and has one large
minute hand, no hour hand, and a Brocot escapement mechanism.
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label is new. It has the typical door knob/latch, coil gong and a 30hour time and strike movement that is running and striking. $50$100.

476.
$50
“Chelsea Clock Co. / Boston / U. S. Maritime Commission / Ser. No.”, signed on the dial of this nice clock in
a Bakelite type case, 7 ¾ across the back, 6 ½ across
the top. The dial was originally silver but it is wearing
off leaving a copper shade. The 8-day time only
movement is running, three hands are original,
hinged on the right, and also signed on the back. $100-$200.

482.
$25
“Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca 1869.This one is rosewood veneered, stands 15 ¾ inches high, may have a tiny corner
chip somewhere, has the typical brass door latch, excellent sharp pointed finials, and a nice bluebird tablet.
Surely a replacement but where do you get those nice
glasses? The painted metal dial is original, and nice, and
the hands “appear” to be original. The label is complete, so is the iron bell, brass pendulum and old key. The 30-hour
movement is running and the alarm rings on the iron bell. $50-$100.

477.
$25
Tambour clock with a 30-day time and striking movement that is
running. The mahogany case is 18 inches wide, has a bowed glass in
the bezel, silver dial, original hands and is signed
“D&A” on the dial. The movement is not marked
in any way, nor is the case. There is ripple like
molding around the case base and brass feet
underneath. $50-$100.

483.
$25
Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn., miniature cottage
clock, ca 1865. This mahogany veneered case is 9 ¼
inches tall, door latch on the side, has beveled door
edges, and original glasses. The dial now covered
with new paper, hands replaced, complete paper on
the inside backboard, has a brass pendulum bob and
old key. The 30-hour time only movement is running. $50-$100.

478.
$100
“Brewster & Ingrahams, / Bristol, Conn.”, four column steeple with
8-day movement that has ribbed plates, ca 1850. The 19” case was
made with walnut veneer and has four full turned columns and four
finials. Other than a few chip repairs the veneer looks good. The
tablet appears to be a replacement, the top glass is
old. The old dial was repainted, hands are new, and
there is a brass pendulum and key. Inside is a paper
label, coil gong, and the signed brass movement. The
clock and movement are pictured and described in
the booklet by Ultsch and Cowan, “Handbook of
Clocks Produced by Charles Kirk, Elisha C. Brewster,
and Brewster & Ingrahams, at Bristol, Connecticut,
1828-1852”, page 54. $150-$300.
479.

484.
$25
“Congress Clock Comp.”, a German made steeple clock ca 18601880, copying American clocks of the same time period and was
exported to England to compete with the American made Jerome
clocks. The German companies tried to pass off their clocks as American made and in many cases they used the Eagle emblem to fool
the buyers. Some eventually made their way to the
USA. I found an identical steeple clock with the same
label in an American collection, and other small shelf
clocks by the Congress Clock Comp. The 14-inch-high
case appears to be made of mahogany veneer and has
some corner nicks on the base. It has a metal door
latch, original glasses, and finials just like the American
made steeples. It has a complete label, excellent painted metal dial, and old brass pendulum and a key. The
30-hour time only movement is running. $50-$100.

$25

“Waterbury Clock Company, Waterbury, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock with a time and strike movement, ca
1875. This 15-inch-high mahogany veneered case has not
been restored as many others have. There is some loose
veneer and some veneer repairs. The glass is probably
old and rebacked, door latch is original, painted metal
dial has some chipped places, coil gong on brass base,
and old brass pendulum. The finials are very good and
the case is complete and original except where noted.
The clock is running and performing as expected. $50-$100.

485.
$50
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, mantel clock,
“Doric”, ca 1880. Another rosewood veneered case,
clean and polished, no wood problems, stands 16 inches high. The glasses are original, so is the door latch.
Inside is an original dial, replaced hands, complete paper label, coil gong, and brass pendulum. The 8-day
movement is running and striking the coil gong each
hour. Ly-Ingraham #856. $75-$150.

480.
$25
“Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca 1869. The rosewood veneered
case is 15 ¾ inches tall, has brass door latch, two good
old glasses, original painted dial still in good condition
with no paint chips, darkening, etc. Amazingly the label
is complete, has an old brass pendulum, hands are replaced, and the 30-hour, time only, movement is running. $50-$100.

486.
$25
“Waterbury Clock Company, Waterbury, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca 1867.The mahogany veneered case
is 15 inches tall, replaced glass, correct door knob/latch,
good paper label, old brass pendulum, repainted dial,
and replaced hands. The 30-hour movement is time only
and running. $50-$100.

481.
$25
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca
1865. This one is 15 ½ inches tall and made of mahogany
veneer and is very clean and polished. It has had a veneer
repair on the top. The collector did a professional job,
looks great, but the patch veneer is slightly different
than other veneer on the case. I doubt most folks would
even notice it. The metal dial is new, bottom tablet is
surely a replacement, just too nice not to be, and the

487.
$25
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca
1865. The rosewood veneered case is 15 ½ inches tall, metal door
knob/latch, original glasses, complete label, original painted dial,
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494.
$25
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn.”, miniature
steeple clock, ca 1881. Like some others already listed
this is their “Small Gothic” model, stands 15 inches tall
in a rosewood veneered case, original finials (left finial
just a tad shorter than the right one), original door
latch and original glasses. The portrait of the young
lady has been rebacked. Dial has been repainted, complete label, 30-hour time only movement, and a separate alarm movement and bell. It is running and has an old pendulum and “SIGNED Waterbury key”. Ly-Waterbury #1485. $50-$100.

brass pendulum, and a 30-hour time only movement that
is running. An interesting case as the sides are a much
lighter shade than the front and the base has the OG
shape. The finials are perfect. $50-$100.
488.
$25
“Ansonia Brass And Copper Co., Ansonia,
Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca 1869. The 14 ½ inch
high mahogany ? veneered case has an unusual finish. I
think it must have been very dark or smoky and was
cleaned leaving the finish different than other clocks in
this large collection. The door latch is correct, glasses
original, painted metal dial is original, good complete paper label,
brass pendulum and a 30-hour time only movement that is running.
$50-$100.

495.
$50
“Atkins Clock Co., Bristol, Conn.”, fairly common
“round top” model shelf clock, ca 1873. The rosewood case is 15 inches tall. It was said to have a “gold
foil tablet”. I am not sure if this tablet is even original,
much less gold foil. I do know it has been rebacked
with new black paint. It has the typical key locking
front door, original dial that is dirty and slightly worn
but all there. Hands probably are replacements, has
an old pendulum bob and key. The 8-day movement is
running and striking a coil gong each hour. “The Clocks of Irenus
Atkins”, by Gregory & King, page 87. $75-$150.

489.
$25
“Sessions Clock Co., Forestville, Conn.”, steeple clock,
ca 1932. This is their “Copley” model in a 15 ½ inch mahogany case, ivory colored artwork dial, tablet with
ships painting, and most of a label on the back. The 8day time and gong striking movement is running and
striking hours and half hours. I am not a Session connoisseur, but it is nice. Ly-Sessions #612. $50-$100.

496.
$25
“The E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co., Forestville,
Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, “Rose Gilt”, ca 1869.
The rosewood veneered case is only 9 ¼ inches tall,
has been cleaned, polished, and the gilt around the
glasses restored also. I believe the tablet is a replacement, door latch intact, good label inside, original
painted dial is still very good to be almost 150 years
old. The one-day movement is running, has an alarm that rings on an
iron bell. Ly-Welch #393. $50-$100.

490.
$25
Junghans, Germany, miniature steeple clock, ca 1877.The
mahogany case is 15 inches tall, has door latch, original
glasses, new or new painted dial, complete paper label,
old pendulum and key, and a 30-hour time only movement with built in alarm that rings on an iron bell. $50$100.
491.
$25
“Waterbury Clock Company, Waterbury, Conn.” miniature steeple clock, “Small Gothic”, ca 1881. Good 15-inchhigh mahogany veneered case has been restored, has
original door latch, original glasses with some backing
touched up, complete label, old pendulum and key, original painted dial with a few chips mostly around the
screws. The movement is 30-day time only and is running. Ly-Waterbury # 1485. $50-$100.

497.
$25
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, wood cased mantel
clock, “Doric-Extra”, ca 1880. This clock is 16 ¼ inches
tall, made of rosewood veneer, has original door latch
and one original glass, and one replaced. Inside is a replaced paper dial, replaced hands, brass bell, brass pendulum, and the 8-day time and strike movement that is
running. There is a partial label on the back. Ly-Ingraham, pages 270271. $50-$100.

492.
$25
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. 8-day steeple clock, the
“Gothic”, ca 1929. The mahogany case stands 16 inches
tall with a Colonial style tablet. The clock is all original,
cleaned and polished, with an 8-day time and striking
movement that is running. This is a good quality clock
that is a faithful reproduction of those made by Gilbert in
the late 1800’s. Ly-Gilbert #1091. $50-$100.

498.
$25
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.”, ca 1878. The
24 ½ inch high mahogany veneered case is very clean,
appears to be completely original, and has had no repairs or additions. The columns have retained their
paint, both glasses are original and there is still some
gold on the capitals and bases of the columns. The
movement is spring driven but the case was made to
accommodate both a weight driven and spring driven movement.
There is a door knob, correct pendulum bob, coil gong, very good
original painted metal dial, and a pair of hands and key. The brass
movement is 30-hour, signed, running, and strikes on a coil gong. LyWelch, page 163. $50-$100.

493.
$25
“Waterbury Clock Company, Waterbury, Conn.” miniature steeple
clock, “Small Gothic”, ca 1881. Good 15-inch-high mahogany veneered case has been cleaned and polished. You do
understand that these days there is polish we use
that takes the smoke and other pollutants off the
wood in one wipe. It has original door latch, original
glasses, complete label, old pendulum and key, and
original but repainted dial. The movement is 30-hour
time only and is running. Ly-Waterbury # 1485. $50$100.

499.
$90
E. N. Welch Clock Co. Novelty clock, “The Jewel”, ca
1891. The 3.5” case is solid cut glass, has a porcelain
dial and the three hands look to be original. It is
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503.
$35
Two clocks, Parker Clock Co. “Rotary Hammer
Alarm No. 61” and Parker & Whipple Co. miniature. Parker & Whipple made miniature clocks
from 1868-1893, followed by the Parker Clock
Co. until about 1926, with the latter firm specializing in alarm clocks. The 3-inch miniature is
housed in a dull brass case that might have been gilded, based on
the back cover. It is missing the hour hand and does not run, being
wound tightly. The yellowed paper dial is signed “AE Hotchkiss
Patent”. The handle on the back winds the clock and pulls out to
set the time from underneath. The 6.5-inch alarm is in a nickel case
with considerable oxidation but a good polish, such as Simichrome,
would probably make a difference. There is a “silent/alarm” toggle
in front under the nickel bell, but we did not test it. The clock is fully
wound and will run for a short while. The paper dial is yellowed; the
winding key on the back is not correct but works. You can find this
clock on page 191 of Ly’s “American Clocks” Vol. 1. $50-$100.

signed on the back plate. This movement was the top of the line for
these little clocks, some were made as a striker and a repeater. This
one books for over $500 (back in the day). Ly-Welch, page 249. $100
-$200.
500.
$1200
E. Howard Regulator No. 10 reissue, 1976. The walnut
case and movement are marked #454 and dated August
of 1976. There is some wear to the left side of the bezel
where it is held during opening, and a 1-inch chip of
veneer reglued on the right side behind the upper
hinge. Neither is noticeable without close inspection.
All glasses as new, no nicks or scratches to the case;
good dial. It is running as expected. A nice mid-tone
walnut finish. We sold two last July for $1375 and $1625.
$1200-$1600.
501.
$1275
Atkins “Parlor No. 1”, ca. 1855. This timepiece was likely made by
Atkins, Whiting & Co. (1850-1855) or the Atkins Clock Mfg. Co. (18551859) and retailed by J.J. Beals & Co. (1849-1861) at Haymarket
Square in Boston. There is a label inside, difficult to read behind the
wagon spring, that appears to be a Beals label. The time-only,
round double-wind movement is driven by Atkin’s Type III 30-day
“wagon spring” and is running. I cannot guarantee that the bottom
glass is original, but it probably should have a reverse-painted design. The upper glass is original with good
retention of the gold leaf stencil but some
loss of the blue background. The zinc dial is
likely original but may have been repainted; it
is signed “J. J. Beals & Co. Boston”. The
rosewood veneer on the case is without damage and I do not see any repairs. The lower
door handle is probably original, but the upper handle appears to be a replacement. It
stands 17.5 inches high. Schmitt’s sold a very
similar example in 2014 for $1800. $1400$2000.

504.

$75
Unknown maker, “Urn” iron-front, ca 1865. The
label inside this 13-inch iron-front is too faded to
read and the 30-hour time-and-alarm movement is
unsigned. There is an old paper dial, a new minute
hand and two replacement glasses. The clock is
running strongly. The hand-painted gold filigree
paint is in pretty good shape but the flowers under the dial are faded. Service label from 1980 on
the back. $75-$125.

505.
$1600
Charles Kirke wooden works miniature, 1827-1832. Mr. Kirke is
known mostly for his pillar & scroll and column & splat clocks, usually made for George Mitchell, a well-known retailer from 1821-1832.
This is a 20-inch column & cornice with a 30-hour time-only wooden
movement. I would guess everything is original, including both
glasses, the wooden dial board and hands, 4-lb iron square iron
weight, and even the dust cover over the pulley.
There is an excellent label as well and good
original stenciling on the columns. There is
considerable flaking to the tablet but the image
is evident. The minute hand has a repair to the
tip. The clock will run for a bit and then stop
but can be pressed on with finger pressure on a
gear. There are only three Kirke clocks in the
Antique Clocks Price Guide, none of which are
miniatures like this; this clock sold at Cottone’s
in 2015 for $1600. $1600-$2600.

502.
$1000
Seth Thomas off-center pillar & scroll, ca. 1825. This is a really nicely
restored pillar & scroll from Seth Thomas’s early clockmaking period. It holds his wood frame 30-hour movement and an original Seth
Thomas dial (note the beehives and flowers below the mainstem). The refinished mahoganyveneered case is in perfect condition with no
veneer repairs, although the scrollwork at the
top is a more recent replacement. The feet and
skirt appear to be original, but no guarantee
there. The upper glass is old but probably not
1820’s old, and the lower glass is newer, with a
very nicely done repainted but unsigned image.
Both glasses have been reputtied into place.
There is a nice ivory escutcheon; all brass urn
finials are correct to style for this clock but are
newer issue. There are two possibly original lead weights, and four
pulleys, two of which are wood and two are early pewter. When we
hung the weights the strike took right off, striking on an iron bell,
but the time side was reluctant and required additional finger pressure to run. I see one gear-tooth repair. The label is very nice, too
nice, and is probably a replacement. You can wait for a more original off-center P&S, and pay a lot more when you find one, or enjoy
this one now at a reasonable price. We sold a similar example in
July for $1000. $1000-$1500.

506.
$100
Ansonia “Ringgold”, ca. 1886. A nicely refinished walnut case, 24.5 inches high. The crest appears to be a
replacement and is missing the center circular ornament, and the left return is missing. The glass is old
but the book shows a decorated glass; the dial is new
paper. The inside of the case is wallpapered and there
is a nice Ansonia beat scale, no label front or back.
The 8-day time and half-hour strike movement is
signed and running, striking on a wire gong. No sales in the Antique
Clocks Price Guide, so must be uncommon. $100-$200.
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an engraved, silvered brass face holding three separate dials: a minute chapter ring, a 12-hour lower
dial, and a seconds dial on top. Each dial has one
hand. The clock face was often signed, but not
here, so we do not know who made it. The movement has heavy front and back brass plates with
side plates, five large pillars fastened with screws
between the plates and dial, large 6-spoke wheels
with capped pivots front and back, a dead-beat
escapement and pallets with jeweled faces, all features typical of this style of clock. There is a centering adjustment for the pendulum anchor; the
pendulum hangs from a separate mount on the
back of the case and is also adjustable left-to-right.
The pendulum weight is a heavy glass jar containing mercury, held in a decorative cradle on a steel
rod. The single silver-plated weight is suspended
on a silvered, spoked pully and needs replating or
replacement. The loss of finish to the weight is the
only real flaw to this clock, although the face could stand to be resilvered. The 90-inch case is pine with a high-quality figured mahogany veneer all around, including inside on the visible back wall. There
is a gothic window in the door that is repeated in form in the bonnet, with three pyramid steeples on top and the center steeple sitting on mahogany block. The front corners are chamfered and the
base is scrolled and veneered. There are no noticeable losses,
scratches, or bruises to the case and it all appears original, including
the glasses. There are a number of penciled inscriptions on the
back, the earliest I see is dated 1841, and later 1899. The clock is
running easily and keeping accurate time. Similar clocks have sold in
the last decade for from $4000 to $17,500 at R.O. Schmitt, Fontaine’s, and Harris. $4000-$10,000. We can deliver east of the Rockies, <350 mi – $175, >350 mi – $325.

507.
$40
Seth Thomas “Banjo No. 8”, 1933. This is a 29-inch banjo with a mahogany case; it may instead be the “Crandall” or “Banjo
No. 7”, both of which are the same dimensions and have
the same #120 round pendulum movement. The glasses
are interesting here; both are silhouettes, I believe of
George Washington and Mount Vernon, against a solid
painted background. They are not shown in Ly’s books
on Seth Thomas clocks, but ST did use some silhouette
panels in select clocks during this period (see “Special
No. 26” in Ly’s Vol. 1). The silvered dial is in good shape
behind a beveled convex glass, with two brass sidearms
and a brass eagle finial. The hands are ST issue. There is
a veneer chip on top of the clock where the finial got knocked off.
It is not visible from the front. The back-plate appears to be a replacement. We can’t keep this clock running for more than a few
minutes. $60-$125.
508.
$60
Sessions “Revere” banjo, ca. 1927. A 35.5-inch banjo in a
mahogany-finished case, with some wear to the finish;
wax would fix. The glasses are as shown in the catalog
photo (see Ly, Sessions Clocks). The iveroid dial is good
behind a convex glass, hands appropriate, finial correct.
The 8-day signed pendulum movement is running, striking on a cathedral gong on the hours and half-hours.
$60-$125.
509.
$60
Seth Thomas “Banjo No. 2”, ca. 1928. A 29-inch mahogany-cased banjo with a silver dial and correct hands, beveled convex glass, two reverse-painted glasses, brass side
-rails and a gilded eagle finial. The 8-day #125 lever movement strikes the hours and half-hours on a vertical rod. It
is running and striking appropriately. $60-$150.

513.
$50
Chauncey Jerome cottage, 1845-1855. Jerome made a number of
cottage clocks in this style with a reverse-painted glass door, signed
at the bottom “C Jerome | New Haven”, in a rosewood-veneered
case. The upper sides and top are grain-painted to match and save
on veneer costs. There is some loss to the backing on this silver
scroll design with green vine leaves at the corners.
Many of these clocks had wooden dial boards and I
am not convinced that this old painted metal dial, or
the matched small unsigned brass time-and-alarm 30
-hr movement are original to the clock, based on
screw holes in the dial mounting strips. The hands
are appropriate replacements. There is no label
inside, but parts of an illegible label are protected by
plastic on the back. The clock is running, we didn’t test the alarm.
$50-$100.

510.
$75
New Haven “Whitney”, ca. 1932. This is an
unusual banjo in that it plays Westminster chimes on
four rods. The case is in a mahogany finish, 30-inches
long, with two correct panel designs behind the glasses.
The dial is cream-colored behind a convex glass, the
hands, side-arms and eagle finial are correct. A scrape
on the right throat frame has been stained to match.
The clock is ticking but the chimes are not functioning
and will need some sort of adjustment; they try to strike
on the quarter hours. A small label on the back, but no
instructions for use. $75-$150.
511.
$150
Seth Thomas “Eclipse”, ca. 1880. The Eclipse, or
“Ball-top” is shown in Vol. 2 of Ly’s book on Seth
Thomas clocks, page 724. This one is in walnut,
likely original finish, with an old decorated glass, a
signed paper dial, proper hands and an Eclipse pendulum bob. There is a label inside and a pushbutton door lock. The clock is running and striking;
the alarm was not tested. A nice example, 24 inches high. $150-$200.

514.
$300
E.N. Welch “Owasco”, ca. 1890. This is a Welch clock
that is not found in Ly’s book on Welch clocks. It is 37
inches in length in black walnut with an old dark finish.
There are inscribed designs on the door dial surround,
the corners of the crest, and the base. The signed dial
is old paper, the brass bob could use some polish, the
pendulum stick original. The 8-day brass spring-driven
movement is signed, time-only (perfect for a bedroom) and running strongly. There is a good label
identifying the maker and model on the back. An uncommon clock; there are no listings in the Antique
Clocks Price Guide and I do not see that we have sold

512.
$2500
English astronomical regulator, ca. 1830. A number of English clockmakers made astronomical regulators beginning in the early 1800’s
in a variety of styles. This clock is typical of the time-only style, with
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520.
$1200
Seth Thomas “Garfield”, ca. 1883. This classic, weight-driven shelf
clock is 30 inches high, named after the second US president to be
assassinated, in 1881. The case is walnut in an old if not original finish and with a nice amount of “patina”. The glass
is original, the dial repainted long ago; the hands
are original, as is the pendulum and bob. The dial
trim, weights, and damascened pendulum bob are
nickel-plated; the weights and bob could use a bit
of polish and the weights are not Seth Thomas
issue. A decent label inside on the bottom, no
date on the back of the case. The movement is
correct to this model and is running, but would
benefit from service. We sold this clock in 2017 for
$1525. $1200-$1500.

one in the last 5 years. $300-$600.
515.
$900
Waltham banjo, ca. 1930. A weight-driven banjo in a 41inch mahogany case with the original hand-painted glass
panels (very nice) and an old painted metal dial. The
weight shield and pully-suspended lead weight are replacements; everything else appears original. The brass
sidearms and bezel could stand to be polished. The 8day signed brass plate movement is running easily and
keeping time. These typically sell for around $1000.
516.
$50
Ansonia “Dispatch”, ca. 1883. A 30-inch black lacquer
case with incised gold trim, shown on page 177 of Ly’s
book on Ansonia clocks. An 8-inch signed paper dial,
replacement hands, pendulum bob looks newer. The
front glass should be decorated, two finials are missing at the top, and the top-most and bottom-most
pieces of trim have been broken off and reglued. Ok,
so it’s not perfect. The signed Ansonia 8-day springdriven movement is running and striking on a cathedral gong with a nice sound. The interior backboard
appears to have been modified with an applied painted lace doily.
No label inside or out. Key included. $50-$100.

521.
$1500
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 6”, ca.
1877. A refinished walnut case, 33 inches high,
with painted black dials and gold lettering, nickel
hands, old finials, an inset seconds bit dial, and a
long-drop pendulum with a damascened nickel
bob. Everything is original, including the retouched lettering on the wavy door glass. The
signed Seth Thomas movement is running, keeping time, and the calendar is advancing. The painted dials, nickel bezels, and nickel hands need a
good cleaning, and there is a bit of chipping on
the dials, but that’s about all I can find to complain
about. $1500-$1800.

517.
$125
F. Kroeber “Jamestown”, ca. 1881. The book
says ebony but I think that means black lacquer,
with incised gold trim on an 18.5-inch case. The
gold leaf decoration on the glass is worn; the
porcelain dial shows some hairlines and chips
around the center post. There is a signed 8-day
time-and-strike brass movement with a nice mirrored glass pendulum that is running and striking
a nickel bell. The label on the back is mostly
worn off. No sales in the Antique Clocks Price Guide since 2001, so
this is not a common model. In those years it sold for around $300;
today I’d look for $150-$250; Kroebers remain popular.

522.
$250
Vienna “Remember” 2-weight wall clock, ca. 1875.
The Remember clocks were made by Gebruder Resch
in Vienna, Austria in the late 1800’s. This 50-inch
Vienna holds a signed time-and-strike movement driven by two weights. We can’t keep the movement
running. The case is all original, top to bottom, and
the door glass is quite wavy; there are two side glasses. The dial is porcelain in two parts, with typical fancy pierced hands; there are some hairlines and chips.
$250-$500.

518.
$150
Self-Winding Clock Co., ca. 1923. The Self-Winding Clock Company
began in 1886 and lasted until the 1960’s. This
wall clock, in a simple walnut case 21 inches
square, has a 14-inch aluminum dial and a 120beat movement. It is wired for synchronous
operation and winds on two D-cell batteries. It is
running and keeping time, although we did not
test its ability to self-wind. You can read more on
SWCC clocks in Ly’s American Clocks, Vol. 2. Self-winding clocks
were owned by the company and leased to businesses, schools, and
jewelers. $150-$250.

523.
$50
Korean wall regulator, ca. 1920. A 30-inch walnut
wall regulator with an 8-day (perhaps more) springdriven movement and a 7-inch imitation porcelain
dial. The movement is signed “Made in Korea” and
strikes a wire gong on the hour and half-hour. The
lower glass is marked “Regulator A”. There is no
label, inside or back. It is running and striking. $50$150.
524.
$200
Brewster & Ingrahams four-column steeple, 18431852. A 19-inch dark mahogany 4-column steeple
with 3 out of 4 original finials, original signed dial,
correct hands, original glasses top and bottom,
and a signed 8-day time-and-strike movement with
both brass springs, running and striking as expected. It has a fancy gong mount and a good
label inside. It is only missing the door lock escutcheon. We sold one in July of last year for
$500. $250-$500.

519.
$50
Self-Winding Clock Co., ca. 1923. A 15-inch square
metal case with a 10-inch dial and a 120-beat Style
F movement. Wired for synchronous operation
and winds on two D-cell batteries. We couldn’t
get the spring to wind and so it won’t run, but you
may know how. There is a red light on the dial
whose function is unknown to us, but it lights
when we close a circuit by hand. Labeled inside and on the dial
“Naval Observatory Time | Western Union”. $50-$150.
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Seem calendar dial. The 8-day time-and-strike movement is signed and running, striking, and keeping
time, and the calendar is advancing. The dial is
signed “Seem’s Dial, Patented Jan 7, 1868”; it is
soiled and will not easily clean. There are three windows through which the day, date, and month show
in worn and chipped red lettering. Both the top and
frosted bottom glass are old and likely original. The
veneer is in fine shape, there is a torn label inside but
the maker and location are clear. A rare clock. $350-$500.

525.
$275
Forestville Manufacturing Co. Empire shelf clock, 1842-1849. There
are two names at the bottom of the interior label, J.C. Brown and C. Goodrich, which suggests
this is the later incarnation of the Forestville
MFG. Co., consistent with the case style and the
brass stamped (not strap) movement, which is
also signed Forestville MFG Co., Bristol CT. Incidentally, the color lithograph above the manufacturer’s label is complete and shows Tell’s
Chapel on Lake Lucerne (Uri) in Switzerland, and
is associated with William Tell the archer. The
original image was drawn by W.H. Bartlett and
published in 1837. The case is 34 inches high in figured mahogany
veneer with three old and almost certainly original glasses, held in
place with old if not original putty. The wood dial shows some wear
and soiling, and has been broken in half and repaired. It too is almost certainly original, as dial nail holes match nail holes in the vertical
supports.
The
dial
is
signed
exactly
“FORESTVILL,MANUFACTURING CO.” and “BRISTOL.CT.U.S.A.”
There are two old cast iron Forestville MFG-style weights (not
shown) and a lead pendulum bob with a stamped brass cover. The
matching hands are very old. The clock is running easily and striking
a wire gong. It has that delightful aroma of an old clock inside. You
will not find one more original than this. $300-$600.

529.
$275
Waterbury “Galesburg”, ca. 1906. A 52-inch case, dark
with decades of wax and dirt. They made this clock in
oak or mahogany, I can’t rule out oak, but it looks like
mahogany under the grime. A paper dial, correct hands
and all correct finials, a possible replacement pendulum
and bob. The door glass is old and possibly original. The
8-day spring-driven, time and half-hour strike movement
is signed and running, keeping time. Good label on the
back. If you wanted to put some effort into cleaning the
finish I suspect you would be rewarded with a finelooking clock. $300-$500.
530.
$475
Marsh, Gilbert & Co. 8-day clock, 1832-1834. These
guys were together for just two years, manufacturing 30-hr and 8-day wooden works clocks. As noted
on the label, this one uses ivory bushings. The massive iron weights are over 13 lb each and are compounded on wooden pulleys. A note with the clock
explains that very heavy weights were needed to
drive the clock, as it used essentially a 30-hour movement with small spindles and long cords. We did not
test the movement. The wooden dial is nice, with
minor losses around the 1; hands are appropriate and
period. The lower glass was nicely repainted in the door, no signature. The dial glass is cracked and also original, with the original
putty holding both glasses in place. The bronzed columns still show
the original design and the carved eagle splat looks original. No
veneer losses that I can see, making for a very attractive 8-day
wooden works clock, 36.5-inches high. Pretty good label inside.
$500-$800

526.
$250
Birge, Peck & Co. “triple decker”, 1849-1859. A 36inch case with some restoration. I believe the
crest has been repaired or replaced, and some of
the mottled paint on the columns and feet may be
newer. The turned rear feet are clearly replacements. Nonetheless, it looks great, with three old
glasses in excellent condition, all held in by wood
strips. There is an excellent label inside and a
wood dial that needs a light cleaning; the hands
are old if not original, and there are old door handles. The pinned, strap-brass 8-day movement is
unsigned but is running and striking on cue. A very
nice example of this style of mid-1800’s clock. $250-$500.
527.
$1200
Seth Thomas “Office Calendar No. 1”, 1869. A large (40-inch) and
iconic Seth Thomas calendar clock in very good condition. The rosewood veneer is dark and rich and the painted dials
are clean and chip-free. The day and month roller
covers are complete (and old). There are good labels inside and a card that shows the date the clock
was set at the factory in 1869. The 8-day weightdriven movement is oily and runs tentatively, stopping after 10-20 min; it will need attention if you
wish to run this clock. The calendar mechanism is
functional. We do not have the male key for the
door lock, but an Allen wrench will work if you wish
to lock the door. This is one of the nicer looking
examples of this model that we have seen. We sold one in 2017 for
$2000. $1200-$1800

531.
$600
Ansonia “Capitol”, ca. 1901. Ansonia made three
slightly different versions of the Capitol over 20+
years; this is the last version; they also made spring
and weight-driven versions. This one is in black walnut with a nice finish; the finials are correct but probably reproduced, as is the crest. The glasses are old,
the dial is glossy paper, the hands correct. Note the
seconds bit. This example is weight-driven, time-only,
8-day, and the movement is signed and running. I
can’t be sure the weights are original and the pendulum and bob are strongly suspect. Nonetheless, a nice
-looking clock, 54 inches tall. The weight-driven versions seem to be less common than the spring-driven
versions. $600-$900.

528.
$350
Chauncey Jerome “Seem’s calendar” steeple, ca. 1870. Josiah K.
Seem invented a calendar dial that could be used on any clock with
a simple addition to the main stem. He is associated with the Macomb Calendar Clock Co. This 20-inch steeple was made by C. Jerome in New Haven and contains a double fusee movement and the

532.
$450
Seymour, Williams & Porter 8-day clock, 1832-1839. These three
worked out of Farmington, CT. This two-door case is 35 inches tall
with good mahogany veneer all-around. This clock has had some
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glasses are old, the 14-inch dial repainted some
time ago. The weight-driven movement is unsigned but is numbered; the weight is unmarked.
The weight shield is a replacement, the pendulum
tie-down was retained. The pendulum bob is typical of the Boston Clock Co. but there is no label.
We assume this was a special order, as nothing
similar is shown in the catalogs for BCC or the Chelsea Clock Co. The clock is running and keeping
time. $5000-$8000.

restoration: the carved eagle splat is newer; the
tablet was nicely repainted on new glass; the
columns and capitals have been repainted. I
think it looks great, but grunge isn’t my thing.
The dial shows a lot of “stretch marks”, but is
colorful and I don’t believe I’d replace it. Note
that there is a seconds bit on this clock, not common on wooden works clocks. The movement
looks fine but we didn’t test it with the two old
unmatched weights. I have run 8-day wooden
works clocks and they keep remarkable time, but
I find that they are sensitive to humidity and temperature. $450-$800.

536.

$125

E.C. Brewster shelf clock, 1836-1839. This 23.5-inch
rosewood-veneered case contains a brass 8-day
spring movement probably manufactured by
Charles Kirke; it has an iron backplate and enclosed
brass springs. There is card label inside and an
early pendulum bob. The metal dial is yellowed,
the hands appropriate to Brewster. The lower
rosewood panel is probably a later replacement for
a mercury mirror, and the dial glass is newer. The
door locks with a brass escutcheon and key. There
is some missing veneer, some repairs, and some
loose pieces. Significant for the early brass movement. $150-$200.

533.
$1400
Seth Thomas “Regulator No. 9”, ca. 1896. This 48-inch clock came
in walnut or cherry; this one is walnut with a very
nice finish. It has a signed, painted metal dial with
some scrapes and dents; it looks like it was taken
from another clock and soldered into this bezel. The
time-only movement is unsigned (not uncommon),
driven by an appropriate brass weight. The pendulum bob is nickel, damascened, with some surface
corrosion when viewed closely. It’s too bad (but not
uncommon) that the weight is not also nickelplated. The door glass is not old and there is no
label; we have seen the lack of a label before on this
model. It is running without problem and keeping
time. $1400-$1600.

537.
$1200
Ansonia “Colonel”, ca. 1914. A 61-inch time-only,
weight-driven clock with an 18-inch dial, in refinished black walnut with a rather light finish. The
door glass is old, the dial glass new. The dial has
been repainted, the hands are correct. The case
style and door framing differ slightly from the catalog drawing and may be year-to-year variation. I
believe the bottom of the base has been replaced.
The pendulum bob has been polished to death, the
brass weights are fine. The unsigned movement is
running and keeping time. I can’t exclude the possibility that this is a newer case with some original
parts, such as the dial, hands, and upper weight pulley assemblies; I
can only find one previous sale, in 2003 for $4800, so there isn’t
much to compare to. An impressive and uncommon clock. Inquire
about delivery options. $1200-$1800.

534.
$300
Hoadley 30-hour shelf clock, ca. 1825. This miniature (24-inch) 30hour wooden works shelf clock is attributed to
Silas Hoadley but we can’t prove that, as there is
no label. It holds an unusual upside-down movement (winder at the top) with the weight cord
running up the right and out across the two top
pulleys to descend on the left with the 3-lb lead
weight. Why the weight is strung in this way isn’t
clear, as the same amount of weight-travel would
be obtained simply by running it down the right
side. Note also that the escape wheel is at the
bottom of the movement – this movement is truly
upside-down. You might think he was using a
standard case and adapted it to this movement, but even that appears not to be true: the movement is shifted to the left to accommodate the right-sided mainstem and winder. This makes for a
narrow weight chute on the left, where the weight travels. Again,
why not use a heavier weight and a compounded cord in the now
widened right channel, giving more than 30 hr per winding? The
logic in the design of this clock is not obvious to us. The dial has
been repainted and both glasses are newer, with some kind of fullglass decal on the lower glass. A repainted quarter-column on each
side and a possibly re-stenciled splat leave little unretouched detail
to this unusual clock, and there is nothing similar in the Antique
Clocks Price Guide. It is running and keeping time. $300-$600.
Interior Back

538.
$250
Mark Lane shelf clock, 1828?-1835. A 29-inch column & splat case with good veneer all around, two
nice claw feet and newer turned feet in the back,
bronzed columns with wear, and an old dial with an
unusual pattern in the middle. I think the splat is a
replacement, as is the tablet and lower glass, which
is now cracked in several places. The dial glass is
original, with original putty. Lane made cases and
bought movements elsewhere; this one is a standard 30-hour wooden movement with two old weights. We did not
test it. Mark Lane clocks are not common; only three listed in the
Antique Clocks Price Guide. $250-$500.
539.
$5000
Seth Thomas “Suez” double-dial calendar, ca. 1883. There is only
one example of a Suez calendar in the Antique Clocks Price Guide
and it sold at RO Schmitt’s in 2011 for $7500. This one is a beauty, 44
-inches in walnut with a nice finish. I’m tempted to call the dials
original, but with only a hint of flaking it is more likely they are an
old repaint. The hands are correct, the nickel pendulum bob dama-

535.
$4000
Boston Clock Co. office regulator, 1888-1897. Well, it looks like a
Howard No. 75, doesn’t it? There are two similar examples in the
Antique Clocks Price Guide, one of which sold at Schmitt’s in 2008
for $17,000. We won’t be that optimistic, but this is a darn nice
clock. The 40-inch case is cherry with a nicely rubbed finish. Both
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carvings. The trim pieces all look to be original.
Both dials have their original paint, now chipping
on top, less so on the calendar dial, with some
inpainting. Both glasses are old. There is a signed
8-day time-and-strike, weight-driven lyre movement and an RT Andrews calendar movement, all
of which are running and striking. Good labels
inside, including a service label from 1968. Two
large iron weights included; the calendar roller
papers have been replaced. Not a common calendar clock; Fontaine’s sold one in March of last
year for $3250. $3000-$3500.

scened, a beat scale behind it. The calendar rollers
are old, yellowed, and possibly original. The signed
8-day, time-and-strike spring movement is running
and the RT Andrews calendar is advancing. You’ll
not find one better, if you find another at all.
$5000-$7500.
540.
$500
B. Morrill New England Mirror clock, ca. 1830. Unfortunately, there are some serious deficiencies
with this clock. For starters, the dial surround is a
print of a dial surround mounted on cardboard,
rather than a reverse-painted image. Ok, that can
be fixed; many New England mirror clocks have repainted glasses.
The dial glass is old, but not period. The mirror is
also a replacement; old, but not period. Again,
not uncommon. The front of the case has been
repainted including the formerly gilded columns,
again not uncommon, and the corner rosettes
replaced. Ok. The 29.5-inch case itself is very old,
and I would say original but the corners are not
dove-tailed; as far as I can tell Morrill cases were
often dove-tailed. The nicely painted and signed
metal dial is on aluminum rather than iron. Ouch.
The hands are period but not original. The square
weight is a modern replacement, and the movement, while an early Morrill wheelbarrow movement, does not run and needs at least one rebushing. So there you
have it; a nice looking clock with numerous issues. These are the
times when we wish we were an eBay seller and could claim “I don’t
know anything about clocks”. But we can’t. $500-$1000.

543.
$420
Seth Thomas “Office Calendar No. 4”, 1870’s. A
28-inch double-dial perpetual calendar in rosewood veneer with a very old and slightly crusty
finish. No missing veneer, even on the buttons;
the upper dial repainted and varnished, the lower
dial numbering touched up, with some flaking.
Both glasses are old, the calendar roller papers
yellowed but not too dark. Label on the backside
of the door. Eight-day time-only movement
signed and running, calendar advancing but
needs adjustment. Not much to complain about
here. We routinely sell these models for $450-$550.
544.

$125

Seth Thomas & Sons “No. 5000”, 1872. A 10.5inch drumhead clock in walnut with ebonized
trim. The signed dial is porcelain behind a thick
beveled glass. The minute hand is a replacement.
It runs 15 days, time and half-hour strike on a nickel bell. It is running sporadically and will likely
need some TLC. I think the pendulum is a replacement. Shown on page 1044 of Ly’s second volume on Seth Thomas clocks; I can’t find any sales records. $125-$175.

541.
$850
Bradley & Hubbard “Topsey”, ca. 1867. One of the more desirable
“blinking eye” clocks of the late 1800’s, originally made by Bradley
& Hubbard, and later copied by other makers. Here’s how you can
tell an original from a reproduction: originals have a lever movement with a fast-slow adjustment lever (the
“smile”) at the top of the dial, and have simple
eyes with a black pupil on a white background.
Beware of replacement “doll’s eyes” as they
greatly reduce the value. Not all blinking eye
clocks are signed by B&H under the base; Topseys
typically are not. Once you are sure you have an
original the next issue is the paint; most have lost
considerable paint, and most, at a minimum, have
been touched up. Some have been completely
repainted; we have a stripped and repainted
“Continental Soldier” in this auction (#619). Look
for jagged edges on missing paint, or underneath
repaints. This example has been touched up, but most of the paint
appears to us to be original. The movement is an unsigned 30-hour
lever movement (some were signed “Waterbury”, many were not)
that is running, and the original eyes move up and down as expected (note that in some reproductions the eyes move left to
right). The dial has been repapered and the hands are replacements. A new flat glass is puttied into the original bezel. She
stands 16.5 inches high. A superior example; a similar example sold
at Schmitt’s in 2017 for $1300. $1200-$1500.

545.
$500
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 4”, 1875-1889. Good and
bad here. The walnut case is in great condition; the
door glass is original with touched-up gold Fashion
lettering, and there are good labels inside. The dial
boards have gold incising, the finials are original but
with new tips installed that are not to specs. Hands
are correct, the signed Seth Thomas movement is
running like a champ and striking appropriately. The
calendar movement is functional. That brings us to
the bad: The zinc dials are seriously warped, sunken,
and eroding from the back. They rub against the
pendulum and will probably need to be replaced. In
addition, we have no pendulum for this clock. This clock has great
potential if you have the needed parts. $500-$800.
546.
$350
Waterbury “Calendar No. 44”, ca. 1891. A 24-inch
walnut case with an old finish, two signed, painted
metal dials with flaking to the calendar dial and
some smearing of the numbering; correct hands,
and two old glasses in the bezels. Decent label
behind plastic on the back. The clock is running,
striking on the hour and half-hour, and the calendar is advancing. Signed key included. These sell
for about $400 on eBay. $350-$450.

542.
$3000
Seth Thomas “Parlor Calendar No. 10”, 1890. There are two versions of this model differing in the trim at the top. It stands 36inches tall in a refinished walnut case with burl trim and elaborate
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advancing. This clock is described and pictured in Ly’s Calendar
Clocks on page 200. The most recent sale of a mantel Register on
eBay was in last May for $885. $600-$900.

547.
$525
Waterbury “Calendar No. 36”, ca. 1891. This is a small Waterbury
calendar, only 28 inches in a refinished oak case with
knurled columns and ample carvings; the finish is old
with a bit of crustiness. Both dials are painted, probably original, with slight chipping to the calendar
dial. The door glass is old. The 8-day time and halfhour strike movement is running and the calendar is
advancing. Good labels on the back. The movements are pictured on page 306 of Ly’s book Calendar Clocks. We’ve only sold one in the last decade;
there were three sales at RO Schmitt’s in the last
five years for $750-$800. $600-$800.

551.
$950
Wm. Cummens banjo, ca. 1820. A Federal-style weightdriven banjo attributed to Wm Cummens of Roxbury in
a 33-inch banded-mahogany case. The signature on the
very old painted iron dial has been added or strengthened, so we can’t be sure it is by Cummens, but note
the gold ring inside the numerals that is found on other
Cummens banjos. He did not sign his movements,
which used a T-bridge as found here. Both glasses
were repainted by Thomas Moberg on old glass, the
dial glass is newer. The hands are original, the weight
old, the top finial a replacement. It is running easily
and includes a winder. $1200-$2500.

548.
$250
National Calendar Clock Co. “Column Calendar”, ca. 1890. The
movements were made by New Haven Clock Co.
and no location was ever given for NCCCo. Ly
(Calendar Clocks) shows three models, but they
also made a Fashion model. This one is all original, from the grain-painted “veneer” (hidden
under decades of grime) to the faux marble columns and gilt capitals and plinths. Both dials are
original painted metal with some touch-up to the
numbering; the hands are brass and just need
some polish. The New Haven signed movement
is very dirty and hasn’t been run in years, but
we’ve got it going; it strikes on a cathedral gong
and the simple calendar is advancing. These clocks never have a
label. Note that the left cornice return is missing its top and the
right cornice return is also damaged, and the left column plinth is
missing part of its base. It stands 27 inches tall; if you want to put
the time into cleaning the finish it will be the best-looking example
of this model I have seen. These typically sell for $500-$600 at major auction houses, and $450 and up on eBay. $450-$600.

552.
$500
Waltham “Banjo No. 31”, ca. 1905. A weight-driven banjo in a 40.5-inch mahogany case. Both reverse-painted
images are original, with some losses to the background, mostly along the edges. The painted iron dial
reads “S. A. Mac Queen Co.”, a silver retailer in Philadelphia in the early 1900’s. There is a convex glass in the
brass bezel and two original iron hands. The signed
movement runs 8 days; it is running without problem.
The major drawback to this large banjo is the replacement base – a well-carved piece that closely, but not
exactly, matches the mahogany case. If you can live
with that you will have a nice banjo that otherwise typically sells for over $1000. $500-$800.
553.
$300
E. Howard & Co. lever banjo, ca. 1920? This is a 30-inch
banjo with an E. Howard-signed lever spring movement.
The dial is also signed. I can’t find another example for
comparison. Both glasses are reverse-painted, the dial
glass is convex. It could use a bit of polish, but otherwise
looks to be entirely original and complete. It is running
but looks to be a bit slow. There is a fast-slow adjustment and a key; no label. This is an ideal clock for you if
you live on a houseboat or yacht. $300-$500.

549.
$850
E. Howard Clock Co. “No. 70 Wall Regulator”, ca.1920. A 31-inch oak
case that looks like it was made in the early 1900’s. It is marked “7”
in several places, including the case, lower door, and
pendulum stick. The dial door is marked “6”, suggesting that it is a replacement. The lower glass is
rebacked or repainted on old glass, the dial glass
looks like a newer replacement. The 12-inch zinc dial
looks to have been repainted, the hands are correct.
The weight is marked “70”, the pinned movement is
signed and has steel rather than brass plates. There
is no label and the wood weight shield has been
replaced with a metal shield. It is running and keeping time. No. 70’s in oak have been bringing $900$1000 of late.

554.
$2300
J Sawin Massachusetts shelf clock, ca. 1830. John Sawin apprenticed with Aaron Willard, Jr. and worked out of Boston until 1857;
he is best known for his presentation banjos. This
38-inch mahogany-cased timepiece includes an
uncommon alarm that strikes on a bell above the
movement, two old glasses repainted in period
style, possibly the original top finial, and four
turned feet. The finish needs a bit of cleaning and
polish and perhaps some staining touch-up due to
wear on the sides of the dial door. The dial door
latches and opens from the right; the dial is iron,
dish-shaped, with original paint and signature.
The short pendulum hangs behind the movement
and behind the lead weight. I see no replaced
pieces; note the wooden pulley on the left side
for the alarm lead weight. The lower tablet “girl
with a goat” is really quite nice. The clock is running and keeping time and the alarm is working.
This is the third of three uncommon early shelf

550.
$500
Jerome & Co. “Register”, ca. 1880. This firm was owned by the New
Haven Clock Co. which marketed calendar clocks
under this name. They used a BB Lewis calendar
mechanism, note the label inside. There is also a
label on the back. The walnut case is just under 28
inches tall with a clean old finish. The door glass is
old and likely original; the lower dial is original,
painted with black and blue lettering, while the time
dial is a paper replacement. The two small finials on
top are replacements, not quite to specs. The 8-day
time-only movement is running and the calendar is
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ornamentation; both can be seen on page 339 of Ly’s Calendar
Clocks. The 31-inch walnut case has been refinished very nicely and is just fine the way it is. Two
very old paper dials, the calendar dial signed; five
old hands and two old glasses. The 8-day timeand-strike spring movement is unsigned but
matches the one shown in Ly, with the club tooth
escapement. It is running easily and the calendar
is advancing. The calendar movement bears a
B.B. Lewis black label with the manufacturer
(Welch, Spring & Co.) and instructions setting the
calendar. We sold a very similar example in Jan
2017 for $1660. $1200-$1600.

clocks we have been able to offer in the past year. We sold a David
Wood ($7500) and a Nathan Munroe ($3500) in July. $2500-$5000.
555.
$1500
Seth Thomas “Regulator No. 25”, 1913. This
clock came in two sizes, a 32-inch model and a
37-inch model, the latter being associated with
the Harvey Houses on the Santa Fe Railroad.
This is the 37-inch model and is stamped on the
back “1913E”; although there were 84 Harvey
Houses at one time, in 1901 there were 45,
mostly along the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
route. There is no label with this clock and no
indication in which Harvey House restaurant it
resided. The distinctive blue design on the lower glass has been rebacked or repainted, on old
glass; the dial glass is also old. The painted dial
is old, but may have been repainted or touched up. The three hands
are correct, the signed No. 2 movement is running and keeping
time. The weight is ST issue but the pendulum does not have a
damascened bob. The oak case is called “Flemish oak”. We sold a
near-identical model in 2017 for $3250. $1500-$3000.

559.
$1500
Seth Thomas “Office Calendar No. 3”, ca. 1863. Commonly called
the “Peanut”, a highly sought-after early calendar wall clock from
Seth Thomas. This model had some unique characteristics: it used a round movement, time-only, that
had two small springs and ran 8 days. This is the
only clock that used that movement; it also had ST
trademark hands. The rosewood-veneered case is
24 inches tall with rosewood on the sides as well;
the dials are painted and touched up; both were
probably repainted long ago, and the calendar rollers likely repapered as well. The clock is running
nicely and the calendar is advancing. There is a label on the door and a door key is included. The last
one we sold went for $3000 in Jan 2017. $1800$3000.

556.
$550
Norris North column & splat shelf clock, 1824-1831. A 29-inch shelf
clock with a Torrington “east-west” 30-hour wooden movement.
Everything but the tablet looks original; the tablet was repainted by
Mr. Moberg, quite nicely. The stenciling on the splat is strong but
less so on the columns. The matching wood dial
is in good shape with some soiling, both glasses
are old and reputtied into the door. There are
two short stress fractures in the upper glass, but
they are stable. The hands are period, there is a
good label inside, along with two iron weights, a
pendulum bob, and a winding key. The movement is running but the strike side is sticky. Note
that the claw feet and turned feet in back appear
to be original; finding original rear feet is rare.
The veneer is good all around; this is a nice example of a Torrington movement fit into a standardwidth period shelf clock. We sold this clock in 2012 for $550. $600$900.

560.
$125
Kroeber “India”, ca. 1895. This enameled iron clock is 14 inches high
with a signed porcelain dial and elaborate hands. There is a flat
glass in the rococo sash. This model came in a number of colors and with a variety of dial types. This
one has been repainted and the gilded ornaments
repainted as well. The small dolphin ornament on
the top right has been reglued into position. The
unsigned 8-day time-and-strike movement is running and striking on the hours and half-hours.
Schmitt’s sold one in 2013 for $150. $125-$200.
561.
$375
Ansonia “La Nord”, ca. 1904. This 12-inch
porcelain clock has great coloring and no
flaws, repairs, or loss of gold highlighting.
The porcelain dial shows two hairlines between the 10 and 11. The Ansonia movement
is running, reluctantly, and needs some attention to get it running steadily. It may just
need to be unwound to loosen up. Beveled
glass in the sash. $375-$500.

557.
$425
Waterbury “Calendar No. 32”, ca. 1891. A 38-inch
walnut case with railings along the top and bottom
on a double-dial calendar that differs from the catalog illustrations: Note that the pendulum shows
through a window in-between the two dials, rather
than below the calendar dial as is typical for this
model. We see no evidence that the clock has been
modified post-production. Both dials are newer
paper, the lower dial is signed, and the calendar
hand is a replacement; the door glass is newer as
well. The 8-day time-and-half-hour strike movement
is unsigned and is running and striking; the calendar is advancing.
There is no label. The only sale in the Antique Clocks Price Guide
was in 2012 for $1700; we sold one last year for $627. This clock is
not as common as you might think. $600-$1000.

562.

$500
Japy Freres Egyptian themed black mantel, ca.
1925. The discovery of Tutankhamun’s unplundered tomb in 1922 set off the Egyptian-art deco
movement and led to impressive decorative
items like this French clock, with a bust of the
King’s death mask. Note the vulture head and
cobra on the headpiece, symbolizing rulership
over upper and lower Egypt. The case is of black
slate and weighs 36 lb, standing 16.5 inches tall.

558.
$1100
Welch, Spring & Co. “Audran, B.W.”, ca. 1872. This model is covered
in carvings and ornaments making it one of the prettiest calendar
shelf clocks. There actually are two styles that differ in the type of
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scribed starting on page 48 of Ly’s book Calendar Clocks. However,
it appears that parts were often mixed, either
at the factory or in Bubba’s shop later on.
This one contains an unsigned No. 2 movement and a repainted dial that matches the
movement (note the opening on the year dial
to view the leap year indicator) but was painted to match the No. 1 dial shown in the 1880
catalog illustration (it lacks the sunrise and
sunset times on the year dial). Ly says that
No. 2’s and 3’s typically had paper dials that
included sunrise and sunset times. The glass
is a No. 1 design, looks original but has been
rebacked. Even the pendulum bobs differed
between models; this one has a No. 1 bob.
The faded label inside is appropriate to both Model 1 and 2. The
calendar hands are correct but the time hands are replacements.
Incidentally, the dial tells you the time, date, day, month and – bonus – the moon’s monthly age in days. Setting all these hands is
complicated but is described in Ly’s book. The 28-inch case is rosewood veneer with grain-painted bezels; the dial glass is old, the
base may possibly be a very old replacement. The 8-day time-andstrike movement is running vigorously, striking and keeping time,
and the calendar hands are advancing. Your challenge will be to set
them correctly. We sold a No. 2 in similar condition in 2014 for
$2800, and a very nice No. 1 in 2017 for $3650. $2500-$3500.

There is some brassing to the face of the figure, but most of the
brass ornaments and decorations are in excellent shape. The dial is
marked “N Matson & Co, Chicago Ill”, a jeweler that went out of
business in 1887; the likelihood here is that this Japy Freres movement, made about 1879 (based on the medal stamp on the movement) replaces the movement that came with this case. The case
itself is not signed. There is a small piece missing from the cornice
at the right rear but it is not particularly noticeable. The clock is
running and striking. Usually you have to go to Los Angeles to find
a clock like this. $500-$1500.
563.
$250
Seth Thomas “Signet V.P.”, ca. 1880. A relatively short-lived clock
from Seth Thomas (5 years) with an unusual look for the time (see
that pun?). The walnut-veneered case is 23 inches with burled walnut geometric designs and ebony trim rings. The case is in rough
shape, and a long strip of veneer is missing off the right side (see
photo). Both glasses are old, the lower with the
original paint and “Visible Pendulum”. The dial
paint has been touched up and is probably a very
old repaint. Hands are original and rusty, as is
much of the movement. This is the 8-day timeand-strike model, with a wire gong (they also
made a time-only model). It will run and strike
briefly, but needs a thorough cleaning, as does
the case. The black label inside is faded to black
and unreadable. We sold a beautiful example last
summer for over $500, but that one was exceptional. $260-$400.

567.
$1250
Gilbert Clock Co. “Bordeaux”, ca. 1904. It’s in Ly’s book Gilbert
Clocks on page 109, but I can’t find any sales records anywhere. It is
14 inches tall in a green “French plate crystal glass case” with
“ormolu gold mountings”, a signed porcelain dial with brass hands,
and an outside escapement and a solid glass ball
mounted on top. I believe the spelter metal trim
was painted long ago when the gilding wore off. It
has a high-quality 8-day, signed round movement
that strikes the hours on a cathedral gong and the
half-hour on a cup bell mounted above the movement. It is running and striking. The right rear arm
piece of the trim is broken off at the top but is held
stably in place by the mounting (see the photo).
$1250-$2000.

564.
$900
Ansonia “Jupiter”, ca. 1914. One of Ansonia’s higher-end crystal regulators with cut glass columns on
either side, convex beveled glass doors, polished
brass and rich gold ornaments. The brass could
use some polish here, but otherwise this clock is in
fine shape. There is a crack across the front glass
in the upper right corner and the very left corner
of the back door, but neither one is noticeable.
There is some discoloration to the inside bottom,
while the porcelain dial with the Ansonia logo is
flawless. The clock is running and striking. There are Chinese reproductions of this model but they lack the “rack and snail” strike
mechanism. Authentic Jupiters sell for $1500-$2000.

568.
$950
T.C. Burleigh, Jr. presentation banjo, ca. 1980. A 40inch weight-driven reproduction banjo in the style of
Willard presentation banjos from the early 1800’s. Gilded gesso on the beaded front, base and acorn finial.
There is some loss to the gilding on the balls around the
bottom. Both gilded glasses are original and in excellent shape. The painted dial is signed, the 8-day timeonly movement is signed Kilbourn & Proctor, Inc. and is
running. The lead weight is a replacement. We sold
one in 2017 for $1500. $1000-$1500.

565.
$1750
Ansonia “Apex”, ca. 1905. This is the deluxe version of the Apex, fitted with a jeweled sash and
pendulum. The Rich Gold finish is in good shape
(although far from new) and all the trim pieces
are present. The top is not fastened down (it
needs a nut underneath the top and is hard to get
to without removing the movement), but that
doesn’t matter unless you plan to carry it around
with you. There is a hairline crack in the porcelain
outer dial between the 8 and 9. All beveled glasses are just about perfect – I see a bit of a chip in
the upper right corner of the front door. The clock is running easily
but the strike needs adjustment as it only strikes once on the hour
and half-hour. $2000-$2500.

569.
$1200
Seth Thomas “Parlor Calendar No. 8”, 1885. A 27.5
-inch walnut case with maple trimmings and two
repainted dials, two old glasses. This one is too
nice to sell. The signed 8-day time-and-strike
spring-driven movement is running and the perpetual calendar is advancing. Only flaws I can find:
the calendar hand is a replacement, and there is a
small strip of missing veneer along the base – that

566.
$1700
Welch, Spring & Co. “Gale Drop Calendar No. 2”, ca. 1880. There
were at least three models of this complicated clock made, as de-
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“grandmothers” are particularly desirable. The mahogany case with sandalwood inlay is 60 inches tall to
the top of the center brass urn finial and is in like-new
condition. The painted metal dial is signed “Elmer O.
Stennes, Weymouth Mass”. The 8-day spring-driven
movement includes a Westminster chime on 8 straight
chime rods. It is running and striking as expected.
Stennes catalogs are included (see picture). We sold
one a year ago for $1500. $1000-$1500.

could be made invisible with a bit of stain. Labels inside and date of
manufacture stamped on back. These typically sell for $2000+; the
most recent one we sold was for $2660 in 2016. $1600-$2500.
570.
$2000
New England shelf clock, ca. 1830? This puzzling example of a New
England shelf clock does not follow a style typical of the period: it
does not have a “box on box” form and does not have a removable
bonnet. Indeed, it more closely resembles a New England mirror
clock, in particular because there are two now-filled openings in the
top of the case to accommodate weight pulleys
that are not needed for the existing movement
(and indicating that the current movement is a
replacement). There are two doors, the upper
holding an old glass in a kidney shape with a period eglomise design below the dial that is likely
original. The lower door appears to be a recent
replacement; both doors are solid mahogany.
The 38-inch mahogany-veneered case itself appears to be very old, including the fretwork on
top and the brass ball and eagle finial that look
more appropriate to an early tall-case clock. The
front feet look original to the case, the turned
back feet may be replacements. The pendulum
hangs behind the time-only pinned, brass plate
movement as is typical for Massachusetts shelf
clocks, with the iron weight hanging in front of
the pendulum; it may not be original, as these
clocks usually have horizontal weights, and it only runs for 6 days.
The dish-shaped painted iron dial is fastened to the 8-day movement; the hands are heavy iron, and it is running without problem.
The interior wall paper is a recent addition. We cannot find a similar
example for comparison; while its origin and history are a puzzle, it
is certainly old and certainly a lovely marriage. $2100-$2800.

573.
$975
Gilbert Clock Co. “Touraine”, ca. 1913. It’s in Ly’s book
Gilbert Clocks on page 114, very similar in style to #567.
It is 14 inches tall in a rounded “French plate crystal
glass case” with “ormolu gold mountings”, a signed porcelain dial with brass hands, and
an outside escapement and a solid glass ball mounted on top. Much of the gilding has been worn off,
but I don’t believe this one has been repainted. It
has a high-quality 8-day, signed round movement
that strikes the hours on a cathedral gong and the
half-hour on a cup bell mounted above the movement. It is running and striking. A rarely seen clock;
I found a sale on eBay in 2014 for $2100. $1000$1800.
600.
$150
Three large carriage clocks from the early 1900’s. On the left is an
Ansonia “Carriage Extra” in nickel, ca. 1904. It is 6.5 inches high
with the handle down. The dial is glossy paper, slightly yellowed,
with an inset alarm dial. The hands are correct. The nickel case is in
nice shape, needing only a bit of polish; no nicks, dings, or dents
that I see. The nickel back door
opens to a backwind time, alarm, and
half-hour strike on a bell under the
base. The strike is off by 15 minutes
so you will need to open the case and
reposition the minute hand. The
clock runs for a while and then stops.
It’s only a one-day clock anyway. These generally sell for around
$150 on eBay when found in nickel. In the middle is an Ansonia
“Tourist” nickel-plated carriage clock, ca. 1914. This also is a large
carriage, 6 inches high with the handle down. It’s only a one-day
but has a strike and an alarm. It is running and keeping time but not
striking. The alarm is working. The finish is not good, with considerable corrosion that will take some work to clear. The movement
and dial are signed. On the right is an Ansonia “Comet”, 1904. This
also is a large carriage clock, 6.5 inches tall with the handle down.
The finish here is silver, and the clock is quite heavy. Beveled glass
in front over a 3-inch dial with an alarm dial. This is the nicest of the
three. The movement is signed in back but we can’t convince it to
run. It’s a one-day that strikes on a bell underneath on the hour and
half-hour. A couple of recent sales on eBay for about $125; in silver
this is quite nice. $150-$300.

571.
$1150
Ithaca Clock Co. “Large Iron Case”, ca. 1865. Iron cases were some
of the first clocks Ithaca made when they started business. They
made two sizes and used different movements in each. This is the
larger size, 21 inches, and is the more common model. It contains a
Hubbell unsigned 30-day double-wind spring-driven pendulum
movement, although the dial is for a lever movement, which they
also used. Additional covered winding holes in the dial pan suggest
that this dial has been co-opted for this clock. There is a perpetual
calendar in the lower dial. Both dials are paper, as
originally made, and both have been varnished
and yellowed; they can easily be replaced to
brighten up the clock. The hands are likely original, the upper glass is newer, the calendar glass is
old. The most notable feature of this clock is the
original paint colors on the metal surround, as
well as the original painted pendulum cover between the dials. This piece is often lost, and the
case is often repainted in black. Although the
original colors are darkened, you can still see that
the upper and lower trim is gold, and the flowers
and berries on the sides are red and green. The
clock is running and the weekday calendar is advancing, but the
date hand needs adjustment. Two good labels on the back. We
sold one a couple of years ago for $2175. $1500-$2000.

601.
$750
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 4”, 1875
-1889. Solid walnut with an old finish, 32 inches
high with center finial. Finials are old and one has
lost its spire. The dials show an old crackled paint
that I don’t think is original but is very old; they
also are rather warped. Hands are correct; the day
and month rollers are yellowed but readable, and
no doubt original. Old glass that I don’t think has

572.
$750
Elmer Stennes “GM1” dwarf standing clock, ca. 1965. Stennes made
clocks until his death in 1975. These dwarf standing clocks, or
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605.
$75
Waterbury “Commodore” clock and barometer, ca. 1929. Two
ship’s wheels holding an 8-day jeweled movement (as indicated on the dial) and a barometer.
There is a mercury thermometer in the middle.
The brass stand is 9.25 inches wide, 2.75 inches
deep, and 6.5 inches high, designed to sit on
your desk on small ball feet. The brass finish
could stand to be polished, and there are some
spots of corrosion, especially on the sides of the
supports. Fortunately, they are not very noticeable. The silvered
dial on the clock shows some tarnish and wear; both dials sit behind
beveled glasses. We had the clock running when it was out of the
stand, but can’t get it running now. You wind it by turning the pilot
wheel, but I’m not sure which way works. There is a lever you lift up
to adjust the time by the same mechanism. Not sure the barometer
is working fully either. Well, the thermometer is correct. $75-$125.

ever been out of the door, the Fashion gold lettering shows some
wear. The pendulum bob is a replacement. The 8-day time-andstrike movement is clean and signed “MANUF’D BY THE SETH
THOMAS CLOCK CO. THOMASTON CT SOLELY FOR THE SOUTHERN
CALENDAR CLOCK CO. ST. LOUIS MO.” Good labels inside. The
clock is running, keeping time, striking on the brass bell, and the
calendar date hand is advancing but the weekday roller is
not. $1000-$1200.
602.
$1200
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 6”, ca. 1877. The No. 6
Fashion is distinguished by its painted black dials with gold lettering,
nickel-plated “Fashion” hands, and a long-drop damascened pendulum. This clock meets all the criteria except the hands, which are
silver-painted Fashion hands (the calendar hand is
sanded down to bare metal). The signed Seth
Thomas movement is mounted on an iron frame;
the wire gong is dated, and the dials have the
correct and expected patent dates and labeling
“Made by Seth Thomas Clock Co”. The solid walnut case is in excellent shape, with good replacement finials. The door glass is replaced and the
Fashion lettering repainted. There is a nice Southern Calendar Clock Co label on the back. The
clock is running, keeping time, striking on cue,
and the calendar is advancing. $1500-$1800.

606.
$1500
Seth Thomas “Regulator No. 6”, ca. 1880. A walnut case with an old
finish and nickel trim including the damascened pendulum bob, weight, and pulley. The dial holds the
original paint with some flaking and wear but is remarkably good for a Thomas dial. The hands are
correct; the beat scale is correct but the finish is
worn, and there is a dent in the bob. All the finials
are correct although the bottom center finial looks
like a replacement. The door glass is old and wavy
but one retaining strip is newer. The veneer on the
shaped base has some problems and has been partially replaced on both sides. You’ll need to get
down on your knees to see the flaws, or look at the
provided pictures. The time-only 8-day movement is
unsigned and is running and keeping time. There is
no label. We sold a very similar example in 2016 for $2500. $1600$2000.

603.
$750
Ithaca “Index”, ca. 1875. There are several versions
of the “Index”, this being the most common. They
differ in the top piece. The walnut case is 31.5 inches high, clean and unmarred. There are carved
incisings on the door and dial boards. The calendar dial indicates that it was made for Lynch Brothers, who I believe were clock retailers; the time dial
is new. The glass is original but the Index lettering
is worn. The unsigned 8-day movement is running,
keeping time, striking the hours on a large nickel
bell, and the calendar is advancing. $750-$1000.

607.
$100
Sessions “Regulator H” calendar, ca. 1908. A nicely
refinished store calendar, 35.5 inches high in oak, as
is typical. The dial glass is new, as is the dial pan and
signed paper dial. The lower glass is old. The hands
and pendulum bob are not Sessions issue for this
clock. The 8-day time-only movement is signed but is
in need of cleaning and probably rebushing; we cannot keep it running for more than a few minutes.
$150-$200.

604.
$500
Jeromes’ and Darrow 8-Day wooden-works clock. The mahogany
veneer case is just under 38 inches high with carved half-columns.
There is a wooden dial in nice shape (although it
has been secured to the support rails by screws
for a long time) and two old and correct hands.
The dial glass is old but may have been replaced,
based on the newer (but still old) putty holding
it in place. The lower glass is also old and may
never have been out of the door, based on the
unusual rippled wood strips holding it in place.
It has been repainted, some time ago, and is not
signed. The center mirror is a twentieth century
replacement. There are numerous veneer repairs, some good, some not so good, and some
chips still waiting for repair. The carved columns
are in excellent shape. The large wood movement will run for a few minutes when the 12-lb square Jerome
weights are hung; I see no repairs or damage to the gears. The
weights are compounded on brass pulleys, hung on gut, and there
is an old pressed pendulum bob. There is even an old key to open
the door latches. The tablet, and the overall look of this clock are
very nice, don’t you think? $500-$700.

608.

$75

English Bracket Chime clock, ca. 1900. A 16-inchhigh bracket clock in a dark oak finish with a fourrod chime. The oak case is in good shape but the
left front foot is either broken off or a replacement. The silvered dial shows modest wear. We
cannot get it running but did not remove the
movement from the case. One of the hammers
for the 4-rod chime is missing; hammers of various
sizes can be purchased from TimeSavers for $1.50.
No label and no signature on the movement or
dial. If you’re a chime clock collector this is a good buy as it should
be easy to get running. $100-$250.
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609.
$675
Waterbury “Regulator No. 54”, ca. 1915. An 8-day,
time-only, two-weight-driven regulator in quartersawn oak, with a clean medium oak finish. This is a
big clock, 57 inches high with a 12-inch repainted
dial with the Waterbury logo. The signed, time-only
movement is shown on page 189 of Ly’s book on
Waterbury clocks, dead-beat escapement with
retaining power. The brass weights look correct
but the bob is not Waterbury issue. The hands are
Waterbury stock, including the seconds hand. The
top finials may be replacements but are good
matches to the catalog example. No label is evident. The clock is running and keeping time. Two sales in the Antique Clocks Price Guide from 2014 at $800 and $1200, and one sale
on eBay, 2014, at $1225. We sold one in 2015 for $1585. $750-$1000.

613.
$150
Chauncey Jerome fusee steeple, 1845-1855. Jerome
operated out of New Haven (as stamped on this
signed movement) during the indicated period. The
dark green label is difficult to read but “Chauncey
Jerome | New Haven” can be seen at the bottom.
Both glasses are old, and probably original; the
numbering on the painted metal dial has been
strengthened, the hands look original. The veneer
on this 19.5-inch case is very nice, with no obvious
repairs or chips, and both cone finials look good.
There is a large vertical split in the backboard. We
could not keep this one running for more than a few minutes but
oiling the back pivots would probably help. It looks like this is an 8day clock. Jerome fusee steeples bring about $400 on eBay. $200$400.

610.
$150
Ansonia “Windsor”, ca. 1880. Ansonia made two mirror-sided shelf
clocks, the Triumph and this one, the Windsor. The black walnut
case is 21.5 inches tall and 13 inches wide, slightly
smaller than the Triumph. Both are shown on pages 445 and 447 of Ly’s book on Ansonia clocks. This
Windsor has a mirrored glass pendulum although
the mirror surface is oxidized behind the glass. The
side mirrors are probably replacements; the door
glass and the cupids are probably original. The
glass has lost much of its stenciled design from
overzealous cleaning. Note the two front corner
metal feet. The signed 8-day time-and-half-hour
strike movement is running and keeping time. This
clock also has an alarm which we did not test; there is no label to be
found. The glossy paper dial shows some foxing. A Windsor sold
on eBay last year for $228. $200-$250.

614.
$275
Austrian portico repeater, ca. 1880. This wood portico clock stands
22 inches high and 13 inches wide with a mixture of light wood and
either black trim or ebony wood in places. The top shows wear
from repeated cleaning, but from the front the wear isn’t evident.
There are four fluted columns with brass trim pieces, a wood top
piece in gold leaf, and a lyre backpiece behind a fancy pendulum. The dial is porcelain with a repair next
to the left winding arbor, behind an old flat glass in a
brass bezel. The clock is a repeater, first sounding
the quarter-hour (one, two, three, or four strikes on
a wire gong) followed by the hour count on a different wire gong. It is running robustly and striking
correctly, but the hour strike spring is not winding
fully and will need to be looked at. The dial says
“Franz Schaffler in Wien”. $300-$400.
615.
$250
F. Kroeber “Bunkerhill”, ca. 1880. The 21.5-inch case is ebony with
gold incising; the colored leaves and berries are
artistic license by a previous owner. I suppose
you could paint over them in black lacquer if you
don’t find the artwork attractive. The case is in
excellent condition otherwise, and this is a difficult clock to find. The old glass retains all of the
gold stencil, the dial is porcelain, and there are
fancy hands that look like Kroeber hands. The 8day signed movement is running and striking the
hours on a nickel bell; there is a fancy Kroeber
adjustable Jacot’s regulator pendulum (note that
the pointer hand is missing the pointer portion). There is a black
beat scale on the backwall and two very nice labels on the back. A
Bunkerhill sold on eBay last year for $536 and it lacked the decorated glass. There are no sales in the Antique Clocks Price Guide. $275$500.

611.
$125
Ingraham “Grecian”, ca. 1869. The ever-popular
Grecian, a 14.25-inch walnut case with rosewood
veneer, a new paper dial in a brass bezel, old glass
and appropriate hands. The finish is very good.
The 8-day time-and-strike signed movement is running, striking a wire gong and keeping time. Good
green label inside. $150-$250.
612.
$150
Chauncey Boardman fusee steeple, 1847-1850.
Boardman with Joseph Wells received a patent in
1847 on a “reversed fusee” movement in which the
spring and fusee are mounted on the same shaft,
as found here and imprinted on the signed movement. They broke up their partnership in 1844 and
produced clocks independently; Boardman died in
1857. This 30-hour movement originally had an
alarm but the mechanism has been removed. The
green label is very dark but “Chauncey Boardman”
is visible under the right lighting. The painted dial is
likely original and has been touched up; both glasses are very old,
the tablet showing a balloon with American flags on either side.
The veneer on the 20-inch case is good, with a repair or two; some
veneer is missing at the peak. The clock is running and striking.
Fusee steeples by this maker routinely sell on eBay in the mid$200’s. $200-$300.

616.
$1000
L.F Carter & W.W. Carter “Round Drop Wall Clock”,
1863-1868. This clock uses B.B. Lewis’ Y calendar
mechanism with an 8-day, time-only, two-weightdriven unsigned Welch upside-down movement in a
48-inch rosewood case. The finish is badly alligatored and both dials are zinc replacements, painted
and aged to look much older than they are. The
time dial has a 12.5-inch chapter ring. All three
glasses are old, possibly original. The calendar
hands are replacements, and the minute hand has
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been extended. The calendar movement cover that would have
held a Lewis Perpetual Calendar label is missing; the calendar mechanism is functioning. The clock is running and keeping time, but the
lower calendar is not advancing and the connection to the upper
movement will need adjustment. The pendulum stick is original,
with a replaced suspension spring and a brass bob that has lost its
brass finish. There is a good label inside, a key that works on the
doors, a winding crank, and two round weights that are proper and
probably original. While the finish reflects its many years of service,
the case would benefit greatly from refinishing. The gilt-decorated
lower glass is quite nice. We sold one a year ago for $1825. $1000$1500.

2017 for $237. $100-$200.

617.
$175
Atkins Clock Co. “London”, 1859-1879. Always a favorite model,
with classic styling. The rosewood veneer on this example is as
close to perfect as you can get; there are a few nicks on the edges,
but that’s about it. The half-columns are black with the original gold
leaf trim in good shape; both glasses are old,
with the original gilt decorations and black backing. The dial has been repainted and possibly
aged, with yellowing. The hands are old; there is
an alarm hooked up, but untested. The 8-day
movement is running and striking on an unusual
cathedral gong not typical of Atkins clocks, but it
looks original and there is no evidence of another mounting. A very good label inside. We sold
one in similar condition to this one in January last
year for $283. $200-$250.

620.
$100
Ansonia “Mantel Monogram”, ca. 1874. Not a
common clock; there are no listings in the Antique
Clocks Price Guide. The case is walnut and in need
of a waxing as the finish is dull. It stands 23 inches
tall with the center finial, all of which look correct
or close matches, but the right finial needs some
touch-up at the neck. The case design differs
slightly from the catalog illustration on page 446
of Ly’s book on Ansonia clocks – note the curved
corners in the door glass frame vs the acute angle corners in the
illustration. It has been reglued in places and a bit sloppily. The
pendulum also differs from the illustration. The dial paper shows
some wear and is not signed; the 8-day time-and-strike movement is
signed and running. The door glass is old; there is no label, but the
book says it was manufactured by Ansonia Brass and Copper Co. We
sold one in July for $125. $125-$200.

619.
$300
Bradley & Hubbard “Continental” blinking eye
clock, ca. 1860. A nicely repainted cast iron novelty,
17 inches high. The 30-hour unsigned lever movement is running. The eyes are original, also repainted, and rock up and down nicely with the movement. The glass in the bezel is old, the paper dial
replaced, and the hands don’t match. This is a very
early scalloped base, signed underneath “Bradley &
Hubbard, Patent applied for 1857 PCF”. $300-$500.

618.
$100
Two Etalage mystery clocks. On the left, Etalage “MagiClock”, ca.
1955. The maker isn’t indicated, but these were sold by several
firms out of New York in the 1950’s. There is an Haydon electric
motor in the base that turns two small
gears that rotate the two concave plastic
dials, one in front for the minute hand and
the one in back for the hour hand. The
gears aren’t engaging the plastic disks on
this clock so it is only right twice a day, but
the motor is running. You might be able
to get the disks to engage. The plastic
disks are also a bit roughed up, and the gold finish on the case is
rough. The base that holds the motor is black plastic. You can read
more about these clocks at Roger Russell’s webpage “The clocks of
Leendert Prins”. $50-$100. On the right, Etalage Reclame Corp.
“Prins”, ca. 1948. Leendert Prins patented the first “mystery clock”
where the single glass dial rotates with an attached hand assembly;
this patent was later bought by Jefferson Electric Co. and led to the
many “Golden” mystery clocks you can now find on eBay and, occasionally, here. This was the first model. It appears they were all
made at this location in New York and marketed under various
names by different companies. It stands on an oak base that houses
the electric motor made by Haydon Mfg. Co. which drives the glass
dial through one full rotation every hour. There is a gear ring on the
glass hidden by the gold-plated bezel. The clock stands 10-inches
tall and is a bit top-heavy; the bezel is also a bit loose on its stand,
but probably could be tightened up if you wish to remove the motor. The clock is running and keeping time, but a bit noisy, and the
glass is loose in the bezel. The power cord is original, as are all the
parts. The gold-plated bezel and hands show considerable wear,
corrosion and oxidation, and some of the finish has been polished
off. I have seen only two of these clocks, they are not common.
But this is the original “mystery clock”; one sold on eBay in March

621.
$75
Seth Thomas adamantine mantel, ca. 1906. We couldn’t find this
one in Ly’s books on Seth Thomas clocks, but that is not surprising
as Seth Thomas made dozens of models over the years. This is a
large clock, 17.5 inches wide by 12.25 inches high, black adamantine
with red marble adamantine trim on the front, sides, and top, and
adamantine onyx columns. There is a repousse gilt dial that is
signed on the numbers at the bottom, all behind a flat glass in the brass bezel. I suspect
that the metal trim has been repainted. The 8day signed movement is running and striking a
cathedral gong on the hour and a cup bell on
the half-hour. $100-$150.
622.
$50
Terry Clock Co. “Escort Pearl”, ca. 1885. The Terry Clock Co. was
founded by Silas Burnham Terry (son of Eli Terry) in 1867 and dissolved in 1888. This model was not listed in their 1875 catalog so it
was likely made after SB Terry’s death in 1876. It’s 8
inches high with the handle up, in black enamel with
gilt and pearl trim. The lower right mother-of-pearl
trim piece is missing and there is considerable wear
to the paint around the signed paper dial. There are
two side glasses. It holds a one-day lever movement
with an alarm that is running. Note that the minute
hand is shortened; the alarm bell is on the bottom.
One setting knob is missing and the other is a replacement that
does not fit well. $50-$100.
623.
$50
Seth Thomas “Banjo No. 5”, 1929. This 30-inch mahogany-cased
banjo contains the Seth Thomas 8-day, time-only pendulum movement #123A. The dial is silvered, with some marring near the “8”;
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glass over the perfect dial. $25-$50.

the hands are correct, behind a flat glass. The throat
and door glass applied images are as shown in the catalog photo (Ly, Seth Thomas Clocks and Movements, Vol. 1,
page 79). It is running and keeping time. $75-$120.

704.
$25
“Waterbury Clock Company, Waterbury, Connecticut”, cottage clock in a rosewood case standing 10
inches tall with original gold around the door. LyWaterbury does not show a flat top cottage under 11
inches tall. The case is super nice, good glasses, original metal dial, replaced hands, iron bell, old pendulum and key, and an S. B. Terry 30-hour time only
movement, and an alarm movement in the bottom of the case. For
the movement see the NAWCC Bulletin, Dec.’95, #299, P.741. $50$100.

624.
$50
Plymouth “Banjo Style 5596”, 1938. This 29-inch banjo
differs from the No. 5 above in that it is time
and strike using the Seth Thomas #1120
round 8-day pendulum movement. It strikes
the hours and half-hours on a single rod with a rich tone
in a slow-strike manner. The case is “mahogany finish
on white wood” with some scuffs and it holds Washington Mount Vernon panels (rather than applied images).
The aluminum dial has raised numerals with fancy
hands and is signed “Plymouth”. The convex glass is a
bit loose in the bezel. The brass bezel and side arms
could use some polish. It is running, striking, and keeping time. $75-$150.

705.
$25
“Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, mahogany cottage clock, ca 1869-1877. The “Rose &
Gilt” case is 9 ½ inches high, clean and polished, a
dent or two, but no veneer problems. Gold around
the door is original and it sure is brighter than redone
modern gold. Glasses and door latch are also original. The paint is still very good on the original metal
dial, hands are replaced, good old pendulum and key, and as usual, a
super nice label. The case has a 30-hour time only movement, and it
is running. Ly-Ansonia #1698. $50-$100.

700.
$25
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, round top mantel
clock, ca 1870. The rosewood case is 14 ½ inches tall,
has a full front door that hooks on the side, and one
original glass in the door. Behind the door is a nice
repair label dated 1882. Looks like it was cleaned for 75
cents. There is a label on the back, nice clean dial, correct hands, pendulum, coil gong, and the 8-day time and striking
movement that is performing properly. The case has some black
paint around the base and a round piece of wood trim around the
glass, both just to make the case a little different. $50-$100.
701.

706.
$25
“Terry Clock Co. movement in this case is a 30-hour, time and alarm.
It alarms on an iron bell. Typical of small Terry movements it has a stationary pendulum, and it is running
robustly. The rosewood veneered case is 9 3/8 inches
tall, and like many we have photographed so far, has a
gilt door. The gilt has been redone. The veneer around
the base is all there but some is slightly warped. There
are two original glasses, original painted metal dial,
replaced hands, iron bell and key. The collector of
these clocks was very particular about the clocks he owned. He
had a note in this case that it was possibly a marriage, Terry movement in an Ansonia case. Don’t forget during the 1850-1870 period
The Terry’s were part owners of Ansonia. I don’t think it is a marriage. $50-$100.

$25
E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co., Forestville, Conn.”,
miniature cottage clock, “Sequin”, ca 1878. The rosewood case is 11 inches tall, original, and complete.
The glasses, door latch, dial, pendulum, and movement, all appear to be original to this case. The label
is complete and the movement is time only and running. Ly-Welch #399. $50-$100.

702.
$50
“Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn.”, wood
cased mantel clock, “Cottage”, ca 1875. The mahogany veneered case is 17 ¼ inches tall, darker than most
of this collector’s clocks for he apparently did not
remove all the smoke from the original finish. The
door latch and both glasses appear to be original as
well as the painted dial, coil gong, brass pendulum,
alarm movement and iron bell. The label as was expected is near perfect. The movements are functioning and ringing
on their respective bells. The veneer is not as nice on the edges of
this case as most all in this collection of 350 clocks. For the money it
is plenty nice, just not excellent as most are. Ly-Gilbert, page 306.
$75-$150.
703.

707.
$25
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn.”, mantel clock,
“Italian No. 2”, ca 1878.The rosewood case is smoky
dark, probably never cleaned, but kept nice by polishing. It is 16 inches tall, has door latch, original glasses,
paper dial, complete label, coil gong, old pendulum and
key and an 8-day movement that is running and striking
the coil gong. Ly-Welch, #360. $50-$100.
708.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, one of
their earliest City Series clocks, “Cincinnati”, ca 1875.
Notice this round top case with straight sides is almost identical to many other cases ST made in those
early days. They added the columns and finials and
had a new style, using the old style. This case is walnut, stands 16 inches tall, black trim around the base
and top and of course the columns and finials that have been repainted at some time. The tablet is a replacement, metal dial repainted, good label, coil gong, old pendulum, and key locking door.
There may be a recent cutout for the door latch. The movement is
running and striking hours on the gong. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 189.

$25
German alarm clock, “Rensie”, ca modern. Mahogany
steeple case is 8 inches tall, in excellent like new condition, painted glasses, bowed glass over the perfect dial.
Back wind and set one-day movement is running.
“Made In France” alarm clock, “Endura”. Mahogany
steeple case is 7 inches high, clean and near perfect.
One-day movement is running. Painted glasses, bowed
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dial was repainted, there is a complete paper label
signed by ST at Thomaston, and the movement is
signed the same. It has good spade hands, brass pendulum bob, and key. The one-day movement is time
only and is running. $50-$100.

$100-$200.
709.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock with an 8-day time and alarm
movement, ca 1880. This 9-inch walnut veneered
case has a flat top, round base, and some packing
goop on the front that I failed to wipe off before
taking the picture, sorry. This one has gold around
the glasses, correct door latch, and a new paper dial
on the old pan. The glasses, brass pendulum, brass alarm bell, separate alarm movement, and an 8-day movement. It is their “U” movement and is original. It is running and the alarm is functioning. Both
the movement and the label are signed by ST as being located at
Thomaston, Conn. $750-$150.

715.
$50
“Winterhalder & Hofmeier, Friedenweiler, Germany”, miniature
cottage clock, flat top, beveled base, stands 9 3/8
inches high, ca 1927. The mahogany case is excellent, has a latching door, some wood inlay on the
door, and flat glass. The wood back is removable to
access the movement and pendulum. The painted
dial is excellent. The 30-hour time and alarm movement is signed. The movement is running and the
alarm rings on a metal bell. $75-$150.

710.
$25
Ansonia Clock Co. miniature cottage clock. I am going to guess that
the 10-inch-high case was made partly with rosewood
and partly with other woods, maybe oak, not sure. The
glass looks like it came in the case but the gold edging
may have been added at some time, the glass is just too
nice to be over 100 years old. The paper dial is a replacement, same with the hands, pendulum and key. It has a
round one-day, time only movement. $25-$50.

716.

$75

“Terry & Andrews, / Bristol, Conn.”, sharp gothic
clock (steeple), ca 1842-1850. This partnership later
moved to Ansonia, Conn. and became the Ansonia
Clock Company. This 19-inch mahogany case is very
nice, has no veneer issues, but perhaps a little dark,
probably never cleaned. There are two good glasses;
I believe the top one to be original, the bottom glass
replaced. There is an escutcheon and lock in the door.
Inside is an old pendulum, key, coil gong, and a good
label. The old painted dial has some chips, mostly in
the outside ring. The hands appear proper. The 8-day time and striking movement is operating properly and striking the coil gong each
hour. $100-$150.

711.
$25
“Ansonia Brass Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock that is
complete, original, and in very nice condition, ca 1854. This is an
early clock by Ansonia in a mahogany veneered case
that has a couple of chips on the base, gold painted
door, original door latch, brass pendulum bob and an
original painted dial. The movement is time only and
running. The paper label is almost perfect, hard to
believe it could be that nice after 160 or 170 years. $50
-$100.
712.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature round top,
round base, cottage clock. Thomaston and ST shown
on the movement and base. The dial was poorly repainted and will need to have the Roman numerals
redone. Complete label, iron bell, pendulum and key
are inside. The 30-hour “Q” movement is running, the
bell is for the alarm to strike. The bezel has new gilt
paint. $100-$150.

717.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock with round top, and no door. You can hang the pendulum
from underneath and remove the dial to check the one-day time,
strike, and alarm movement. The time and strike springs are wound
thru the dial and the alarm is wound thru the wood
just above the base. The movement is their “K” type,
it is running and performing properly. This is the first
of this collector’s 350 clocks I am selling that does
not have a perfect or very nice dial. I also believe the
hands are replacements. The very nice rosewood
case is 9-inches tall. There is a partial label on the
back. $75-$150.

713.
$25
“Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn.”, mantel
clock “Cottage”, ca 1875. Excellent rosewood veneered
case is 17” high, has the correct door knob, small painted glass, gold designs painted on the wood lower door
around the oval glass, and it has the turned wood medallions. Just a super clock, clean, and a like new case
but it did suffer some tiny veneer chips on the base
during transportation. Original dial was repainted, correct hands,
complete label, brass pendulum bob, coil gong, and an eight-day
movement that is running and striking. Ly-Gilbert #1065. $50-$100.

718.
$50
“Wm. L. Gilbert & Co., Winchester, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock
the company named “Miniature Sharp Gothic”, ca
1879.The rosewood case is 14 ¾ inches tall, near perfect, clean, polished, and complete. The tablet is probably a replacement, dial was repainted, has old pendulum, super nice label, old hands, and a 30-hour time
only movement. This collector liked all miniature
clocks, but they had to have very nice wood cases and
a good label. I guess he figured he could have the dials
painted and replace glasses if need be. $75-$150.

714.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock, round top, round base, ca 1875. The 9-inch high case is made
of mahogany veneer that is near perfect, clean and polished, has
the original door knob/latch, a flat glass and brass sash. The metal

719.
$25
Gilbert Manufacturing Company, Winsted, Conn.”,
miniature cottage clock, ca 1875. The rosewood case
is 10 ½ inches high, good veneer overall but few
chips on the very bottom. The gilt door has been
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repainted, door latch good, replaced glasses, Very nice original
painted dial, excellent label, old pendulum and a 30-hour time only
movement. $50-$100.

latch are original. I will let you mechanics figure out why the 30-hour
time and alarm movements wind differently. It is running and the
alarm rings on a large iron bell. $50-$100.

720
$25
“Ansonia Brass Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock, ca 1875. The beautiful clean and polished case is 9
½ inches tall, has two glasses I suspect were out of the
case when it was refurbished, bottom may even be a
replacement. It has the original painted dial, possibly
replaced hands, complete label, iron bell, and brass pendulum. The one-day movement is running and operating the alarm
function as well. $100-$200.

726.
$25
“The E. N. Welch Manufacturing Company,
Forestville, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock ca 1864.
This mahogany veneered case is 9 3/8 inches tall, metal door knob/latch, gold around the door is original,
and glasses appear to be original. The painted metal
dial is all original, hands are replacements, brass pendulum, old key, and complete label. The 30-hour
movement is time only and is running. $50-$100.

721.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, round top, no door, ca
1875. The rosewood veneered case is 9-inches tall and has excellent,
clean, polished veneer all over the case. There is a flat
glass in the brass sash, painted bezel, original dial,
and replaced hands. Dial is signed and has flaking. On
the back is a complete paper label. You access the
pendulum on this model by turning the clock upside
down. The 30-hour movement is type “Q”, it is running and the alarm rings on an iron bell. $100-$150.
722.

727.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, ca 1870. This 9-inch rosewood
veneered clock has a cornice top and a slant base,
and the usual other clock parts, such as knob/latch
on the door, good original glasses, complete label,
iron bell, brass pendulum, original hands, and a
repainted metal dial. This clock has a 30-hour movement that is running and striking hours in addition to an alarm
movement in the bottom that also rings on the iron bell. The label is
signed by ST in Thomaston and the works are signed by ST at Plymouth. $50-$100.

$25

“E. N. Welch Manufacturing Company, Forestville,
Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, flat top, ca 1869. This
rosewood veneered case was named, “Rose Gilt”,
and it stands 9 ½ inches high. The gilt on the door has
been redone, original painted dial has not been repainted, label near complete, has old pendulum and
the 30-hour movement is time only and is running. LyWelch #393. $50-$100.

728.

$25
“Gilbert Mfg. Co. Winsted, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock, ca 1866. This rosewood veneered case is 9 3/8
inches tall, veneer is excellent, gold around the door,
metal door latch, and probably replaced glasses. The
painted metal dial is original, hands are new, old
brass pendulum, iron bell, good label, and a 30-hour
time and alarm movement that is running. $50-$100.

723.
$25
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Ct.”, miniature cottage
clock they described on the complete label as, “1
Day / Rose Cottage / Time Piece Alarm”, ca 1857. The
rosewood veneered case is 9 5/8 inches tall, the veneer is very nice, and glasses are original as is the
typical Jerome door latch. It has inside a large iron
bell, brass pendulum, original and good painted dial and probably
the original hands. The alarm is part of the time only running movement and is functioning properly. $50-$100.

729.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”,
miniature cottage clock with a flat top and OG base,
ca 1865. The movement is their “L” type. I will call
the veneer mahogany, but I am not sure. The gold
around the door is spotty as is the veneer on the
case. It is not like the veneer came off it is more like
the finish peeled off to make some spots. The glasses, painted dial and pendulum, look to be original.
Both the movement and label show Plymouth Hollow as the address. Unusual, the 30-hour, time only movement has a brass spring.
$100-$150.

724.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock with a cornice top and slant base,
ca 1870. The 9-inch rosewood case is very nice, has
good glasses and old door latch. The dial paint is
new, has ST hands, old pendulum bob and key.
There are remnants of a label but it was painted
over, I would assume to make it look better than
showing a ragged label. The 30-hour time only
movement is running, it is their “T” type. $50-$100.

730.

$25
“Waterbury Clock Co.”, miniature cottage clock with
round top and columns in front. The 10-inch walnut
case is clean, complete, and original. Access to the
pendulum is thru an opening underneath the case. The
one-day time and alarm movement is running and the
alarm rings on an iron bell. $50-$100.

725.
$25
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Ct.”, miniature
cottage clock, ca 1857. This period 1856-1857 was
when New Haven took over operations of the giant
Jerome Company. This nice rosewood veneered case
is 9 ¾ inches tall, has gold around the door edge and
it is wearing and has some loss. The glasses and door
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brass pendulum and numerals. The movement is
signed, and the backboard slides out of grooves
in the case back. German one-day cuckoo. Not an
antique but more post WWII vintage. Runs strong
and strikes on a coil gong on the backplate.
Weights, pendulum, hands, and wood carvings
are all original and in excellent condition. $25-$50.

731.
$75
“Seth Thomas Clock Co. Thomaston, Conn.”, a City
Series clock, “Boston”, ca 1884. Large factory date
stamped on the back, “4881B”. The walnut case is
21” high, clean, polished, and in excellent original
condition, retaining all the original finials, attached
buttons, top rail, etc. I suspect the case was very
black and the collector cleaned it inside and outside, therefore the label is gone from the inside. The
glass, hands, dial, and pendulum, are all original to
this case. The dial is very nice for a ST dial. Seth Thomas built wonderful clocks but must have used cheap paint on their dials. It has
nickeled dial rings, bell, pendulum hanger, and one of Seth Thomas
special nickel pendulum bobs. The bob is signed in the center,
“STCCo”. The lyre movement is 8-day, signed “Seth Thomas Clock
Co. / Thomaston, Conn. USA”, retains the Geneva stops, running
and striking the nickel bell each hour. Ly-Seth Thomas #511. $100$200.
732.

736.
$25
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn. miniature OOG,
ca 1881. The rosewood case is 18 ¾ inches tall and in
near perfect condition for its age. Most of its various
parts are original that includes the dial, label, gong,
bell, alarm movement, and the 30-hour running movement. The tablet decoration is a replacement. The clock
is running and striking the coil gong. Ly-Waterbury,
pages 394-395. $25-$50.
737.
$25
“Germany-Stockburger Royal Navy Brass Ships
Clock”, on an oval decorative wood mounting plate.
The name on the 5 ½ inch metal dial is,
“Stockburger / Made In Germany”. It is in excellent
condition and the 8-day movement is running and
striking on the half hours. The strike can be silenced
on the dial. The bezel can be latched on the side. It has a beveled
glass in the sash. The clock is like new and probably not very old. $25
-$50.

$25

“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature
steeple clock, “Sharon-1924”, with an 8-day spring,
strike, movement. They first introduced these miniature steeple clocks in 1924 and added electric movements to some in 1932. This mahogany case is 14 ¼
inches high, in fine condition with a possibility that the
finials are replacements, not sure. Excellent and original glasses, dial, hands, pendulum, coil gong, and the No. 89 brass
movement. Ly-Seth Thomas #2300. $50-$100.

738.
$30
Ansonia Clock Co. miniature grandfather clock with a backwind nickel cased movement like their “Bee” or “Tot” models, ca 1914. The mahogany case stands 13 ¼ inches tall, has
three small metal finials on top, door latch door in the center, turned columns on the bonnet, beveled glass, signed
dial, and original hands. There is a small chip in the wood
dial ring. $50-$100.

733.
$300
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn.”, calendar clock, “Italian
No. 3”, ca 1872. Ly-Welch #98 and Ly-Calendar #847 show the Italian
models at 16 inches tall, this model is 18 ½ inches tall. I notice one
sold at a live auction recently that was 19 ½ inches that was identical to this clock and they called
it a variant. It is 8-day, spring driven, time, strike
and B. B. Lewis patent calendar shelf clock in a
rosewood case. It is running, of course, and the
calendar is operating properly as well. There are
two perfect labels inside, one on the backboard
and one over the calendar movement. The dials
are probably replacements as they are too nice
to be original. The door latches, pendulum,
hands, and coil gong all look to be original. Cannot swear the 5 hands are original but I suspect they are. $400$600.

739.
$60
E. Ingraham Clock Co. hanging clock, “Landau”, ca 1907. Solid oak
case is 38 inches high. Ingraham called it “Golden Oak”
and “Rubbed Finish”. It is complete and original, clean
and unharmed. The painted glasses, door latch, pendulum and stick, partial label, and the dial and hands, are all
original. There have been repairs to the pendulum stick
(which you cannot see since the glass is painted black).
The 8-day movement is time only and running. There are
extra holes around the movement which I suspect were
made because the old holes were large and the movement was wobbling. Ly-Ingraham, page 147. $100-$200.

734.
$50
Beautiful carved case like those made in the 1800’s. The walnut case
is 28 inches tall, with carved eagle splat, carved pineapple finials, carved columns and carved paw feet. The
8-inch dial and painted tablet are very nice and also
like the ones from the 1800’s. It has an 8-day brass
movement that strikes on the half hours and hours. It
runs but it would look very nice just displayed anywhere in your home. It is very attractive, inexpensive,
and if all else fails you could sell the carved paw feet
for about $100. $50-$100.

740.
$150
New Haven Clock Co. hanging clock, the “Saturn”, ca 1911. Single
spring movement is 8-day, time only, and running
properly. The case and all the integral parts are original. The painted dial has no wear but is a little dirty all
over. It is signed, “New Haven / U. S. A.”. The hands
are original, so are the beat scale, pendulum, and both
glasses. Pendulum ball has been polished. Most of the
paper label remains on the back, showing the maker
and it says it is an, “8-day Time Piece”. Mahogany case
is about 35” high, dark and has not been cleaned, but
it has an original “Antique Finish”. It is a nice correct
clock. The only demerit I would give it is a sliver of

735.
$25
Welby Corporation, Germany, two weight wall clock with an art
deco design. It has an 8-day movement that is running briskly and
striking three chime rods. It has two very large brass weights and a
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culprit. A very old lower mirror and an original upper glass. Painted
zinc dial has some paint loss but for its age it is great. Correct hands,
iron weights, and pendulum bob. Partial paper label reads in part,
“Seth Thomas, / Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”. The 30-hour brass movement is running and signed, “S. Thomas / Plymouth, Conn. / U.S.A.”.
This clock is what is called a crossover clock probably assembled just
after the Civil War. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 520 thru 523. $150-$250.

wood missing on the top right side. You cannot see it unless you are
looking for such thing. Ly-New Haven, page 144. $200-$350.
741.
$125
Seth Thomas Clock Co. Thomaston, Conn. hanging clock,
“Office No. 6”, ca 1913. The clock is all original, case has
been cleaned and polished and presents itself exceptionally well. The dial pan is original and now has a replaced paper on it. The oak case is 36 inches high, has
some grooved designs and applied ornament. The
hands, beat scale, polished brass pendulum, wood stick,
and door latch are all original. Ly-Seth Thomas #1075.
$150-$250.

746.
$175
“E. & G. W. Bartholomew / Bristol, Conn.” early wood
alarm, time and strike movement, column and splat
clock, ca 1829-1833. George was in business with his
cousin Eli and in 1833 he bought his cousins interest
and continued in business by himself. This is a fine
rosewood veneered case, standing 33” high, nice
newly painted black columns and original rosewood
splat, original chimneys, returns, and two replaced
glasses. There is an excellent near perfect wood dial,
good label, 3 old iron weights, and a period pendulum. The 30-hour movement has weight strings but we did not test
the movement with weights in place. The consignor had been running the clock before bringing to us. Reference – “Eli Terry & The
Connecticut Shelf Clock”, Second Edition Revised, by Kenneth D.
Roberts and Snowden Taylor, page 223-224. $200-$400.

742.
$50
Ansonia Clock Company, hanging gallery clock, “Foyer
No. 4”, ca 1904. Sales Office in New York, Factory in
Brooklyn, copied from the complete label on the back
of the case. Ansonia said it was made with dark wood,
well it is plenty dark, probably never cleaned. The
wood is oak, case stands 23 inches, has a (probably)
replaced paper dial, original hands, pendulum, and
coil gong. The signed 8-day movement is running and striking half
hours. I cannot find that I have ever sold one of the 4 models in the
“Foyer” series of gallery clocks they made. Ly-Ansonia, #685. $75$150.

747.
$250
Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn. U.S.A.”, early calendar clock,
ca 1872. This model is their “Italian No. 1” in an 18 ½ inch rosewood
veneered case. There is some veneer chipping around the base but
good otherwise. Between the two round wood
bezels are two large leaf carvings, both very nice.
The two round glasses and both dials are original.
The calendar dial has always been behind glass,
therefore protected from everything, whereas
the top dial is exposed to hands and the elements
so appears to be different. All five hands are original and inside the case is a perfect black and gold
label. On the back of the calendar movement is an
original black label. The calendar label gives credit
to the inventor, B.B. Lewis, and the clockmaker,
Welch, Spring & Co. The movement is 8-day, time
only, and running. This is a nice early calendar clock that comes with
an old brass bob. Ly-Calendar, page 346. $300-$500.

743.
$50
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. hanging clock, “Ulster”, ca
1920. This clock was made in the period that they were
contemplating bankruptcy, there were leadership
changes, and it appears the quality of their merchandise was diminishing. They made this style in several
variations. They spent more time hyping their clocks in
their descriptions than they spent making the clocks.
This oak case is 32 inches and “finished in a nice dark
shade of fumed Oak, heavily varnished”. Their description. The movement is 8-day, striking half hours, and running. Good
original dial, pendulum, gong, and two complete labels on the back.
Ly-Gilbert, Supplement #1716. $75-$150.
744.

$125

Waterbury Clock Co. hanging calendar clock,
“Heron 12 Inch”, ca 1906. Fancy pressed oak case
with designs around both doors. It has the original
finish, some light rubbing/cleaning, but still has a
very nice dark oak finish. It is complete and original
including the original dial that is signed and complete. The dial, hands, brass bob, wood stick, and
both glasses are also original to the case. The 8day, time only movement is signed and running.
The old oak case is 32” high, and of course the old
dial is 12”, hence the name of the clock. Two partial
labels on the back, but they are of little help in
identifying the clock except after you identify it as the “Herron”,
the partial label showing, “---ron”, kind of seals the deal for you. LyWaterbury #252. $150-$250.

748.
$50
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. mantel clock, “Round Gothic”,
commonly called a “Beehive”, ca 1889. This style case
with the plain flat base is not pictured in the catalogs
and was introduced about the time of Elisha Welch’s
death. This mahogany veneered case is almost 19”
tall, has a few small chips and some scrapes. Old
painted tablet in the bottom has been rebacked, not
sure if original to the case. New glass in the top. Original metal dial is faded and dirty, hands were replaced, and pendulum you can never be sure about. There is a complete paper label,
coil gong on which the hours are struck. The 8-day time and striking
movement is running. Ly-Welch, pages 175-177. $75-$150.
749.
$125
Lenzkirsch RA wall clock, ca 1880. Walnut case is 40 inches tall, has
some carvings, etchings, fancy columns, and finials top and bottom.
It has three glasses, long pendulum with porcelain RA insert. There
is a perfect two-piece porcelain dial and porcelain beat scale. The
hands are fancy, bob is brass and nickel, and an old key is included.

745.
$25
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Column”, ca 1863. Rosewood
veneered case is 25” tall, painted columns, capitals and
bases. The case is clean, but the columns appear much
nicer than the rosewood. There are some small veneer
chips or scrapes, but age on the rosewood is the main
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The brass 8-day movement is mounted to a brass
backboard mounting bracket. A coil gong is mounted
to the same bracket. The movement is signed. If you
like German RA clocks, you should keep this one. This
clock is similar to many others pictured and written
about in the book, “Lenzkirsch Clocks / The Unsigned
Story”, by George A. Everett. $150-$300.

territory in Arizona) The glass, like most all in this fine collection, is
original and still very bold and bright. We believe the signed paper
dial is original, and is very dark. The movement is 8-day, striking a
Cathedral gong on half hours, is running and the calendar is changing. I was about to say that Ingraham did not use hands of this style,
but I notice they did use them on the kitchen style calendar clocks.
There is not enough paper label on the back to spit at and so dark I
cannot read what is there. Ly-Ingraham #1048. $100-$200.

750.
$100
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging clock, “Regulator A”, ca
1906. This is a very fine-looking black
walnut case, standing 32” high with
very few nicks or scrapes. Old dial pan with the dial
repainted. It has the original hands, pendulum, stick,
top glass and bezel. The bottom glass is probably a
replacement. The backboard inside is covered with
slick black paper and a label, also black paper. I believe the movement and other parts are original to
the case. The 8-day movement is signed, running,
and strikes a coil gong. Ly-Ansonia #660. $150-$300.

755.
$50
E. Ingraham Clock Co. oak kitchen clock, “Puritan”, ca 1915. Ingraham was big on producing groups of clocks, they called them
“Lines”, “State Line”, “Flower Line”, “River Line”,
“Lake Line”, etc. This clock was in their spiritual line. I
expect about this time the clock business was changing and they were praying for a miracle. The pressed
designs and applied pressed ornaments cover the
case. It is not a bad looking case, but one joining the
other company’s cheap line of clocks. It is 24 inches
high, complete, clean, and polished. The movement is
running and striking a coil gong on the hours and half hours. It has a
separate alarm movement that rings a bell. Ly-Ingraham #1026. $75$150.

751.
$125
“E. Ingraham Clock Co., Bristol, Conn.”, mantel clock,
“Grecian”, ca 1869. It is made with some beautiful
rosewood veneer and the case stands 14 ½ inches
tall. It appears to be all original with a complete
label inside. It has a door latch on the side, original
hands and dial, brass dial pan, original glass, coil
gong, and old pendulum. The movement runs 8-days
and strikes hours on the coil gong, and it is running.
Ly-Ingraham, page258. $150-$300.

756.
$50
E. Ingraham Clock Co. oak kitchen clock, “Oneida”, ca 1915. This
clock was 1 of 6 in their “Lake Line”, along with 5
others Lake clocks I have never heard of. They all
sound like Indian names. The oak case is 22 inches
tall, original, clean but dark, and polished. The glass,
dial, pendulum, gong, etc. are all correct. There is
most of a label on the back. The 8-day movement is
running and striking a coil gong on hours and half
hours. Ly-Ingraham #1049. $75-$150.

752.
$125
Waterbury Clock Co mantel clock. A very nice-looking
walnut case that stands just under 29-inches tall, plain
case but with a finial on top and a metal ornament of
some goddess. The dial has had some paint problems
and the artist recreated part of the name “Waterbury
Clock Co.” and filled in other paint chips. I became
suspicious that the name had been altered but after
checking the 8-day time and strike movement I see
that it is original to the case and it is signed by Waterbury Clock Co. It is running and striking a nickel bell.
There is a nice nickel pendulum with wood stick. The case has been
refinished/cleaned/polished. $150-$300.

757.
$250
Waterbury Clock Company elaborate walnut cased clock, “China”,
ca 1881. China is not the name I would have
placed on a beautiful wooden mantel clock.
From the delicate urn top to the drawer in the
base there are fancifully carved ears, ornaments,
and other unusual case parts. The clean walnut
case is 25 inches high and seemingly all original.
The door glass is original, as are the metal ornaments on the top and base and the special metal
sash around the dial, that looks identical to the
one Ansonia used on a very few of their better
clocks. The dial is original and has minor paint
chips around one winding arbor. The movement
is 8-day, signed, clean, running, and striking half hours on the brass
bell. This model (Waterbury and Ansonia) has always been popular
with clock collectors. Ly-Waterbury, #1538. $300-$500.

753.
$50
Waterbury Clock Co. walnut parlor clock, “Felix”, ca
1906. The22” high case is clean and polished, complete and original. The pendulum and dial rings are
bright and clean. The glass, dial papers, gong, and 8
-day movement, are all original. It is running and
striking half hours on the gong. This clock has a separate alarm movement and brass bell on which it
will ring you awake. There are two nearly complete
labels on the back. Ly-Waterbury #1655. $75-$150.

758.
$90
New Haven Clock Co. chime clock, “Abbey”, ca 1929. The 8-day
movement is running and playing Westminster Chimes on four
chime rods. The movement is signed and the pendulum is original to the movement. On the inside of the
full back door is the original label with complete
operation instructions. The solid mahogany case is
15 ½ inches tall, a rich dark brown shade with four
removable finials on top. It has a cast sash, beveled
convex glass, and a 7-inch signed dial with correct
hands. The original owner pasted so words of wis-

754.
$50
E. Ingraham Clock Co. oak kitchen clock with a simple
calendar, “Gila”, ca 1915. Now you see the difference
between a parlor and kitchen clock. This pressed oak
case, one of Ingraham’s “River Line” series of six
clocks named for rivers, is 23” high, cleaned and is
original. (Do you know where the Gila River is? Indian
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movement is running. It has a complete paper label. $75-$150.

dom inside the case – “Lord through this hour be thou our guide so
through thy power no feet shall slide”. Ly-New Haven #351. $100$200.

764.
$100
“La Vedette / France”, wall clock, ca 1936. I say 1936
only because in the case is a postcard dated 1936,
and a picture of the dealer from which it was purchased in France. The label of instructions was also
plastic wrapped inside the case, but is written in
French. The art deco style case is 27 inches tall and
made of a wood the shade of walnut but the graining does not look like walnut. Note the very nice
carvings at the top and middle of the case. The top
glass is slightly bowed, the bottom is beveled, both
are original. Silver dial, hands, silver pendulum, and silver beat scale
are all excellent. The movement is 8-day, time and strike with Westminster chimes, and is running. $150-$300.

759.
$50
Junghans box clock, ca about 1910-1920. The company has been in
business since 1861. This clock is as good as it gets. It is
made of solid oak, stands 30” high, beveled glasses below, flat glass over the one-piece silver dial. Removable
side vents, door latches on the side, wall levelers, and
chime rod locking mechanism. Correct hands, pendulum, beat scale, and gong. 8-day seat board mounted
movement, slides into wood blocks. It is running and
striking four chime rods. Movement and dial are signed,
clean, running, and striking. $75-$150.
760.
$250
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 10 Farmer’s”, shelf calendar clock, ca
1874. It is original, clean, and in a 25-inch-high walnut
case. Original backboard has a large label of instructions, original brass pendulum bob with special
hanger, and original glasses. On the back of the
front door is another label of instructions. Both dials
are slightly soiled and have been on the movements
a pretty long time, original? Not sure. They are paper
so easily replaced as most all Ithaca dial papers have
been replaced, some several times. You can order
new dials or any Ithaca replacement parts from Joel
Warren, Ithaca, NY. This clock is all original and can
be easily improved if you choose to install new dials. The 8-day
movement and the calendar movement are dirty, but functioning
properly at this time. It strikes hours on a coil gong. Ly-Calendar
#347. $300-$500.

765.
$90
Seth Thomas Clock Co. oak mantel clock, “Giant No. 1”, ca 1904. ST
made a series of “Giant” clocks, all very similar, all
larger than the average kitchen clock at 25 inches
tall. Oak case is clean. There are no repairs or
breaks, has embossed ornaments including a devilish character on top and a lion’s head on the base.
There is a complete label inside the case and a new
paper dial on the old dial pan. It has brass dial
rings, coil gong, correct pendulum, and a separate
alarm movement and bell in the base of the case.
The glass is original as is everything else except the
dial. The 8-day movement is signed, running, striking on the coil
gong and alarms on the bell. Ly-Seth Thomas #2275. $100-$200.
766.
$90
Seth Thomas Clock Co. oak mantel clock, “Giant No.
2”, ca 1904. The case is 25” tall, complete and all
original. This case has been cleaned and polished to
glossy. The glass is original and is a glass ST used on
several clocks. There is nothing special about the
case except the size, but like the No. 1 it has the
weird looking figure at the top. There are a few
applied wood ornaments, grooved pieces of trim,
some etched designs, and special trim around the
door. The dial paper is original, so are the hands, pendulum, pendulum hanger, alarm movement, alarm brass bell, and the Cathedral
gong, are all original to the clock. The ST movement is 8-day, time,
strike, and alarm, and operating properly. Ly-Seth Thomas #2276.
$100-$200.

761.
$50
Sessions Clock Company, hanging clock, “Foyer”,
ca 1923. The finish on this 17-inch in diameter case
is fabulous. I am not a Sessions connoisseur but
this is a very nice-looking clock. It has a brass sash,
replaced 12-inch paper dial, original hands, complete label on the back, and correct pendulum
bob. It is running properly. No shortcomings on
this one. Ly-Sessions #143. $75-$150.
762.

$50
Waterbury Clock Co. steeple clock, “Large Gothic”, ca
1883. The rosewood case stands 19 ½ inches high, has
good veneer all over, door latch, original glasses, original finials, complete label inside, original dial, probably
replaced hands, old pendulum, and coil gong. The dial
has a little bit of paint loss, but considering its age it is
pretty nice. The 8-day movement is running and striking
hours on the coil gong. Ly-Waterbury #1487. $75-$150.

767.
175
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Lever No. 18”, ca 1939. The
case is molded Bakelite in dull black and hinged
type moisture and dust proof bezel. Black flange is
pierced for screws to attach to wall. The 8-inch silver-plated dial is etched and filled in black. The 11
jeweled lever movement has sweep second hand.
Diameter of the case back is 10 5/8 inches. It has an 8-day movement
that is running. Bezel is held with a screw, entire case is black. The
silver dial is signed, “Seth Thomas / Made In U.S.A.”. Ly-Seth Thomas #2658. $200-$350.

763.
$40
Seth Thomas Clock Co. hanging clock, “Office No. 1”, ca 1874. The
mahogany case is25 inches tall, all original including the
150-year finish. Has evidently not been cleaned but has
had varnish or some such applied over the years. It
looks fine, just a little dark. If the clock ever had veneer
I cannot tell it for there are no chips even tiny ones. The
dial pan is a replacement, otherwise it is all original. The
perfect bottom glass is identical to the one pictured in
this clock in Ly-Seth Thomas #1060. The 8-day time only

768.
$250
Chelsea Clock Co. ships clock, 8-day, house strike, case and movement have matching serial numbers. The dial is signed “Ball Watch
Co. / Cleveland”. The bezel and case have been repaired – bezel is
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nice as they come. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 724. $200-$300.

loose, not attached. Should be an easy fix for a
repair person. The case is 6 1/8 in the front and 6
3/8 across the back. The serial number is, “100154”
which dates the clock around 1912. The movement
is running and striking. $300-$500.
769.

774.
$100
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. walnut parlor clock,
“Altai”, ca 1885. Fabulous walnut case is 20” high,
cleaned on the front, some black in the grooves.
Sides of the case are set at 45-degree angles, making the base appear to have four feet. Grooved
designs all over, spools or barrels across the top.
Perfect original spider web/curtain glass. Excellent
label on the back and a signed brass pendulum. 8day movement is clean and running. Cathedral
gong, alarm movement that rings a brass cup bell, and an original
paper dial. Ly-Gilbert #1093. $150-$300.

$75
Waterbury Clock Co. ships clock, “Motor Boat No.
2”, ca 1929. The brass case has a rim wind top,
spokes, beveled glass over a silver dial signed,
“Waterbury / 8-day Jeweled”. It is only 3 ¾ inches
across the back, and 5 inches over the spokes. The
movement is running. Ly-Waterbury #2058. $100$200.

775.
$100
E. Ingraham & Co. hanging clock, “Reflector”, ca
1896. Rosewood case is near 30” high, has the original finish on the wood but has been lightly cleaned in
places, left dark in some others. Whoever refinished
the wood did a great job with some feeder/polish. A
good portion of the gold and black painted ring
around the lower glass is still intact. It has the correct
bull’s eye brass pendulum and brass overlay on the
pendulum hanger. This pendulum is correct for this
clock. The dial pan was replaced and of course the dial paper is new.
The 8-day movement is signed, and running properly. It is a low of
clock for the price. The pendulum should be worth $100. LyIngraham #362. $150-$300.

770.
$100
Chelsea Clock Co. ships clock, serial #518146 which
dates it just after World War 2. It has an 8-day
time only movement that is running. The dial is
signed, “Chelsea Clock Co. Boston”. It is 4 5/8
inches across the spokes and 3 ¾ inches across
the back. It is clean, polished, like new. $150-$300.
771.
$75
Seth Thomas Clock Co. gallery clock, ca 1870’s or
1880’s. The complete label that covers the back
reads, “Eight-Day LEVER / One and Eight Day
Weight and Spring Mantel clocks / Office Regulators and Calendars / Fine Chronometer Levers / for
Locomotives, etc. / Seth Thomas”. The good mahogany veneered case is 13 inches across the back,
dial is just over 9-inches, correct hands, flat glass and brass bezel.
The clock is running and striking. $100-$200.
772.

776.
$150
New Haven Clock Co. hanging 30-day clock, “Tampico”,
ca 1907. The oak case stands 43 inches high, and is pretty plain clock but does have a few frills on the top and
base. I suppose the appeal to this clock is that you only
wind it once a month. The movement has been serviced
and is running properly. It is all original except for a new
paper dial on the old dial pan. This one has a nice second
dial, three original hands, original brass bob, wood stick,
and fancy beat scale. Ly-New Haven #542. $200-$350.

$50
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging clock, “Round Drop”, ca
1920. The wood case (oak or rosewood) has the original very dark finish. It has never been cleaned, but
has been kept polished. I cannot swear what wood it
is but will go with oak. It is all original however, dial,
hands, glasses, pendulum, good label, etc. The movement is 8-day time only, running and signed. LyAnsonia #716. $75-$150.

777.
$25
“Smiths / London”, signed on the 12” painted dial of
this 16” gallery clock. Clean, polished mahogany case
is very nice, polished brass bezel with a flat glass,
original hands, and a latching door on the base. The
brass bezel is also held in place with a latch. The
brass time only spring movement is 8-day. Overall in
very nice condition. $50-$100.

773.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. mantel clock, ca 1900. Named and pictured
in Ly-Seth Thomas as “Eclipse”. Later day collectors named it,
“Eclipse”, because that is the word on the brass pendulum, or
“Balltop” which is pretty obvious. There are thousands of meanings for the 8-point star that is
shown three different ways in the center of the
Eclipse pendulum. I am confident the pendulum
designer had a meaning in mind when he stamped
the word, “Eclipse” on the pendulum and had the
loose fitting 8 star insert in the center. Somehow I
feel the Star and Eclipse go together. I have reported over many years that each of the “Balltop” cases is stamped with a number, the only ST clock
numbered. This one is marked, “K2084”. I hope
someone has kept track of the many I have reported over the years
and figures out why they are stamped. The walnut case is 24 ½ inches high, clean, all original, super label inside, perfect glass, and an 8day time, strike, and alarm movement. The alarm movement is in
the bottom with a brass bell and a coil gong. This one is a keeper, as

778.
$50
New Haven Clock Co. hanging clock, “12 Inch Drop Octagon”, ca
1929. Do you notice anything different about this
schoolhouse clock? Not only does it have the octagon top but it has an octagon dial. The only one I
have ever seen. They took a gallery clock and put a
base/drop on it. The oak case is 21 ½ inches tall, clean
and all original. It has a good glass, correct hands,
pendulum, and an 8-day time only movement that is
running. Ly-Seth Thomas #593. $75-$150.
779.
$350
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. shelf clock, “No. 14 Granger”, ca 1884. I
have only sold one of this model in 44 years and I cannot find where
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darkened, OR age darkened it and they left it dark. It looks better to
me dark. The dial is original and has some paint
loss in places. Good brass dial rings, pendulum
bob, gong base, case ornaments top and bottom,
and original cupid statues. One statue is flying
with only one wing. I doubt you would have noticed if I had not told you. The case is clean, the
four finials are original, and the carved top piece
is original. 8-day movement is running very
strong, striking the Cathedral gong on half hours
and hours. There is a complete label on the back.
Ly-New Haven, page 311. $200-$350.

one has sold at any other auction anywhere. Therefore, I assume it must be rare. The walnut case is 25
inches tall, complete, clean and all original. I believe
the clean dial is also original as are the hands, nickel
pendulum, door latch, and all internal parts. On the
back is a complete paper label. The 8-day movement
is running, striking the coil gong and calendar is
changing properly. Ly-Calendar #352-A. 400-$600.
780.
$250
Waterbury Clock Co. shelf clock, “Calendar No.
40”, ca 1891. We have sold very few No. 40 shelf
models. This good original oak case is 24” high,
has barley twist columns each side of the door,
mushroom finials on top, and other nice etched,
grooved, and sawn parts both applied and attached. Both dials are original and in very nice
condition. The dial pans, dial board, hands, pendulum, door latch, and gong, all appear to be
original Waterbury stock. On the back are remnants of three paper labels, lots of paper loss to
each. The 8-day movement is running, striking and changing the
calendar. Ly-Waterbury, page 104; Ly-Calendar, page 307. $300$500.

785.
$50
Ansonia Clock Company, Royal Bonn clock, “La Gard”, ca 1901. This
clock looks very small, probably because it is 10.75 inches high and a
nice little clock. It is clean as a pin, polished, perfect
condition, and signed properly on the back of the
case. Decorated in rich tints of green, and with painted flowers and gold accents placed around the case.
The clock has all its original parts including the sash
with a flat glass, signed paper dial, hands, brass back
door, pendulum bob and key, Cathedral gong, and the
8-day brass movement. Everything is clean, polished, signed where
it should be, and operating as intended. Ly-Ansonia #2534. $75-$150.

781.
$40
New Haven Clock Co. banjo clock, “Whitney”, ca 1932.
Another great little clock from the most recent consignment. Solid mahogany case is 32 inches high, two beautiful panels, some flaking on the bottom glass, wood side
rails and brass finial, brass sash with a bowed glass. Underneath the glass is a signed silvered dial with painted
numerals that have been unprofessionally enhanced,
and a pair of original hands. On the back is a complete
paper label. The movement is 8-day, hour and half hour
strike on a long iron rod, and a correct pendulum bob. Ly
-New Haven #217. $50-$100.

786.

$125

Ansonia Clock Company, Royal Bonn cased
clock, “La Vendee”, ca 1904. I could never
keep this model long for the decorators and
wives of my customers would snatch them up.
You must admit it has bundles of style points.
It is large at 14.5 inches high and is 13 inches
wide. Very colorful with various shades of
pinks and greens, painted figures of Dutch
women on the front, and the usual smattering
of gold highlights. Model name and Royal
Bonn logo painted on the back with red paint and then fired into the
clay. The metal back door is missing but someone put a wooden
door in its place. There is a pendulum bob, key, signed 8-day movement that is running, a gong, and all are correct for the clock. On
the front is the sash with beveled glass, two-piece porcelain dial,
hands, open escapement, all original or as they should be for the
clock. The case and movement are clean and ready to display and
run. Why is it so cheap, because of a small crack on the front just to
the right of the two women. Ly-Ansonia, page 638. $150-$300.

782.
$225
Seth Thomas Clock Co. ships bell clock,
“Celtic”, ca 1921. In a metal case with bronze
finish, standing 9-inches high and is 11 inches
wide. It has a six-inch silvered convex dial
with raised bronze numerals and cut serpentine hands. It has a signed 8-day lever movement striking hours and half hours on a Cathedral gong. The case is clean and polished, movement is operating properly. Ly-Seth Thomas #2604. $300-$500.

787.
$250
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. shelf calendar clock,
“No. 10 Farmer’s”, ca 1880. Walnut case is 25”
high, is clean and polished, but some smoke is still
hanging on, in places. It looks good, has all its
original parts and pieces including the ornate top
that is generally broken, repaired, or even replaced. Even the old dials are original, slightly
soiled and crinkled, but so nice I should not have
mentioned the dials. The two movements are
original and functional, running, striking a coil
gong, and calendar changing. A perfect label remains on the backboard. Ly-Calendar #346. $300$500.

783.
$40
“Ansonia Brass & Copper Co. / Ansonia, Conn.”, drop octagon wall
clock, ca 1874. It has a good inside label, latching lower door with the original glass, old pendulum, brass
bezel but no glass, good painted dial and old hands.
The movement runs 8-day and is time only. The nice
25-inch mahogany veneered case still has the carved
applied ornaments opposite the lower glass. You can
get the round glass at your local glass store. LyAnsonia #543. $50-$100.
784.
$150
New Haven Clock Co. mirrorside mantel clock, “Occidental”, ca 1895
or 1911. Oak case is 24” high, has gilt ornaments, pair of old mirrors
on the sides, and an original painted glass in the door. It has been

788.
$50
Waterbury Clock Company, Crystal Regulator, “Vannes”, ca 1908.
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793.
$175
E. Ingraham & Co. banjo clock, “Treasure”, ca 1934. Collectors call the clock “Treasure Island” because the
throat glass is imprinted, “Treasure Island”. The complete label on the back says it is, “Treasure”. This is a
pretty nice banjo and I don’t see any glaring defects. The
bowed glass over the dial is good and the dial is signed
two places and is only a little soiled and the hands are
correct. The solid mahogany case is 39” high, has solid
brass eagle, brass side rails, and bezel. Both glasses are
original, same with the pendulum bob, latches, etc. The
movement is 8-day, two rod duplex strike. Ly-Ingraham
#239. $200-$350.

The brass case is about 10 ½ inches high, has doors
front and back, all glasses are beveled and both side
glasses have chips in corners, but otherwise are fine.
The two-piece porcelain dial is signed and very good all
over including the original hands and open escapement. The 8-day movement is signed, running, and
striking half hours on a gong. I managed to pull the
suspension spring down so now the pendulum drags. My expertise
does not extend to movement repairs. Ly-Waterbury #455. $75-$150.
789.
$90
“MASCOT / Manufactured By / The E. Ingraham
Company, / For / E. Gately & Co., / 1025 Market St.
Philadelphia, Pa.”. Gately was a jewelry store
among other businesses. The mahogany case is
very attractive and similar to other clocks made by
Ingraham and other clock makers. The case is 24
inches tall with finial on top, unusual columns on
the sides with lions’ heads, and a level in the base.
The glass is original, the dial certainly may be, very
nice brass pendulum, high grade Cathedral gong,
brass rings on the dial, separate alarm movement and bell in the
bottom of the case. The 8-day movement is running and striking
half hours and hours. Not pictured in books because it was a special
order no doubt to be used as gifts, or maybe even for sale in their
stores. $100-$200.
790.

794.
$75
“Schatz / Royal Mariner / Made In West Germany”, signed on the
painted dial of this German ships bell clock. Excellent brass case has
a hinged and screw down bezel and is made to mount on the wall.
The case is 7 inches wide on the base and 4 inches tall. Beveled glass
in the sash. The 8-day movement is running and striking ships bells.
An on off switch for the bells in on the dial
and on the back of the case. Accompanying
the clock is a “Schatz Compensated Precision Barometer”. The size of the case is
identical to the clock and so is the configuration, i.e. bezel, etc. $100-$200.
795.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Ships Lever No. 6”, ca 1915. 8-day lever
movement in a black bakelite case, wardroom or deck ship’s timepiece, and it is running. The cream-colored dial is signed, “Seth
Thomas / Made in USA”. The dial is in extremely
nice condition, has correct ST hands and seconds
hand. The case is 7 ¾ inches wide and 3 1/8 inches
high, hinged on the left, knob on the right side to
screw down the top. Ly-Seth Thomas #2673 is very
similar. $200-$300.

$100
New Haven Clock Co. hanging clock, “Camden Line –
A”, ca 1907. One of three oak cased clocks in their
Camden Line. The oak case is 25 inches high, pressed
designs, very medium dark finish, and probably has
never been seriously cleaned. Nice pendulum, original glass, good paper dial, and good hands. 8-day
movement is running and striking a cathedral gong.
An excellent label on the back. Ly-New Haven #640.
$100-$200.

796.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. Ships “Engine Lever”, ca 1928. The brass
case is 7”, polished and cleaned recently, flanged
top and base, hinged bezel, and good glass. Silvered dial is 6”, and signed, “Seth Thomas / Made
In U.S.A.”. The dial is only slightly worn, good
strong black paint on the dial. Three original hands,
double 8-day movement with ships bells, lever
movement is running. $150-$300.

791.
$100
E. Ingraham Clock Co. wall clock, “Amulet”, ca 1886. The oak case is
28 inches tall, has all the original carvings, buttons,
and applied ornaments. They made this clock in a
shelf and a wall clock. The glass is original as are the
internal parts, dial, hands, dial rings, alarm movement, bell and gong, and the fancy pendulum. The
shelf model did not have the level and thermometer
that this one has. The 8-day movement is running
and striking hours and half hours. This wall model is a
little fancier than most. In the 1880’s the price of a
clock like this cost around $4.50. This one cost $7.00
when new. Ly-New Haven #926. $100-$200.

797.
$450
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “Hanging Library No. 6”, ca 1875. This is
the earlier No. 6 model, no carving, where the
1880 model had a carved top and longer tail. Walnut case is 28” high, complete and original. Perhaps lightly cleaned-polished, retains old finish,
does not need anything as it is already really nice.
The movement is 8-day, time and strike. Old dials
are 6 and 8 inches, still in very acceptable condition but the time dial is dirty. There is a complete
label on the back. Case parts are numbered, bezels
have not been polished, hands look to be original
as does the finial and other top ornaments. It has a
proper nickel pendulum with the extension. The
case back still has the wire tabs holding it in place.
Ly-Calendar #340. $500-$800.

792.
$100
E. Ingraham & Co. wood cased mantel clock, “Grecian”, ca 1869.
This popular style was made by Ingraham in several different configurations, all with the two “buttons” below the dial and a door hook
on the side. This rosewood case is 14.5” tall, complete and original. The glass is held in place with
original putty, dial is new and hands are original, all
of the green label remains inside and the 8-day
movement strikes on a coil gong. The movement
runs 8-days and strikes on the hours. The brass bob
is correct. Ly-Ingraham, page 258. $100-$200.
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804.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn. mantel
clock and City Series clock, “Athens”, ca 1880. In a
walnut case standing 17 inches tall, plain but attractive.
It is all original inside and out, clean and polished. The
dial is original as is the nickel accessories, bell and pendulum. The dial rings are brass. The one-day movement
is running and striking the nickel bell as is the separate
alarm movement that also rings on the same nickel
bell. The glass may be a replacement. Note the winding hole for the
alarm is in the bottom of the dial board. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 185.
$50-$100.

798.
$100
Waterbury Clock Co. Ships Bell, ca 1914. I cannot
find this identical clock in the Ly-Waterbury ships
clock section, but our clock is almost identical.
The polished brass case has a 6-inch flange on the
bottom, 5 ½ inch on the top. The bezel is hinged
and holds a flat glass. Dial is 4 inches, painted
with black paint, and is signed, “Manufactured By
Waterbury Clock Co. U.S.A.”. The movement is time and ships strike
and it is running. Ly-Waterbury #2090. $300-$500.
799.
$75
American Clock Company iron front shelf clock, ca
1851. This company did not make clocks but sold
for several different clock companies. This iron
front case is 15 inches high, has the original paint
and other accessories. It has the original lower
hinged door and glass, two good sashes, original
paper dial, correct hands, coil gong, and pendulum. A complete paper label is inside. The movement is 30-day time and strike, and it is running.
$100-$150.
800.

805.
$100
E. Ingraham & Co. long drop wall clock, “Bristol”, ca
1891. The 31-inch rosewood case is very attractive. The
Ingraham catalogs say they made this model in imitation oak. Don’t think so. The wood is dark, but clean
and polished. I don’t see any of the usual edge dings
or other case issues you might see on a 120-year-old
clock case. The paper dial is a replacement, hands are
correct, there is a paper label inside, and a super nice
brass pendulum bob and stick. The brass is all polished bright including the dial ring and pendulum. The
glass with the gold border is old. The movement is 8-day, time only,
running enthusiastically. Ly-Ingraham #404. $100-$200.

$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, 8-day time
and strike banjo clock, ca 1910. The mahogany case with
eagle on top is 36 inches tall, missing the side rails, but
appears complete otherwise. The metal dial is showing
slight wear on the silver, the hands and pendulum are
correct, and the glasses are very nice. There is a complete
label on the back but it does not show a model name and I
cannot identify the model in Ly-New Haven. It certainly is
not a cream puff, but surely worth our minimum. $75$150.

806.
$50
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn. parlor clock, “Donita”, ca
1882. The two labels on the back are obliterated but this is the same
clock we have mentioned before that Welch made this model for
the “Metropolitan Manufacturing Co.”. The movement is signed by
Welch, the pendulum is one of Welch’s, as are the gongs, bells, and
alarm movement. Some clocks have been seen that
Ingraham made for Metropolitan at a New York City
address. Apparently someone thought about cleaning the dark crusty case, note the very bottom that
is partially cleaned, but decided it was more than
they wanted to tackle. The walnut case is 27 inches
high, the glass with “Father Time” and the “Artist”
is excellent, and the original dial is slightly soiled. LyWelch #423. $50-$100.

802.
$75
E. Ingraham Clock Co. “Western Union”, ca 1911. Both glasses appear to be original and the paint is holding very well. The oak case is
36” high, clean and polished with pressed designs on
the top and base. We bought it with a collection of
excellent clocks from a retired executive collector. All
his clocks will be in this auction, few have any apologies. Unfortunately the top glass was broken enroute
to me. You can order replacement glasses from Timesavers. The original dial is signed, now slightly faded
and worn and it has correct hands, and original brass
bob on a wood stick. The movement is 8-day, time and
calendar, and it is running. There is a label on the back.
Ly-Ingraham #377. $100-$150.

807.
$50
E. Ingraham Clock Co. calendar wall
clock – says the consignor of these
clocks. There is no label, the dial is not
signed, and was surely repainted. It
may have an Ingraham movement in it
but I believe the case is foreign. I cannot find this exact style case in any of
Tran Duy Ly’s clock books. E. N.
Welch Manufacturing Company’s
wood mantel clock, the “Dickens”. Someone added a base and
made it a wall clock. The Dickens is one of Welch’s clocks in “The
Authors” series. It is black walnut, clean and nice. The dial was repainted, hands replaced, has good brass rings and gong base, clean
as a pin 8-day movement, plus an alarm movement and separate
brass bell. The pendulum is one of Welch’s fancy glass ones. Two
labels on the back are pretty much gone. Ly-Welch, page 385. $50$100.

803.
$50
Waterbury Clock Co. “Crane”, ca 1906. Usually called
just a shop clock or store regulator by clock collectors,
this one is all original but darkened over the original
now crusty finish. Many of you like clocks that are all
original no matter how dark or untouched. Well, here it
is, complete (except for the top) and 100% original including a complete paper label inside and two on the
back. Old dial, hands, pendulum, and pendulum stick.
The oak case should be 37” high but is now missing the
top. Crowns and bases for store regulators can be ordered from
Timesavers. It is 8-day, time only and running. Ly-Waterbury #726.
$75-$150.

808.
$50
E. Ingraham & Co. mantel clock with upper calendar, “Gila”, ca 1915.
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movement and the hands are missing. It is a
heavy iron sign 31 inches wide and 19 inches
high. There is an original hanger on the back.
Dirty, yes; iron corroded, yes; restorable, yes.
Old, definitely; a date on the clock dial of
1893.

The oak case is 23 inches tall, has pressed designs all
over, original glass, replaced paper dial, three hands,
coil gong, and the 8-day time, strike, and calendar
movement and it is running. Ly-Ingraham, page 312.
$50-$100.
809.

$100

904.
$25
Thermometer, wall hanging, or desk ornament. It is
6 inches in diameter, glass top in a metal case, good
clean dial, original hand, and it is working. It is advertising for, “The Liberty Lumber Company / Liberty, New York”. Phone number is 3-9-0. It has to be
very old. $25-$50.

German wall clock, ca 1920’s. This is a very heavy oak
cased clock, 37” high, balcony type with a fancy brass
pendulum. The pendulum is hanging low to show in
the picture. The front of the case has columns and
carved objects on the base. The wood has some carving and grooved designs over the front. The movement is attached to a slide in seat board. It is in very
good overall condition, and in running condition. The
movement is 8-day and strikes a large iron coil gong.
The movement is signed only, “Patent /154590”. The
large pendulum is signed but I cannot decide the
maker because a couple of letters are obscured. $100-$150.

905.
$25
Thermometer, wall hanging or desk, 6 inches in diameter, glass top in a metal case. Dial is all there, apparently some water got inside that colored the dial
some. Original needle and the Fahrenheit thermometer is working. Advertising for, “The C. H. Jones Equipment Co. / Salt Lake City, Utah”. $25-$50.

810.
$50
Sessions Clock Company, Bristol, Conn., metal cased
mantel clock, “Diana”, ca 1910. For Sessions this is a
large metal clock, 17 inches high and originally with a
bronze finish, now dark but still a nice-looking clock.
The dial paper was replaced, hands look to be correct,
has a brass bezel with flat glass, and a pendulum and
key. Not sure if the pendulum is original. Ly-Sessions #423. $50-$100.

906.
$15
Desk Thermometer, working, 3 ½ inches tall, good
clean dial and hand, a metal case. Advertising for,
“Combustion Engineering Corporation”. Dated 1921 on
base. $15-$30.
907.
$25
Weather Forecaster. Irving Krick was Eisenhower’s chief
meteorologist in WW2. After the war he established a business that bought war surplus aircraft aluminum and used
the aluminum to produce a series of weather forecasters
for different areas of the US. The units date from 1949 and
cost $12.50 when new. This is a novelty item that is more
accurate than the Farmer’s Almanac. I sold one a few years
ago for over $100. It comes with pages of printed instructions. There are also instructions on the back of the Weather Guide. $50-$100.

900.
$200
Stick Barometer, “Torre & Co. / London”, engraved on the
brass dial plate. Also engraved on the dial plate are, Dry Day
to Stormy, Blood Head to Freezing, and 130 degrees down to
zero. I am not absolutely sure about the name “Torre”, it
might be “Forre”. There is a hinged door with glass that covers the dial and latches on the left side. The glass tubes with
mercury are intact and as far as I know functioning. $250$500.
901.
$50
Glass dome on wood base. The glass at the base
is 8 ½ by 5 inches and stands 14 inches high, not
including the wood base. $100-$300.

908.
$15
German Wag wall clock, ca mid 1800’s. Brass movement wheels, wood plates, brass bell on top. Wood
dial is 8 ¼ by 6 inches, original hands, brass pendulum
and 12-inch rod, and paid of cuckoo weights. Consignor reported movement was running and striking. I
did not test. $25-$50.

902.
$125
“The Melodia”, by the Mechanical Organette Co., New York. This
was one of the organettes produced by John McTammony and sold
under a multitude of different names and styles, all using the 14note paper 7 ¾ inches wide. As in the “Harmonia” model you turn
the crank which rolls the paper from one
spool to the other. You need to read the
“Encyclopedia of Automatic Musical Instruments”, by David Bowers, to gain a complete
understanding of the rare old roller organs.
This is another fine walnut box with gold
designs on all sides. Not considering the
handle this box is 13 inches wide, 11 inches deep, and 7 ¼ inches
high. There are no paper rolls with this box. I have sold only one of
this model in years past, it went for $255. $150-$300.

909.
$60
Boston Clock Co. tandem wind 8-day movement, beveled glass, special porcelain dial and hands. The movement is running and is signed. Comes with the special
brass backplate. $75-$150.
910.
$35
Advertising thermometer, ca 1880’s. Good condition
overall but needs a broken cord inside replaced. Advertising for, “The Powers Duplex Regulator Co. 90
Illinois Street Chicago, ILL.” It is 8 ½ inches tall including the hanger. My sources say it would be worth $150$200 if cord replaced.

903.
$35
French sign advertising a Bistro/restaurant, and it has a clock/dial on
the top that apparently was advertising a clock shop. I suspect it
originally had a clock movement and hands, but now has a battery
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911.
$25
2 German 1000-day clocks for parts. I did not try
to run them, consignor said they were just parts.
Appear to be complete.
912.
$100
2 English barometers.
J. J. Lockwood, Preston, England, wheel barometer
with two missing functions. There is no back cover
but it does have the long mercury tube. The case,
glasses over the three remaining functions are
good.
Ciceri.Mantica & Torre, Coinburgh, England, wheel
barometer, in a beautiful rosewood case 36 inches
long, and with only 2 functions, thermometer and
barometer. It has a back cover and tubes inside.
Should be operational but I have a dozen of my
own and none are what I would call operational.
913.
$375
Ingersoll Watches & Clock display case, ca 1890.The
walnut and glass case is 17 inches wide, 17 inches
deep, and 31 inches tall. There are six interior storage drawers in the bottom of the case. Note that
all four sides and the top are glass and there is one
glass shelf inside. A logo appears on all four sides of
the walnut base, “Gold Ingersoll Watches &
Clocks”. $500-$1000.
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which I am the winning bidder, up to my spending limit, and will make payment within 15 business days unless other
arrangements are approved by Horton’s Antique Clocks.

☐ I agree to the Terms and Conditions above

DATE: ______________________________

Return this completed form by email (Hortonclocks@aol.com), FAX (866) 591-6616, or postal mail to Horton’s Antique
Clocks, 3864 Wyse Square, Lexington, KY 40510-9706.

BID SHEET INSTRUCTIONS


Be sure your name and shipping/mailing address are current and correct. Do not use a post office box number.
Include a phone number where we can reach you; FedEx also requires a phone number. Include an email address
if you use email.



List your items by catalog number in order of preference if you have a spending limit. A short title/description
helps you and us to correctly identify the clock. Your spending limit might be a dollar amount, or a clock number
amount (i.e., no more than two clocks).



Your bid must be at least the minimum; bid what you are willing to pay for the item, but no more. Remember,
most bidders win their clocks for less than their maximum bid.



Add a note with bidding instructions, if necessary. For example, “I only want this clock if I don’t win clock #___”.



We will arrange shipping through several local shipping firms if you request shipping on the above form. They will
contact you with an estimate of cost, and provide shipping options.



We will fill in the Award column amount for clocks you win, and total the amount due. If you wish to use PayPal or
a credit/debit card add the 3% convenience fee to your total.



Call, FAX, or email us with you payment arrangements and we will get your clock(s) on their way to you!



Please allow 3-4 weeks for your clocks to arrive; we only have a few trusted shippers, and we are not their only
customer. You may call or email us anytime to find out the status of your delivery. We will try to arrange to have
the shippers notify you by email of your shipment status. Bear in mind that shippers often require packages over
$500 to be signed for upon delivery; you may wish to have your clocks sent to a business address if no one will be
at your home to sign. Alternatively, you can arrange through the shipping firm to have the packages sent to a local
outlet (UPS Store, FedEx Office) for pick-up at your convenience.

Phone: Carroll Horton, (859) 381-8633
FAX:
(866) 591-6616
eMail: Hortonclocks@aol.com

Thanks for shopping with Horton’s Antique Clocks!

